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Abstract

ABSTRACT

Science is critical to the knowledge economy and UK science centres, many of
which appeared in the new millennium, are perceived an effective vehicle for the
promotion of public engagement with science (PES). Following trading difficulties in
2004 Scotland's four science centres (Dundee Science Centre, Glasgow Science
Centre, Our Dynamic Earth and Satrosphere) entered into a funding relationship
with the Scottish Executive (now Government) which also effectively created the
Scottish Science Centres Network (SSCN) - the first national network of science
centres in Europe. The early funding model employed by the government involved
deficit-funding centres resulting in the centres losing most money receiving most
funding. lnformed by several independent reviews, the Scottish Government is now
adopting a performance-based funding model. However such a model required a

performance framework and key performance indicators (KPls)for the SSCN which,
to date, has proved elusive despite several cyclical attempts. The principal research
question underpinning this study is: How can government funding of science centres
better facilitate government policy on PES? Drawing on the experience of an
international knowledge-community of senior science centre professionals, over two
rounds of interviews, a significant amount of data on the alternative funding models
and composite performance indicators was collected. This data was fed into two
meetings of the senior representatives of the SSCN and led to the development of a
new performance framework for the SSCN complete with seventeen KPls. This
represents an important milestone in advancing SSCN efforts to better demonstrate
their economy, efficiency and effectiveness in return for continuing public funding.
The framework is of sufficient generality to be of benefit to science centres outside
Scotland and notably those centres who have still to convince their governments of
the contribution they could make to advancing government's growing interest in PES
in return for a funding relationship.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
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OSC - Ontario Science Centre
PES - Public Engagement with Science
Pls - Performance lndicators
POS - Public Ownership of Science
POST - Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology
PUS - Public Understanding of Science
RBINS - Royal Belgian lnstitute of Natural Sciences
SDC - Science and Discovery Centre
SMART - Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-based
SMC - Scottish Museums Council
SNP - Scottish National Party
SSCN - Scottish Science Centres Network / the Network
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Chapter One - Context, Change and Scotland's Science Centres

CHAPTER ONE

CONTEXT, CHANGE AND SCOTLAND'S
SCIENCE CENTRES

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Having been the chief executive of a science centre in Dundee, Scotland since October

2007,I have a legitimate interest in being able to effectively position myself and my

organisation to better manage the waves of change that constantly challenge the

medium and long-term sustainability of my business. The opportunity afforded through

studying for this professional doctorate has been to prepare for, and tackle, a long-range

issue of major strategic importance both to my own organisation and potentially others

in the science centre sector, most notably the other three science centres in Scotland.

My thesis has developed out of a growing recognition, by me and others, of the need for

science centres to develop their external stakeholder relations. One of the most

important relationships for any science centre is the one which it shares with its

goverment. Many centres continue to work towards securing greater advocacy or

support from their government, notably, but not exclusively, in the pursuit of a funding

relationship. Science centres often need this in order to realise a position of relative

financial sustainability. In the UK, the role of lead negotiator for such a relationship has

been taken on by the UK branch of the European Collaboration for Science, Industry

and Technology Exhibitions (ECSITE-UK), a Science and Discovery Centre (SDC)

mernbership organisation that in April 2008, published its report, Inspiration,

Engagement and Learning, The Value of Science and Discovery Centres in the UK

Working towards a Benchmarking Framework. This review of the value of the SDC
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Chapter One - Context, Change and Scotland's Science Centres

sector to the UK came in direct response to the recommendations of a House of

Commons Select Committee review (2007) into the funding of UK science centres.

Covered in more detail in chapter four, this review sought to establish the role of

science centres in promoting public engagement with science (PES) and in mapping out

the funding available to science centres from UK central government and other sources.

As such the House of Commons review represents an important, albeit early, milestone

in ECSITE-UK's efforts to advance its advocacy ambitions.

Notwithstanding their often vulnerable financial position, science centres can and do

play an important role in promoting PES and in supporting govemment's growing

interest in democratising science in society, something which I evidence in chapter five.

Additionally, science centres have many other attractive qualities to offer their

government in return for a funding relationship. I detail these more fully later in this and

subsequent chapters.

Having already achieved a level of recognition from the Scottish Governmentl there

remains an important opportunity for the four science centres in Scotland (see figure

1.1) to further develop their relationship with the Government. The steps to doing so are

held in how the four Scottish centres can now better demonstrate their contribution to

promoting PES, and in aligning their activity base with the Scottish Govemment's

science-rooted policy interests and commitments in retum for continued funding, My

own contribution to date has been to work with the other Scottish science centre chief

executives in efforts to build a strong relationship with, initially (2003) the Scottish

lFormerly the Scottish Executive, the Scottish Government was formed following the election of the

Scottish National Party (SNP) in May 2007. Future reference to the Scottish Executive will relate only
to the period before May 2007.
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Chapter One - Context, Change and Scotland's Science Centres

Executive, under a shared Labourlliberal Democrat leadership and now (2008) the

Scottish Government, under the leadership of the Scottish National Party (SNP).

Figure 1.1 The Scottish science centres

Science Centre Dundee Science Centre

Our Dynamic Earth (ODE) Satrosphere

The joint effort from Scotland's chief executives during 2003 and 2004 importantly

contributed to the establishment of a funding relationship with Government across all

four centres, a relationship that is slowly becoming more mature and sophisticated in its

expectation. This growing expectation has driven recent developments in performance

reporting across all four centres in Government's efforts to better demonstrate the

economy, efficiency and effectiveness of the science centres in delivering against

Government interests related to PES and science learning.
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Chapter One - Context, Change and Scotland's Science Centres

In contrast to Scotland's favorable, albeit evolving, position many science centres,

including those in England, have yet to convince their govemments that they could

become an important and credible player in driving governments' PES ambitions.

Efforts to do so will likely continue far beyond the timescales associated with my

investigation.

In setting an early context for my investigation chapter one has four parts. In part one, I

introduce the role of science centres and the nature of their contribution in promoting

PES. In part two I elaborate on the current funding of science centres across the UK, a

situation which has left many financially vulnerable. In part three, I concentrate on the

recent context for change in Scotland, changes that have led to the Scottish science

centres securing Govemment funding and by default the creation of the Scottish Science

Centres Network (SSCN), the first nationally-funded network of science centres in

Europe. Lastly, in part four, I consider the emergent research question that comes out of

the SSCN context and describe the associated aims and objectives that determined the

nature of my investigation and by association the shape and content of the remainder of

my thesis.

1.1 WHAT IS A SCIENCE CENTRE?

Science centres fulflll a dual purpose as visitor attractions and educational venues. They

aim to present science in an infonnative and engaging malìner to a visiting public of all

ages. All seek to provide an environment that encourages infonnal learning by striking a

balance between education and entertainment. More broadly, science centres are often

referred to as belonging to the SDC sector. This tenn is typically employed by science

centre membership organisations in welcoming a wider membership than just science
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Chapter One - Context, Change and Scotland's Science Centres

centres. Examples of venues that better fit the broader SDC label include zoos and

aquaria. The focus of my investigation is firmly grounded in the science centre and so I

only use the term SDC when specifically referring to the wider group.

In describing what a science centre is, a brief description by ECSITE-UK (2008a, p.2)

is as useful a starting point as any:

At their core (science centres have) interactive exhibitions and
programmes inviting visítors to explore, experiment, test, predict and
discover science and the world around them.

Most have a permanent exhibition, space for temporary exhibitions and offer a growing

range of activities that typically now includes science, technology, engineering or maths

(STEM) based shows, workshops, public debates and lectures. Many also offer outreach

activities, where science centre staff go out to groups that often find making a visit to

the science centre difficult, whether this be for economic, geographic or time-related

constraints.

The intrinsic nature of the science centre is such that they can and do play an important

role in supporting the formal education sector and serve a rat:rge of purposes, including

engaging the public in considering the role and value of science to society, infonning

the public about scientific advancements, prornoting science as a cafeer path and

bringing different STEM related stakeholders together in a neutral environment.

The broader appeal of science centres as popular visitor attractions and cultural venues

is also critical to their success and places them in an enviable position of being able to

attract a sizeable and increasingly diverse audience. In 2005-06 UK-based SDCs
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attracted 19,503,000 visitors (Gammon and Harris,2006, published in ECSITE-UK,

2008a), almost a third of the UK's population.

I.2 FUNDING SCIENCE CENTRES

The UK's science centres are typically not-for-profit, charitable organisations that exist

to discharge their charitable aims related to education and PES. The nature of these

organisations is such that many struggle to cover operating costs through earned

income. This constrains the ability of many to contribute fully to the educational and

science learning agenda to which most subscribe.

While a small number of the UK's science centres have been in existence for 15 years

or more, many have appeared since the turn of the new millennium. These have been

supported by funds from the Millennium Commission (MC) and others, notably The

Wellcome Trust, European Union, regional and local govemment and commercial and

not-for-profit sponsors. One in five UK millennium projects and schemes had a

science/technology element, with over f250 million having been awarded to fourteen

science/technology centres (Parliarnentary Office of Science and Technology (POST),

2000) across the UK.

MC funds were of a capital nature only, with no revenue support element. A condition

of MC funding was that the recipients were financially self-supporling, an important

point as few of the MC-funded science centres have achieved this. Those that have

secured a measure of financial sustainability usually have a major asset base that has

additional earning potential, e.g. commercial letting of office space, pay and display car

parking, facilities for hosting corporate events. The Parliamentary Office of Science and

Technology (POST, 2000) identified financial sustainability of UI( SDCs as a real
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threat prior to the majority of MC-funded projects opening, albeit no advance provision

was made for this. As early as 1998 the anticipated financial shortfall of UK SDCs was

predicted at f,50m per year (Beetlestone, Johnson, Quin and White, 1998). More

recently (2002), ECSITE-UK estimated the gap between earning capacity and cost of

delivery to be f,35m a year. As the MC-funded SDCs have aged so their associated

running costs are likely to have escalated and, in all likelihood, surpassed earlier

ECSITE-UK estimates. The problem is a major one and set to grow until such time as a

long-term funding solution can be identified and secured.

While few of the UK's SDCs receive government subsidy there are a small number of

noteworthy examples that do. In Wales, Techniquest in Cardiff receives funds totaling

31% of its operating revenue (interview with Techniquest chief executive Peter Trevitt,

2001) from the Welsh Assembly Government. In Belfast, W5 receives 10% of its

revenues from its devolved administration (information provided by the financial

controller of 'W5, 2007). Most recently (2004), the Scottish Executive committed a

budget line with both capital (exhibit/asset renewal) and revenue (to cover operating

costs) elements to the four Scottish science centres. I describe the development of this

relationship in section 1.3.

None of England's science centres currently receive any sustainable form of

goveflìment funding. The key issue for England appears to be the large number of SDCs

and associated funding levels required when compared with the relatively few SDCs

found in 'Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The ongoing discussions between

ECSITE-UK and the House of Commons Select Committee on Science and

Technology, mentioned earlier, aÍe an encouraging starting point.
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1.3 THE SCOTTISH SCIENCE CENTRES

1.3.1 The science centre movement in Scotland

The science centre movement in Scotland is still in its relative infancy. The first science

centre to open in Scotland was Aberdeen's Satrosphere in 1989. Satrosphere was one

of a small number of early UK science centres that included Techniquest in Cardiff and

the Exploratory in Bristol. While Techniquest continues to operate, the Exploratory

closed in 1999 and was replaced by the MC-funded science centre, @t-Bristol.

Scotland's other three science centres Dundee Science Centre (DSC), Glasgow Science

Centre (GSC) and Our D¡mamic Earth (ODE) all appeared at the beginning of the new

millennium and were all supported by major capital awards from the MC and others.

The four centres ate very diverse, differing in scale, scientific focus, asset base and

audience. The chief executives of the centres believe this diversity to be a strength.

Each of the four centres operates as a discrete and separate legal entity, govemed by

Scottish charity law but otherwise with different structures, sets of trustees and, other

than the Scottish Government, separate sponsors/funders.

Despite the relatively recent arrival of three of the four centres, all have experienced

ear|y, and in some cases ongoing, fìnancial difficulty. In 2003 the financial problems

across the four centres were such that their chief executives made a coilective approach

to the Scottish Executive in efforts to secure a much-needed funding relationship. As a

direct result of this approach the Scottish Executive cornmissioned Jura Consultants, a

fìrm of economic and financial analysts based in Edinburgh, to carry out an independent

review of Scotland's science centres with a view to potentially providing ongoing

public funding. The science centres reviewed included DSC, GSC, ODE, Satrosphere

and The Big Idea (TBI) in Irvine. Shortly after Jura was commissioned TBI, also an
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MC-funded science centre, went into administration. This was a key event in

negotiations between the science centres and the Scottish Executive as it demonstrated

the vulnerability of the centres in the clearest possible way. It also signposted that

others could quickly follow if early action was not taken. Jura (2004a, p.ii) noted that:

The Scottish science centres have shared the same experience as the

science centres elsewhere in the United Kingdom, and also some of the

other projects funded by the National Lottery Distributors. Initial visitor

forecasts have generally been over optimistic leading to inflated income

projections, which in turn have lead to the creation of substantial
enterprises with significant overheads. Periods of rapid and radical
adjustment have followed, more rapid and more radical and more

ffictive in some centres than ín others. However, these adjustments

cannot address the wealcnesses of the underlying business models which

are frequently focused on a single activity and market'

Prior to this dialogue the Scottish science centres had had little experience of working

with each other and the proximity of GSC to TBI was even cited as a possible

contributor to the demise of the smaller project which was based in a less-densely

populated area of the country (BBC,2003).

1.3.2 Scottish science centre funding

As a consequence of the closure of TBI, along with the findings presented by Jura,

Scottish ministers agreed to an initial funding package for the four science centres of

f5.1M in June 2004. This included ÊlM for collaborative education activity between

centres. A budget line of f3.7M ayear was subsequently agreed by ministers to cover

the period up to the next comprehensive spending review in2007.

Other than by way of lip-service, the ability of the newly-created SSCN to contribute to

either a political or educational agenda did not appear to rank highly with Governrnent

during these early discussions albeit this position has changed considerably during the
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intervening years. This shift coincided with the transfer of responsibility for the SSCN,

within the Scottish Govemment, from the Department of Enterprise and Lifelong

Learning to the Offrce of the Chief Scientific Advisor for Scotland (OCSA). Since this

change the environment has become a more accountable one for the SSCN centres with

the Govemment now having far higher expectations of centres in driving appropriate

education and public engagement-related ouþuts.

The early, and in many ways flawed, funding model implemented by the Scottish

Executive was to 'deficit-fund' each of the centres. This effectively saw the science

centres making the greatest financial losses rewarded by receiving the highest

percentages of funding. Driven in this way by ministers' desires to see all four centres

continue to operate through a turbulent period, the funds were additionally subject to

reform outlined by Nicol Stephen, the then Deputy First Minister and minister for

Enterprise and Lifelong Learning in his foreword to the inaugurai strategy of the SSCN

(SSCN, 2005, p.1):

In 2004 the Scottísh Executive launched the first sustained programme of
support for Scotland's four science centres. At the same time to ensure

their long-ternt viabitity, we aslced the science centres to make

fundamental changes to their ways of working. We wanted to see more

collaboration, less competition and more robust business planning.

The creation of this early joint strategy provided a much-needed focus for bringing a

group of organisations that had had little previous experience of working with each

other together. This, as noted below by Nicol Stephen (SSCN, 2005, p.1), sought to

position the centres at the forefront of the drive to highlight Scotland's pro-science

outlook.
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Ultimately the science centres hqve the potential to underpin our
lcnowledge-economy, by turning our children and youtxg people on to
science, inspiring future generations of scientists, and helping to achieve

greater public involvement in the debate about the place of science in

society.

The ability of the SSCN to demonstrate pro-active delivery against this and an

efficiency and commercialisation agenda were viewed as key to their continring

dialogue with the Scottish Executive beyond this initial funding period. The reality,

however, has been that the SSCN took the duration of this first term of funding to

recover a degree of financial sustainability and to begin finding its feet as a network.

The SSCN strategy identified four objectives, to be deliveredby 2007108, which bear

relevance to my thesis. First, the level of financial support for science centres should be

more strongly linked to outputs. Second, fuither opportunities for streamlining across

all centres should be considered. Third, that an evaluation report should be

commissioned in order to measure the progress made by centres. Lastly, a review of

network strategies should be undertaken in efforts to determine the effectiveness of

collaborative activity between centres. These objectives sat against the additional and

broader needs of the Scottish Government around public engagement and democratising

science, identified in the introduction of this chapter.

1.3.3 Performancemeasurement

The Scottish Governrnent's financial support for the SSCN is made on the basis of

centres demonstrably securing best value-for-money (VFM) for the Govemment's

investment of public funds. As a function of this the four SSCN members are required

to complete quarterly performance returns to the Govemment. These retums, the

development of which is described more fully in section 4,L2 of chapter four, report
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perfonnance against a nuÍìber of areas, including visitor numbers, financial

performance against budget and progress against delivery of education plans. The four

centres have also been subject to regular inspections by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of

Education (HMIE). The last inspection2 of the SSCN by HMIE was carried out in

September 2006. This review, published in 2007, helped shift the emphasis of Scottish

Govemrnent funding in 2007108 towards improving the quality of education-related

outputs and better supporting the delivery of prevailing Government policy related to

science education. While the SSCN has this existing reporting requirement to the

Scottish Govemment its emphasis on perfonnance outputs fails to give any focus to

performance outcomes, those aspects of the centres work most closely associated with

their mission.

The need for stronger performance reporting across the wider SDC sector has

previously been identified by ECSITE-UK, in its 2002 report, 'Science and Discovery

Centre: Capitalising on 20 Years' Investmenl'. In this report ECSITE-UK highlighted

the need to establish a performance framework with robust indicators and benchmarks,

with agreed definitions, in order to measure delivery against agreed targets. The absence

of any such framework has slowed the advance of both the SSCN and the wider UK

SDC community as without this many potential funders, including UK central

goveÍtment, continue to question the real value of science centres. That ECSITE-UK

has only recently (April, 2008a) published its report into advancing a benchmarking

framework suggests that this is not so easily achieved.

2 The inspection of the SSCN centres by HMIE in2006 was the centres second. The four centres were

first inspected by FIer Majesty's Inspectorate of Education in 2002 as part of a UK-wide review of
science centres led by the Department for Trade and Industry (DTI).
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A previous attempt (by the Scottish Executive) to identify a suitable perfonnance

nìeasurement framework, with associated perfonnance indicators (PIs), failed due to the

difficulty in identifying appropriate indicators and a lack of commitment by SSCN

centres, notably but not exclusively due to a lack of involvement in the development

process. Involving SSCN centres from the outset of my own research has aided the

degree to which the outputs of my investigation are deerned acceptable by centres.

The relative absence of suitable and widely accepted PIs within the science centre

community highlighted a need to consider other comparable sectors, e.g. museuns and

galleries, in helping establish early pointers for my research. I consider this in chapter

two.

It is argued that a suitable and balanced framework will allow funders, including the

Scottish Governrnent, to make better informed and more equitable decisions over the

future distribution of gtants to the science centres and provide a fuither means of

demonstrating responsible planning and sound governance by the science centres,

another priority expressed by the Scottish Govemment.

I.4 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THESIS

The context in which Scotland's science centres operate has changed considerably since

its earliest dialogue with the Scottish Governrnent. As Govemrnent expectations of the

centres has grown so has its interest in being able to better measure and report the

perfonnance of centres against their contribution to advancing PES and securing best

value for its investrnent of public funding. The desire of the Scottish Government to see

the SSCN support its ambitions for widening PES gave rise to my principal research
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question, 'How can government funding of scíence centres better facilitate government

policy on PES?'.

While referring to the English museum sector, comments made by Lawley (2003), that

museums are not homogenous, has not been lost on my investigation as each of the four

science centres in Scotland is very different. The early waming from Lawley was that a

one-size-fits-al1 model for delivering economy, efficiency and effectiveness across all

mernbers of the SSCN would prove difficult to identify, agtee and administer. That

senior SSCN representatives, from across the network, played a central role throughout

my investigation, and gave their support and endorsement for my investigation from the

outset, is important in providing an early signpost to the potential usefulness of the

performance and accountability framework which emerged from my investigation.

1.4.1 Aims and objectives

My research aim in undertaking this investigation has been the establishment of a

performance and accountability framework for use by members of the SSCN and which

meets the requirements of the Scottish Govemment. In advancing this a number of

additional research questions emerged including what is the basis for funding a business

effrciency model when, argtably, the major outputs of SDC's are associated with

education and promoting PES?; Would an emergent performance framework fit all

SSCN members?; How transferable would a perfonnance framework developed in

Scotland be within a wider UK or international context? My approach has also

accounted for factors that may influence the degree of adoption of any emergent

performance framework across the SSCN science centres. In addressing both research

questions and research aim I identified the following research objectives:
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1) Consider the changing nature of science, the drivers of this and the
role of science centres in helping fuIfill government's interest in
PES;

2) Consider relevant management practices to include management of
public funds;

3) Conduct a situational analysis of factors influencing recent change,

employin g appropri ate environmental scaruring to ols ;

4) Identify good practice in relation to performance frameworks,
associated performance indicators and their implernentation across

formal andlor informal networks;

5) Consider an emergent model that is appropriate for the Scottish
context, making comparisons and drawing out lessons to be learnt

from others;

6) Share findings of research with major Scottish stakeholders in efforts

to achieve a consensus position.

The prefened outcome of the SSCN, in advancing the development of an agreed

performance framework, was that rather than penalising 'poor' performance against any

jointly-agreed measures, that there be a recognition and reward system for positive

behaviour and performance and creation of an environment for sharing learning and

best-practice across the SSCN. This proved important in securing the necessary 'buy-in'

frorn all centres. This approach also held greatest potential for advancing the Scottish

Govemrnent's recently (February 2008) expressed desire to see centres move away

from its early deficit-funding model to one which better reflected the performance of

centres. This shift in emphasis by Governrnent, announced with the news that the SSCN

had secured a second round of Government funding (February 2008), supported the

need for a new approach to performance management and reporting.
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The scope of such a short investigation has meant that the implementation of any agreed

outputs will take place after the completion of my thesis. Accordingly, my thesis is set

into a further eight chapters.

In chapter two, I review the available literature on the changing nature of science during

the last thirty years, its influencers and affect on public attitudes toward science and

those seen as controlling it. My review also considers the growing interest of

governments in promoting PES and begins a longer discussion around how science

centres might support govemment in this area of developing interest. I also highlight the

growing accountability agenda of governments in considering existing performance

reporting measures, their effectiveness/use in other sectors and potential transferability

to the science centre field. I close chapter two with my views around whether the

available literature supports the potential for creating a shared performance framework

for adoption by the four SSCN science centres. My literature review advances the

address of my first two research objectives.

In chapter three, I describe my research approach to the fieldwork phase of rny

investigation in advancing my research aim. Consideration of my data requirements, the

likely challenges of gathering this data and the theoretical foundation of my research

underpins my choice of research design and the specific research methods I employed

in gathering and analysing my data. Choices made here have a direct influence on the

validity of my data and as a result my whole investigation.

In chapter four, I describe in detail the period of change experienced by Scottish science

centres since their earliest dialogue with the Scottish Executive in 2003. I build on my

brief introduction to the four Scottish centres made in section 1.3 of this chapter and
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draw from a significant body of archival material, collected over the last five years. This

material charts some of the key communications between the science centres and the

Scottish Executive/Scottish Government and is supported by periodic, independent,

review material commissioned by the Government. Collectively, this material follows a

timeline of events that charts how the Scottish Governrnent's thinking towards, and

expectations of the science centres has changed over the intervening years. Towards the

end of chapter four I briefly consider recent developments in the wider UK science

centre context as these have bearing on the fieldwork stage of my investigation'

In chapter five, I begin describing the data generated from two rounds of extensive

telephone interviews with an assembled knowledge-community of senior science centre

professionals, typically their chief executives, and drawn from the UK, US, Canada,

Australia and mainland Europe. This chapter emphasises the experience of these

individuals in working with their own governments and the use of performance models

and associated perforrnance indicators in their own centres. In this regatd chapter five

seeks to draw out the good and best practice being exhibited by others in efforts to

inform a new approach for Scotland.

In chapter six, I draw on the emergent themes generated by my knowledge-community

during my first round of interviews. These were fed into a second round of interviews in

efforts to further develop each theme. In addition, chapter six captures the views of my

interviewees around the potential for creating a common performance framework for

adoption by the SSCN and covers areas such as variables, comparability, emphasis of a

network-based model, common evaluation and the influence of government.
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In chapter seven, I bring the work of my earlier chapters together in building towards

the development of an early performance frarnework for consideration by all members

of the SSCN. The work associated with this phase of my investigation, while drawing

on the earlier inputs of my entire knowledge-community, focuses on the Scottish

constituents of my knowledge-community only in efforts to work towards achieving a

consensus position.

In chapter eight, I present my conclusions. In doing so, I review my research objectives,

delivery against my research airn and explain the extent to which achieving these has

allowed me to respond to my investigations principal research question. This includes

describing my major findings and the extent to which my research has contributed to

both theory and practice. I additionally point to both the limitations of my investigation

and scope for future research. In concluding my thesis I close with some reflections on

my professional doctorate joumey.

In chapter nine, I provide a brief update of the course of events during the twelve

months that followed the conclusion of the consensus building phase of my

investigation (March 2008 - March 2009). These have direct bearing on the legitimacy

of my research and address the major limitations of my investigation and for this reason

represent an important post-conclusion addition to my thesis. This update also

demonstrates the pervasive nature of organisational change and the external factors and

influences that can drive this. In essence chapter nine represents an important

preparation for the change which I referred to in the opening paragraph of chapter one.
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CHAPTER T\ryO

A NE\M MODEL FOR PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
\ilITH SCIENCE?

2.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter one I considered change in the context of the Scottish Executive's decision to

fund four science centres in Scotland. The Scottish Executive described this decision as

a 'something-for-something' investment (SSCN, 2005), one which would likely see

future funding of the centres tied more directly to them delivering against Government

policy on PES, improving public awareness of, attitudes towards and ownership of

science, with the longer-term aims of the centres contributing to the growth of

Scotland's knowledge-economy and ultimately its economic competitiveness. The

recent (April, 2003) continuation of a funding relationship between the Scottish

Government and the SSCN, into a second phase of funding strongly suggests the

Government still feels that the science centres have an important role to play in

fulfilling its ambitions for PES and public ownership of science (POS) in Scotland.

Chapter one concluded with my setting out a research agenda and associated research

questions that sought to identify how Government funding and the establishment of a

performance management and accountability framework for the SSCN might be used to

better facilitate Governrnent policy on PES. I identified my research aim and objectives

in setting out the scope of my investigation.

In chapter two I address my first two research objectives through considering the

available grey and academic literature. In firstly addressing objective one and also
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setting a wider context for my thesis I focus on the changing nature of science, the

drivers of this change and the subsequent impact of this change on the UK public's

views of science, its (the public's) relationship with govemment and those non-

govemmental organisations (NGOs) most closely associated with it. The impact of these

changes on these NGOs, their legitimacy and effectiveness as government vehicles for

PES and influence on their own relationships with the public are also considered.

I also describe developments in the field of the social sciences associated with PES,

including UK government policy towards PES, government's move away from Public

Understanding of Science (PUS) to PES, the potential benefits of better promoting PES

in supporting wider policy on science and why governments seem increasingly keen to

work with others in their continued efforts to better promote PES. This is an appropriate

point at which to consider whether government commitment to promoting PES is well

placed or whether bigger issues around the changing nature of science are more

fundamental to government attempts to re-build public trust in, support for, and

ownership of science. In closing this section, I consider the potential contribution of

science centres in supporting government policy on PES and what consequences

possibly await them as a result of such a relationship.

In addressing my second research objective I look at the influence of management and

accounting practices on the changing nature of science and, more specifically, the

influence of government funding on recipient organisations in their efforts to promote a

PES agenda. I also highlight the presence of performance management and

accountability measures in these organisations, their effectiveness in aiding delivery

against govemment policy and degree to which they are transferable between sectors.
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Based on their similarity in operational nature, education focus and emphasis on a

visiting public, I also touch on the experience of the UK museums and galleries sector.

In closing chapter two I consider the scope for creating a shared perfbrmance

framework for science centres, one that delivers against government aspirations towards

better promoting PES and demonstrating accountability. Opportunities, challenges and

gaps in the literature identified here helped inform my research approach, described in

chapter three.

2.I THE CHANGING NATURE OF SCIENCE

Prior to the mid 1970s, changes in the nature of science as a social practice were largely

organic and self-managed in nature (Boden, Cox & Nedeva, 2006). The only scientific-

citizens at this time were scientists themselves (Elam & Bertilsson, 2003). Since then

the funding decisions of UK central govenìment have seen the adoption of a more

policy-led, exogenous, approach to science activity, which Boden et al (2006), describe

as having been facilitated by the intersection of three interrelated discourses: a shift

towards neo-liberal ideologies and discourses of govemment that has included the re-

visioning of the nature and role of science as something that should directly impact on

national economic competitiveness and which has allowed market forces greater reign

in the pursuit of economy, efficiency and effectiveness; a consequent reconstitution of

the relationship between government and science; and a resulting reshaping of science

itself. In his November 2006 speech,'OLff Nation's FLtture' , former UK Prime Minister,

Tony Blair stated "science will be as important to our economic future as stability". The

discursive shift in policy identified by Boden et al. (2006), which contextualised Blair's

statement, is by no means unique to the UK, with almost all European countries now
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pursuing the major objective of transforming their economies into knowledge

economies (Jacob, 2003).

The actual or virtual relocation of science from a relatively independent, socio-

economic space to either the private sector or a marketised public sector has led to what

Boden et al. (2006) has described as a new 'commodified' model of science. In efforts

to distinguish commodification from commercialisation, Jacob's (2003) definition will

be used in defining commodification of knowledge as the process by which knowledge

is reduced to a format that makes it possible to make an exclusive package or artifact for

which an exchange value may be established. In practice the two processes are closely

related, with commodifi ed knowledge dependent upon commercialisation.

While several commentators (Stehr, 1994; Callon, 1994) have argued that the market

economy has been influencing the commodification of science for many years, the last

thirty years has seen science become more of a closed and private activity compared

with the largely open and codifiable one which existed previously (Baskaran and

Boden, 2007). Baskaran and Boden (2004) argue that this shift in the nature of science

towards a market economy has contributed to the reconstitution and subsequent damage

of the social contract between scientists and the public and has led to the loss of trust in

science by the public. The issue of declining public trust in both science and

govenìment is a major feature of my thesis. Stein (2003), offers a supporting theory for

the loss of public confidence in science, in suggesting that secularisation and post-

modem scepticism, characteristic of the late 20tl' century generally, has led to a self-

reinforcing dynamic in which scientists increasingly need to explain and justify their

activities and conclusions to the public, while the public increasingly regard both the
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promotionalism and the content of the scientists'messages as suspect, requiring further

explanation and justification. Stein's (2003) proposition complements that of Baskaran

and Boden (2007), albeit from a different view, in considering a public perspective on

the repositioning of science. This phenomenon may be common to other societies with

high levels of industrialisation, where controversial aspects of science are illuminated

and a more critical attitude towards science may be adopted (POST, 1995). Elam and

Bertilsson (2003) suggest that it is the expansionist nature of science itself that has both

increased the scope of innovation process in society and the scale and scope for

disagreement, over science, in society.

Research commissioned by the Office of Science and Technology and Wellcome Trust

in 2000 also identified the public's concems over the degree to which goveffiment now

controls science. The poor handling, in the UK, of controversial science-rooted events,

such as bovine-spongiform-encephalitis or mad-cow disease of 1996, the foot and

mouth crisis of 200I, and more recently (2005) the public's reactions to genetically-

modified food and the use of human stem-cells in scientifìc research, are frtling

examples of a public which is no longer prepared to simply accept scientific

'knowledge' promulgated by scientists and government.

The view that science is in some way owned by govemment is also contributing to a

widening 'democratic deficit' that is additionally seeing a decline in participation (by

the public) in political processes (POST, 2001). This recognition, by govemment, that

an issue (over loss of public confidence) exists and that this has been known for a

number of years is of significance as, to date, government efforts to arrest or indeed

reverse this situation appear to have been largely ineffective. The continued
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demonstration, by government, that they both recognise and wish to address this issue

is, however, positive in relation to my investigation.

The degree to which the UK government is motivated to win back public support for its

increasingly commodified approach towards science is likely to influence any future

efforts to create a new social paradigm on which to rebuild public confidence and trust

in science and the associated processes of govemment. The growing prominence of

scientific knowledge and its value to the economic competitiveness of the UK does,

however, suggest that any reversal in the ownership, control or focus of science is

unlikely. These forces of change, behind recent and current scientific advancement,

point towards the need for goveÍìment to promote a new and more democratic model of

PES. Any new model needs to consider both the concems and motivations of key

stakeholders if it is to be effective in rebuilding public confidence in, and support for,

science and the associated processes and governance of science, by government and

scientists.

The rnajor stakeholders I have identified so far have been government, scientists and the

UK public. Gibbons (1999), importantly identifies that the changing social contract

between science and society has several elements, which reflect broader contracts

between government and society, industry and society and higher education and society.

The contracts and associated relationships between government, industry and higher

education are all likely to have changed as a result of the repositioning of science over

the last thirty years. While identifying three of the major players, Gibbons fails to

identify that other 'actors' exist and who also influence the social contract between the

public and science, an extended group that irnportantly includes science centres and
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other promoters of PES, such as The British Science Association, The Royal Society,

The Wellcome Trust and many others.

Of the partners identified by Gibbons (1999), the changing relationship between the

UK's higher education institutions (HEIs) and society is of particular interest to me

because of the existence of a long-term funding relationship between UK HEIs and

government and the increasing similarity between the work of HEIs and science centres

in specifically promoting PES. Many HEIs have strong working relationships with

science centres and the shifting emphasis of govemment funding of the UK's HEIs may

provide a salient example of what could await the UK's science centres from a closer

and developing funding relationship with govemment.

2.1.1 The experience of UK higher education institutions

For many years UK academics were largely protected from politico-economic pressures

to commercialise and commodify their knowledge by the favourable funding

relationship that UK HEIs had with the University Grants Committee (Willmott, 1995).

Greater state intervention throughout the 1980s, corresponding changes in management,

control and means of funding have led to a greatly-changed HEI sector, increasingly

characterised by loss of autonomy and increases in assessment and control systems that

have contributed to a progressive commodification of academic outputs. The value

paradigm for UK HEIs has shifted from one based on research and teaching to the

highest possible standard, to one based on flexibility and entrepreneurship in the

development of programmes and use of resources (Willmott, 1995). Paradoxicall¡ this

shift in approach is likely to be contributing to the growing closure in costly university

chemistry, mathematics and engineering departments (POST, 2007).
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While care needs to be taken not to generalise his assertions, as necessarily reflective of

the wider UK academic community, Willmott (1995) talks about increasing loss of

autonomy as an academic in such a way as to suggest that rather than a positive force,

driven by commercial imperative, the changes in scientific research being driven by

government intervention and funding policy is a negative force to be resisted, albeit

recognising that the ability to resist is waning with the loss in autonomy. Thirteen years

on from Willmott's (1995) expression of these views, the likelihood of UK central

government's funding regime for UK HEIs, and the systems and management processes

that this regime has fuelled, changing, seems scarce.

Willmott's (1995) observations, while not conclusive, do point towards several potential

realities which science centres could expect from a closer funding relationship with

government. Perhaps highest on the list is the loss of autonomy thal will ensue as a

result of a control agenda that demands further regulation in demonstrating clear

accountability through the pursuit of greater economy, efficiency and effectiveness and

greater govemment intervention with regard to strategic direction setting, including a

potential push for greater commodification of science centre outputs. Other issues

relate to the potential growing influence of political agendas on venues which have

historically been viewed as politically-neutral public spaces for science communication

and PES and a potential shift in public attitudes towards science centres emerging from

a closer association with govemment.

The experience of UK HEIs, which are argtably more financially-resilient than rnost

science centres, offers a cautionary tale in highlighting that a closer funding relationship

between science centres and govemment could lead to consequences outwith science
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centre's direct control. The ability of the SSCN members to negotiate its terms of

engagement with the Govemment are likely to wane with time and could have long-

term consequences for the relationship which centres currently ettjoy with their visiting

public.

While little research is available on how the shift in govemment policy has affected

public attitudes and trust towards HEIs, there is very clear evidence to show that student

numbers in certain STEM subjects in UK schools and HEIs is in decline (POST, 2001).

Despite growing general participation in higher education, the number of physics, maths

and biology graduates remained stable in the ten years between 1994195 and 2004105,

while the number of chemistry graduates dropped by 35% (POST, 2007).

Clearly factors, other than those linked with govemment, exist in relation to the

downturn in undergraduate numbers taking STEM subjects at university, including early

yeaïs experiences of science in primary and secondary education, shortages of teachers

with specialist qualifications in particular sciences, the image of science and scientists,

perceptions of science as a harder subject and poor careers advice (POST, 1995;2007).

All play apart in shaping early, teenage, undergraduate and parental attitudes towards

science. While not exhaustive, these factors do demonstrate the magnitude of the task

facing those keen to see a reversal in these trends and why a multi-agency approach will

be essential if efforts to improve public attitudes towards science are to be successful.

2.2 DEVELOPMENTS IN THE PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE
MOVEMENT

Having previously considered changes in the nature, governance and ownership of

science in the UK and its consequential effect on key relationships, notably that between
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goveÍìment and the UK public, it is also important to consider how government's

supporting effort to promote and democratise science have changed, as it is this that has

greatest potential to aid redress of the public's growing disenfranchisement with science

and notably that linked with government.

The UK field of the social sciences associated with science and society and PUS has

advanced considerably since the development of the earliest UK PUS models in the

1980s and the publishing of the Royal Society report, 'The Public Understanding of

Science', in 1985. This document, commonly referred to as the 'Bodmer report' after

Sir Walter Bodmer, the chairman of the working group that produced it, was

cornmissioned at a time when there was a belief, politically and by many scientists, that

the public's interest in and support for science and scientists was in decline.

Disappointingly some 22 years after the Bodmer report this was a view still held

(POST, 2001). The Bodmer report was also produced at a time when spending on

science was under close scrutiny by politicians and having to be increasingly justified in

terms of its contribution to national prosperity, The resulting political pressure on

science and scientists made them more accountable to the public, with the associated

policy measures and funding priorities that followed providing early signposts of the

shift in science by govemment away from its traditional values towards the new,

commodified, domain I described in section 2.1.

'While questions around how the public might be better informed and engaged with a

science agenda rernain, the Bodmer report did spark a significant expansion in interest

in PUS as a field of research and is credited with having influenced a number of bodies

and activities, collectively now referred to as the Public Understanding of Science
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Movement. Through these efforts Bodmer also importantly contributed to the shift by

those able to influence policy away from a top-down approach to securing advocacy for

science to one more concerned, if not necessarily more effective, with uptake and

engagement with science by the public.

The answer over how to better measure the effectiveness of public engagement

activities will, in part, be addressed by -y investigation. In efforts to do so, the

concerns raised by some (Irwin, 2001; Elam & Bertilsson, 2003) about the motives of

those who have designed past PUS public consultation and discussion forums, in

servicing their own needs, is noteworthy. If efforts to realise greater democracy over

POS is to be realised the public has to be the starting point in any future discussions

generated by government and not the end point.

A further consequence of the Bodmer report was the establishment of the Committee for

Public Understanding of Science (COPUS). While now defunct, the major aims of

COPUS were to improve public attitudes towards science and to enhance the 'scientific-

literacy' of the UK public. It was hoped that this would lead to a society that looked

more favourably towards science and scientific research. The COPUS approach was

grounded in the belief that greater levels of knowledge and understanding for a

'scientifically-deficient' UK public would lead to this positive shift in attitudes. This

'deficit' view of public understanding favoured by COPUS, contributed to what has

become known as the 'deficit model' of public understanding and adopted a top-down,

one-way approach to communicating or 'teaching science' that sought to gain public

support by filling the knowledge gap in society with a controlled flow of scientific facts

and methods (Irwin, 2001). V/ilsdon (2005) considers this early, deficit-based, approach
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to PUS as based on a flawed understanding of science, a flawed understanding of the

public and a flawed understanding of understanding!

While scientists have been able to identify what amounts to a deficit in PUS, subsequent

research (Miller, 2001) revealed that years of COPUS activity had had little effect in

addressing the public's doubts and fears about scientific progress. This may be partly

explained by the findings of Evans and Durant (1995) who have observed that while a

well-informed public is more predisposed to being supportive of science generally it is

likely to be less supportive and less trustful of science associated with morally

contentious scientific research. This lends further credence to the idea that a better

informed public may not necessarily be one that is more supportive of all forms, or

indeed any form, of scientific research. This is a key point in highlightingthat, while

scientific literacy seems a clear determinant of public attitudes towards science, it is not

the only one.

In spite of pockets of support for the deficit model of PUS, it has come under sustained

criticism from those seeking to identify other knowledge domains and more robust

methodologies for what informs and shapes public understanding and public attitudes

towards science. Sturgis and Allum (2004) identified that culture, economic factors,

social and political values, trust, risk perception, and worldviews are important in

shaping the public's attitude towards science but do not discount the additional and

independent effect that scientific knowledge has on public attitudes. These comments do

potentially support the observations of Evans and Durant (1995) albeit the latter do not

describe the wider context of the 'well-informed' and less well informed participants in

their study.
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This notion of different knowledge domains having influence on public attitudes and

understanding of science is supported by Wynne (1992) who suggests three elements of

public understanding have to be expressly related in determining lay attitudes towards

scientific research: the formal content of scientific knowledge; the methods and

processes of science; and its forms of institutional embedding, patronage, organisation

and control. While the deficit model does consider Wynne's first two elements it fails to

recognise the role that different forms of engagement and context, as described by

V/ynne (1992) and Sturgis and Allum (2004), have on individuals in shaping lay

attitudes towards science. This support for a 'contextualising' of scientific knowledge

by at least one other knowledge domain has given way to what has become known as

the 'contextualist-perspective' towards PUS, a model that importantly recognises that

there is more than one 'public' and a growing awareness that a different and more

participative form of pedagogy to earlier rnodels is required if future efforts to promote

scientific-literacy, engagement and ownership are to be more effective.

The shift in support towards the contextual approach to science coÍìmunication has also

seen growing favour (by government) for greater dialogue and engagement with the

public and a move towards efforts to construct a new "scientific citizen" as described by

Irwin (2001), one capable of effectively contributing to scientific debate around

contemporary science-based issues. While the widespread existence of scientific

citizens is still arguably some way off, the process of creating a closer identity between

PUS and processes of deliberative democracy has gradually led to the term PES being

favoured over PUS. Rather than a rejection of PUS, PES is viewed as an adaptation of

the underlying democratic processes (Elam & Bertilsson, 2003) and it is encouraging

that government papers now freely talk about the need to better eîgage, inform, consult
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and involve the public in science-related policy, an important development for

supporting NGOs, such as science centres.

2.2.1 UK government interest in promoting PES

The Bodmer report gave early highlight to the UK government's interest in science and

further linked it irrevocably with the social and economic agenda I highlighted at the

outset of this and my opening chapter. It did however stop short of recording the

specific motivations of govemment in changing the nature of science and wholly failed

to highlight the impact that such a change would have on a public trust, that had already

been recognised as fragile.

Since the Bodmer report, many UK govemment initiatives have sought to promote

science and encourage public dialogue over science-related issues, with PUS becoming

a plank of UK government policy in the 1993 White Paper, Realising Our Potential

(DTI, 1gg3). The importance of PUS, and now PES, has been recognised in a number of

Parliamentary inquiries, including those by the House of Lords Select Committee for

Science and Technology (2000), which recommended that dialogue with the public

should become a "normal and integral" part of science-based policy making and

research activities. Tony Blair additionally called fot "a robust and engaging dialogue

with the public" during a wide-ranging speech on science and technology in }l4.ay 2002.

Blair's comrnents are also reflected in documents such as The Third Report of the

House of Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology (2000) which recognised

that while the UK public's interest in science was high, science associated with

government or industry was viewed negatively by the public and exhibited as a lack of

trust. The Select Comrnittee went as far as to describe the situation as a 'crisis of
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confidence' and highlighted public survey data that identified several strands to this.

They identified four key issues. The first was that people now question authority,

including scientific authority, an observation supported by their second issue that there

remains a culture of governmental and institutional secrecy in the UK, which invites

suspicion. This, in tum, is supported by the third issue which identified that some issues

currently treated, by decision-makers, as scientific issues in fact involve many other

factors besides science - inappropriate framing of the problem and excluding moral,

social, ethical and other concerns invites hostility. The fourth issue was that underlying

people's attitudes to science are a variety of experiences and values. The convergence of

these strands with the observations of others detailed previously demonstrates some

agreement over where the key issues around public engagement, or perhaps more

accurately'public-disengagement' with science, lie.

In addition to highlighting major issues, the House of Commons Select Committee

report also identified a new mood for dialogue in efforts to improve the relationship

between science and society. Principal influences on this dialogue included: COPUS;

the Research Councils and Higher Education Funding Councils through which the UK

government funds academic research; science museums and science centres; the Intemet

and special initiatives for women. The inclusion of science centres in this list is of

significance to my investigation as is their recognition in other govemment publications

including Ihe 2002, POST, 'Public Dialogue on Science and Technology' and 2006,

POST,'Debating Science'.

The recent ernphasis on dialogue with the public, by govemment, is part of a wider

public engagement agenda from government that additionally includes public opinion
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research, consultation and participation in government efforts to involve the public in

science-related policy decisions and the setting of research priorities (POST, 2006).

This narrow definition of PES compares with a broader emphasis towards PES adopted

by others, like science centres, in describing wider efforts to raise the awareness of

science amongst the public. These differences in interest towards PES demonstrate the

presence of a political agenda over a non-political one and provide a further indication

for why govemment activity towards PES has not been more effective in changing

public attitudes towards science and those seen as controlling it.

2,2.2 Government's commitment to PES

The crisis of confidence, declining participation in political processes and growing

scepticism of the UK public in science, and importantly science associated with

government, suggests that government interest in improving PES is well placed.

Additional motivation for promoting PES, including aiding political decision making

processes, strengthening public policy on science and the setting of research agendas

gives further credence to governrnent's efforts to better democratise the role of science

in society and its contribution to more effective political processes and decision making'

While seemingly committed to promoting PES, the methods currently employed by

govefiìment do not go far enough if widespread change in public attitudes and trust

towards science is to be achieved. POST (2006) identified four problem areas:

that methods of engagement (employed by government) are still not accessible to all

sectors of society; that measuring outcomes of public engagement activity is difficult to

do and rarely achieved; that policy-related PES is divorced from more widespread

dialogue between the public and scientists and lastly that the public would like more of
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a say on certain science-related issues but feel that government is unlikely to listen to

them. The first of these points reinforces that the UK public, rather than being a

homogenous group, is increasingly diverse and that actually different strategies are

required if society, generally, is to be better equipped for more effective engagement

with a science-based agenda.

Science centres are venues for public engagement that do welcome a diverse audience

and this is a fitting part of the chapter in which to consider the nature of contribution

that science centres do and might make in supporting government policy and intent

towards widening and improving societal PES.

2.2.3 The contribution of science centres

I have previously highlighted that science is communicated to the public in a variety of

ways and with varying degrees of success. Some methods, as identified by the

Optimising Public Understanding of Science report (2003), appear to demonslrate a

degree of transferability beyond geographic boundaries. Science centres are one of a

relatively small but important group of such mechanisms that are argtably most

effective when considering a local context, to importantly include differences in

national identity and culture.

In chapter one I mentioned the 19,503,000 visits received to UK-based SDCs between

200512006 (Gammon and Harris , 2006, published in ECSITE-UK, 2008a). While few

papers have successfully profiled the constituency of the science centre audience it is

very apparent from any visit to a science centre that they are ofappeal to a range ofages

and backgrounds but are particularly popular with primary and early secondary school-
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aged children on organised school visits and during leisure visits with parents and

guardians.

In chapter one I highlighted the nature of science centres, with a particular emphasis on

the Scottish context. The relative infancy of research on science learning in informal

settings means there is a lack of established research base around learning outcomes in

science centres that makes any current discussion about their contribution or value with

regard science education and PES somewhat anecdotal, albeit from an engagement

perspective, with over 19 million UK customers annually they are clearly doing

something right. Drawing on a disparate literature comprising field-based research,

visitor studies and psychological and anthropological studies of learning a recent

(January 2009) report by Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse and Feder does begin to make

important headway in charting what visitors to science centres and other venues that

promote informal science do cognitively, socially, developmentally and emotionally in

these environments. The report notes that there are currently few outcome measures to

assess science learning in informal settings and efforts to develop relevant measures

have often been controversial.

Given its relative infancy what published literature does exist in relation to science

centres is often produced/funded by the membership organisations which represent them

or, like this thesis, is written by a senior science centre professional, often its chief

executive. This clearly has the potential for introducing bias to any investigation or

inquiry. Even when the potential for bias is managed, the informal learning approach

adopted by science centres makes evaluation of learning outcomes an inexact science.

Johnson (2005) alludes to this in what he describes as the 'slow-bum' effect, which
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follows a visit to a science centre. Johnson argues that it is often some later situation

that provides the 'wider world' context within which the leamer sees the relevance of

the science centre experience. This fits with the contextualist perspective towards PES

set out in section 2.2.Beetlestone et al. (1998) supports these observations in suggesting

that while those who provide financial support for science centres, like the Scottish

Govemment, increasingly seek evaluation of their programmes and activities, the

conclusions generated by such evaluation would not withstand rigorous testing because

of the nature of methodology typically employed. In this case Beetlestone et al. (1998)

is more concerned with the methods of evaluation employed, which are typically taken

from a formal education setting, than with the timing of evaluation, as described by

Johnson. Clearly, both are problematic. Both issues suggest that the exact educational

value, or impact of science centres remains unknown and that a major flaw in the

current research base around science centre evaluation does at least leave something of

a question mark over what 'measurable' contribution science centres might make

against aiding government delivery of its PES agenda.

In summation of his paper 'science centres are thriving and going strong!' (2000),

Finnish (Heureka) science centre chief executive and sector leader, Per-Edvin Persson,

highlighted the need for science centres to develop a research agenda to enable them to

better understand the fundamental process associated with informal learning and the

impact of science centre activity on suffounding society. Sadly, some eight years on

from Persson's paper, few science centres have irnplemented such a research agenda

and so remain largely ignorant of the effectiveness of their activities or indeed their

wider impact on the communities, which they serve. Based on the escalating need for

funding by science centres in the UK, coupled with the growing desire of sponsors to
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see measurable impacts in return for their funding, this is a situation that cannot

continue. This was alluded to by the Scottish Government's 'something-for-something'

expression repeated in the opening sentences ofthis chapter.

In chapter one I highlighted that ECSITE-UK are now (2008) working to develop a

benchmarking scheme for UK science centres as a result of the 2007 review of UK

science centre funding by the House of Commons Science and Technology Select

Committee. While this scheme will take several years to populate it is hoped that this

work will help support future efforts to more clearly demonstrate the impact and value

of UK science centres.

The relative absence of consistent and robust evaluation methods to date within the

SSCN and science centres further afield has led the Scottish Government to adopt an

'outputs' based approach to its financial support of the SSCN. These outputs are

typically grouped around broad and relatively easily-measured indicators, such as

visitor numbers, commercial spends, quality assurance standards and delivery against

agreed educational programmes. Centres are currently required to report on progress at

quarterly intervals. The acceptance of this approach by the Scottish Government must

assume that, even in the absence of robust evidence, the Govemrnent feels some

measure of benefit is being delivered. While acceptable to the Scottish Govemment, this

approach would be inadequate for many potential sponsors of science centres as it fails

to adequately demonstrate impact. While historically acceptable to the Scottish

Government, the change in administration in Scotland to the SNP at the last (May,

2007) Scottish elections has shifted emphasis towards a more robust and accountable

approach to funding.
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If accepting there are cogent reservations to current evaluation methods for science

centres and that at least one major funder, i.e. the Scottish Government, has adopted an

alternative approach to funding and associated reporting demands, what research that

does exist consistently, albeit anecdotally, suggests that science centres do have a

positive and potentially-significant role to play in promoting and delivering a PES

agenda.

In stepping away from their educational role briefly, as venues, science centres have

been described by ECSITE-UK (2002) as providing welcoming environments that are

distributed nationwide providing neutral meeting places for learners of all stages and

ages, equipped with specialist facilities with high-quality equipment and year-round,

often out-of-hours, access and supported by skilled staff with educational, technical and

multimedia expertise. Collectively these qualities translate into venues that house

important resources, special competences and which provide access to a broad and

varied audience.

It has previously been highlighted that one of the underlying reasons behind public

attitudes towards science is the public's trust in, and identification with, the institutions

that control it. When those institutions are seen as overly secretive or insufficiently

policed, public confidence suffers (POST, 1995). This suggestion, when coupled with

the lack of public trust in govemment, as identified by the House of Lords Select

Committee on Science and Technology (2000), points towards a clear case for

govemrnent working more closely with public-facing venues, like science centres, that

promote PES and which are trusted by the public. \ühile difficult to determine the exact

level of public trust in science centres, their typical qualities and their collectively high
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visitor levels does at least suggest a high degree ofpublic support. In this regard, even

before considering the educational effectiveness of current practice in science centres,

there is much sense in governments working with these organisations, if government's

efforts to rebuild public trust in science is legitimate.

Returning to the educational effectiveness of science centres, while measurement of

learning outcomes continues to prove difficult, the informal learning style employed by

science centres is appropriate in fitting with a contextual perspective towards PES.

Johnson (2005) describes a number of aspects of the informal learning approach

employed by science centres that support their continued use of this alternative

pedagogy. These include that the informal learning surroundings encountered in a

science centre, in which visitors are encouraged to move around a leaming environment

that have different stimuli in it, mirrors everyday life more closely than in a formal

teaching/learning situation. Johnson (2005) also highlights that the majority of visitors

to science centres do so as part of a group (families or pre-affanged groups) and during

a visit discuss, debate and consult with each other. The combination of these factors

means that visitors to a science centre are enabled to work within a personal context and

at their own pace. The ability of visitors to experience a leaming environment in which

they provide rnuch of the context has led to the science centre-type experience being

described as a 'free-choice leaming environment' (Falk & Dierking, 2000). The varied

nature of science communication to be found in science centres also supports different

learning styles and abilities.

While much of the evaluation that has been conducted on science centres has been

based on their exhibitions, most now offer a much broader memr of educational
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activities including public discussions and debates; public theatre in workshops and

presentations; meet the scientist sessions, where the science centre becomes a forum for

researchers, and outreach activities to schools and hard-to-reach community groups.

Many science centres are also now developing their exhibitions in association with HEIs

and other STEM-related organisations and in doing so are promoting a new form of

knowledge-transfer that provides exactly the type of wider world context to which

Johnson (2005) alludes. These exhibitions also present a very contemporary face of

science and support a positive 'earIy years' experience of science. Additionally, science

centres make good host venues for temporary exhibitions produced by HEIs, which are

often funded by one or more of the UK's research council's. Many of these exhibitions

would have done well to have employed the input of science centres during early

development phases as they typically have a good understanding of the needs of their

visitors. In summary, science centres have many positive qualities to offer government

in return for funding. Their geographic spread, affrnity with the public as venues for

public engagement, their informal-learning approach and increasingly contextualised

orientation to delivery and content marks their potential, if not their current impact.

The informal-learning approach adopted by science centres, coupled with historically

weak evaluation only affords an indication of science centre effectiveness in promoting

science education and PES. The available literature points to the need for more robust

performance indicators for science centres and ones which receive far greater rigour in

terms of measurement and evaluation. The difficulty of measuring leaming outcomes in

the informal-learning environment points towards aî approach to performance

management that utilises a combination of indicators that includes both output and

outcome measures.
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The relationship which UK science centres curïently enjoy with a visiting public is a

major attraction for greater government involvement. Maintaining the integrity of this

relationship should be viewed as critical by both science centre and funding partner in

establishing a closer, more collaborative, working relationship. The poor financial

health of many science centres is such that they are likely to have to accept an

accountability agenda, as experienced by HEIs, and where possible negotiate on terms

related to content, control and the specific outputs against which performance will be

measured. The current dialogue enjoyed between members of the SSCN and the

Scottish Govemment means that this should be achievable. This approach demonstrates

an early and important distinction between the early experience of the SSCN in working

with its Government, to that of the UK's HEI sector, and one that could see the SSCN

making afar greater contribution to promoting PES than they do currently.

2.3 THE INFLUENCE OF FUNDING AND ACCOUNTABILITY
MEASURES/FRAMEWORKS

The UK central government's investment of public funding in science and in those

external NGOs involved in promoting PUS/PES, suggests the presence of robust and

auditable accountability mechanisms in efforts to clearly demonstrate economy,

efficiency and effectiveness in delivering against agreed performance objectives'

Collectively these elements support a control agenda in pushing forward governrnent's

interest in PES. This certainly appears to have been the experience of the UK HEI

sector.

Caulton (1998) considers that the major investment in SDCs by the MC, at the tum of

the millennium, required an early appraisal of their perfonnance in demonstrating VFM

against the flbillion total investment. While Caulton's own investigations were
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inconclusive in determining this, he did identify several useful broad themes of

economy, efficiency, effectiveness, excellence and equity. These headings are likely to

be of interest to the Scottish Govemment (or other funders) in determining the value

they receive in retum for providing financial support. Caulton's approach was, by

design, more quantitative than qualitative but does provide a useful starting point albeit

Caulton himself recognised that actual performance comparisons only provide a

snapshot - an aid to good judgement rather than a substitute for it.

In addition to the roles of funding body and recipient, the public's perception of

accountability and funding of PES and NGOs also has some bearing on the public's

trust relationship with science and those engaged in the delivery side of PES. Methods

of evaluation are likely to differ between NGOs, depending on who administers them,

funder (Scottish Govemment) or recipient (the science centres, HEIs, etc). The desire to

achieve a consensus framework within the SSCN suggests both should be considered. In

specific relation to PUS/PES activities, Edwards (Edwards, 2004) makes a cautionary

point in suggesting they are rarely evaluated against the aims for which they were

funded. This may be linked with the difficulty of measuring learning outcomes, as

pointed out previously and flags a potential problem in my efforts to identify a

meaningfu I framework through thi s investi gati on.

The issue over whether to rneasure performance outcomes/impacts or outputs, or a

combination of both is an important consideration. The relative absence (in science

centres) of robust evaluation methods for learning outcomes suggests a bias, already in

existence, towards the more easily-measured performance outputs and a small number

of carefully-selected performance outcomes. The relevance of any selected measures
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across four science centres of very different size and operating in different markets is

also important.

Given their similarity to science centres as popular public and cultural venues, the UK's

museums and galleries sector provides an interesting and pertinent backdrop against

which to consider how a science centre accountability and performance model might

take shape, one that is suitable to both organisation and funding body. Any comparison

will likely be strengthened by the presence of either government or local-authority

funding in the case of public museums and galleries, as similar rules around

accountability are likely to apply. That Scottish museums in particular have been

subject to so much evaluation, notably as a result of action taken by the Scottish

Museums Council (SMC), the strategic agency for non-national museums in Scotland,

is doubly useful.

In her 2002 paper, 'Leadership in Museums: Are our Core Values Shifting?', SMC

Director, Jane Ryder (Ryder, 2002) highlights two main issues for non-departmental

public bodies in relation to external governance and govemment funding. The first she

describes as the arms-length principle in which functions which are not appropriate for

government itself to deliver are handed to others, e.g. National Museums of Scotland, to

do so "at anns length", with some degree of autonomy in operational and policy

matters. The second is the tendency by government to increase central government

direction and intervention in management decisions in these situations, something that is

clearly at odds with the arms length principle. These conflicting approaches further

suggest the likelihood of greater control being exacted on science centres by
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govemment in return for funding, albeit this is unlikely to be externally/publicly

exhibited as such.

Ryder (2002) identifies a need for greater accountability for public expenditure and for

a shift in its focus away from an examination of process to one of results and a

demonstration of impact and effectiveness. This balance seems a sensible one for

adoption by science centres in continuing to afford each of them a level of autonomy in

meeting their legal requirements as separate legal and charitable entities. In broader UK

terms, the opening sentence of former Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport,

Chris Smith's foreword in the Department for Culture, Media and Sport's (DCMS)

report 'Efficiency and Effectiveness of Government-Sponsored Museums and Galleries'

(1999, p.5) also resonates:

We are committed to the delivery of quality and excellence in what we do

as a Department and in the services provided by sponsored bodies, to
greater accountability and to the acltievement of best value. Quality and
excellence demand efficient and ffictive delivery and high and

consistent standards of perþrmance. To achieve this we need an agreed

basis against which to measure pedormance, to define wltat we are

measuring and how we measure it and models of good practice to help

deliv er me asur ab I e impr ov ements.

Slrith goes on to highlight the importance of being able to measure performance of

government-sponsored museums and galleries against achieving government objectives,

to demonstrate what they achieve with the money they receive, something which the

PUS/PES literature rarely refers to in direct terms.

The DCMS report includes development of a new business model with over 300

associated PIs, based around outputs and outcomes and associated rneasures of

efficiency and effectiveness for the Íruseums and galleries sector. From these PIs the
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DCMS identified a short-list to act as a foundation for a perfonnance management

regime across their National Museums and Galleries (NMG). A review of these PIs is

likely to highlight a number which could readily be adopted by the science centre

sector. The report also, importantly, recognises a number of threats to the adoption and

effective implementation of selected PIs. These include:

the diversify of the museum sector. A product of diverse histories and purpose

around a loose theme of advancing knowledge;

o the power of PIs to influence behaviour. While intended to influence
behaviour in a positive direction, performance measurement can also distort
behaviour in ways that have unintended consequences. The report recommends

adopting a balanced-scorecard3l approach to selecting a raîge of PIs, which
intentionally pull in different directions;

the risk that indicators may not measure anything. Indicators should be

meaningful and consequential measures of performance and not just selected for
convenience or ease of measurement;

comparability and consistency. If intended to evaluate more than one

organisation there needs to be comparabllily between institutions and between

how PIs are defined and collected. Interpretation of data should be used to
prompt further questioning rather than simply accept the results;

a

a

the cost / benefït of collecting PIs. Benefits of collecting and analysing PIs

should outweigh the costs;

the number of PIs to collect. A balance should be struck between the number,

manageability, ease and quality of PIs selected.

Lastly, in relation to the above approach, DCMS recommend that consideration be

given to how priorities change over time. DCMS suggest a mix of a few core areas,

whose indicators will be collected on a consistent basis over time, and others associated

with VFM and current govemment policy which are subject to change. This approach

t The balanced scorecard is a strategic planning and management system that is used extensively in
business and industry, government, and nonprofit organisations worldwide to align business activities to

the vision and strategy of the organisation, improve intemal and external communications, and monitor

organisation performance against strategic goals

lhttp://ww]M.balancedscorecard.org/BSCResources/AbouttheBalancedscorecard/tabid/55/Default.aspxl.

a

a
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also assumes periodic review. Recognising both the opportunities and threats afforded

by establishing a consensus framework, as DCMS has done, will be essential if any

science centre performance framework is to be widely agreed and adopted.

A similar study to that documented in the DCMS report was commissioned by the SMC

in2002 and led to the publication of The Collective Insight, A National Audit. This and

earlier SMC reports such as Best Value for Museums: A Corporate Approach (1998),

which identified a lack of formal performance indicators for museums, contributed to

SMC commissioning Jura Consultants (2003), in efforts to provide a cleæ picture of

standards and performance management schemes in use in UK museums. It was hoped

that this rnight provide a platform for future development by SMC and others. Most

noteworthy about the approach adopted, when compared with the DCMS process, was

the relative lack of interest in accountability and efficiency measures in favour of

quality assurance standards. Jura adopted to review a series of very wide perforÍnance

'standards' that could arguably be applied to any industry, e.g. Investors in People,

ISO9000, Charter Mark. As a result of the broad-brush approach adopted by Jura their

findings provided little new insight to my own investigation. What is noteworthy from

the Jura study is its use of a matrix in mapping performance standards and schemes and

associated tools in efforts to identify areas of overlap, as well as any gaps in provision.

The use of methodology does have potential in efforts to identify a suitable rnix of PIs

for use by the SSCN.

2.4 TO\ryARDS A SHARED PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
MODEL

While not without its difficulties, clear scope existed for creating a shared performance

model for the SSCN, one which meets the needs of the four centres and their primary
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funder, the Scottish Govemment. In addition to the need to better capture and highlight

the effectiveness of science centre activities in engaging the public with a science

agenda, no small task in its own, there is also a growing appetite amongst funders, for

recipient organisations to be able to demonstrate sound financial management and

VFM.

Several factors proved essential in advancing development of a performance and

accountability framework for the SSCN including maintaining an open dialogue with

SSCN representatives - even if this sometimes led to conflict or disagreement, striking

the correct balance between governance and impact related indicators and selecting PIs

for which ease and consistency of collection and associated reporting across member

centres was possible. Key issues, such as differences in the scale, audience and stage in

development of centres posed a number of early threats to my efforts to realise a single,

consensus-based, performance framework.

While output-based PIs are likely to be found in many science centres, and are

employed widely by national museums and galleries across the UK, impact or outcome

based PIs, that illustrate the delivery of science centres against government targets on

public engagement, democratising science and improving public attitudes towards

science, are less well-defined. In this regard precise Íreasurement of the impact of

science centres against delivering government policy on PES is, at least in the short-

term, likely to remain largely anecdotal.

2.5 SUMMARY

In chapter two I have highlighted the motivation of the UK government in changing the

domain of science frorn an organic one to one increasingly influenced by a marketised
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economy aîd acommodifying agenda. This change has brought with it a growing public

unease in the processes of scientific advancement and those most closely associated

with it. The resulting loss in public confidence with science, and the organisations seen

as controlling it, has previously been recognised, by govemment, as being at crisis

point. To this end recent government efforts have been focussed on addressing this,

albeit with little evidence of success. This is likely, at least in part, to be attributable to

the methods employed by government and others.

Past emphasis on a deficit approach to public understanding have largely been classed

as outmoded, in favour of a more contextualised approach, which encourages public

debate and participation.

In its efforts to effect a positive change in public attitudes towards science the UK

govemment appears committed to working with a number of other organisations that

share this agenda. The influence of govemment intervention and funding on these

partnering organisations has not always been viewed as a positive one and has arguably

weakened the relationship several of these NGOs have historically enjoyed with the

public. The potential for science centres to make a meaningful contribution to this

agenda has been well publicised, albeit largely anecdotal. The need for funding by

science centres, coupled with the desire of government to win back public support for

science, lends itself to the development of a perfonnance framework which delivers for

both, while also demonstrating a shared accountability agenda.

The literature importantly identified both appetite and scope for developing a

performance and accountability model for science centres that has the potential to

optimise their performance in retum for a continuing funding relationship. Based on the
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UK focus of much of the literature the potential for developing a consensus-based

perfoflnance model or framework appeared to hold similarly true for SSCN members as

it did for science centres in England, Northern Ireland and Wales. The existence of a

number of well-tested, output-based, PIs in other organisations in receipt of public

funding was a helpful starter. Other indicators, associated with educational outcomes

and impacts, are less prevalent due to the difficulty in collecting and effectively

evaluating them. During the research phase of my investigation I identify a small

number, through considering good practice elsewhere.

The differing nature of Scotland's science centres added to the diffrculty of attempting

to identify a consensus model and highlighted an important need for tne to closely

involve all major stakeholders throughout the development process.

Gaps in the literature, notably around the exact nature of contribution that science

centres make in promoting PES, heavily influenced my choice of methodology and its

application during the field research phase of my investigation. The need to draw on the

experiences of others was clear if any attempt to develop a wider understanding of the

effectiveness of science centres in advancing a PES agenda was to be a legitimate one.

In this regardmy choice and use of research methods, detailed in chapter three, proved

key in fully addressing rny research aims and objectives.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH APPROACH

3.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter two, I considered the academic and grey literature in efforts to identify the

potential for a PES-based performance management and accountability framework for

adoption by the SSCN. 'While illustrating the changing nature of science and associated

changes in the relationship between UK central government and the general public, the

literature also importantly highlighted both the scope and appetite for establishing a

new, more democratic approach to promoting PES. Science centres have been identified

as one of a number of mechanisms that could help support government efforts to

achieve this albeit question marks remain over their contribution in advancing such an

agenda. This has not been helped by historically weak evaluation of science centre

activities and an emphasis on quantitative perfofinance measures that emphasise

performance outputs rather than more impact focussed performance outcomes. Where

impact orientated evaluation of science centre activities has taken place the

methodologies applied, often based on techniques used in more formal education

settings, has been questioned.

In chapter three I describe my research approach, the framework I ernployed in carrying

out the research phase of my investigation. I describe my research approach in four

parts. In part one I consider the nature and scope ofdata I needed to collect in advancing

my research aim of realising a new performance and accountability framework for the

SSCN. In part two, I consider the philosophical perspective, or perhaps more

appropriate, practical perspective of my investigation, which informed my choice of
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methodology, which I describe in part three. Lastly, in part four, I describe the detail of

my choice and use of specific research methods. I consider two distinct phases of

fieldwork in initially advancing the establishment of an early perfoÍnance model and

secondly in securing SSCN support for the development and approval of a new

performance and accountability fr amework.

3.1 CONSIDERATION OF DATA NEEDED

The development of my methodology for this investigation was driven by my research

aim of developing a new performance and accountability framework for adoption by the

SSCN. The specific research objectives I identified in chapter one in efforts to advance

my research aim were:

Identify good practice in relation to performance frameworks, associated

performance indicators and their implementation across formal andlor

informal networks;

a

Consider an emergent model that is appropriate for the Scottish context,

making comparisons and drawing out lessons to be learnt from others;

Share findings of research with major Scottish stakeholders in efforts to
achieve a consensus position.

With the clear need to draw heavily from the experiences of others in the science centre

field my major challenges around data collection were in working with a large,

geographically-dispersed and potentially biased group of contributors. Rather than

attempting to overcome the potential for subjectivity based on the perceptions,

experiences and interpretations of the members of this knowledge-community I sought

to harvest them during my first phase of fieldwork in efforts to inform the second,

consensus-building, phase.

o

o
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3.2 PHILOSOPHY

The practical, problem-solving, nature of advancing my research aim was such that

aligning it with a philosophical basis also needed to consider the separate but not

independent role of intelligent practice. In this regard the philosophical stance I adopted

considers that knowledge, meaning and value are given substance by their practical

consequences. On this basis I chose pragmatism as the philosophical basis for my

research.

3.2.1 Pragmatism

Pragmatism is a philosophical movement that includes those that claim an ideology or

proposition is true if it works satisfactorily, that the meaning of a proposition is held in

the practical consequences of accepting it (McDermid, 2006). That pragmatism gets its

name from the Greek word pragma, which means 'action' is in this rcgard perhaps

unsurprising. The need to develop a performance framework, the success of which will

ultimately be determined through its implementation, makes pragmatism a close fit for

my investigation.

3.3 RESEARCH DESIGN

Defining my research aim in chapter one was an important step in shaping the

requirements of my research design. The basis of my investigation, with its emphasis on

working with others in efforts to explore, identifu and construct a unified performance

model, supported the need for me to utilise a qualitative research framework.
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The nature of my investigation, with its cyclical approach to having one phase of data

collection inform the next gives credence to my decision to adopt action-research as the

basis for my research design.

3.3.1 Action-Research

Coghlan and Brannick (2005) define action-research as an approach to research which is

based on a collaborative problem-solving relationship between researcher and client

which aims at both solving a problem and generating new knowledge. Its emphasis on

resolving important social or organisational issues with those who experience these

issues directly links with the operational objective around which my research aim is

based. Tenets that define the action-research process include: research in action, rather

than research about action; a collaborative (participative) democratic partnership;

concurrent with action; a sequence of events and an approach to problem-solving;

reflective in considering process and outcomes.

Much of the early work in developing action-research was conducted by Kurt Lewin.

Lewin (1946) developed a collaborative, cyclical, process of diagnosing a change

situation or problem, plaruring, gathering data, taking action and then evaluating the

results of that action in order to plan and take further action. V/ith the addition of an

initial pre-step to describe the context and pulpose this cyclical process of research

directed at problem-solving has become known as the action-research-cycle (see figure

3.1).
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Figure 3.L Action-Research Cycle

(illustration from http ://celt.ust.hk/ideas/arlintro.htm)

Having diagnosed the need for change at the outset of my thesis I followed this with an

extensive review of the associated literature. This early process informed the content of

my first of two rounds of telephone interviews and afforded me the opportunity to begin

bridging some of the gaps left by the literature. Gathering a significant amount of data

through this first series of interviews informed and subsequently shaped my second

round of interviews. This in turn informed my initial meeting with SSCN participants

and paved the way to the development of an early performance model' The opportunity

to share and discuss this early model with SSCN representatives led to its fwther

development over the course of two final face-to-face meetings.
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Action-research proved responsive in responding to the emerging needs of my research

process as it progressed and emergent in that understanding developed through each

round ofresearch.

3.3.2 Participant observation

The action-researcher works towards enabling obtrusive change (Coghlan and Brannick,

2005). The possible influence of the outputs of my investigation on future funding

allocation by the Scottish Government, including potential for changes in the

distribution of funds across individual SSCN members, demanded that I establish clear

guidelines for my participation in ensuring legitimacy for the study and the avoidance of

claims of dubiety by other key stakeholders involved in my research process. The small

'core' group of stakeholders, i.e. the four Scottish science centres and my relevant

experience as a science centre chief executive, did however suggest that my

involvement as participant-observer would aid the research process.

Balancing adequate subjectivity with adequate objectivity is a challenge of adopting a

participant observer role (Marshall, 1998) and particularly as my investigation involved

entering the subjective worlds of senior science centre representatives. In essence my

challenge has been to draw from the benefits and insights which participant observation

affords but not to the extent of rendering the value of my data as questionable. In

considering the possible impact of my involvement on the validity of my research

process, I adopted a balanced approach in which I used my knowledge of the sector to

extend lines of inquiry during interviews and to manage the final participative aspects of

my investigation to an eventual conclusion. This approach allowed me to maintain a

distance from my study participants in locating their views in a wider theoretical and,
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perhaps more importantly, practical context. Striking this balance was to prove even

more critical when in August 2007 lwas asked by the Scottish Govemment to lend my

personal support to Satrosphere, which found itself facing a financial crisis and almost

certain closure. Initially involved in a management capacity for several months I

became chief executive of Satrosphere in April 2008 - effectively acting as chief

executive for half the SSCN.

3.4 RESEARCH METHODS

My choice of methodology, with its qualitative and participative emphasis, provided

clear pointers to the types of evidence and associated research methods that were most

appropriate to my investigation.

While I originally anticipated employing a case study approach to my investigation, a

method highlighted by Yin (2002) as favouring research strategies that ask 'how'

questions, the significant number of science centres represented in my investigation,

their geographic spread and wider diversity, when coupled with the very targeted nature

of my investigation, meant a full case study approach would have proven almost

impossible for me to administer. There was, however, sense in utilising several research

methods commonly associated with conducting case studies and consistent with my

participant-observer status. Yin (2002 86) describes six sources of evidence for case

studies. Table 3.1 highlights these along with the strengths and weaknesses typically

associated with their use.
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Table 3.1 Sources of evidence for case studies - strengths and weaknesses

Adapted from Yin (2002,p.86)

Source of
Evidence

Strengths Weaknesses

Documentation a

o

a

a

stable - can be reviewed
repeatedly;
unobtrusive - not created

as a result of the case

study;
exact - contains exact
names, references, and

details ofan event;
broad coverage - long
span of time, many events

and many settings.

a retrievability - can
be low;
biased selectivity, if
collection is
incomplete;
reporting bias
reflects (unknown)
bias of author;
access - may be
deliberately blocked.

a

a

a

Archival Records a

a

fsame as above for
documentation];

precise and quantitative.

a

o

fsame as above for
documentation];

accessibility due to
privacy reasons.

Interviews a

o

targeted - focuses directly
on case study topic;
insightful - provides
perceived causal inferences.

. bias due to poorly
constructed questions;

o response bias;
o inaccurate due to poor

recall;
o reflexivity - interviewee

gives what interviewer
wants to hear.

Direct
Observations

a

a

reality - covers events in
real time;
contextual - covers context
of event.

o time consuming;
o selectivity - unless broad

coverage;
o reflexivity - event may

proceed differently
because it is being
observed;

o cost - hours needed by
human observers.

Participant-
Observations

o

a

fsame as above for direct
observations]
insightful into interpersonal
behaviour and motives.

fsame as above for direct
observations]
bias due to investigator's
manipulation of events.

a

a

Physical Artefacts

a

insightful into cultural
features;

insightful into technical
operations.

a o selectivity;
o availability.
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Based on their potential for supporting my data collection needs and sympathy with a

participant-observer approach I selected telephone interviews, semi-structured

questionnaires, the use of archival and published evidence and collective discussions as

my research methods.

My use of extensive archival evidence, collected over the last five years, along with the

independent reports commissioned on both the SSCN and the wider UK SDC sector

were key to establishing both a wider and more detailed context for my investigation

and are covered in chapter four.

I could have employed other research methods in being consistent with a full case study

approach but their use would have imposed a significant extra burden on me, notably

but not exclusively, in terms of time. This would have considerably lengthened the data

gathering phase of my investigation and prevented me from taking advantage of

Scottish Government requests of the SSCN in the final stages of my investigation and

which were directly linked with advancing my research aim.

3.4.1 Building and utilising an international knowledge-community

While the emphasis of my investigation has been four science centres in Scotland and

their joint primary funder, the Scottish Govemment, there was always sense in drawing

on the experiences and knowledge of others in senior positions in the wider science

centre community. Had rny investigation only involved four centres it would have

introduced significant risk of dominant inputs swaying outputs and subsequently

influenced the reliability of rny research. Assembling and working with an international

knowledge-community afforded my investigation several benefits - the group served as

a leaming resource in allowing me to draw from other experienced practitioners in the
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science centre sector who shared similar goals, interests, problems and approaches;

developing, capturing, and once assimilated, applying, what good and best practice

existed in tenns of the use of key performance indicators (KPIs) across my knowledge-

community; and, influencing the development outcomes associated with my

investigation by promoting a better informed dialogue between SSCN stakeholders

during the final stages of my investigation.

3.4. 1. 1 Sømplíng method

The key stakeholders within the SSCN membership are the chief executives of the four

centres. Their peer group in other science centres in the rest of the UK, Westem Europe,

North America and Australia formed the basis of my knowledge-community. This was a

potentially significant population and I had to rationalise this in efforts to ensure my

investigation remained manageable. Three of the four SSCN centres were part-funded

by the MC and this supported the inclusion of other UK, MC-funded, centres including

LIFE, @t-Bristol, Thinktank and W5. Additionally, 
'Wales 

and Northem Ireland only

have one science centre each and also receive govemment funding so these were also

included. My remaining sample was selected on the basis of its ability to effectively

contribute to my investigation.

A sensible starting point in managing my overall sample size was by beginning with the

committee members of UK and international science centre trade organisations, such as

the European Collaboration for Science Industry and Technology Exhibitions

(ECSITE), its UK counterpart ECSITE-UK, the USA-based Association of Science and

Technology Centres (ASTC) and the Asia/Pacific Association of Science Centres

(ASPAC). Representatives of these organisations are typically appointed by a process of
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peer election and based on their experience of operating science centres and wider

contribution to the development of the sector. In essence this population of science

centre representatives was amongst the most senior and experienced in the field. I

additionally employed a snowball sampling technique, achieved by asking initial

interview participants to nominate others in senior positions in the science centre sector.

Additional participants were selected based on the frequency with which they appeared

in the snowball generated list. In total, forty five candidates were identified through this

combined process. The full list of interviewees, along with other interview-based

administrative datais shown in appendix 1.

I e-mailed an invitation to all potential candidates (see appendix 2). Where candidates

did not respond to the initial invite I sent a second, reminder, e-mail. ln total 26

candidates (58% of my initial sample size) agreed to participate, only one candidate

declined to take part and all others failed to respond in any way. The candidate who

declined to participate was a representative of the Scottish Government and who

declined on the basis that it was Scottish Government policy not to participate in

privately conducted research.

While my invite to potential candidates referred to my anticipated format for candidate

participation the final format varied slightly as described under section 3.3.4.4. My first

interviews were held between September 2007 and January 2008. Following this first

phase of questioning I reduced my sample size to 2l pafücipants (see appendix 3) on

the basis of the continuing availability of round one interuiewees and the quality of their

contribution to my first round interviews. My second round of interviews took place

between January and February 2008.
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3. 4. 1. 2 Valídíty/re liabílíty of r e s e ør ch

During the data collection phase of my investigation construct validity was facilitated

by the use of several sources of evidence which helped me develop converging lines of

evidence. The use of a large intemational knowledge-community of sector experts

helped establish external validity in being able to generalise many of my findings

beyond the immediacy of my investigation.

My recording of investigative procedures supports the reliability of my investigation in

providing an effective audit trail of my research methods that others could follow if

desired.

3. 4. 1, 3 Intervíews/semì-structured questíonnaíres

The lack of substantive academic research on science centres and the attitudes and

belief systems of those employed in senior positions, in terms of science centres role

and effectiveness in widening PES, suggested an early approach to data gathenng which

provided a broad-base starting point. I achieved this by utilising a semi-structured

questionnaire, administered by individual telephone interviews.

My initial questions were informed by my literature review (chapter two) and e-mailed

to mernbers of my knowledge-community prior to interviews in the form of a question

schedule (see appendix 4). This provided a structure to my interviews and gave

interviewees an opportunity to reflect on my questions in advance of the interviews

while also affording me the flexibility to move away from my main line of questioning

when appropriate to do so.
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Conscious of the busy schedules of those takingpart I was keen to try and contain each

interview to one hour. In efforts to achieve this I tested my initial question schedule

with two of my participants. I selected these two candidates based on my knowledge of

their own academic backgrounds. In addition to managing the length of interview I was

also keen to use the opportunity of testing my questions to secure feedback on their

appropriateness. This early testing process proved beneficial in reducing the number of

questions from twenty-three to eighteen, eliminating questions that had elements of

duplication in them as evidenced by interviewee responses.

I recorded all of my interviews with the consent of my interuiewees and additionally

took extensive contemporaneous notes. I also advised interviewees that I would give

them final approval on any quotes I wished to use from their interviews before

submitting my final thesis.

My round one interviews focussed on participants existing relationships with their

governments and their knowledge of other funding models and performance

frameworks. Prior to commencing every interview I utilised an interview structure (see

appendix 5) in efforts to ensure all interviewees received the same information and

interview format. I also adopted this approach during my second round interviews.

Round two interviews also comprised a core of eighteen questions (see appendix 6) and

developed on the first round interviews and a further review of the questions

unanswered by my literature review. These focussed on context, mechanism,

measurement and evaluation. In both rounds I interviewed participants according to

availability - interview schedules are recorded in appendix one and three. My Scottish

participants were, however, interviewed at the end of each round of interviews in efforts
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to ensure, as interviewer, I was informed of any developing lines of questioning from

earlier interviews

3.4.1.4 Analysís

The new model associated with my investigation emerged out of the analytical phase of

my research process.

My general analytical strategy for this study was to follow the theoretical propositions

and my subsequent choice of research design and methods. My use of a large

knowledge-community, which generated significant data, suggested an approach to

analysis which had inductive-reasoning at its core. The specific observations of a large

group of individuals allowed me to detect regularities and patterns within the

interviewee responses to my questioning using a form of constant comparison. Glaser

(197S) describes a six step process to this method of analysis. Step one, simply involves

beginning to collect data. In step two Glaser describes looking for key issues, recurrent

events, or activities in the dala bhat become categories for focus. Step three, involves

collecting data that provides many incidents of the categories of focus with an eye to

seeing the diversity of the dimensions under the categories. Step four, write about the

categories that you are exploring, attempting to describe and account for all the

incidents you have in your data while continually searching for new incidents. Step five,

work with the data and emerging model to discover basic social processes and

relationships. Finally, engage in sampling, coding and writing as the analysis focuses on

the core categories, I addressed steps one through four of Glaser's process through

gathering and analysing my interview data. Steps five and six I addressed through my

face to face meetings with SSCN stakeholders.
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The patterns to have emerged through this process allowed me to develop general

conclusions and theories. While not affording great statistical weight to my analysis my

approach did fit with the qualitative focus of my overall investigation.

3.4.2 Scotland's stakeholders - building consensus

My final phases of field work employed a focus group approach involving the SSCN

members of my knowledge-community in efforts to securo consensus around an

emergent performance framework. This aspect of my research was consciously left to

the end of my investigation because of the potential for conflict and the introduction of

bias. The participants in these final phases included the three SSCN chief executives

and the scientific directors of ODE and GSC. Two meetings were held and a full minute

of each meeting recorded. The first meeting, on the 26t1' February 2008 (see appendix

13), provided an early opportunity for sharing the responses of both phases of

interviews and my analysis of this data. This meeting also provided a critical forum in

which to discuss emerging themes and their fit with the Scottish context. My second and

final meeting with the SSCN members took place on the 20th March 2008 (see appendix

15) and moved the group to a near consensus position. The new framework was

finalised through e-mail correspondence between the chief executives following the face

to face meetings.

3.5 SUMMARY

In chapter three I have set out the research design I employed in carrying out my

investigation, its philosophical foundations and the specific methods I used in efforts to

best address my research aim. The application of these methods supported my pursuit of

credible, robust and reliable results. The use of a large 'knowledge-community' was a
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distinct advantage in advancing and developing a perfonnance model for Scotland's

four science centres. The inclusion of other UK and international participants also lent

scope to developing a model which has value beyond Scotland. This has the potential to

assist other UK science centres in their continued efforts to achieve advocacy and

government funding, albeit in return for adopting an auditable performance regime.

In chapter four I describe the factors that influenced recent Scottish Govemment

thinking, in terms of its shift in expectations of the SSCN in retum for a continued

funding relationship. By drawing on a significant range of materials, including archival

evidence and the independent reports of consultants I provide further context to the

changes which have taken place in Scotland's science centre base and which further

demonstrate the need for a new and more meaningful performance and accountability

framework. Chapter four additionally draws on the wider UK context for recent ancl

continued change.
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CHAPTBR FOUR

RECENT PRACTICE IN SCOTLAND

4.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter three, I presented the philosophical perspective of my research and described

the methodology, data collection methods and methods of data analysis I employed in

carrying out my investigation. I justified my methodological choices around capturing

and building upon the experience and best practice being exhibited by other science

centres elsewhere in the UK and intemationally.

In chapter four, I more fully describe the context of recent change in the SSCN and

through doing so point to current and emerging policy expectations of the Scottish

Government in return for a continuing funding relationship with the SSCN centres. This

chapter builds considerably on the foundations I laid in chapter one, which provided a

brief background to the Scottish science centres, their early discussions with the

Scottish Executive and the use of an early and unsustainable funding model, i.e. one of

deficit-funding centres.

In fully analysing the recent changes in Scotland, I have organised chapter four into

three parts. In part one, I draw upon and analyse a number of sources of archival

evidence that helps me chart some of the key communications between SSCN centres,

my own centre in Dundee (including Satrosphere from l't April 2003) and the Scottish

Executive/Govemment over the last five years (2003-2008). Access to these sources of

evidence was possible because of my status in this investigation as participant-observer.
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My exploration of this significant archival evidence base follows a natural timeline and

in doing so charts the development in dialogue between the SSCN and the Scottish

Government from its earliest to its most recent. In part two, I consider the reports,

typically commissioned by the Scottish Executive/Govemment, that have been

published during the timeline mentioned above. This combined process clearly

illustrates how both thinking and expectations have changed between both groups of

stakeholders from 2003 to 2008. Finally, in part three, I give some brief consideration to

developments in the wider UK context, again drawing on key publications, as these also

have bearing on my investigation.

4.I ARCHIVAL EVIDENCE

The archival evidence associated with the developing relationship between the Scottish

Executive/Government, and the four members of the SSCN is rich and extensive.

Following a search of my own archives I identified over two hundred pieces of direct

comrnunication. This extended back as far as May 2003 and takes several forms but

mainly e-mail and written correspondence and takes place between araîge of the major

stakeholders. These included the chief executives of the SSCN centres, the original

(199S -2004) chairman of DSC, Professor Ian H. Stevenson, current chairman (2004 -

2008), Professor David Sigsworth, Scottish Executive/Government civil servants, their

ministers and the consultants cornmissioned by the Government.

The nature of this correspondence, tytrlically when e-mailed, is such that much of it

expressly states that it is for the use of the individual or entity to which it was addressed.

While early correspondence has few lirnits to disclosure associated with it, more

recently there has been far greater attention given to includinglegal disclaimers which
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do not permit unauthorised use, disclosure, storage, copying or onward distribution of

any part of the e-mail. This may be a fuither weakness associated with the use of recent

archival records, particularly when electronically based, to those I previously identified

by Yin (2002) in Table 3.1 of chapter three. Accepting these limitations to its use, the

archival correspondence remains an important source of evidence for my investigation

and so has been drawn on in efforts to better describe how the relationship and

associated expectations between the Scottish science centres and the Scottish

Executive/Govemment has changed during the last five years.

4,1.L Earlydiscussions

The earliest correspondence I have between Scottish science centres and the Scottish

Executive dates back to May 2003. This letter to the Government, from the chairs of the

five science centres' Boards of Directors, which at this time included the still

operational TBI, reports on a meeting held in March of that year in which the creation

of a network of Scottish science centres was first mooted. The five chairs identified a

need to create a new body to replace the earlier Scottish Science Trust. It was suggested

that this body should operate at arm's length from Govemment and recognise the

autonomy of the five centres. It was proposed that the new entity should also act as an

advocate of the centres with a remit of ensuring that the work of the science centres

underpin and contribute to the delivery of the national science agenda; promoting the

five centres as valuable national cultural assets under a corporate banner such as

'science Centres of Scotland'; ensuring their continuity and in doing so, act as a

campaigner for the centres in discussions with major funding bodies; and promoting the

centres as valuable educational resources.
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That this early coffespondence recognised an important education role for the science

centres but also that they were largely focussed on sustainability issues, is of some

significance as at no time since my own arrival in Dundee in October 2001 have I been

aware of the Scottish science centres as having been in anything other than a financially

vulnerable state of health.

As a direct result of the chairs' meeting in March of 2003, the mandate to continue a

dialogue with the Scottish Executive was handed down to the chief executives of the

centres, amongst them myself. This work began in earnest in August 2003 with the

submission of a briefing document from a group of six science centres that also briefly

included the Scottish Sea Bird Centre in North Berwick. The Sea Bird Centre cleverly

secured a place at the negotiating table on gtounds that it also promoted PES but was

dropped from negotiations by the Scottish Executive at an advanced stage of discussions

(9tr'October 2003), seemingly for fear of opening the floodgates to wider SDC venues

such as zoos and aquaria. A1l initial discussions between the science centres and the

Scottish Executive took place with the department for Enterprise, Transport and

Lifelong Learning.

The centre's briefing docurnent highlighted several major areas - how science centres

deliver the government agenda, cost (of delivery), comparison (e.g. VFM), the price of

failure and several recommendations with regard remedial action. The briefing

document helped secure a meeting with Scottish Executive civil servants thal

subsequently paved a way for further dialogue. Of note from the early correspondence

was the very clear message from the Scottish Executive that funding would come at a
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price, with visible change in the way in which centres had operated historically, and

closer linkage with Government policy, anticipated.

During these early discussions TBI went into administration (August 2003). This major

event gave a heightened urgency to moving negotiations forward or face others

experiencing a similar fate. In essence, to provide the remaining four centres with a

relatively small amount of annual funding would protect an asset base across the

remaining centres worth more than f,130m. To keep centres operating would also

remove the risk of the Scottish Executive facing the possibility of claw-back of

European regional development funds which had been utilised by three of the five

science centres during their initial set-up, a significant motivator by itself.

Despite positive early dialogue with civil servants, centres were advised that ministers

would not commit to long-term funding of the centres, but were minded to do so, if a

workable strategy could be developed to establish a National Science Centre body, with

the five individual science centres, including a potentially resurrected TBI, as franchises

or spokes from this hub. It was proposed that any long-term funding from the Scottish

Executive for centres be provided through this intermediary body. Bearing similarities

to the earlier idea of the science centre chairs, the Scottish Executive committed to

commission an independent study in order to further inform their thinking. Jura

Consultants were duly commissioned (2003) with some of their reports f,rndings have

already been mentioned in chapter one. I give further consideration to Jura's study,

along with its irnplications for the four centres in section 4.2. Finally appointed in

December 2003, Jura undertook a wide-ranging business review of the five Scottish

centres. This review focussed on the financial performance and business planning
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capabilities of each of the centres and amongst other things determined that TBI was

unsalvageable. A review by HMIE (2002) on each of the four centres, its first, was

additionally drawn on in terms of their education-related effectiveness.

Following completion and final submission of the Jura study in May 2004 Scottish

ministers agreed to make funding available to the four science centres. The

announcement of this decision in writing to me is captured in appendix 7, By way of

accepting the offer of funding the chairmen of each centre were asked, by the Scottish

Executive, to respond using the following specific wording:

This reply is on behalf of the Board of [name of centre]. The Board has

read the Jura Consultancy report in relation to the centre and is content

that it contains reliable inþrmatíon relatíng to the existing and expected

business perþrmance of the centre. The Board understands that the

Scottish Executive, in partnership with Scottish Enterprise, intends to

make available adequate grant aid to support the revenue ønd various

urgent capital needs of the centre during 2004-05, as set out in the Jura

report, and that firm proposals are in hand to provide similar support in

future years. The Board understand the continued need þr the centre to

work to attract sponsorship from other public and private sponsors, and

that ongoing evidence of this ffirt will need to be provided.

The Board accepts that all funding provision by the Executive will be

dependent on adequate progress being made by the centre on the

business improvements identified in the Jura report, including greater

collaborative working with the other 3 centres, and other science

education províders, sharing of exhibition material and development of
the centre's involvement with school education, and other specifi,c

improvements mentioned in the Jura report. The Board and Management

of the centre will work in full co-operation with the Jura Consultancy,

The Scottish Executive and other public funders with the aim of
implementing these transitional changes with due speed and within
timescales to be agreed through further negotiation. I agree that the

Scottish Executive can announce the general terms of these plans in the

near future.

This requirement of each centre is of interest in its recognition of the predicament of

centres but equally in its lack of any clear link with Scottish Executive policy around
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either PES or science education. The public announcement over the Scottish

Executive's decision to fund the four Scottish centres was made by then Deputy First

Minister and Minister for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Leaming, Jim'Wallace, aI

Dundee Science Centre on22"d June 2004.

4.1,2 A developing relationship and growing expectations

Beyond the publication of the Jura report (2004a), the subsequent decision of Scottish

ministers to provide funding to the four Scottish centres and the conclusion of related

negotiations held between individual centres and the Scottish Executive, the work of

beginning to develop the SSCN was able to commence.

My archival correspondence highlights the 24th Septemb er 2004 as an important date as

this was the first recorded meeting under the new funding regime of the four SSCN

chief executives and representatives of the Scottish Executive, a group that was

collectively given the name the Joint Executive Group (JEG). The minutes of this

meeting and those that followed show an early emphasis by the Scottish Executive on

trying to establish appropriate mechanisms for both monitoring and measuring the

performance of the SSCN centres. This theme was continued at the second meeting of

the JEG on the 5th Novemb er 2004.In advance of this meeting the Scottish Executive

forwarded a paper called Measuring Success (see appendix 8), a document that sought

to advance development of an early perfonnance framework for the SSCN. The six

principal themes of this document were operating as successful and quality visitor

centres; communicating science to society; contributing to the science education of

pupils and teachers; collaboration across science centres and Science and Society

initiatives; sustainable science developments in society and ensuring appropriate
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accountability and governance. The Scottish Executive highlighted a series of high level

outcomes and objectives under each theme (see appendix 9) and while many, on

reflection, demonstrated some advanced thinking by the Government, few were taken

forward in terms of further development and subsequent adoption as performance

reporting requirements.

Despite a lack of progress in certain areas the development of a SSCN strategy,

covering the period 2005-09, was advanced

fAccessed 4th

April 20071). While described more fully in section 4.3 The Scottísh Science Centres

Network 2005-09, the archival correspondence highlights that early discussions between

the Scottish Executives and centres over a joint strategy started in December 2004. The

development of this initial SSCN strategy document was a collaborative one and

developed through regular dialogue between the five major stakeholders (the four SSCN

centres and the Scottish Executive).

During the development of the SSCN strategy the Scottish Executive implemented a

quarterly grant claim process (July 2005). This required each centre to provide quarterly

performance reports in order to release revenue funding. Reports (see appendix 10)

were expected to record each centre's performance against visitor and financial targets,

updates on delivery against commercial and education targets set out in each centre's

annual operating or business plan, and the mitigation of any operational risks

experienced by the science centres. Reports contained a mix of quantitative and

qualitative, output-based, performance-related information. This same reporting
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requirement has continued and remains a condition of Scottish Government grant draw

down.

The SSCN strategy was eventually launched in December 2005, by then Deputy First

Minister and Minister for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Leaming, Nicol Stephen.

Beyond the launch of the SSCN strategy, the four centres met less frequently and the

JEG group has rarely met since. Despite the subsequent reduction in joint-

communication, the SSCN strategy did provide a further framework against which to

measure performance and importantly from a network rather than an individual science

centre perspective. This has proven useful, albeit without annual revisions the

document, written in 2004, is now (2008) only loosely relevant and with, in theory, a

fuither six months (from September 2008) to run to the end of March 2009. Despite

this, at a joint meeting on the 23'd July 2008, the chairs and chief executives of the

SSCN centres collectively agreed to formally conclude the first SSCN strategy in favour

of advancing a ne\M, more independent, method of operating for the network, one more

focussed on centres building their own regional community networks than on the SSCN.

This shift in approach, agreed after the conclusion of my investigation and consensus

building phases of research, holds the potential of significant consequences for the

future of the SSCN.

4.1.3 A new science champion for Scotland

Having reported to the Department for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Learning for

two years, the Scottish Executive announced the appointment of a new Chief Scientific

Advisor for Scotland, Professor Anne Glover in May 2006. At this time the

Government's Science and Society Tearn, to which the four centres had been reporting,
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moved from the Departrnent for Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Learning to OCSA.

On reflection this move brought further political focus to the SSCN and gave it a

departmental focus which arguably it did not have when part of the Department for

Enterprise, Transport and Lifelong Leaming.

Within six months of Professor Glover's appointment two further major studies had

been commissioned by the Scottish Executive and conducted by HMIE (2007), the

centres' second, and Halcrow Group Limited (2007).In contrast to the HMIE review,

which largely focussed on improvements in educational effectiveness, the remit of the

Halcrow study was much wider in considering the economic implications of the Scottish

Executive's funding for the SSCN, along with scope for future interventions. In this

sense the Halcrow study represented a follow-up to the original review of SSCN centres

by Jura in2}04.I describe the objectives and outputs of both studies under seclion 4.4

Review of the Contribution of the Scottish Science Centres Network to Formal and

Inþrmal Science Education and 4.5 Scotland's Science Centres - Impacts and Future

Interventions

Before considering each document it is worth highlighting that, as with the original Jura

report (2004a), the outputs of the Halcrow study generated major implications for the

SSCN centres, the final consequence of which are still (September 2008) being felt. Key

recommendations made by Halcrow were fed into the Scottish Government's

comprehensive spending review in2007 and contributed to the securing of a new round

of funding for the SSCN Q,75m for the science centres over the period 2008-11). This

very positive announcement was accompanied by the news of a new mechanism for

distributing Scottish Government funds across the SSCN. This would see the first major
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shift in funding distribution since funds were first offered to the SSCN in 2004 and

\Mould see three (DSC, ODE and Satrosphere) of the four centres receiving an additional

funding allocation. These future funding intentions of the Scottish Govemment are

recorded in letters from OCSA to my chairman and me (see appendix 11 and 12) and

are considered more fully in chapter seven because of their impact on the early

evaluation and development of my emergent SSCN performance framework.

Despite the generally positive nature of the Scottish Government's recent

announcements, the rejection of the new distribution mechanism, based on the

allocation of funding per visitor, by one of the SSCN members, GSC, led to a further

protraction of dialogue with the Scottish Govemment. GSC refused to accept the new

mechanism on grounds that it would see the centre, the largest in Scotland, receiving a

significantly lower level of funding than it had in previous years.

At September 2008 the Scottish Governrnent had offered further qualification to the

basis of its change in funding approach and offered formal grant offer letters to all of the

SSCN centres. The sig¡rificance of this recent situation on my investigation is such that I

will revisit it in chapters seven and eight.

4,2 THE CONCEPT OF A NATIONAL SCIENCE CENTRE

In returning to the chronological order of the reviews of the SSCN the development and

subsequent support for Jura's report by Scottish ministers has already been described

(see section 1 .3 . 1 of chapter one). The title of Jura's study (2004a), Development of the

Concept for a National Science Centre, is somewhat misleading but was in part

commissioned to consider the scope for creating an overarching organisation, at arm's

length to Govemment, to which the science centres would report and through which
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Govemment funding would flow to centres. Through their investigation Jura established

that creation of a National Science Centre would deliver minimum efficiency savings

and lead to poorer performance from the four centres if 'merged'. Additionally, having

been both personally and organisationally involved in this dialogue, it was also very

evident at the time that few, if indeed any of the four, centres, specifically their Board's

of Directors, were willing to relinquish all, or indeed any, control and effectively their

independence in return for a funding relationship. All, however, were willing to engage

with an agendain part related to advancing collaborative working.

In addition to paving the way for a funding relationship between the four centres and

Scottish Executive, the Jura study also identified a series of performance improvements

that each centre should work towards delivering. These varied considerably between

centres and typically included transitional elements and longer-term objectives. The

concluding remarks of Jura's Summary Report (2004b, p.18) for my own centre stated:

The key issues þr the science centre lies in its long-term operation.

White some science centres are able to survive on a very short-term basis

the requirement -for continual reinvestment in exhibits, additional
marketing and an inability to meet running costs means that long-term
sustøinability at this time ¿'s not a realistic proposition. Wthout
additional capital funding and reyenue funding the centre will continue

to see visitor numbers fall and see tlte gap between income and

expenditure widen.

However, the centre does provide a signfficant resource for the

education sectors in a specialist qrea and as such there is a recognition
that this service should be secured in the longer-term. Nevertheless to

fully serve the local price sensitive education market these is a need to

províde a quality service at an affordable price, which the centre will be

unable to do without further public support and reinvestment in exhibits.

In conclusion Sensation (Dundee Science Centre) must strive to improve

business perþrmance through fficiency, economy and ffictíveness.
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Anecdotally, having seen the summary report of at least one other centre, that read the

same word-for-word with just the centre name changed, there seems to have been a

common message sent out to centres. That having been said, the specific improvements

identified by Jura were funded by the Scottish Executive and made a very significant

difference at the time.

4,3 THE SCOTTISH SCIENCE CENTRES NETWORK 2OO5.O9

As per the Jura report I have previously touched on the content, promotion and

influence of the SSCN strategy. As an early strategic framework this document clearly

illustrated the Scottish Executive's aspiration for the network and importantly came

with ministerial approval. Few others in the UK, including the science centres that

receive government funding in Wales and Northem lreland, are likely to have received

such strong political endorsement.

While recognising the dual role of the science centres as popular visitor attractions and

educational venues, the SSCN strategy was primarily interested in improving

engagement between major stakeholders, including the centres themselves, industry,

the education sector (both formal and informal) and the wider UK public'

Refreshingly, through the SSCN strategy, the Scottish Executive demonstrated their

recognition of the need for a new approach towards promoting PES in moving away

from a traditional 'top-down' and controlled flow of information to the public, towards

one more focussed on engagement and dialogue on science and the issues it raises for

individuals and society. The Scottish Executive's approach publicised its commitment

to creating greater public involvement in the debate about the place of science in

society, something which it importantly continues to do.
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The Scottish Executive expressed two key areas of interest through the SSCN strategy.

The first, was around the SSCN centres supporting Government direction in return for

public funding and secondly the pursuit of greater collaboration between SSCN centres

and other initiatives around the themes of partnership working, commercial operations

and network education awareness-raising. The SSCN strategy laid out clear policy

recommendations and key deliverable outputs against each area and while too extensive

to cover here did collectively demonstrate the Scottish Executive's belief that by

working together, and with other relevant organisations, the four SSCN centres had the

potential to make a difference in growing the Scottish economy, closing the opportunity

gap and demonstrating Scotland's pro-science outlook.

One of the short-term challenges of the SSCN is in how the SSCN centres demonstrate

they have delivered against the SSCN strategy. As I highlighted in section 4.1.2 the

strategy was signed-off by the chairs and chief executives of the four science centres at

its meeting in late July 2008. 
'While 

not explicitly stated as such, the SSCN strategy had

many performance objectives identified within it. In addition to supporting Government

direction and greater collaboration, other recorded areas ofpolicy interest and delivery

included the science curriculum 3-18 based; links with Further and Higher Education;

links with industry; and encouraging science as a career choice. The strategy also

highlighted a number of additional strategic milestones set against each year of the

strategy. Collectively forming a performance framework in its own right, with a mix of

outcome and output based objectives, there should be real concem, within the SSCN

members over the extent to which these have been delivered and can be evidenced. As

participant-observer, my own concern is that while a number of the output based

objectives were met, many more of the deliverables expressly desired by the Scottish
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Executive were not substantially advanced and where progress was made this has been

difficult to objectively demonstrate/evidence. This is as clear a signal as any that a new

approach to performance management and reporting is required if the SSCN is to more

clearly demonstrate both its potential, and perhaps more importantly at this stage in its

funding relationship with govemment, its effectiveness.

4.4 THE SCOTTISH SCIENCE CENTRES NETWORK AND SCIENCE
EDUCATION

As a function of measuring education-related performance against the objectives

highlighted within the SSCN strategy, HMIE Inspectors carried out their second review

of the SSCN centres between September and November 2006. The dual purpose of this

second examination of the centres was also to chart their progress since HMIE's first

inspection of the four centre s in 2002. This earlier review of centres was a function of a

UK-wide review of science centres and led by the Department of Trade and Industry.

This found that the contribution of the science centres to formal science learning was

greatly valued by schools, especially primary schools and complemented and enriched,

rather than duplicated, pupil's school science learning at both primary and secondary

levels. The review pointed to strengths and areas for development in each of the centres'

The 2006 HMIE inspection focussed on five major areas. First, as previously

mentioned, progress made by the four centres since its original review in2002. Second,

improvements in the quality and range of educational resources (including activities,

exhibits and facilities) available across the centres. Third, the quality of existing

education and outreach services provided by the centres. Fourth, the presence of

strategic links between centres, the academic community and local businesses and

lastly, relevant commentary on commercial, staffing andlor marketing issues'
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Importantly the HMIE inspections did identify improvement in all centres against the

earlier review including in accommodation and resources, the skills of staff in both

communicating with and enthusing young people and adults about science, links with

schools and cross-centre collaboration. In addition to these improvements the HMIE

inspectors expressed a desire to see centres continue to work cooperatively with other

agencies in efforts to provide rnore high-quality development for teachers. The

inspectors also highlighted the potential of the science centres for showcasing local

research and developments in higher education and industry. The inspectors also

identified a raîge of individual strengths and development areas in centres under the

headings resources, programmes and activities, ethos, quality assurance and learning

and teaching. Despite there only being four centres the range of strengths and

weaknesses identified by inspectors effectively provided a ranking of the four centres.

Following the launch of the HMIE's report in March 2007

(lrttp://www.hmie.eov.ukJdocuments/publicatiorvsscn.html fAccessed 24th January

20031) the Scottish Executive encouraged each of the SSCN centres to bid for funds in

order to address the specific development areas identified by HMIE. Many of the

successful proposals are still (September 2008) being implemented and will see

significant progress having been made across the SSCN by the time of the next HMIE

inspection in June 2009.

The recognition by HMIE that the SSCN centres have an important role to play in

complementing and supporting science education in schools, colleges and universities

and more widely through raising the profile of science across the nation and by

enthusing those in local and broader communities is of major significance. That HMIE
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encouraged the Scottish Executive to continue to support the SSCN so that centres

might make even greater contribution to the social and economic prosperity of Scotland

and at a critical point in the Government's last comprehensive spending review is also

highly encouraging.

4.5 SCOTLAND'S SCIENCE CENTRES IMPACTS AND FUTURE
INTERVENTIONS

In Septemb er 2006, at the same time as the HMIE inspectors started their second review

of the SSCN, the Scottish Executive appointed Halcrow Group Limited to undertake a

study of the four SSCN centres in efforts to inform future policy, delivery and future

commitments to the SSCN. As a function of this work Halcrow consulted with a wide

range of SSCN stakeholders, including visitors, and supplemented this activity with

extensive desk-based research. One of the main objectives of this study, as identified by

Halcrow in their repofi (2007, p.2;

http://www.scotland. eov. uk/Pub Iications I 20 07 I111021547t013 fAccessed 11th

September 20081) was

the development of a set of pedormance objectives, and it ,s

recommended that these should be used to measure the future
perþrmance of the science centres. The two key perþrmance objectives

focus on increasing the number of visitors from all ages and
backgrounds in Scotland and are supplemented by a set of six objectíves,

with a focus on quality and collaboration. This review concludes that an

outcome based approach to funding be adopted by the Scottish
Executive. It is also recommended that the share of funding þr each

science centre should be directly linked to performance against the key

p erþ rman c e o bj e ctiv es.

The six sub-objectives, focussing on quality assurance, integration with the 3-18

curriculum and promoting coordination with other agencies were identified as:
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1) To maintain average customer satisfaction at no less than 8 out of 10

for all visits;

2) To achieve and maintain at least a four star rating from VisitScotland
by 2009;

3) To ensure that all of the recommendations arising from the 2006

HMIE inspection are implemented by 2009;

4) To ensure that all science comrnunication activities delivered by the

SSCN are subject to an established quality standard by 2009;

5) To provide clear linkages with the leaming outcomes arising from the

3-18 Curriculum for all visits by Scottish children to the SSCN;

6) To ensure all outreach activity is effectively co-ordinated with other

science engagement partner organisations.

Halcrow also investigated a range of other possible policy interventions including free

admission for different visitor categories, half-price admission and free transport for

visiting school groups. Much of this research was based on the experience of major UK

institutions, such as the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester (MOSI) and the

group of national museums that collectively forms the National Museum of Science and

Industry (NMSI). The major scale of both groups of museums, coupled with their

locations in some of the UK's major cities means that any attempt to correlate their

experience in terms of what this would mean for Scotland was, at best, ambitious. That

this had not been fully thought through was evidenced by the fact that Value Added Tax

implications for the three new centres (DSC, GSC and ODE), linked with how they

were initially set up, meant that any offer of free admissions (with the Scottish

Executive agreeing to offset this cost) would come with a multi-million pound price tag.

This option was quickly eliminated.
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Of greatest importance to my investigation is Halcrow's recognition that the existing

funding mechanism employed by the Scottish Executive, to deficit-fund centres, was

inadequate and provided little incentive in supporting those that performed less well

financially. In its place Halcrow recommended the Scottish Executive adopt an outcorne

based approach and that the formula used be straightforward and transparent and that

the revenue funding of the four centres reflect key objectives and each science centre's

share of total visitor numbers. This specific recommendation is of major significance to

my investigation as it provided further weight to the need to shift the emphasis of future

Scottish Governrnent funding to the SSCN away from one based on need to one based

on performance. Halcrow's recommendation and its early adoption by the Scottish

Govemment led to the dispute highlighted in section 4.1.3 A New Science Championfor

Scotland, a situation that has only recently (July 2008) been concluded.

4.5.L Cause for concern

Drawing on my participant-observer role I can highlight that the Halcrow study, their

first on science centres, was not conducted and subsequently released as perhaps it

should. Despite Halcrow's reporting that extensive consultation with centres took place

this was quite simply not the case. In my own instance a single meeting was held

between the consultant and my chair Professor David Sigsworth and me. Following this

meeting there was no follow up from Halcrow for several months and when this did

come it was as an offer to attend a presentation of the final report with the other SSCN

chief executives and chairs. All centres expressed their disappointrnent to the Scottish

Executive that they had not been allowed to review and return comments on a draft

report and so what ultim ately appeared had a number of inaccuracies and generated a

greal deal of criticism from the centres themselves. This experience was not improved
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any when, following the group presentation by Halcrow, all centres documented their

concems, none of which were adopted before the study findings were published.

Despite these concerns, the Halcrow study has provided further evidence of the need for

a performance framework which rewards SSCN centres for delivering against Scottish

Government policy interests.

4.6 DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE WIDER UK SDC SECTOR

In contrast to the considerable changes in circumstances for the SSCN during the last

four years the position for others, notably science centres in England, has, by

comparison, languished. Only within the last year has there been a significant shift in

interest in the English science centres by UK central government. This has seen a

genuine flurry in dialogue between the centres, politicians and a host of other major

stakeholders. The nature and outputs of these activities is briefly outlined below.

4.6,1 The funding of science and discovery centres

On 2 1ilay 2007 The House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee

announced it was to hold an inquiry into UK SDCs. The impetus for this inquiry was the

recognition, by UK central government, of the ongoing concems over the financial

viability of many of the UK's science centres, notably those that had received large

capital grants from the MC, government's stress on the importance of young people

studying and pursuing careers in STEM subjects and of regaining wider public

confidence and engagement in science and technology. These concerns mirror those of

the Scottish Executive when discussions began with the Scottish science centres in

2003
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The Select Committee invited evidence on two broad issues: The role of science centres

in public engagement and attracling young people to science subjects and scientific

careers; and secondly the funding available to such centres from central government,

altemative sources of funding and ways of supporting the long-term future of SDCs.

That these issues were of such visibility to secure a Select Committee inquiry is in no

small part due to the work of ECSITE-UK, which, as highlighted in chapter one, has

campaigned tirelessly for advocacy and a long-term funding relationship with UK

central government since its formation in 2000.

Securing input from a significant number of stakeholders, the Select Committee inquiry

fell some way short of recommending that the UK's science centres should receive

funding. While recognising that the UK's science centres have a role to play in

promoting science and community engagement, the inquiry was critical over the lack of

evidence that demonstrated how effective science centres are in terms of their core

goals. The inquiry also highlighted variable levels of coordination and cooperation

between UI( centres and encouraged ECSITE-UK to assess the different models that

existed, including Scotland, in efforts to better identify areas of best practice and to

promote better coordination from centres. The results of this assessment are briefly

covered in 4.6.2 Inspiration, Engagement and Learning: The Value of Science and

Discovery Centres in the UK Working towards a Benchmarking Framework

-the-uk.h

fAccessed 25th July 2008])

In recognising government's o\Mn coordination in relation to science centres could be

improved, the Select Committee accepted an offer by the Minister for Science and
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Innovation, on behalf of the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills, to adopt

departmental responsibility for science centres

4.6.2 Inspiration, engagement and learning: The value of science and discovery
centres in the UK working towards a benchmarking framework

In response to the House of Commons Select Committee inquiry, ECSITE-UK

developed and published a report to better describe the key impacts that SDCs and

museums make. Much of this evidence, including a number of case studies, was drawn

from the membership of science centres, science museums, zoos and aquaria that make

up ECSITE-UK. While highlighting some important examples of good practice and

areas of success, the ECSITE-UK report fell some way short of quantifying the impact

of its membership.

Importantly recognising that establishing a relationship with govemment is a long-term

ambition, ECSITE-UK used their report to promote other important work they are

carrying out for the UI( sector, including development of a benchmarking framework.

While still in its early stages, ECSITE-UK describe five initial steps in their efforts to

realise a framework which science centres can use to measure, assess and quantify their

success and irnpact. First, to collect consistent data across the SDC sector. Second, to

join the Visitor Attraction Quality Assurance Service. Third, to sign up to the

Department for Children, Schools and Families backed scheme, 'Learning Outside the

Classroom'. Fourth, to undertake evaluation of learning and impact using the DCMS-

backed Generic Learning Outcomes (GLOs). Lastly, to commit to sharing ideas,

knowledge and best practice with other science centres. I take cognisance of these steps

when considering the model which emerges out of my own research.
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A major challenge for ECSITE-UK, in advancing its own ambitions for a sector-wide

benchmarking framework, is the extent to which it can encourage its large and very

diverse membership to universally agree and adopt the full terms of engagement that

such an approach would require in order to generate meaningful data. An initial pilot

group of centres, restricted in number, which jointly agrees the necessary methodology

might be a useful starting point. In this sense my own investigation may be of some use.

4.6.3 The impact of science and discovery centres: A review of worldwide
studies

Published on the same day (29 April2008b) as the report previously described ECSITE-

UK also released a report titled The Impact of Science and Discovery Centres: A Revíew

of Worldwide Studíes. This review, essentially a short literature review, summarised and

highlighted recent research into the impact of SDCs from around the world. Its key

assertions were that significant evidence exists to support that interactive science

exhibitions increase visitors' knowledge and understanding of science by providing

memorable leaming experiences delivered through a wide range of personal and social

impacts. These can have a lasting impact on attitudes and behaviour and promote trust

and understanding between the public and the scientific community. The report also

highlighted evidence of the economic impact of SDCs. The very varied nature of

research described in this review, its often specific examples, sometimes anecdotal

evidence base, coupled with the absence of transferable performance indicators means

its uses for being drawn on in my investigation were regrettably limited.
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4.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter I have drawn from a significant volume of archival and documentary

evidence in developing an audit of recent practice in Scotland, and briefly the wider UK

and International science centre sector. This evidence points to the cyclical attempts of

the Scottish Executive and now Scottish Government to develop a performance

framework for the SSCN, against which both the outputs and outcomes of their

activities can be measured, reported and importantly for centres, funded. Despite these

repeated attempts no comprehensive framework has yet been adopted and now some

four years after funding was initially secured. The archival material does, however,

unify in where the potential benefits of the science centres lie in supporting both formal

and informal learning and promoting the popularisation of science and this should not

be lost in attempts to identify a unified performance framework for the SSCN.

An important issue highlighted by the conduct of the Halcrow study has been the

importance of securing agreement from the major, non-goverrìment, stakeholders i.e. the

science centres themselves. Had Halcrow attempted this through a more transparent and

ongoing dialogue then the recent concerns over funding and the continuing debate about

how funds are distributed across the SSCN might have been avoided.

In wider UK terms the recent interest in UK science centres by UK central government

is very welcome, as is the work of ECSITE-UK in developing a benchmarking

framework for the wider UK sector. There is value for ECSITE-UK in learning from the

experiences of the SSCN in its efforts to secure advocacy and a funding relationship for

its member science centres. Managing the expectations of UK central government to
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what is cuffently possible with regard impact measurement and assessment might be a

useful starting point.

In providing an explanation of recent change in the context of Scotland's four science

centres there is clear appetite for advancing the development of a performance and

accountability framework, which meets the needs of the SSCN centres and the Scottish

Government. Earlier efforts to advance such a framework have been slow and

substantially focussed on the Scottish context itself.

There is benefit to be gained from drawing on the experience of other science centre

professionals, outwith Scotland, and in chapter five I do so. Chapter five focuses on the

outputs of my first phase of telephone interviews with my assembled knowledge-

community. The responses of my knowledge-community to this first wave of

questioning informed the development of my second phase of interview questions and

provided an earIy, but critical, foundation to advancing the development of a new

performance measurement and accountability framework for the SSCN.
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CHAPTER FIVE

FUNDING AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
MODELS IN DIFFBRENT COUNTRIES

5.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter four, I presented a detailed audit of the changing context for Scotland's four

science centres, for the period 2003 - 2008. During this time the four Scottish centres

moved from a shared position of financial vulnerability to becoming a national network,

supported by Scottish Government funding. The commissioning of several independent

reviews of this network by the Scottish Govemment has sought to inform future policy

towards the science centres and led to cyclical attempts to create a performance

management framework for the centres. The most recent review, by Halcrow Group

Limited (2007), encouraged the Scottish Govemment to move away from its needs-

based approach to funding the SSCN to one based on the performance of centres.

In addition to Scotland, I briefly considered the wider UK and international landscape

for science centres and notably the recent efforts of English science centres to secure

central govemment funding. This has similarly secured a recent wave of interest in

perfonnance frameworks and benchmarking and a commitment by central government

to commission its own review of the potential value of science centres. Despite the

recent flurry of activity in England any decision around financial support for English

science centres, by central government, seems some way off'

In broadening my consideration of the government funding regimes and pert'ormance

management models of other science centres, chapter five draws on the experience of an
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intemational knowledge-community of senior science centre professionals. This input

was secured over two rounds of extensive telephone interviewing and included senior

representatives of the four SSCN centres, a number of their English counterparts and the

chief executives of science centres from nine other countries. The significant volume of

information collected through this process and my subsequent analysis of this begins to

converge around areas of good practice. In presenting this information I address chapter

five in three parts. In part one, I briefly describe the science centres represented by my

knowledge-community. This small, but important, group illustrates the similarities and

differences to be found within the science centre field. In part two, I consider the

relationships my interviewees share with their govemments, including funding models,

the contribution of science centres in fulfilling govemment interests and expectations

from a funding relationship with science centres and the role of others in supporting

goveÍìment interest in PES. ln part three, I consider the experience of my interviewees

in irnplementing performance models and associated KPIs, areas of best practice,

structural aspects associated with their composition and application and irnportantly the

limitations evident in the field and identified models. I conclude chapter five with a

short summary of my key findings and their influence on the final phases of my

investigation.

5.1 ANINTERNATIONALKNO\ryLEDGE-COMMUNITY

Having previously touched on the diversity within science centres in chapter one, in this

section I describe the major differences and similarities between the science centres led

by the members of my knowledge-community. The basic data associated with each

centre, including date of opening, original capital cost of each centre, size of annual

attendance, size of exhibition space and major exhibition elements is captured in table
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5.1. At first glance this datare-enforces my earlier comments (section 1.3.1 of chapter

one) about the diversity of the science centre field. On closer inspection the data does

show some patterns around international segmentation and subsequent development

within the field.

5.1.1 The development of science centres

The earliest science centres represented by my knowledge-community are all based in

North America (see figure 5.1). Both the Pacific Science Centre in Seattle and the New

York Hall of Science opened under a title other than that of 'science centre'. In the

Pacific Science Centre's case it was as the United States Governrnent's Science Pavilion

at the 1962 Seattle 
'World's Fair. The New York Hall of Science opened in 1966 as a

museum and continues to operate as a museum. The Ontario Science Centre (OSC),

along with San Francisco's Exploratorium, are considered, by many in the sector, to be

the first science centres as they are recognised today. The OSC was a gift to the people

of Ontario by its Provincial Government in celebrating the occasion of Canada's

centennial.

The period encompassing the 1980s and early 1990s is marked by the opening of some

Europe's earliest Science Centres. This group, which includes Finland's Heureka,

Denmark's Experimentarium and Cardiffls Techniquest, represents some of the most

respected and visible science centres in the field today. The chief executives of these

centres have become important leadership figures in an increasingly global field. During

the early, throughmid, 1990s there was a spread of science centre openings across the

USA, Europe and Australia with seemingly little pattern.
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The youngest science centres replesented in my knowledge-colrìmunity have almost

entirely (with the exception of Belgium's Technopolis) been developed as a result of

UK MC funding. The almost 40 year age difference between the earliest and most

recent science centres repfesented by my knowledge-community highlights the maturity

of the North American market compared with the relative infancy of the uK science

centre sector.

Figure 5.L Age of centres
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In contrast to the age of the science centres in my sample, the level of original capital

cost of centres is almost the reverse. While this may be expected, given the almost forty

year difference in opening between the oldest and newest centres, the level of capital

investment in the MC-supported uK science centres is still quite staggering, particularly

when considering the size of their exhibition space and levels of attendance when

compared with others in mY samPle.
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5.1.2 Size of main exhibition space

The North American science centres in my sample have the largest exhibition space'

typically at least double the exhibition space of any other centre in my sample' I have

graphically represented this by the size of bubble in the bubble graph shown in figure

5.2. This graph also illustrates that the earliest North American centres in my sample are

the largest.

Figure 5.2 The size and cost of centres
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Once again the relative mid-ground in my sample is held by science centres in mainland

Europe, which opened between 1989 and 2000. The exception in my sample is Liberty

Science Centre in the US. This centre originally opened in 1993 at a cost of $68m and

has a significant floorspace which was added to with a $109m expansion between 2005-

2007.
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Chapter Five - Funding and Performance Management Models in Different Countries

5.1.3 Annual visitor attendance

The most visited science centres in my sample are those based in North America (see

figure 5.3). Both OSC and the pacific Science centre attract considerably more visitors

than any other centre in my sample. In contrast, the five least visited science centres are

all based in the UK. This is perhaps surprising given the high original capital costs

associated with these centres. The exception, in UK terms, is GSC albeit, if just

considering visitors to the exhibitions of the centre itself, the numbers fall to within

those typically seen across other science centres in mainland Europe' Science centres

based in mainland Europe hold the middle ground in my sample with annual attendance

figures ranging between 280k and 390k'

Figure 5.3 Annual attendance figures

1,2oo,ooo

1,ooo,ooo

800,000

v¡sitornumbers 6001000

400,000

200,000

0

science centre

Continent: North America I Australia Europe I ur I

5.1,.4 Main elements to scien'ce centres

The diversity in age, cost and scale of science centres in my sample is matched by the

diversity of their content. All centres have a permanent exhibition and space for hosting

Chapter 5-14
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temporary exhibitions but of different sizes. Other popular elements are IMAX theatres,

planetariums and auditoriums.

5.2 EXPERIENCE OF \ilORKING WITH GOVERNMENT

In the same r,^/ay as the opening pages of this chapter highlights the great diversity

between different science centres, the relationship each shares with its government is

similarly different and, unlike previous descriptors, takes little account of national

boundaries.

5.2,1 Existing funding relationships with government

Table 5.2 records the level of public-sector funding received by the science centres in

my sample. The notable absence in this table are the English science centres in my

knowledge-community, who have yet to establish a funding relationship with central

government.

Levels of govemment funding, within the recipient group, range ftom 5o/o to 73Yo as a

percentage of total tumover. The recipient of the highest percentage of funding, the

Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences (RBINS) is, strictly speaking, a museum

rather than a science centre and in this regard qualifies for levels of government support

that would typicallybe closed to science centres in the UK. The split in types of funding

received by RBINS also illustrates that govemment funding can have several forms: in

RBINS case, revenue support, for covering running costs, but also project-related funds,

typically for education-based programmes. Capital-funding for exhibition development

is also comÍron. Other high recipients of government funding were the OSC (45-50%)

Chapter 5-15
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Chapter Five - Funding and Performance Management Models in Different Countries

and Canberra's Questacorr (59o/o). Both science centres are pafi of their government's

structure, with OSC forming part of the Province's 'Ministry of Culture' and

Questacon, a part of the 'Department of Education, Science and Training'. For this

reason it is maybe unsurprising to learn that both centres receive higher levels of

funding than others. A note of interest is that OSC now receives less funding than it has

in previous years and its chief executive, Lesley Lewis (round one interview, 08/1 Il07),

views this as a positive development:

I'm really glad that we are no longer fully funded by government. From

my assessment of what the situation was when OSC was entirely funded
by government it was a less þcussed organisation...I like the fact that

where we are is a mid-point, we've got very strong government support

but we are able to operate in an entrepreneurial fashion.

This shift in funding by the Province of Ontario has been applied in a stepped approach

and is described by Lesley Lewis (round one interview, 08/11107):

For approximately the first 2I years of existence we (OSC) were fully
funded by government. In the early 1990's that relationship began to

change and it changed quite rapidly. By 1998 government was covering

60% of the operating costs and today Q'{ovember 2007) we get a fixed
operating grant from the government which usually makes up around

45oró of our operating budget.

In contrast to OSC and Questacon half of my sample received between 20o/o and 43Yo of

their total turnover from govemment. That OSC is funded by its Provincial govemrnent

has already been highlighted; others receive their funding from either local-government

(Provincial, State), national or central-government (Federal) or a combination of both.

Others receive government funding for programmes through third-party organisations

like the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the US. Lesley Lewis (round one

interview, 08llll07) has an interesting perspective on these apparent differences:
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In the US when you speak to people [in science centres| they often say

they don't get government funding but when you dig a little deeper you
realise there are government funded organisations such as the NSF,

which provide large amounts of funding through competition. For large
science centres in the US, if they include that money, it suddenly starts to
look as if we roughly get the same amount of our funding from
government - we just get it in different ways.

In each case the science centres linked with my knowledge-community had different

terms of funding from their govemments, typically three to five years. Several only had

their funding confirmed annually which restricts their ability to plan beyond a very

limited time-frame.

The government funding of science centres is typically channelled through a main

department, albeit most in my sample work with a range of departments on matters as

diverse as education, culture, enterprise, health, the environment, water and even

defence. The main Departments or Ministries to which science centres report included

Science (often including Innovation, Technology or Research), Education (often

including Children, Skills, Lifelong-learning), Culture (with Arts and Leisure) and

Industry. Each main sponsoring goveÍrment-department clearly has a slightly different

focus in terms of major areas of interest but these commonly fell within supporting the

formal education system in schools, specifically in-terms of science and technology;

generating wider awareness of science in society - with a notable accent on widening

community access and promoting uptake of careers in science-based jobs. Other areas

of interest included the cultural and tourism contribution made by science centres,

notably recognisable in those centres whose main sponsor was their Culture

Department. These themes compare favourably with the six principal themes of the
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Scottish Govemment's Measuring Success paper (see appendix 8) highlighted in section

4.1.2 of chapter four.

When asked which were the main government-departments which had an interest in

PES, the majority of my interviewee's highlighted education, followed by trade and

industry/economic, and only then science. In total my interviewees identified over

twenty different departments with several suggesting that all government departments

had avested interest in promoting PES.

5.2.1.1 Benefits of a relatíonshíp wìth government

My sample identified funding as the major benefit of developing a relationship with

government. Several identified factors for which a funding relationship was important,

including providing financial stability. Funding gave recipients the ability to undertake

strategic planning and allowed them to continue pursuing their mission. The term of

funding agreement, typically between three and five years, was also considered

important by respondents.

A relationship with government was viewed as a beneficial mechanism through which

to develop relationships with other important stakeholders. In this regard a relationship

with government was viewed as symbolically important. Many of the science centres

represented by my sample expressed a positive relationship with their government.

Many of these relationships had been cultivated over many years, with tenure of civil

servants and stability of government cited by several as essential to developing a

meaningful and productive relationship. This view was offered by Per Edvin Persson

(round one interview,25ll0l07) chief executive of Heureka in Finland:
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in Finland the national government and the civil servqnts are usually

staying there for pretty long time, so I think we have a very good

working relationship with the cívil servants ønd the ministry indeed, and

we are really working with the civil servants.

Factors that interviewees highlighted as important included that a relationship with

government enabled centres to become more politically astute, provided them access to

information which they would otherwise not be able to see and made them more

attractive to potential corporate sponsors. A small number also felt Ihat a relationship

with govemment provided an important mechanism through which to influence

govemment policy. The importance of relationship between respective governments and

their science centres was a theme repeatedly touched on during my interviews.

In addition to benefits, a number of my interviewees identified potential consequences

of developing a relationship with goveÍìment. These included the science centres

mission becoming led by funding and in doing so making it vulnerable to associated

funding cycles, the onerous reporting requirements often associated with govemment

funding and the frequent absence of links between government-based objectives and

required performance measure. None of my interviewees suggested any of these were

reasons not to enter into a funding relationship with government but highlighted them as

areas oflikely concem and potential consequence.

In briefly considering the benefits to government of working with science centres the

most common response from interviewees was that their centres promote the region or

country to others and typically internationally. Others considered that science centres

provided an important support mechanism for science education in their schools and in

fulfilling a public engagement role. Graham Durant, chief executive of Questacon in
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Canberra, highlighted both benefits in his own response (round one interview,

27ll0lo7), while additionally highlighting the contribution of science centres to the

economy and tackling visitor/audience access issues:

Well, there are a whole range of benefits to society, and benefits to

goyernment [of science centres working with their government]. The

broad societal benefits are in terms of education, in terms of social
cohesion and equity of access in terms of science projects. There are

significant economic benefits in terms of the direct benefits, in terms of
jobs and taxes, and in terms of tourism, and the dollars from bed nights

and restaurants, etc. We pay for services, and of course we do a lot of
work wíth local companies: we are in partnership with other agencies, to

develop the economic basis of Canbena. So we are part of the

significant tourist industry and in the educational tourist industry. We

also support the government marketing education abroad. For example,

we put our exhibitions in Korea with Australia Education International
who use the situation to try and sell education in Australia at school and

higher education levels.

You asked specifically for the benefits to government, and the benefits to

government are simply because we operate nationally, We are based ín

Canberra but most of our operatíons run qcross Australia which you will
appreciate is a big country and so we engage with many dffirent
constituencies, and most federal MP's have a Questacon program at
some point in any one year. So we can demonstrate it is an Australian
government commitment to the rural, regíonal, remote areas so they get

direct benefit from that... and we work very firmly and deliberately in the

area of cultural diplomacy, and Canberca, being a national capitøl gives

us particular opportunities to do that, because we have 105 embassies

and High Commissions here. We are able to put programmes and

products abroad, either directly hiring exhibitions out or working closely

with organisations in other countries, or working with some of the aid
agencies, such as UNESCO or AUSAID, to take educatíonal

programmes to disadvantaged communities and disadvantaged

countries.

Despite concerns expressed later in this chapter (see section 5.2.3) around the need for

science centres to maintain political neutrality the majority of interviewees also felt that

science centres had the potential to support government policy on PES. Per Edvin
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Persson (round one interview,25lI0l07) described such a role for science centres in

supporting govemment policy towards PES:

Well, I think the needfor public dialogue, commLtnication and promotion

[in addition to supporting science education and careers promotion
hightighted earlier in the interviewJ, I mean the question that you need

in order to have informed decisions about science is that you need an

informed population and you need dffirent channels [to include science

centresl to reach out to this population, so there is a real communication

issue ltere too I think.

The potential for science centres to fulfil a supporting role for government, along with

other appropriate mechanisms, was highlighted by many of my interviewees.

5,2.1.2 Reportíng requírements of government

All interviewees had a reporting requirement in retum for their govemment's funding.

Most described having to report against a combination of outputs-based performance

measures of either a quantitative (most common) or qualitative nature. Some

highlighted the use of survey data and other forms of research in supporting reporting

requirements against qualitative measures. Beyond this, interviewees reported a variety

of reporting requirements and particularly in relation to programme related funding.

One major area of variation amongst interviewees was in the frequency with which they

were required to report to government. While many had aî annual reporting

requirement, often associated with their business planning cycle, others reported as

frequently as quarterly.

Of relative absence, from existing reporting requirements to government, was any

reporting against science centre impact. When impact was rnentioned by interviewees
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this was in relation to either educational impact or economic benefits, driven as a direct

result of the science centre's existence in a region.

5.2.2 Awareness of other funding models

When I asked interviewees about their knowledge of funding models between other

science centres and their governments the responses were surprisingly scant. Per Edvin

Persson (round one interview,25ll0l07) offered a broad intemational perspective on

current funding models:

In Asia, you would tend to have science centres heavily supported by the

government, and often they would even be part of government, part of
the public realm, and then correspondingly there would be a small

amount of money that they would earn themselves. And when you come

to Europe you have mixed situation, with people like us who hqve to earn

a substantial amount of their budget, but still get a substantial

proportion in support, you have actually the whole scale in Europe. You

have places like La Villette where you have 78% public support, and

then you go to Experimentqrium in Denmark that has the same amount

in earned income, so it's all the way in between. And again, if you go to

North America you would have more dependence on the income, but still
surprisingly, many people don't realise this, but in many American

science centres there's actually up to l/3 very easily publíc money. It
may be in the form of contracts so there is not in the þrm necessarily of
a subsidy, but still they would be doing work with public money. And
then of course, Latin America is more like Asía, so thqt would be more

and more goyernment funding, not perhaps part of government, and then

Australia I think is again more heavily dependent on earned income than

in Asia.

In total, fifteen different models were identified but few, if any, were able to describe

any of these in any detail. The most commonly-highlighted model was that of the

National Council of India, which is heavily supported by the Indian government and

which exacts a heavy toll on its supported science centres in reporting against an

extensive range of KPIs. Several also mentioned the US-based NSF model which funds

specific projects in US-based science centres. Centres seek NSF funding on a
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competitive basis, with successful applicants having to undertake an evaluation process'

This practice involves a peer review element that adds further credibility to the process.

Interviewees highlighted aspects of several other models they were aware of and which

could have some bearing on the later stages of my investigation. These included the

growing shift in interest by governments around the world from output based measures

to outcomes and impacts.

The relative lack of awareness and understanding of other government funding models

for science centres across my knowledge-community could have been due to a number

of factors. The most likely of these is that interviewees who did demonstrate particular

understanding of alternative funding models had worked with science centres in other

countries but also importantly other governments, typically in a consultancy capaclty.

Another factor may be that each government typically determines the nature of

relationship it has with its science centres and not the other way around. In this tegatd

the ability of science centre chief executives to be able to influence this relationship and

suggest alternative funding-models, is in all likelihood, limited. In this regard there is

arguably little necessity for the science centre chief executive to have an extensive

knowledge of what funding models work well in other countries.

5.2.3 Science centres and government policy on PES

When asked whether science centres could influence goveÍtment policy related to PES

the majority of my interviewees responded positively. Several interviewees provided

specific examples where this had happened - Finland's Heureka had worked with its

government to develop 'science and society' initiatives; Techniquest in Cardiff had fed

directly into the review on science policy in Wales; and Scitech in Perth, Westem
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Australia, had been asked to write its State science policy and also took part in

developing its State education policy.

Essential in all of these examples was that each of the centres had developed a positive

relationship with its respective goveffrment. While relatively few examples of science

centres influencing policy towards PES were offered, a number talked of the potential

for centres to play such a role. Graham Durant (round two interview, 29101108),

suggested:

wellfirstly, ít is possible but it's not easy. You need to be involved in key

conversations and you need to be attached to key people; you so you

need to seek these opportunities for engagement and get involved in

committees and find out how science and scíence policy worl<s and

position yourself where you take part in the discussions at the right

stage, and one of the things I'ye learned by coming here and being part
ofihe Australian Department, something I did not realise in Scotland,

just how policy is developed, over what period of time, where the

leverage points are, the points where you cqn actually insert yourself

into a debate. And it's not constant, so you have to be alert to those

opportunities.

The importance of active science centre engagement highlighted by Graham Durant was

picked up by Per Edvin Persson (round two interview,22107108):

how do measure or have

governm I we saY, tha as a

at the ta You have Pe . So

part of a government board or advisory committee I think yes, that would
-be 

an indicatíon, and I think we do have that kind of evidence from
various cottntries, certainly. I mean that science centres are represented

in dffirent forms and in dffirent ways, I'm thinking of in Finland, we

had a committee to set up a National programme for Science and Society

and we were involved.

The comments of these two chief executives were mirrored by other interviewees who

highlighted several factors that first needed to be considered if a contribution by science
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centres was to be made. These included the need for science centres to maintain

political neutrality and scientifrc objectivity when working with govemment - several

interviewees expressed concerns in terms of the prospect of science centres supporting

specific policy interests in retum for funding. Lastly, as highlighted by both Graham

Durant and Per Edvin Persson, was a need for the science centre be in a position of

influence e.g. sitting on key groups within government administered think-tanks,

NGO's.

Despite general support for the idea that science centres could influence government-

policy, a small number of interviewees had seen little evidence of science centres

having achieved this by themselves. In briefly considering the contributory role of

science centres in supporting wider govefirment policy on science, a number of roles

were highlighted by interviewees, and included centres assuming a co-ordinating role

for local, regional and national science in society initiatives and becoming a facilitator

for creating and developing linkages with interested parties e.g. schools, academia,

industry, etc. The opportunity afforded by establishing such roles for centres would be

in developing them as platforms for supporting politicians and informing future

govemment-policy towards PES. Several existing mechanisms, employed by science

centres, were identified as potentially meaningful starting points including the growing

use of public forums, such as café scientrfiqru, for encouraging debate/engagement

around contemporary and controversial scientific issues and the participation of many

science centres in road-shows and national science-weeks. Once again, several

interviewees expressed concems that in all of the above science centres should maintain

their neutrality and objectivity.
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5.2.4 Government expectations of a funding relationship

The most common response of my interviewees to the question of what should

govemment be seeking in retum for providing science centres with funding was that

centres play a democratising role in promoting public engagement and awareness of

science and could be a powerful vehicle for government in this regard. In the same vein

several interviewees also considered public 'reaclt ' afforded by science centres

important to govemment. Science centres are becoming increasingly adept at widening

access beyond traditional audiences, through increasing use of altemative progtamming,

partnership and support initiatives for schools. These qualities are likely to be viewed as

of a premium by political parties keen to reach out to all sectors of the community.

A small number suggested a role for science centres in showcasing contemporary

science and scientific-research. Interviewees also felt that goveflìment should expect a

quality service delivered by their science centres and supported by qualitative research.

A few interviewees stated that science centres should be able to demonstrate

accountability in return for receipt of public funds and in order to do so government

should define its priorities in specifying what it wants from a relationship with its

science centre. A review of contracts between science centres and their governments

would have been additionally useful in better quantifying existing wants and needs of

govefiìment from a relationship with its science centre(s) but was not possible due to

confidentiality constraints.

5.2.5 The wider science-in-society community

I asked interuiewees to consider other, non-govefftment, stakeholders that science

centres should be working with in efforts to deliver their science leaminglPES agenda.
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The majority of interviewees identified universities as their most common response.

Other stakeholders identified included industry/future employers; research

councils/research organisations; the education sector/community; professional

associations; skills/lifeJong learning agencies; the media and local goveÍlment. This

short, and non-exhaustive, but important list highlights that science centres are only one

amongst many other organisational types that have an interest in promoting science

leaming and PES, many also funded by govemment. In addition to reinforcing the point

that science centres only have a contributory role to play in advancing government

aspirations for promoting PES, it also points to the potential of a further likely 'want' of

goveÍrment in funding science centres - partnership.

5.3 THE USE OF PERFORMANCE MODELS OR INDICATORS BY
OTHERS

In section 5.2.7.2,I highlighted that all of the members of my knowledge-community,

who had a funding relationship with their govemments, also had an associated reporting

requirement. While varied in nature, the basis of each relationship was a funding model

supported by a range of PIs. Rather disappointingly for me was the relative lack of

sophistication in any of the indicators or the more widely encompassing models that

interviewees described. When asked what a performance framework for science centres

should look like interviewees did, however, describe a number of elements:

Any framework should be relatively simple;

It should contain a mix of quantitative (attendance fìgures, financial indices) and

qualitative (exhibition, quality of science) measures;

It should include impact (engagement and economic)/outcome based indicators;

It should consider how it contributes to delivering against governments agenda;

a

o

o

a
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It should consider different components of science centre activity (social,

economic, intellectual) ;

It should be specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-based
(SMART), but also comparable, objective and understandable;

o A balanced-scorecard approach was mentioned by several;

o It should be externally evaluated.

Few, if any, of the models described by interviews, in terms of their own institutions,

incorporated more than a handful of the elements described above. This may be because

science centres only typically play a small part in determining what means and methods

of reporting are required in return for government funding. The scope to have such a

discussion with government is clearly a desirable one.

5.3.1 Other best practice examples of performance indicators

I asked my interviewees if they were aware of any proven PIs for science centres, and if

so if they could describe these. Again, somewhat surprisingly, many of my interviewees

replied they were unaware of any proven indicators, feedback that highlights a potential

concern, coupled with earlier responses, that science centres are not regularly talking to

each other about performance-related issues.

Seven of my interviewees identified PI models and of these the model employed by the

Belgian science centre, Technopolis, featured most prominently. Technopolis has

recently extended its contract with the Flemish govemment, having completed an initial

four-year contract in 2001. The basis of the Technopolis model is twenty defined PIs.

Delivery against these indicators determines the exact level of governmenGfunding

received by Technopolis, and on a sliding scale depending on how many indicators

meet or surpass agreed performance levels. All of the Technopolis PIs are either

a

a
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quantitativo, o.g. visitor numbers, length of stay, entrance fee, geographical distribution

of visitors, or qualitative, e.g. visitor satisfaction, qualitative offer, quality control in

nature. Those interviewees who knew the Technopolis model well said that the

associated collation of data and reporting required was extensive and resource intensive.

The model and its reporting implications are described by Technopolis chief executive,

Erik Jacquemyn (round one intervi ew, 26 I I0 I 07):

We have afive year agreement with the government which ends this year

(2007).

We are now in the course of an evaluation and negotiation of a new five

year agreement. We are obliged to meet formally with the government

fficials at least four times per year as well as to make an fficial report

about the working year. Wen printed out on paper, it comes down to

five or six ring binders, in total it is I0 cm high or sometlting. The report

deals with the activities in the science centre plus the outreach. Of

coLffse there is also a fi.nancial report as well as a report on the

perþrmance indicators.

Withín the contract we have twenty perþrmance indicators which are

defined: sixteen are definedfor the science centre, þur are related to the

outreach activities. The sixteen are constant during the five years, the

four however can vary because some outreach programs will not take

place five years in a row.

While historically absent of impact-related measures, Technopolis has recently (2008)

introduced a new indicator for measuring 'impact'. While the detail of this performance

indicator was unclear, Technopolis has committed to annual impact assessment of its

activities in efforts to determine their effectiveness. This development, at the beginning
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of a new cycle of govemment funding, is reflective of the wider and growing emphasis

that govemments are placing on outcomes and impacts in return for continued funding'

Other than Technopolis, interviewees offered few examples of structured PIs. In broad

terms, interviewees described what currently exists as overly quantitative. In this regard

it is perhaps unsurprising that the main PIs interviewees identified were around visitor

numbers or attendance and performance against business-related objectives. In relation

to visitor numbers, several well tested PIs were highlighted, including customer

satisfaction, dwell-time, or length of time spent by visitors in the centre and market-

share of visitors by catchment. Several interviewees mentioned the ASTC visitor-

related ratios. As a US-based membership organisation for SDCs, ASTC captures a

significant volume of data from its membership, often, but not exclusively, expressed in

the form of ratios. Many of these ratios have a visitor-related component'

In relation to business linked PIs, interviewees highlighted several that were likely to be

of interest to government. These included the level of income eamed by centres, the

percentage of science centre income received from government sources, the percentage

of income generated from other/non-government sources and organisational efficiency

measures. Many described these financial-linked PIs as hygiene-factors - factors whose

management was the responsibility of each centres Board of Trustees/Directors and so

something which, as long as managed well, should not be of major concern to

govemment.

5.3.2 Structuring a new framework

Considering the lack of uniformity in the use of performance models across my

knowledge-community, I was keen to capture interviewee views on how a framework
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of PIs for science centres might best be brought together. In addition to the comments

from interviewees captured in section 5.3, and earlier concems expressed by

interviewees around the historic preponderance on quantitative outputs, I was keen to

establish how a balance between easily-measured PIs and those which are consequential

but arguably more difficult to collect, might be struck? Disappointingly, the responses

from interviewees offered me little new insight. While some suggested that any

framework should be entirely outcome-based they had no substance with which to

support how this might work. Instead, what was offered typically focussed on striking a

balance between qualitative and quantitative outputs rather than between outputs and

outcomes. The use of a balanced-scorecard approach was mentioned by two of my

interviewees. Based on its earlier appearance in section 2.3 of chapter two in relation to

use by DCMS-sponsored museums, a balanced-scorecard approach warranted further

consideration in efforts to balance any framework in relation to governments expressed

interest in the demonstration of economy/efficiency and effectiveness in return for

public-funding. This was considered during the final, face-to-face, meeting I held with

my SSCN representatives.

All of the evidence I had collected to this point demonstrated that science centres are

currently much better placed to report against performance outputs than they are against

more consequential outcomes with several members of my knowledge-community

pointing to the need for more research in this area. The NSF was highlighted as one

organisation that was attempting to develop impact measures for science centres.

I also asked my interviewees whether there were themes around which PIs should be

grouped. 'While many different themes were identified, the most common were quality'
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in relation to service and programming; audience based, including segmentation,

attendance and related ratios; business performance linked, including efficiency; and

education-linked, including impact and widening audience uptake of science. When

asked to consider how robustness of perfoÍnance measures in each group might best be

demonstrated interviewees felt that common language, definitions and collection

methods, plus independent research and audit were important. From an external audit

perspective interviewees felt those best placed to conduct this research were others

working at a senior level in the science centre sector. This form of peer review is

already administered effectively as a function of the ASTC full-member scheme. Other

standard measures for determining scientific robustness such as sample size,

repeatability, triangulation of measurements and use of trend analysis were also

suggested.

5.3.3 Limitations of current performance models

There are several current limitations within the typical science centre performance

model, if the experience of my knowledge-community is considered representative of

the wider science centre community. The relative absence of any best practice models

and limited knowledge of others was very apparent. The models which were highlighted

were often based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative outputs, with little

evidence of any outcome or impact-based PIs that signpost the real value of science

centres in promoting PES.

While pls were in evidence in centres across my knowledge-community, few appeared

to have been assembled into a coherent of cohesive framework. Typically PIs were a

feature of centres annual business planning process and as such sat within the broader
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context of centres own business plans. While this, in itself, was not an issue of major

concem, the relative absence of meaningful performance measurement, coupled with

the growing expectation of goveÍìment for outcomes to have been demonstrated was.

5.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter I have presented the experience of the science centres represented by my

knowledge-community, drawn on their experience of working with their governments

in retum for receipt of public funding and described their use of PIs in fulfilment of

their own reporting requirements. The information provided by interviewees of their

own science centres demonstrated their diversity, one of the difficulties I encountered in

advancing a consensus performance framework for the SSCN. The responses of my

interviewees also demonstrated the importance of taking account of context - both

individually and nationally in my own efforts to secure consensus deemed to be

credible.

The relationship which each centre shares with its government is also of significance to

my investigation. These relationships typically involve different govemment

departments, different levels and types of funding, different reporting requirements and

different areas of interest in science centres from govemment. The science centre's

relationship with its govemment is significant in tenns of reflecting government

thinking around PES and on science, and the degree to which centres are seen as a

support mechanism for wider science in society initiatives'

Surprisingly, the science centres in my study group seemed relatively new to

performance measurement, as a function of govemment reporting. This was evidenced

by the general lack of sophistication in any of the performance measurement across my
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knowledge-community. While my interviewees were able to talk cogently about their

perfoÍnance measurement aspirations, the relative absence of meaningful performance

indicators, grouped within a framework, did throw up challenges for the level of

sophistication I was likely to realise through my own investigation. In-spite of the

varied experience within rny sample, general trends, notably around clustering of

performance indicators did begin to emerge.

In chapter six I develop my understanding of the themes which began to emerge from

my first round of interviews by discussing them with the members of my knowledge-

community. The responses of my knowledge-community to my first phase of telephone

interviews heavily shaped my approach to my second round of interviews. Through this

development process I built a broad-based consensus around what a performance

framework for the SSCN could look like. My second round of interviews provided an

important contribution to my second phase of field research in building towards

consensus between the four SSCN constituents of my knowledge-community.
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CHAPTER SIX

AN EMERGENT MODEL

6.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter five I presented the rich information gathered from my first round of

telephone interviews, with a highly-experienced knowledge-community of senior

science centre professionals. My analysis of this information illustrated the differences

between centres and the funding and performance/accountability models which centres

share with their respective governments. While many in my sample considered that

science centres can play an important contributory role in helping fulfil governments

growing interest in PES, views over their ability to influence policy around PES were

more mixed. The contribution of key individuals in developing a centres relationships

with govemment surfaced as a strong detenninant of how productive this aspect of a

relationship with government was likely to be.

The use of pls across my knowledge-community was extensive but rarely in the form of

a cohesive framework. The relative absence of outcome-based KPIs across my sample

suggests much more work is required in this area. One of the major challenges to

establishing robust, meaningful and transferable outcome-based KPIs, or indeed shared

output measures, is the diversity within the science centre sector.

In widening my context from the experiences of individual interviewees to a potentially

wider, network one, chapter six has two main parts. In part one, I more fully consider

the convergent themes around performance models, associated indicators and the

methodology around their application. In part two, I consider the potential for creating a
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network-shared performance framework, the variables between centres, limits to

securing consensus and effectiveness and the opportunity for network wide evaluation'

The influence of government in advancing an effective network-wide performance

framework is also considered. The outputs of this phase of my investigation established

the legitimacy for attempting to create a consensus-based performance and

accountability framework for adoption by the SSCN'

6.I EMERGENT THEMES

Three main broad themes or categories of existing and desired PIs emerged out of my

round one interviews: social, intellectual and financial. These are depicted in figure 6'1

and are represented in the form of a three legged stool in efforts to illustrate the

importance interviewees placed on each theme being mutually supportive of the others'

I shared these themes with my interviewees during my second round of interviews, with

the majority of them agreeing that the main themes were broadly right.

Figureó.l.Emergentthemesfromroundoneinterviews
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In briefly describing the model depicted in figure 6.1, social or community-rooted PIs

were linked with the quantitative and qualitative outputs associated with running a

science centre and included audience-related PIs, such as attendance levels, market

share for each audience, the targeting of communities and the delivery of a quality

experience linked to customer satisfaction, VFM and quality assurance. Surveys were

identified as a potentially-beneficial way of capturing this information.

Intellectual or education-based indicators were those associated with the education and

PES programming offered by science centres and included the range of public

engagement/ education activities, responsiveness to handling contemporary scientific

issues, cognitive effectiveness and intellectual accessibility. The desire by many

interviewees here was to see the establishment of more robust outcome-based measures

with which to better determine educational effectiveness. Alan Friedman, former chief

executive of the New York Hall of Science, described the recent efforts (round two

interview, 1S/01/0S) of the NSF in establishing impact-based KPIs for the science

centre field:

We certainly can look at impact on visitors, what they actually learn,

what their attitudes are. This has come a long way from iust one-off
studies with no comparability to the point today where the NSF will be

announcing this year (2005) that it is requiring impact indicators for all
of its funded projects. There is a list of impact categories and definitions

and there is going to be a whole book which is going to be published any

day now, which I've played a role in, on how to measure these impacts

across dffirent projects and how to make the measures comparable.

[The book was published in March 2008 and is available as a PDF
downlo ad at http : //cais e. ins ci. org/uplo ads /do cs /EvqUrarueworkl . This

publication is not going to say that's the only kind of evaluation or
measure that you should make but it's going to say that every proiect has

to at least have some measures that are comparable across institutions.

This is for the Foundation's own benefit, so that it can møke the case to

its government funder as to why the government should continue to put
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money in to this qrea, but it's also so that we can all learn qcross the

fi.eld.

Interviewees described these PIs as the most diffrcult to measure effectively. They also

felt that a KPI based on partnership was also important, for a small number sufficiently

important to suggest a fourth leg be added to the diagram shown in figure 6.1. Lesley

Lewis of OSC described (round two interview, 18/01/08) the importance of partnerships

to her own institution:

I think there should be a KPI in the area of partnershíp. one of the traps

that this organisationfell into in the late i,980s and 1990s was starting to

be very insular and not reaching out to universities, corporatíons and

research institutions. It's an area where we've made a very conscious

effort in the past few years, to really change that pattern. I certainly see

that becomíng a differentiator. I think that it [partnershipJ could

ultimately be a really important metric. It's like measuring the

integration of the science centre into the local area.

Lastly, financial or business-related PIs, has aheady been considered in section 5.3.1 of

chapter five. Interviewees felt these indicators were typically the easiest to measure and

quantify. Additional suggestions under this category included the wider economic

contribution of science centres to their local/regional economy, the efficiency with

which the science centre is operated and the clear demonstration that the centre is

working towards greater levels of financial sustainability. The emergence of this broad-

based model and its approval by the majority of my interviewees was useful in

beginning to think of the shape for an emergent performance framework.

6.1.1 Performance models

The emergence of categories of PIs, from my round one interviews, is of significance to

my investigation in allowing me to develop my thoughts around what a possible
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perfonnance framework for adoption by the SSCN might look like. The emergence of

these themes, in the relative absence of any other uniform thinking or practice around

performance management frameworks, could additionally provide others with the

starting point for constructing their own performance framework. While the emergent

themes continued to emphasise an output-based approach to performance rneasurement

they also clearly signpost the sector's aspiration to become more sophisticated in the

establishment of measures which better point towards their effectiveness as venues for

PES. The work of the NSF, previously described by Alan Friedman, has the potential to

make an important contribution to advancing these efforts. While my own investigation

has been concemed with the development of a model which the SSCN is comfortable

adopting my interviews have identified a need for more work in further advancing

outcome-based KPIs for adoption by the wider science centre sector.

6.1.2 Performance indicators

The range of PIs highlighted in both this chapter and chapter five are considerable and

identified a range of possible KPIs for inclusion in any Scottish model. The work of

Halcrow (2007) with the SSCN, described in chapter four, and subsequent interest by

the Scottish Govemment in shifting its funding of the SSCN members from one based

on need to one more informed by performance, has given particular recent emphasis to

attendance-levels to the Scottish centres.

Given the Scottish Governments expressed interest in visitor numbers I was keen to

establish whether my interviewees felt an emphasis on attendance levels, by

government, was likely to have a positive, negative, or neutral effect on science centre

behaviour. The majority of my interviewees saw no harm in governments emphasising
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visitor numbers as a KPI and many recognised the value for politicians to be able to

point to numbers as one of the headline retums for a funding relationship. While many

saw the benefits, or at least accepted, an emphasis by government on visitor numbers to

centres, interviewees rwere also typically keen to see other areas of performance profiled

and not downgraded such as education outputs and outcomes. Eml¡m Koster, chief

executive of Liberty Science Centre commented (round two interview,29l0ll08):

The attendance culture is not a healthy one when looked at in isolation

against all the other fficiency and outcome factors that our types of
institutions should be focused on.

It was felt by several that a single emphasis on visitor numbers for a small network of

science centres could introduce competition for visitors across the network and lead to

compromises in quality of service delivery. This view was expressed (round two

interview, 31/01/08) by GSC chief executive, Kirk Ramsay:

All you're doing [by emphasising visitor numbersJ ,s creating a

competition where there need be none and chasing numbers is not what

we're about. There isn't a single example from anywhere in the world
where this approach has met with success. It creates all of the wrong

sígnals - in fact it would devalue the whole proposition of science

centres, it would devalue the investment of the [Scottish] Government so

for. I would describe it [the emphasis on numbersJ intellectually

banlvupt.

A number of other interviewees shared the views of Kirk Ramsay and felt that an

emphasis on visitor numbers, by any government, was a negative indicator, to be

avoided. In addition to increased competition across centres, the concern of many

interviewees was that an emphasis on numbers would reduce centre's desire to engage

in longer-term initiatives and activities targeted at hard-to-reach communities and

instead place emphasis on existing users/visitors rather than asking who the non-users of
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the centres are. The comments (round two interview, 2910t108) of Graham Durant of

Questacon reflect this:

In terms of whether it's [an emphasis on visitor numbersJ negative or
positive I think it's a bit of both. Clearly the negativity will come, if that

is the measure then clearly you work to succeed and to do that, you work

to get large numbers in, which means you become populist, which

compromises your intellectual mission statement, because you're clearly

not going to put on things that aren't going to attract signifi'cant numbers

of people. In terms of where you do things, I mean for us, we can spend

as much money going to a remote community where tltere are only 30

people as we could by putting on a programme in outer city Melbourne

or Sydney, where there are millions, and you lcttow, what is the better

valueþr cost? Well, if it were numbers alone, you wouldn't go anywhere

near the remote areas, and yet social disadvantage which is already

extreme, would be increased, you won't be giving them those

opportunities. You wouldn't be supporting the teachers who are

pathetically gratefut þr any help because in many cases they are

hundreds, if not thousands of kilometres away fromfolk. So it will distort

the mission, just as financial perþrmance can often distort you to a more

commercial focus, and again, populist approach.

Despite these typically legitimate concerns the wider emphasis of interviewees was that

they recognised government interest in visitor numbers but expressed a desire to see a

balance struck against other, potentially more meaningful, performance indicators. Alan

Friedman (round two interview, 18/01/08) expressed a view that:

Government should take it [visitor numbersJ into account. I would be

very fearful if it were the primary measure, or the only measure, or íf it
weren't used with a lot of thought. Here's a trade-off- you can have a

goal of having a significant impact on visitors, in which case you want

them to stay a long time so that they can become immersed in some

activity - but this is going to reduce your visitor numbers.

Beyond visit should have a more sophisticated

formula that visitor. A reviewer may decíde that

having doub e number of visitors is better than

having more visitors and a lower impact on each visitor. Other things to

look at may include the diversity of visitors'
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As a function of Scottish Government interest, coupled with earlier recognition (see

section 5.3.2, chapter five) of the need to identify network PIs with coÍrmon langtage,

definitions and collection methods, I was keen to establish how simple this might be

using, arguably, one of the most easily-defined and measured KPIs: visitor numbers. In

some ways expectedly, interviewees defined visitors slightly differently, a factor which

had a consequential effect on the total number of visitors counted at each centre. The

majority, however, counted visitors as anyone who had an interaction with the science

centres exhibitions including leisure visitors, those on organised educational visits and

anyone attending corporate events at the centre. Most also counted outreach visits and

the number of virtual visitors to websites but recorded these separately. Others, who

manufacture and tour travelling exhibitions, additionally count the number of visitors

who have seen these exhibitions. Again, these numbers are typically recorded

separately. In Scotland's case the visitor numbers currently recognised as countable by

the Scottish Govemment includes leisure visitors and education-based visitors who had

an interaction with each centre's exhibition but excludes corporate clients attending

functions or events at the centres. This simple exercise demonstrates something of the

diffrculty likely to be encountered in reaching common definitions and

collectiorVmeasurement techniques across the science centre sector or even the SSCN

and why this detail of establishing a new framework was always anticipated to take

place after securing the main aim of my investigation.

Sticking with visitor numbers briefly, I also asked interviewees whether different

categories of visitor should be considered in any visitor-orientated KPI. Several

categories were identified including, general public, groups (non-school), educational

groups (schools and pre-school) and in-reach versus outreach. My interviewees also
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considered the demographic profile of visitors was important in determining the centres

social reach, market-share for major categories and visitor profiling by programming

area. Other KPIs, e.g. effectiveness in targeting community gloups' customer

satisfaction and VFM, have previously been identified, albeit briefly, and would form

the basis for a dialogue with the SSCN centres in the second and final phase of my field

research.

6.1.3 Use of methodologY

Having previously touched on the frequencies of reporting performance to government,

in section 5 .2.I .2 of chapter five, I was keen to establish how regularly my interviewees

felt performance should be reported. The majority felt that annual reporting to

govefiìment should be sufficient but additionally recognised that this was dependent on

which indicators were being reported against. Several suggested more regular reporting

although the centres who recommended this were akeady collating reports for internal

management processes. Whilst it is potentially feasible to report regularly against

output-based, quantitative, performance indicatots, any attempt at reporting against

either qualitative outputs or the harder to measure outcome-based measures would

likely take longer based on the difficulty of harvesting and interpreting performance

outcome related data. The frequency recommended by interviewees was typically

annual and for outcomes potentially tied in with the contract period between science

centres and their govefiìments. When linked with funding-term reporting, interviewees

suggested the additional input of independent, external, review'

Returning to individual KPIs, I was keen to establish whether interviewees felt this

could be meaningfully done by considering a single level of indicator or whether
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multiple levels 'ù/ould be necessary? Most of my interviewees felt that more than a

single level of reporting was required in order to develop a clear picture of performance

but that the number of levels of measurement and associated reporting should be

determined by how meaningful the resultingdata was. This view was expressed by

Stuart Monro, scientific director for ODE during second round interviews (28101/08):

There is a balance to be struck. You can drill down through your

analysis to your hearts content - the question is how productíve will that

drilling down be in the long-term, to what extent will it contribute to you

doing your baseline work better?

For numerical or quantitative KPIs the level of reporting required was anticipated to be

relatively simple compared with either qualitative or impact-orientated measures. There

was also a view expressed that reaching below KPIs would be essential in any attempt

at reaching comparability between the four very different SSCN centres. Conversely,

one interviewee held the view that good PIs are often composite of several indicators

when attempting to describe the full picture of performance. Despite only being voiced

by one of my interviewees this approach rings true of the balanced-scorecard approach

which other interviewees did highlight in other parts of my interviews.

In considering the development and administration of an outcome-based approach to

performance management, I was keen to try and establish whether it was feasible to

demonstrate/measure public engagement, attitudinal change or learning during (or after)

a science centre visit. Many of my interviewees responded positively, citing specific

research which they felt supported this. Attitudinal chango was viewed as the easiest of

the three areas to measure albeit reliability issues associated with this type of research

were seen as problematic. A current emphasis on measuring single irnpacts or impacts
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associated with specific projects, while useful, were not viewed as going far enough.

Several interviewees, including Questacon's Graham Durant, called for more

longitudinal research into science centre impacts and the harvesting of anecdotal

evidence in efforts to triangulate dataand improve the reliability of future research.

Several of my interviewees including Sally Montgomery, chief executive of W5 in

Belfast, Peter Trevitt, chief executive of Techniquest in Cardiff and Goery Delacote,

chief executive of @t-Bristol expressed interest in deep learning following a science

centre visit and which could present itself months or even years after the science centre

experience. The difficulty of capturing this type of impact or 'slow-burn' effect was

previously highlighted in section 2.2.3 of cÀapter two.

6.2 POTENTIAL FOR A NETWORK PERFORMANCE MODEL

Based on the relative absence of common performance frameworks for networks of

science centres, I was keen to secure the views of my knowledge-community, in terms

of whether potential for developing a common framework for a small network of

science centres existed. While mixed in their responses over half of my interviewees

(fifteen) felt this should be possible. One interviewee, Alan Brien of Scitech, gave an

example (round two interview, 04102108) of the Council of Australian Museum

Directors where a similar model akeady existed:

It's a fairty diverse group but we're (Scitech) in it right through to the

Australian Museum, the Powerhouse Museum, the Australian National
Museum, Melbourne Museum, South Australian Museum and the West

Australian Museum - all, in traditional terms, your classic 100 year plus
institutions called museums - we're in ít and Questacon are in it. We're

in it þr two reasons, first is we want to rent our exhibitions to some of
the big ptayers and second we want qccess to the data they collect. So on

an annual basis they do a detailed survey of operating costs, visitors, so

you can try to compare a visitor that comes here to a visitor that goes to
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the Powerhouse Museum. So we all collect and record the same data. We

then provide that data to the head ffice annually and then they come

back and pubtish all of the results of all of that data- in terms of head

coLtnt, revenue count, number of full-time equivalent @fÐ employees,

all that base data is there and examined by the twenty members in the

group, so yes it is possible, it does take a lot of work but we see it as

really really valuqble.

Given this Australian example several interviewees who felt a common framework was

unrealisable did concede to the potential for developing common elements or a common

core of KPIs. Several factors were identified for which mitigating factors would have to

be identified, if any effort to realise an effective common framework were to be

advanced to successful implementation. These were that common frameworks within

science centres are not well tried and tested - the coordination of any resulting

framework, across centres, would likely prove challenging; the many variables between

the different science centres which would have to be moderated for in efforts to achieve

a level of relativity to performance between centres; and methods of external evaluation

typically employed are often weak and undertaken by individuals who have little

knowledge of the sector. Many of my interviewees were in favour of incorporating an

external peer-review element to any external evaluation. Subject to overcoming these,

and other likely, issues during the development of a common performance framework

for the SSCN, interviewees expressed the view that the resultant framework should

illustrate how effectively the network is delivering against government objectives.

These comments mirror those made by Chris Smith in section 2.3 of chapter two.

6.2.L Variables and comparability

The major variables identified by my interviewees, between different science centres,

were sizelscale, exhibition theme e.g. life sciences, other signs of capital investment e.g.
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IMAX theatre, audience - in terms of profile but also including catchment, geo$aphy

and location, visitor numbers and financial indicators. Other important differences

identified included the science centre's history/experience, differences in government

structures between countries and the philosophical approach adopted by different

centres to the role of being a science centre. This final point is perhaps best illustrated in

terms of the differences in mission, vision, aims and objectives of different science

centres. This list highlights the likely difficulty in identifying common performance

indicators, for which comparability between science centres is possible. Even in the case

of Scotland's four centres the majority of these variables are in evidence and raise an

important question as to whether centres should be compared with each other, against

themselves or against others, outwith the SSCN, but of comparable size, theme,

audience, etc.

The likely difficulty of securing comparability between centres led me to asking my

interviewees whether they could identify any KPIs for which cornparability across

different science centres might be possible. A1l of the responses offered by interviewees

were based on output measures only, typically those associated with the visitor, e.g.

visitor numbers, or with the visitor experience, e.g. quality, customer satisfaction. One

interviewee suggested any quantitative measure should provide a crude comparable

measure. Many of my interviewees suggested the use of ratios. These typically fell into

one of two categories, cost data ratios and visitor ratios. Suggested ratios associated

with cost included cost/per visitor, cost/FTE, cost/square foot of exhibition space and

those associated with visitors e.g. visitors/FTE, visitors/square foot of exhibition space

and income unearned/visitor.
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While fairly unimaginative in themselves it was the wider comments made by

interviewees around comparability which resonated most strongly. One interviewee

suggested, as above, a need to identify comparators elsewhere and outside the SSCN'

Others suggested the focus should be on identiffing indicators which deliver what is

needed, rather than emphasising issues such as comparability, particularly when this

might drive the outputs of centres in potentially compromising directions, e.g. an

emphasis on comparing visitor numbers between science centres which detracts from,

argaably, the more important activities of science centres associated with advancing

PES and education in each centre.

pursuing this last point, I asked my interviewees if they could identify KPIs, for which

comparability with other science centres would be difficult but which should be

expressed in any performance framework anyway. The major theme identified by

interviewees was of measuring impact, in efforts to demonstrate that learning had taken

place either during or following the science centre visit. The varied nature of science

centre exhibitory, programming, content and approach are such that this could only be

considered on an individual basis. Several interviewees also felt that resource related

differences, e.g. finances and physical assets, could only be considered individually.

The relative scale of centres, commonly associated with resource levels, would make

comparison of efficiency-based indicators difficult and in all likelihood meaningless'

The local/regional dynamics in which the science centre operated were also considered

very individual but important in considering factors, such as population base,

differences in community need from a science centre, and the individual relationships

and stakeholder groups which different science centres have developed. Collectively, an
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understanding ofthese factors describes the context ofeach science centre, a key factor

in developing a robust, and essentially meaningful, performance framework.

6.2.2 Emphasis of a network model

The previously-expressed views around the potential for developing a shared

performance framework in which comparability features, drew mixed responses from

interviewees. The individual nature of every science centre is such that comparability in

all aspects of performance would be largely meaningless. Given the differences in views

within my knowledge-community, I was keen to establish whether my interviewees felt

a performance framework for a network of science centres should be exclusively

network-based, individual or a combination of both in focus. Perhaps unsurprisingly,

given earlier comments most of my interviewees felt a framework which considered

both network and individual performance indicators made most sense. At the risk of

repeating earlier comments my interviewees highlighted several factors for further

consideration. These included thaL a network performance framework should have a

core of common indicators but additionally give each centre the flexibility to focus on

their own performance - some indicators are comparable between different centres

while others are not and potential indicators should not be ruled out for that reason. One

of the major strengths of science centres is that they are different and this fact should

not be lost in discussions with the governrnent'

A small number of interviewees felt that aperformance framework for the SSCN should

focus on individual performance only. Comments in support of this position included

the need for science centres to be measured individually for their own competence and

collectively on joint projects/initiatives. In the specific example of Scotland, the four
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science centres should be measured individually because they are at different stages rn

their development. The significance of individual centre context should not be lost when

a broader view is taken. A lone interviewee additionally made the point that in some

ways a performance framework that has an aspiration to deliver more strongly for

Scotland should actually be wider than the network' That science centres have a

contributory role to play in advancing PES has previously been claimed and there is

merit in a future effort to bring other key players together in a national' not just network

approach.

6.2.2.1An equitable approach to funding

Tied in with the history of the SSCN has been an approach by the Scottish Government

of funding centres on the basis of need. over the three years between 2004-05 and

2006-07 the Government funding allocated to the SSCN amounted to a total of f 10'4m'

over TOVo of this expenditure-related to revenue support, and the remainder related to

capital expenditure (l8zo) and education-related projects (ll7o)' Figure 6'2 illustrates

the distribution of revenue funding across the SSCN'

Figure 6.2 Revenue funding for SSCN, 2004'2007

Rcvcnue fundlng for SSGN, 2OO4 - 2007 (€m)
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Source: Scottish Government (2007)
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Over the three years, three quarters of the Íevenue funding support was provided to

GSC, amounting to nearly f,5.6m with only 4% (f263k) to DSC. This method of

distribution saw centres striving to run an efficient operation being unfairly penalised

and those with the largest operating deficit rewarded. The Halcrow report (2007)

recommended that the Government move away from this approach to a fairer one based

on perfotmance, as described in section 4'5 of chapter four'

V/ith the prospect of a new funding mechanism looming I was keen to capture the views

of my knowledge-community over whether they felt it was possible to be equitable in

distributing funds across more than one centre, and if so, how this might best be

achieved. Many felt that it should be possible for government to be equitable in its

distribution of public funding but that context e.g. asset base, size, need, mission, etc,

remained an important determinant. Several suggestions for overcoming context were

made and included that funding should be distributed on a semi-competitive basis,

potentially peer reviewed; the establishment of a 'funding formula', in essence an

assessment framework against which to determine performance; that centres be funded

for what they do - potentially under the terms of a service contract; for funding to be

distributed through a mix of core and project-based methods; and using visitor numbers

as the basis of distributing funding'

That this last point resonates with the newly-adopted position of the Scottish

Government, is the basis of one of Halcrow's (2007) recommendations, and was

highlighted by several of my interviewees is of note. Several interviewees also

reinforced the need for science centres to work at building communication with
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government and, importantly, at building relationships during the periods of review and

subsequent change.

6.2.3 Common evaluation

In drawing to the close of my second round of interviews I asked interviewees whether

or not they were able to identify common areas of activity between science centres,

where a common evaluation of KPIs might be possible. The major responses clustered

on the activity base of science centres and their intended leaming outcomes/outputs.

While common areas of activity might initially be difficult to identify, interviewees felt

this was important in conducting a meaningful evaluation. One suggestion was the

focussing of this type of evaluation on potentially pan-network projects. Several

highlighted the need for standardisation of the evaluation process, possibly aided by

adoption of measures currently employed by the museums sector, such as the GLOs

model or the more widely-used 'Pledge to Learners', a quality assurance framework

which effectively acts as an education-based checklist.

In broader terms the two SSCN reviews conducted by HMIE in 2002 and 2006 were

additionally cited as positive examples of common evaluation, the outputs of which

have led to the development of educational standards across SSCN member centres.

That the HMIE reviews led to recommendations and subsequent improvement was a

factor which many felt was important from any evaluative process. The opportunity for

evaluation to regularly inform strategy and evidence-based decision-making were

viewed by several of my interviewees as an irnportant part of the process'

In addition to informing the approach and development processes of the science centre

one interviewee also suggested that this information should also inform the attitudes of
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goveÍìment towards their relationship with the science centres. In all of the above,

interviewees consistently expressed the view that the evaluation process should clearly

be a beneficial one and that any associated reporting should be circulated to the science

centres involved in the process and to their funders. Interviewees had more mixed

views, in terms of the wider distribution of these reports, with varied policies on the

dissemination of review materials being expressed.

perhaps more importafily than the final evaluation report itself is the correct selection

of individuals/organisations to conduct the types of review, which in Scotland's recent

history have been conducted by Jura Consultants, Halcrow Group Limited and HMIE.

None of these organisations had had any prior experience of working with science

centres before conducting their initial reviews. Based on this personal experience I was

keen to ask others their views on who was best placed to conduct an intelligent

evaluation/interpretation of any I(PIs for science centres. Knowledge of the sector was

highlighted as the number one qualification, ranking more importantly Ihanwho should

be conducting these types of review. In terms of who, interviewees suggested peer

review - someone intemal or extemal but who is recognised as intelligent by the field;

someone externally - who knows science centres; Associations e.g. ASTC, should be

contributing; and Independent consultants who know the sector. More broadly it was

suggested that choice of reviewer should depend on the measures under consideration -

core experience should be evaluated by people who understand the nature of the

experience. In this scenario a full evaluation would involve different reviewers. The

potential for this approach was described by Stuart Monro (round two interview

28101108):
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I don't think we've got a single body that can evaluate all of the KPIs
across the board. From the science and education point of view you give

to HMIE that which it is good at - it may not be that good at evaluating
the contemporqry science that we're presentíng so I think we need our
own stakeholders, who are the cutting-edge scientists who are keen on

communicating that and who can come in in the same sort of way that
HMIE advised on how we're actually communícating our science. I
daresay there'll be others who'll have much more of a business

perspective. There is also the other element of peer monitoring. Within
each of our centres we've got people who've got expertise in each of
these particular areøs.

Of these suggestions, peer review featured most prominently and has the potential to

encompass several of the other points, albeit peer review was not specifically mentioned

in relation to them. The consensus around peer review was for a small group of senior

science centre professionals, potentially drawn from different countries, to be brought

together. One interviewee suggested a representative of govemment should also be

included. This point was re-enforced by another interviewee who suggested the civil

servants who work with science centres should visit them more often in order to better

understand what really happens and what they should be looking for.

6.2.4 The influence of government

Based on the experience of members of my knowledge-community, many of the

relationships which science centres have with their government, and notably the nature

of these relationships, has been set by governrnent and not the science centre. Clearly in

the interest of the science centre to develop a dialogue with governÍIent, particularly

with regard a performance framework, I asked my interviewees what role, if any,

government should play in setting andlor agreeing PIs. Almost all agreed that

govemment should play a role but most felt that it should agree rather than set the

indicators.
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In describing the US model, Kim Cavendish, president and chief executive of the

Museum of Discovery and Science in Fort Lauderdale (round one interview, 30llll07)

offered:

Here [the US] the government isn't so mr.tch setting perþrmance

indicators when it funds something. It's generally more that they're

saying to the science center, "we want you to show us what your goals

are, how you're going to meet them and what your evaluation method is

going to be". Then they either buy into that and fund you or they don't

buy into ít and they don't fund You.

Per Edvin Persson suggested (round one interview,25ll0l07) more general advice when

negotiating with govemment sponsors :

presents them to the government and says look this is what we are doing

in thefi.eld, so you can use this inþrmation.

A few felt govemment should play arole in setting indicators. One interviewee felt that

government should only play a role in influencing the specific programmes and

activities which they are funding. These points link with earlier cornments of one

interviewee about the need for more civil servants to better understand what happens in

the science centre. One interviewee made the important point that it is govemment's

role to set out and agree 'policy' and that the role of the science centre should be to link

with policy and show the connections. That a need for an iterative dialogue between

centres and government exists in this important process Seems evident.

Whether agreeing, setting or jointly developing the KPIs for science centres, I was keen

to establish what significance government should place against delivery or non-delivery
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of these. This issue will be a major one for the SSCN in its move from a need-based

funding policy to a performance related one. The general view of interviewees was that

science centres should be penalised when failing to deliver agreed performance but only

once factors outwith the control of the science centre had been accounted for. Lesley

Lewis, of the OSC, highlighted the specific example of a breakout of Severe Acute

Respiratory Syndrome in Canada which had had a significant and detrimental effect on

attendance levels at OSC and over which they had no influence. Science centres are also

prone to seasonal fluctuations in performance and at least two interviewees suggested

that under-performance over the long-term should be given gteater significance by

government.

6.3 SUMMARY

Chapter six has highlighted the potential for creating a common performance

framework, for implementation across the SSCN. The relative absence of this type of

framework within the science centre field, coupled with the diversity of SSCN

membership provided further re-enforcement for the need to carefully construct the new

framework with the input of all SSCN centres.

The nature of the SSCN is such that the early emphasis of identified KPIs was ouþut-

orientated but recognised an aspiration of becoming more outcome or impact orientated.

While the balance of the new framework is in favour of individual performance, there

are wider IçPIs for which solne comparability exists. Moreover, the new and shared

framework supports the Scottish Govemments expressed intention of moving away

from a needs-based approach to an arguably fairer, and more equitable, one based on the

performance of SSCN centres.
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The significant volume of information which I was able to gather during two rounds of

detailed questioning of an intemational and respected knowledge-community provided a

significant evidence base with which to develop the final phase of my investigation. The

diversity of approaches accommodated by my sample in relation to current international

practice is contrasted by the often similar views expressed for an aspirational model.

These responses lifted beyond the constraints of specific circumstances and provided

several strong lines of early consensus around key themes which were shared with my

SSCN stakeholders in the final phases of my investigation. These final phases are

described in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONSENSUS BUILDING ON THE NE\T MODEL

7.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter six I highlighted the emergence of an early perfonnance model from two

rounds of telephone interviews. The KPIs identified through this process were grouped

around the broad themes of social/community, intellectual/educational and financial.

The lack of consensus over the usefulness, definition and frequency of

collection/measurement of identified KPIs meant that what emerged was a loose model

requiring further development in order to make it a coherent and cogent performance

and accountability framework. The predominance of quantitative indicators over more

qualitative or impact related indicators was also noted. The relative absence of any

joined-up thinking over the application of PIs across so many science centres was a

surprise output of the interview phase of my investigation. That there is such diversity

both in the sector but also in the relationships between science centres and their

goverlrments was also highlighted.

In advancing development of this early model into a framework for adoption by the

SSCN, I consider chapter seven in five parts. Part one considers the announcement by

the Scottish Government of a new three-year round of funding for the SSCN. This

contained a new basis for distribution of funds across the SSCN and an accompanying

set of conditions, including that the SSCN develop a performance measurement

framework that better demonstrated VFM and the achievement of performance

outcomes. I capture this development early in chapter seven as it influenced the outputs

of this irnportant development phase of my research. Part two highlights the reaction of
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SSCN members to my early interview-based research and the identification of key

themes. This was the focus of my meeting of the five sSCN participants in my

investigation, myself, John Simpson (chief executive, ODE), Stuart Monro (scientific

director, oDE), Kirk Ramsay (chief executive, GSC) and Robin Hoyle (scientific

director, GSC), when we met on the 26rh February 2008. This meeting failed to advance

much beyond a consideration of the early research-based model because of the

implications of the new funding model proposed by the Scottish Govemment.

Following this meeting, as described in part three, I developed an eatly research-based

model with a consideration of the Scottish Govemment's new expectations and the

reactions of SSCN participants to my initial research and key themes' Part four reflects

the second meeting of the SSCN participants on 20th March 2008 and reviews the

discussion held at that meeting around KPIs and associated successes around moving

beyond the continuing disagreement over funding mechanism. Part four also captures

subsequent discussions between the SSCN chief executives in my efforts to secure

consensus around a new framework. In part five, I present the final model, agreed by the

SSCN, before concluding chapter seven with a brief summary of the evaluation phase of

my research.

7.1 TIIE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT AND OPERATIONAL FUNDING

2008-11

In her letter to the chairs of the SSCN centres in December 2007, Scotland's Chief

Scientific Advisor, Professor Anne Glover, announced the continuation of Scottish

Government funding for the SSCN centres for the period l't April 2008 to 31't March

2011. professor Glover set out the following key features of the Government's
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continuing support in the context of Scottish ministers' desire to see public funding

driven by VFM and the achievement of performance outcomes:

Funding will continue to be offered on a discretionary basis; science

centres are free to accept or decline the offer of funding and its
associated conditions. Funding will be offered on a 36-month basis, to

assist business plan annual negotiations.

Funding witt shift based on share of
network visitors to s. This shift will be

set, to help ensure that all the science centres are working to a common

shift to quarterly payments ín anears,
in the preceding quarter. Following a

her f 126,000 will be available annually

across the network as a transport subsidy to enable visits to tlte science

centres by particular school and community groups. Finally, I will
expect the network to develop consistent qualitative and quantitative

perþrmance measures, in discussion with members of my team'

In concluding her letter Professor Glover also highlighted Scottish ministers desires to

see a balance of commercial and science engagement activity at each centre in efforts to

ensure a high quality of science engagement experience for visitors, while at the same

time reducing the reliance of centres on public funding. Further detail of the offer to

centres was subsequently set out to the SSCN chief executives by the director of

OCSA's, Science and Society Division, Dr. Isabel Bruce (see appendix 12). While too

detailed to describe fully here, this letter set out a summary of the new fundingpackage,

as previously described by Professor Glover in her letter to the SSCN chairs, the

expectations of the Scottish Govemment in return for continued funding and a short

background to explain the basis of the Government's thinking around this new

approach. The principles behind the new funding package were influenced by the SSCN

strategy and the earlier reviews of the SSCN by Halcrow Group Limited (2007) and
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HMIE (2006). In describing the overall emphasis of the new strategy Dr' Bruce

highlighted:

The ultimate strategic outcome driving Scottish Government funding of
the s,sc¡/ rs achievement of a 'smarter scotland'

[Accessed

tst May 20081). The new funding package is in aclcnowledgement of the

important part that the SSCN PlaYs in helping to achieve this. In return

for this funding, the Scottish Government is setting out the things it

expects the centres to individually and/or collectively achieve as their

contribution to achieving 'smarter Scotland' These are defined bY waY

outputs and long-term
measured through a

perþrmance measures

of a number of supporting strategic short-term

outcomes. Progress in achíeving these will be

S M ART r ep o r t ing fr am ew o r k inc o rp o r at in g KP I s,

and time-related targets.

Four main strategic objectives were set out by Dr. Bruce. First, to attract the following

total network paying visitors each year - the network defined as The Science Mall at

GSC, (and including the Planetarium), oDE, Satrosphere and DSC (see table 7.1).

Table 7.1 Annual network visitor target

Second, to provide an inspiring, accessible and high quality focus for informal science

education and engagement for Scots of all ages in Scotland's four largest cities. Third,

to complement the formal education science curriculum and promote science careers to

young people, helping to ensure a future supply of scientists. Fourth, to provide

opportunities for Scottish HEI, Research institutes, industry and business to showcase

new scientific research, products and processes, highlighting the excellence of Scottish

science and innovation, and the relevance and importance of science to the Scottish

economy. Given the repeated emphasis on demonstrating VFM a hfth strategic

2008-09 2009,L0 2010-11

Network paying visitors 600,000 625,000 650,000
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objective, not identified by Dr. Bruce, could sensibly be to demonstrate VFM for all

public investment.

7.1.t performance measures and key performance indicators identified by the

Scottish Government

Having detailed both context and expectation for future Scottish Government

investment in the SSCN, Dr. Bruce outlined a number of outputs and outcomes

expected as part of any new performance framework. While detailed in appendix

twelve, in headline these were divided into short-term outputs and long-term outputs

(see table 7.2).

Table 7.2 Short-term outputs and long-term outcomes of the Scottish Government

U'
q)

o9

lr
o)

*5
¡ro
râ

Network payrng visitors Number of paying visitors to
the centre and the Network;
Number of paying visitors bY

socio-economic grouP, age,

provenance
and nature of grouPs (e.g.

friends, family, extended

family), based on
visitor profi le information
collected by periodic surveys.

Visitor Satisfaction Satisfaction rating bY PaYtng
visitor to the overall centre

visit
Satisfaction rating by payng
visitor for the individual
components of
the centre visit, including:
visitor reception and

ticketing; café; r etalI;
toilets ; permanent exhibition;
temporary exhibitions;
parking and
access.

VisitScotland rating (the VisitScotland

Quality Assurance scheme
for Scottish Visitor Attractions)

Maintain aminimum of four-
star status.
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Sound science Quality standards to consider
processes, intermediate
outputs and
final outputs.

HMIE inspection recommendations Measure(s) of the extent to
which implementation of
proposals
and projects tracks through to
achievement of other outputs
and
outcomes.

Links to Curriculum for Excellence (the new
Scottish School' s curriculum)
Showcasing contemporary science

tÒ
0)

o
c)

L
c)

do

o
Fl

Awareness of science centres

Science culture KPIs may include:

a Measure of changes in
behaviour;
Measures of changes in
attitude;
Number of repeat visits to
the centre.

o

a

Uptake of science education and careers

The range of KPIs identified by the Scottish Government is extensive. Their separation

into short-term and longer-term measures reflects the Govemment's recognition that

much of the current knowledge base around science centre performance is output-based

and typically quantitative. Future expectation, however, is that the SSCN becomes more

sophisticated in its measurement of more qualitative outcomes in efforts to better

demonstrate future impacts. That this reflects the international situation currently

demonstrates something of the aspirations of the Scottish Govemment for the SSCN in

advancing its effectiveness. In demonstrating its eagemess to advance development and

adoption of a shared performance framework by the SSCN it asked its members to

respond by a short deadline. These are reflected in table 7.3.
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Table 7.3 Deadlines for responding to Scottish Government request for
information

Having written to the SSCN chief executives on the l't February 2008, with several

deadlines set at 31't March 2008, the Scottish Government gave the SSCN little time in

which to develop a collective and strategic response. Having aheady scheduled a

meeting of my five SSCN study participants, for úte 26tt'February 2008, to discuss an

almost mirrored development, the opportunity to dovetail my research with the needs of

the SSCN, as directed by the Scottish Govemment, seemed a highly productive and

Task Action Deadline

Agree final definition of a 'paying visitor'. SSCN 3l't March 2008

Submit agreed proposal distribution of annual

f126k transport subsidy, based on its experience
from the previous pilot.

SSCN 31't March 2008

Develop a common performance management

framework to include developed KPIs,
performance measures, targets and associated

monitoring and performance mechanisms.

SSCN For
by J September
2008 (with interim
progless summary
to be submitted by
16th June 2003)

Submit a one year detailed science engagement

proposal for 2008/09 which sets out plans for
delivering/contributing to achieving the

Government's strategic outputs and outcomes

associated with 'smarter Scotland'. Centres should

draw on SSCN performance framework
developments as much as they are able to.

Each
centre

3l't March 2008

Submit a wider three year strategic proposal which
encompasses the period 2008109 but which sets out
longer term delivery plans in contributing to and

achieving government strategic outputs and

outcomes through to 2011.

Each
centre

30th September
2008

Submit detailed annual proposal which reflects the

three year strategic proposal described above.

Each
centre

31" March 2009
3l't March 2010
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meaningful approach, particularly as my own research was at such an advanced stage.

There seemed little point in securing consensus over a refined perfofinance framework

amongst the SSCN exclusively if this was found to be in contrast to the expressed views

of its primary funder.

7.2 REACTIONS OF THE SCOTTISH SCIENCE CENTRES TO

RESEARCH SO FAR

In efforts to secure maximum benefit from my first joint meeting with the five SSCN

study participants, I was keen to present and secure feedback over the emergent thinking

and early KPIs that had surfaced out of my two rounds of telephone interviews. Given

the timing of the Scottish Govemment's call for proposals, as described above, I was

also keen to secure agreement over the dovetailing of my research with the expectations

of the Scottish Govemment in returning SSCN feedback to the government by its

requested deadlines. The full minutes of this meeting are recorded in appendix 13.

In addition to discussing the development of a new SSCN performance framework, the

Scottish Government had also offered the SSCN f.126k towards subsidising school

travel costs. While this matter is not directly related to my investigation, and so will not

be covered in any depth, that there was disagteement during the meeting over the

distribution of these funds across the SSCN, ultimately with no agreement being

reached, is of significance. The failure of the SSCN to reach consensus over a relatively

minor funding-related decision, when set against a context of the Government's

announcelnent of a new landscape of funding the SSCN, was an early concern. The

main agenda items covered during the meeting were an update on my research; an

emerging model; and advancing a common methodology.
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Much of the meeting focussed on the emerging model and specifically the implications

for the SSCN of a new funding arangement based on share of network visitor numbers

to each centre.

Having circulated the agenda before the meeting, I opened it by suggesting a number of

key outputs. These included the need to agree feedback to the Scottish Government and

by when; to identify headline KPIs; to establish the definition of a'payingvisitor'; and

to discuss the share of transport subsidy, which I have akeady covered in sufficient

detail. Limited but useful progress was made against these desired outputs from the

meeting.

7,2.1 Doctorate update

In updating SSCN participants of my progress I began with a brief overview of my

research process and notably in terms of the range of inputs from my assembled

knowledge-community. I also informed everyone that no sophisticated performance

frameworks had emerged from my research and where better examples did exist these

were typically labour and resource intensive from a collection, evaluative and reporting

perspective. During these opening remarks I also advised that any model should agîee

with the Scottish Govemment's expressed ambitions for the SSCN but preferentially not

be set by them. At this stage of the meeting I tabled the first of two papers, titled 'Early

Observations and KPIs which had emerged out of the interviews' (see appendix 14).

This paper identified the main themes and observations, along with some suggested

KPIs to have emerged from my interviews. The initial observations identified were:

1) A common framework needn't mean comparing centres with each other;
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2) A performance framework which strikes a balance between network and

individual KPIs was favoured;

3) Any framework should be simple, visitor-focussed, SMART, impact-orientated,

value/quality-driven, learning-based, statistically-based;

4) Visitor numbers as an emphasis was not a problem for most as long as things

like quality, investment in needy communities, content and dwell-time were not

compromised. In this regard it is maybe unsurprising that several favoured a

balanced-scorecard approach;

5) Some recognised that a focus on numbers could introduce competition into the

network. Some saw this as a positive; most who highlighted it saw it as a

negative;

6) Comparability typically referred to in terms of education-related activities;

7) Some differences of opinion over whether or not there should be more than one

level of indicator. It was usefully suggested that any more than one level should

only'drill-down' as far as is meaningful;

S) General view that the total number of KPIs should be kept to manageable levels

(ranges between 5 and 10 most cited);

9) Any framework should be driven by the needs/wants of the customer i.e. the

Scottish Government;

10) Strong support for peer review.

In running through each observation with the assembled grouP, greater focus was given

to certain observations (1-5,9,10) over others (6-8) and simply reflected a natural flow

of the discussion. This was also reflected in the fact that a consideration of the

observations did not flow in the linear fashion presented above. In efforts to effectively

chair the meeting I was much more interested in securing the outputs identified at the

outset of the meeting than managing a sequential dialogue.

Based on the very different nature of the four SSCN centres it was agreed that a one-

size-fits-all model, in which centres are compared with each other across all indicators

was not appropriate. The group concurred with the majority of interviewees in
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expressing the view that the differences between centres should be recognised as a

strength of the network. It was also agreed that other comparator centres do exist for

each centre in the sscN but that these will lie out-with scotland.

In considering whether a performance framework should be all about a network or an

individual approach there was a discussion around what the SSCN actually was.

participants had differing views over this and the lack of any consensus points to a

future challenge of the network in how it jointþ moves forward in its new funding

relationship with the Scottish Govemment and ultimately whether it is viewed as a

success or not. This discussion was not concluded.

Turning to the principles around the KPIs themselves it was agreed that any SSCN

framework should be kept simple with a relatively low number of KPIs. The number of

levels of indicator under each KPI should reflect the complexity of the area being

considered e.g. education could not be addressed by employing a single KPI' While

these general principles were agreed, the major challenge identified mirrored my

interviews in raising how to evaluate impact either during or following a science centre

visit. That the UK's museums and libraries sector are also impact-orientated was

highlighted in terms of them possibly having indicators that the SSCN might evaluate

and adopt. It was also agreed that under certain circumstances, as identified by my

research, the harvesting of anecdotal indicators of impact could be useful'

Based on the current predominance of quantitative or output-related KPIs, the group

discussed the potential for adopting a balanced-score card approach in efforts to ensure

that the effectiveness of the SSCN was not compromised at the expense of effrciency

and economy. Partly reflected in the Venn diagram that emerged out of the round one
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interviews (see figure 6.1, section 6.1) it was agreed that this would be a sensible

approach albeit one requiring a maturity of thinking across the SSCN and a genuine

sharing of information between SSCN centres.

7.2.1,1 DeJínìng a 'payíng vísítor'

In considering the potential of visitor numbers becoming the emphasis of funding the

group had very mixed views. While three of the centres (DSC, ODE and Satrosphere)

were comfortable will the prospect of the government shifting its emphasis to funding

the SSCN centres by share of network numbers, GSC was not. Six areas of concern

were expressed by GSC. The first concern was that funding centres in relation to share

of visitor numbers would drive a wedge between SSCN centres and create a competitive

environment between them. The second area of concem related to the current focus by

centres on widening audience away from a predominantly white, middle-class visitor to

one given over to simply driving visitor volume. The third area was that a shift in focus

to 'easy wins' would be detrimental in the long-term for the public engagernent with

science. The fourth area was that a downward shift in funding for GSC associated with

the proposed approach would likely result in an annual loss of visitors to GSC of around

80-100k ayear. The fifth concern was that placing single ernphasis on a single KPI that

has extemal variables which influence it heavily e.g. weather, carries a high risk factor.

Finally there were concems that quality would be compromised by a quantitative-based

driver of funding.

While reflecting the general mood of my wider knowledge-community, in highlighting

these concems, subsequent attempts to try and reach agreement over a unified definition
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of a 'paying visitor' proved difficult. Based on my research I offered the following

definition:

All visitors gaining ticketed entry in order to gain admission to the main

exhibition area of each centre including leisure visitors and those

visiting in organised education groups.

While DSC, ODE and Satrosphere were agreeable to this definition, GSC was not. A

lengthy discussion around this issue followed during which three suggestions were

offered by GSC. First that only Scottish visitors should be counted because of the

Government's emphasis on delivering a 'smarter Scotland'. Second that both the GSC

Tower and IMAX offered positive science engagement experiences and should

therefore have visitor numbers included in any funding allocation model. Third that

GSC's outreach programme offered, in some cases, greater value in terms of science

engagement than some inreach visits. Accordingly it would be wrong to exclude these

from the visitor definition to be used for apportioning funding. None of these

suggestions were approved by others in the group and it was jointly agreed that the

individual SSCN members would contact the Scottish Govemment and advise them it

had failed to reach a common definition over what constituted a'payng visitor' and in

this event OCSA, as 'the customer', should establish various definitions for the SSCN

to work with.

7.2.2 An emerging model

The early model highlighted in chapter six, with broad KPI categories of

social/community, intellectual/educational and financial was generally well received by

the group. An initial comparison with the areas of interest expressed by the Scottish

Government had highlighted a number of areas of comparability. Potential areas for
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KPIs, generated during my interviews, were tabled as a useful starting point for the

meeting (see table 7.4).

Table 7.4 Potential headline key performance indicators

Given the now advanced point in the meeting little further discussion took place over

the appropriateness of the specific KPIs identified above.

7.2.3 Advancing a common methodology

V/ith the meeting having ceased making progress at this point and without decisions

over the definition of a 'paying visitor' or share of school transport subsidy having been

reached it was agreed that the group should meet again in advance of the 31't March

2008 deadline set by the Scottish Govemment. I agreed to carry out further work on the

potential KPIs in order that these could be discussed and more fully presented at a

follow-up meeting, to be held in advance of the 3l't March 2008. The group agreed to

meet again on the 2011'March 2008.

SociaVCommunity Visitor numbers/attendance;
V/idening access (with segmentation);

Customer satisfaction
dwell-time);

(typically includes things like VFM and

Market share.

Intellectual
Educational

Deli
audience

Careers
of S

veness to scientific issues.

Financial Efficiency measures (most interviewees
e.g. cost/visitor, eamed income/visitor,

cited a range of ratios
attendance price/l ength

of visi
Success in generating 'other' (non Scottish Government )

Wider economic impact of science centre on their

local/regional
Deli of
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If able to overcome the issues associated with the proposed new mechanism of funding

the group concluded its first meeting by agreeing that it should be possible for a

reporting framework and KPIs to be established which were acceptable to all SSCN

members.

7.3 REFLECTING THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

Following my initial joint meeting with SSCN members and their outline approval of

key themes for a new SSCN performance framework, I worked between meetings to

develop an early SSCN framework that accommodated different influences in efforts to

produce a robust and meaningful model. These included the views of the SSCN

participants expressed during our meeting on the 26th February 2008, the expressed

requirements of the Scottish Government in its letter of I't February 2008 and the

performance monitoring experience of other government-funded and science-based

museums and galleries based in England.

As a starting point I extracted the four strategic objectives identified by OCSA in its

letter to SSCN chief executives (see appendix 12) plus the fifth based on VFM. Setting

a strategic context to KPIs was identified as critical to the development of a framework

during my initial meeting with the SSCN group. The proposition being offered to the

SSCN by the Scottish Govemment seemed to be a transactional one in providing

funding to the SSCN in return for delivering against its strategic objectives and in this

regard reminiscent of the much earlier description in the SSCN strategy (2005) by

former Deputy First Minister, Nicol Stephen.

Initially tabling the five objectives I then considered the grouping of KPIs around each

of the Government's strategic objective. By this point the influences on KPIs had come
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from a range of credible sources, including my interviews with 26 senior science centre

professionals over two rounds of telephone interviews, my initial meeting of the SSCN

group and the specific direction offered by the Scottish Government.

In addition I considered the experience of DCMS and its relationship with its sponsored

museums, notably NMSI, The Natural History Museum (NHM) and MosI. Having

commissioned a study of its PI framework in 2006 (Morris, Hargreaves and Mclntyre'

2OO7), it is interesting to my investigation that DCMS describe their relationship with

their sponsored museums as moving from a transactional one, in which the DCMS

provided funds with conditions that the museums satisfied by returning PI data, to one

more based on partnership, founded on shared vision and values.

Figure 7.L Early transactional model of DCMS

money

data

Adapted from Morris Hargreaves Mclntyre 2007

Despite having benefited from a funding relationship with the scottish Government for

over four years the SSCN is not yet sufficiently developed in its relationship with the

Government, or indeed with each other, to move to what appears to be a more

favourable position. The first round of Scottish Government funding secured the

immediate future of the SSCN centres but still demanded a considerable effort from

each in moving to a more sustainable mode of operation - early Government aspirations

\-
DCMS
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for greater collaboration between SSCN centres did not substantially happen for this

reason. A shift towards a more relationship based approach could be something which

the SSCN works toward over the course of the new round of Scottish Government

tunding.

A major value of the DCMS review is its critique of individual PIs in considering their

defìnition, collection method, usefulness and whether they should be retained, refined or

removed. 'While useful in developing the SSCN model, in terms of better defining

several of the KPIs, I chose not to specifically adopt any descriptive aspects of the

DCMS structure as felt it was important for the SSCN group to discuss and develop

these amongst themselves through a democratic and collaborative process. The DCMS

pls that were particularly useful in helping me establish some better clarity were those

around central government's interest in opening its institutions to the wider community

in efforts to promote lifelong leaming and social cohesion. The bringing together of

these different influences is presented in table 7.5 and represents the first structured

framework to have emerged from my investigation. This framework, with nineteen

KpIs, clustered around five strategic objectives, was used as the discussion framework

for my second meeting with the SSCN group on the 20th March 2008.
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Chapter Seven - Consensus Building on the New Model

7,4 ADVANCING THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

In opening my second meeting of the SSCN goup I tabled the emergent SSCN

framework shown in table 7.5 and briefly explained the development process I had

undertaken since our previous meeting. The minutes of this meeting are detailed in

appendix 15.

In identifying the main purpose of the meeting as reaching agfeement of the KPIs it was

recognised that the full detail of a new framework to include methodology and

recoûìmended reporting timescales might not be achieved during the meeting but

require a subsequent telephone and e-mail-based correspondence in finalising any new

framework's development. An early concern of several of the group was the large

number of KPIs, having previously agreed that a relatively small number of KPIs was

desirable. A subsequent discussion around each KPI was had in efforts to determine

whether it should remain in the framework, be merged with others or be removed.

The resurfacing of the issue over share of network visitors to each SSCN centre, in

determining future distribution of funds across the SSCN, threatened to derail the

meeting and generated some questions over the value of a shared performance

framework when a single indicator was to be employed as the basis of funding. Despite

the sometimes heated discussion that followed, the group eventually agreed to put the

Governrnent's new mechanism for release of funding to one side, for the purposes of

the meeting. It was agreed that it was in the interests of the SSCN to move forward, if

possible, and achieve some productivity in considering a new and shared performance

framework. This agreement to work towards agreeing a shared model, at a late but
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Chapter Seven - Consensus Building on the New Model

critical point in my research process allowed me to complete my fieldwork as originally

planned.

The minutes of the meeting (see appendix 15) provide a record of the subsequent

discussion around the proposed nineteen KPIs, their fit with each of the Government's

five strategic objectives, whether they should be retained, refined, removed, developed

or combined in order to reduce the overall number of indicators. In total six of the KPIs

shown in table 7.5 were agreed during the meeting (1,4,7,1'0,12,73), five were refined

(2,3,5,6,11) and eight removed (5,6,14-19). The agreed KPIs were effectively adopted

by the end of the meeting. Those requiring refinement were further developed in

accommodating the comments of the group and, subject to these changes, also agreed

and the eight removed were subject to e-mail discussion between the chief executives

within the group between the 24rh and 27th of March. This e-mail correspondence

resulted in the development and agreement of a new 'careers promotion' based KPI (see

table 7.6) and three new VFM-linked KPIs, in place of the five removed in the early

discussion model. The new VFM-linked KPIs have the potential to mirror several of

those reported annually by the membership of ASTC and so could allow the SSCN to

begin benchmarking with other international comparators at some future point'

In addition to SSCN involvement, I also engaged with the OCSA team in providing

regular briefings over the development of the framework. I did this in order to ensure

that the framework came as no surprise to them. During one such briefing I highlighted

that during its second meeting the SSCN group had felt that VisitScotland and HMIE

ratings of centres were viewed by the group as hygiene factors and so should not be

included. OCSA's response was that both KPIs reflected the qualified views of other
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Governrnent agencies or NGOs and so were of value to OCSA. As a result of this

conversation I subsequently re-applied them to the framework and appraised the group

of this discussion.

7.s SECURING CONSENSUS OVER A NEW SSCN PERFORMANCE
FRAMEWORK

Following over four months (December 2007 Io March 2003) of extensive fieldwork,

culminating in several e-mails between the SSCN chief executives, a new SSCN

performance framework finally emerged. This is shown in table 1.6 and includes

footnotes about the SSCN's wider interest in developing future KPIs which reflect the

network's interest in wider categories of visitor than those expressed as of interest to

OCSA, including educational outreach and teacher continuing professional

development (CPD).

Driven by the timescale of producing an agreed framework of KPIs there is clearly still

work to be done in developing and agreeing a shared methodology across each KPI and

the overall framework. The Scottish Government proposed a deadline (see table 7.3) of

30tl'September 2008 for this wider development work.

Having submitted its framework in time for the 31't March 2008 deadline, it took almost

three months for the Scottish Government to convene its next meeting of the SSCN

(23d June 2003). This rneeting was called in order to discuss the Govemment's own

developing thinking around the evaluation of SSCN performance. The iterative process

now needed in further developing the SSCN performance framework sits outwith the

scope of my investigation but it is hoped that the Government now works closely with

SSCN centres in driving the model forward to adoption by the SSCN.
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Chapter Seven - Consensus Building on the New Model

7.6 SUMMARY

Chapter seven brings together the major development work I have undertaken, with an

extended knowledge-community, in advancing and agreeing a shared performance

framework, with accompanying KPIs, for the SSCN. This activity was completed and

forwarded to the Scottish Govemment by their 3l't March 2008 deadline.

The framework that has emerged out of my investigation represents a starting point, one

that is largely quantitative and output-based but which reflects the aspiration of both the

SSCN centres and the Scottish Government in becoming more qualitative, evaluative

and outcome-oriented in its shared desire to better demonstrate the value and impact of

the network and its constituent parts. Moving to this position will take time but the

SSCN has at least developed an agreed starting point.

That the SSCN was able to overcome the early funding-related issue that looked like it

might threaten the development of a consensus-based model is also positive and bodes

well for the future development of the SSCN and its membership. Despite this,

however, there remain several threats to the completion and ultimately the adoption of

the framework. Uppermost of these is GSC's refusal to accept the Scottish

Government's reported intention of linking future SSCN funding to just one of its

identified KPIs: share of Network visitors to each centre. Scottish ministers are

currently (September 2008) considering their next steps as to whether they move

forward with the funding plans, already shared with centres and the Scottish media, or

whether they will now consider other mechanisms for determining individual centre

funding levels. The final decisions of Scottish ministers will determine what happens

next with the framework and potentially the future development of the wider SSCN.
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Chapter Eight - Conclusions

CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS

8.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter seven I chart the development of the perfoÍnance model and KPIs which

emerged out of the two phases of my fieldwork. I also gave consideration to the

growing expectations of the Scottish Government, expressed in its letter to SSCN chief

executives in February 2008. This included a shift in the mechanism for distributing

funds across the SSCN centres and a stated desire to see the SSCN develop a shared

performance measurement framework in efforts to better demonstrate the SSCN's

delivery against Scottish minister's ambitions for a 'smarter Scotland'.

The early KPIs, my wider research findings and the new direction of the Scottish

Government were fed into two rounds of joint meetings of the SSCN representatives of

my knowledge-community. Despite threats that the newly-proposed funding mechanism

would derail the process my SSCN group was able to advance its discussions and reach

agreement over a new perfonnance framework. This framework was passed to the

Scottish Government in advance of the deadline which it had set the SSCN for

responding.

In concluding my thesis I present chapter eight, my conclusions, in six parts. In part

one, I review my research objectives and early research questions and my progress in

advancing them to the point of achieving my research aim. In part two, I consider how

my investigation has addressed my principal research question 'How can government

fundíng of scíence centres better facìlítate government polícy on PES?'.In part three,
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I highlight the significance of my findings both to theory and practice, its contribution

to the SSCN, its Government sponsors and potential for use by the wider science centre

field. In part four, I reflect on the limitations of my research before pointing to a number

of areas for further research in part five. In concluding my thesis, in part six, I offer

some personal reflections about my professional doctorate journey, its effect on me as a

science centre chief executive and likely influence on my future personal and

professional development.

8.1 REVIEW OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In conducting this investigation my research aim was to establish a new performance

and accountability framework for adoption by the SSCN. tn addition to meeting the

growing performance and accountability expectations of the Scottish Government my

research aim also sought to recognise the growing need from those who sponsor/fund

science centres to see a demonstrable retum on their investment. I identified the

following research objectives in efforts to advance my research aim:

1) Consider the changing nature of science, the drivers of this and the

role of science centres in helping fulfill government's interest in PES;

2) Consider relevant management practices to include management of
public funds;

3) Conduct a situational analysis of factors influencing recent change,

employing appropri ate environmental s canning to ol s ;

4) Identify good practice in relation to performance frameworks,

associated performance indicators and their implementation across

formal andlor informal networks;

5) Consider an emergent model that is appropriate for the Scottish

context, making comparisons and drawing out lessons to be leamt

from others;
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6) Share findings of research with major Scottish stakeholders in efforts

to achieve a consensus position.

My first two objectives were substantially met by my literature review which

highlighted the shift in the nature and ownership of scientific research during the last

forty years. This has contributed to a decline in public confidence in science and those

seen as controlling it. Awareness of this shift in public confidence has contributed to a

growing interest by UK central government in the methods and mechanisms through

which public confidence might be rebuilt. Science centres have been highlighted as one

of several mechanisms that might be usefully employed albeit central govemment's

continued questioning of the value of science centres in promoting and democratising

science means they have yet to be properly engaged. That science centres themselves

have yet to understand their full potential was clear from the literature and supported the

need for a new framework against which to measure performance. The literature also

suggested that by accepting govemment funding centres could expect to see a control

and accountability agenda being applied that could influence their future outputs,

objectivity and relationship with their own visiting public.

I addressed my third objective in chapter four by carrying out an audit of the change

experienced by Scotland's science centres since their earliest dialogue with the Scottish

Executive in 2003. Drawing on a significant volume of archival material, including the

periodic reviews of the SSCN, I charted the development of the four centres relationship

with the Government up to the announcement that the centres had secured a second

three year term of funding in early 2008. The Scottish Government's expectations of the

SSCN centres has grown during this period and led to a shift in funding away from one

based on need to one more focussed on the performance of centres. While
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demonstrating the Scottish Government's developing thinking around their support for

the SSCN the recent change in emphasis by Government has highlighted the developing

accountability agenda towards the centres.

In advancing my remaining research objectives I undertook two phases of field research

in initially drawing on the experience of an international group of senior science centre

professionals, fly knowledge-community, and secondly with just the SSCN component

of this group. My search for examples of the performance frameworks being employed

by others generated surprisingly little response. While other models were highlighted

these were typically described as being resource intensive and a burden on the science

centres involved. The nature of centre's relationship with their government also heavily

inflrienced reporting requirements with govemment typically setting the reporting

conditions. Other than being members of science centre affrliate organisations few of

my sample were members of formal or informal networks that had a specific reporting

requirement in anything as structured as a framework and so other than the Council of

Australian Museum Directors no other models were offered.

In the relative absence of any other network-based performance framework the

opportunity to draw on the extensive experience of my knowledge-community was a

key feature in my being able to enter my final phase of research with infonned and

considered discussion material. Over the course of two rounds of telephone interviews I

was able to identify an early performance model that identified social, intellectual and

financial categories of performance and advice over how any new framework might be

most effectively implemented across a small but diverse network of science centres.
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In my final phase of research I held two face to face meetings with the chief executives

and scientific directors of the SSCN centres. Over two rounds of meetings this group

took the early emergent model from my first phase of field research and shaped it into

an agreed framework which fitted the Scottish context. While shaped without direct

involvement from the Scottish Govemment these discussions and the resulting final

framework were heavily influenced by the direction given to centres by the Government

in its announcement of a second term of funding for the SSCN. The Government's

announcement of a new method of funding would see one of the centres receive

significantly less funding than in previous years and created a shift in emphasis that

threatened to de-rail my own discussions with centres. Despite this the group was able

to move forward and reach agreement over the new framework'

8.2 ACHIEVING MY RESEARCH AIM

While the success of any new performance model can only be fully determined once

implemented my investigation has led to the establishment of an agreed performance

framework for the SSCN where previous attempts have failed. A major feature in my

being able to move beyond earlier attempts was my early inclusion of the key

stakeholders in the process - the SSCN centres themselves. That the new framework

developed through several rounds of interviews, in its first phases supported by alatge

knowledge-community, and latterly through iterative discussions between SSCN

representatives points to a framework which not only meets the needs of the centres but

which will also importantly give the Scottish Government a useful mechanism with

which to measure the effectiveness of the SSCN, individually and collectively, against

delivering its expressed strategic objectives for centres.
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In advancing my research aim I identified several questions, including: what was the

Scottish Government's basis for funding a business efficiency model when the majority

of outputs and outcomes associated with science centre activity are education or PES

related?; would a new framework fit all of the SSCN centres?; and how transferable

would a Scottish model be to science centres elsewhere?

8,2,1 The benefits of funding a business efficiency model

The Scottish Executive's original financial support for the SSCN provided the four

Scottish centres with a much-needed financial lifeline and in doing so protected a major

asset base, much of which had been created since the turn of the new millennium.

Throughout this period Scottish ministers were consistent in their message to centres of

wanting to see them demonstrate VFM in return for public funds. To this end centres

were expected to demonstrate sound commercial practices and effrciency savings,

where possible. This remains in evidence with the quarterly submission of trading

information against agreed financial budgets still being a condition of grant draw-down

for the four centres. While unsustainable, this approach did provide the four centres

with some certainty of a future and an important opportunity to begin expanding their

education and PES activities.

The Scottish Govemment's recently revised mechanism of support for the SSCN

recognises that the underlying business models of the SSCN centres is flawed; the

centres cannot sustain themselves on commercial activity alone. The new approach also,

importantly, recognises that the SSCN has a strategic role to play in advancing

Govemment ambitions for science education and promoting PES. The early model of

funding adopted by the Scottish Govemment has sustained the four science centres and
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allowed each to begin to mature in terms of their own science based aspirations. The

opportunity in shifting funding model at this stage in the SSCN's development is that as

a network it is now better placed to deliver against the Govemment's strategic

objectives.

t.2.2 The fit of an agreed performance framework to a diverse SSCN

membership

The agreement of a new performance framework by the SSCN is testament to the fact

Ihat 'frt', even within a diverse network, is possible. The approach adopted by the

SSCN, in working towards a consensus model, was not to deliver a one-size-fits-all

framework but instead to select KPIs which were meaningful to each centre and the

wider SSCN in working towards delivering the Scottish Government's expressed

strategic objectives for the network'

Any attempt by Government to compare performance between the four SSCN centres

using its agreed KPIs would, in most instances, prove meaningless because of the many

difference between the centres, including scale, demography of audience and theme of

centre. The new framework does lend itself to benchmarking with other centres but the

comparators for individual SSCN centres, e.g. scale and audience, will need to be found

outside the SSCN.

Reporting each SSCN centre's own performance using the agreed KPIs will importantly

demonstrate individual progress is being made against delivering the Government's

objectives, while several of the KPIs lend themselves to considering an aggregate

approach to performance measurement that will highlight the SSCN's overall

contribution. This is an important feature of the new framework as it provides an
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important opportunity for each of the four centres to promote their uniqueness but also

to come together as a network when sensible to do so. An emphasis on individual and

aggregate performance is also likely to keep competition for funding between sSCN

centres to a mtmmum.

8.2.3 The transferabitity of a Scottish model to other science centres

The changing nature of science in the UK during the last forty years, its drivers and

consequences on public trust and PES are common across the UK. In this regard the

opportunities for science centres to play a contributory role in tackling associated issues

are as valid in England, Wales and Northern Ireland as they are in Scotland. The

experience of my other, non-UK, interviewees was similar in this regard and seemed

unchecked by political or geographic boundaries.

The early impetus for change in Scotland was driven by the shared unsustainable

business model on which its science centres were based. This was clearly demonstrated

by the closure of one centre and could have quickly led to the closure of others had the

Scottish Executive decided not to fund them.

The size and spread of the SSCN has also been a contributory factor in its attractiveness

to the Scottish Govemment as for a small annual investment the four centres have the

potential to play an important role in advancing Scottish ministers ambitions for a

,smarter Scotland'. The new SSCN performance framework will help the network and

Scottish Government chart its progress against delivering these ambitions' The small

number of centres also seems equally attractive to the devolved govemments in

Northern Ireland and Wales. The level of public funds required to support alarge and,
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by comparison, complex English network of science centres may be a contributory

factor for why they have not already received funding.

The major reason for briefly highlighting the funding landscape for science centres

around the UK is that the major issue to transferability of the new SSCN performance

framework to others in the UK and potentially elsewhere is that Scottish centres already

have an established and now maturing funding relationship with their Government.

Having initially funded the SSCN because of 'need' the Scottish Government has

quickly moved to a position of recognising the educational and PES promotion potential

of the network. A major driver in my being able to advance a performance framework to

consensus is the Scottish Government's own request that the SSCN become more

strategic in supporting Scottish ministers' ambitions for scotland.

The continued absence of a funding relationship between science centres in England and

UK central govefitment, central govemment's continued questioning of the value of its

science centres and the associated absence of any collective strategic direction for

English centres suggests several barriers to the adoption of any new model, let alone the

new SSCN framework. The emphasis of the Scottish Government on the SSCN

developing a framework which clearly demonstrates economy, efficiency and

effectiveness in return for continued public funding could be a useful starting point for

proactive adoption by English science centres in jointly demonstrating an early

commitment to the expectation that would accompany any future decision to fund

English centres by central govemrnent.

Central, state and federal political and funding boundaries are likely to prevent the

adoption of the SSCN framework by other science centres. There is, however, scope for
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the international membership organisations which represent science centres to promote

the adoption of specific KPIs, a core, in the interest of being able to better promote

intemational b enchmarking between sci ence centres.

8.3 MY PRINCIPAL RESEARCH QUESTION

My principal research question was (How can government funding oÍ sc¡ence centres

better facílítate governntent policy on PES?'. My research has shown that science

centres, internationally, have much to offer their respective governments in retum for a

funding relationship. Their physical qualities, coupled with their collectively high

attendance levels and increasingly rich activity and partnership base make science

centres a highly relevant and attractive partner in supporting govemment's growing

interest in PES. The current emphasis by UK central govemment and others on the

value of science centres is, however, not helpful. This value is typically attributed to

their effectiveness in engaging a visiting public with a science agenda and in measuring

their ability to demonstrate that learning has taken place, either during or after the

science centre visit. The difficulty in measuring either with any degree of accuracy, in

venues which are based on informal leaming, is well documented in the literature. This

should not mean that because the 'impact' of the science centre experience is diffrcult to

measure that it is of no value. On the contrary, there is considerable anecdotal evidence,

and from suffrciently different sources, to suggest that science centres are making a very

positive contribution to promoting both PES and science leaming. A major challenge

for science centres moving forward will be how they better evidence this contribution to

their government sponsors.
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The evidence of science centres delivering against the policy interests of their

goveÍìment is not well documented. My own investigation has shown that many

science centres have an existing relationship with their govemments and are working to

deliver public programmes that are of specific interest to govemment. Here is perhaps a

better way for governments to determine the value of their science centres and against

areas of policy interest and not necessarily policy restricted to PES. In specific relation

to delivering against PES-related policy, it is important that both science centre and

respective govefiìment have a clear understanding of what each wants from its PES

activity in fitting with policy objectives.

More widely than policy delivery my investigation has also shown that science centres

can directly influence goveÍìment policy on PES. In order to do this the science centre

must develop a close relationship with civil servants and ministers, and effectively

secure a 'seat at the table'. In one notable example drawn from my knowledge-

community a centre had actually written the science strategy for the country in which it

is based.

The Scottish Government's developing strategy towards the SSCN centres has been

informed by a number of consultant led reviews of the network. These have helped

inform the Government's interest in the SSCN and fuelled development of a small

number of strategic objectives by Government with an associated expectation of short-

term outputs and longer-term outcomes being developed and adopted by the SSCN'

These developments were incorporated into the consensus building phase of my

investigation. The maturing approach of the Scottish Govemrnent, particularly if

implemented through closer and engaging collaboration with the SSCN, holds the
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potential of seeing the SSCN making a demonstrable future contribution to delivering

against the Government's policy interests.

8.4 THE CONTRIBUTION OF MY RESEARCH

8.4.1 Contribution of research to theory

The published research on science centres is currently limited and restricted to the work

of a handful of senior science centre professionals and academics. What research is

available is becoming dated in a sector lhat, at least in UK terms, has become much

more dlmamic since the arrival of the MC-funded science centres in 2000 and 2001.

Much of the research base that does exist focuses on the value of science centres from

either an education or economic perspective. My o\ryn research has been grounded in

practice as much as in theory and from both perspectives has attempted to take a

pragmatic approach to dealing with a real issue. That my research has developed with

the input of a large and experienced knowledge-community has been a key feature of

my investigation and is an approach which has been adopted by few others. I employed

this approach in efforts to generate as significant a nerw knowledge base as possible

before channelling this through my core group of SSCN representatives'

8.4.2 Contribution of research to practice

The major contribution of my research has been in tackling a change-based issue facing

the SSCN. The opportunity to dovetail my research with the specific requests of the

Scottish Government fulfil|ed one of the Government's funding requirements of the

SSCN. My research has also advanced at7 area of Govemment interest where earlier

cyclical attempts by others had failed.
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Once approved, finalised and adopted the new framework has the potential to make an

important future contribution to the SSCN in its efforts to deliver the Scottish

Government's agenda for science learning, education and PES. The delivery of the

SSCN against these objectives will heavily influence Scottish ministers decisions over

whether or not to continue to fund the SSCN once its current funding period ends (April

20rt).

8.5 LIMITATIONS

8.5.1 Limitations of research

There are several limitations associated with the scope of my research and principally

around the broad themes of resource, approach and external factors.

8,5.1,1 Resource

The major resource implication I faced in fully addressing my role as participant-

observer was time. As chief executive of one of the study organisations (Dundee

Science Centre) at the outset of my investigation and a second (Satrosphere) by its

conclusion, the challenge of managing a research process along with two small but

demanding organisations has been significant. That Satrosphere was on the brink of

closure during my early involvement and is now approaching its first financial

breakeven is illustrative of my additional workload.

8.5.1.2 Approach

Limited time availability coupled with a geographically-dispersed sample meant that my

ability to undertake direct-observation was effectively curtailed. Had I undertaken direct

observation, even within a small (perhaps UK) sample, this would have aided
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description, development of a case study approach and potentially generated a more

complete raw model to discuss with my SSCN study group'

Additionally, in representing two of the four SSCN centres, my role in both

organisations had the potential of introducing significant bias in the final group stages

of my investigation. Having identified this potenti al at an early stage I had invited the

scientific directors of both ODE and GSC to join my study as participants. These two

representatives were the only non-chief executives in my knowledge-community but in-

spite of this their contribution to both interview and final meeting stages of my

investigation were invaluable.

The intentional spread of members of my knowledge-community created a practical

limit to my overall sample size and so while having adopted a sampling technique

designed to select some of the most experienced science centre professionals in the field

it naturally selected many, but not all. This was evidenced by my snowballing technique

which highlighted several interviewees who are not on the management committees of

science centre membership bodies.

One notable stakeholder, whose decision not to participate in my study had the potential

to affect both the scope of my research and the new framework's adoption, was the

Scottish Government. I(een not be seen to influence my research, the Scottish

Govemment's decision not to participate in my study carries a number of consequences,

not least of which is the new framework's acceptability to Government. Despite this

decision I did keep the relevant civil servants informed of my progress in efforts to keep

the development of the framework moving forward smoothly. Having submitted the

newly-agreed framework to the Govemment in advance of its 31't March 2008 deadline,
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only recently (June 2008) have discussions around sscN perfofmance measurement

and evaluation recommenced and still (September 200s) remain a work in progress.

8, 5. 1. 3 Externøl føctors

The Scottish Govemment's announcement of continuation funding to the SSCN in

February 200g coupled with its short deadline for responding to joint-SSCN decisions

and actions placed significant demands on the two meetings of my SSCN group'

Effectively having to meet twice in the space of less than a month put a great deal of

pressure on the final stages of my investigation, pressure which at one point looked like

it would collapse my efforts of trying to secure a consensus position.

My research was also hampered by Scottish Government decisions to shift the emphasis

of funding SSCN members to a single KPI i.e. network share of visitor numbers. The

consequences of this new approach on funding for one of the centres' GSC, threatened

to derail my investigation and at a cnlical and advanced stage.

8.5.2 Limitations of performance framework model

While several factors introduced limitations to the scope of my research others have

potential to limit the usefulness of the resultant new performance framework - these

include context, the basis of the agreed framework and the likelihood of its adoption'

8, 5, 2. 1 Scottísh context

The basis of my investigation was one of need to develop a new performance

framework for the SSCN, which fit with a shifting Scottish context and the growing

expectations of its major funder, the Scottish Government. While early interview stages

of my research drew form an international knowledge-community, final stages were
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focussed on the Scottish context and the strategic objectives identified for the SSCN by

the Scottish Govemment. While the majority of agreed KPIs are of relevance to many

science centres, their overall strategic context is specific to Scotland and so in all

likelihood of limited usefulness to science centres out-with Scotland.

8,5.2.2 An outputs bøsedframework

The outputs based framework generated through my investigation has limits in its

ability to demonstrate the SSCN's impact on science learning and PES. While providing

a framework that will allow each of the SSCN centres' progress to be measured against

delivering the Govemment's strategic objectives, it is recognised that the new

framework is merely an important starting point'

8.5.2.3 Adoptíon of the newfrømework

The success of any performance framework can only be evaluated if it is adopted.

Having set a short deadline for response, the lengthy delay by the Scottish Government

in further advancing discussions with the SSCN over its agreed framework, is a

concern. This delay may, in part, be attributable to the rejection of the Government's

proposed new funding mechanism by GSC. Ministers' decisions over how they address

this situation will likely determine whether or not the new framework is taken forward

and in tum potentially shape the SSCN the contribution made by the SSCN moving

forward.

8.6 FUTURE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

My research has repeatedly demonstrated that there is much more to know about how

effective science centres are in delivering an agenda around promoting PES, which most

share. An awareness of the need to develop a stronger research agenda around science
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centres is nothing new having been previously highlighted (see section 2.2.3 of chapter

two) by Heureka's Per-Edvin Persson (2000). That the research base around science

centres has not substantially moved on in the last eight years belies a significant current

interest in the contribution of science centres to promoting science in society.

If governments are to provide their science centres with financial support then there

does need to be a stronger evidence base around their potential effectiveness in

delivering against government's gtowing interest in promoting PES. The need for this is

clearly demonstrated in England's current situation and its absence seems to be an

important factor in why a decision by UK central govefiìment to fund centres has not

yet been reached.

A further challenge for English centres is that central govemment currently seems to be

hung-up on the inability of science centres to demonstrate their impact around

delivering science leaming and promoting PES. The developing situation in Scotland

highlights that the effectiveness of science centres might also be demonstrated by their

delivery of strategic objectives in a transactionary relationship with government.

Significant further scope exists for research into the effectiveness of science centres in

delivering against such funder-objectives.

More widely for the science centre field, and identified repeatedly by my interview

candidates, is a desire to establish outcome-based KPIs which help capture the value of

the science centre experience. The answer to this question was described by several of

my interviewees as the "holy grail" of science centres. Even ECSITE-UK (2008) has

stated that agreeing a set of sophisticated KPIs for SDCs is the ultimate aim of our

sector both in the UK and intemationally. While the answer to the wider question
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around the specific value of science centres is likely some way off an interim measure

would be the further development of a range of outcome- based KPIs, which

demonstrate a high degree of repeatability beyond a single science centre experience.

8.7 PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

The process ofundertaking a professional doctorate has been a highly challenging but

rewarding one. The timing of my study has coincided with one of the most demanding

periods in my career and required a high degree of personal organisation and

commitment to the process. My investment in this process has definitely been worth

while and been of benefit to me on a number of fronts.

S.T.L Personalunderstanding

When I started my doctorate in March 2006Lhad very little awareness of PES, other

than recognising something of its growing importance to science centres. This is despite

having been chief executive of a science centre for over four years by that time. During

the ensuing period of study I have developed a much more detailed understanding of

PES and its importance to a range of stakeholders, not just science centres. This better

understanding has directly influenced the activities of my own organisation in its own

efforts to better engage a visiting public with a science agenda.

8.7.2 Strategic perspective

The development of a stronger PES orientation in my own organisation has led to the

development of strategic links with other local, regional and national organisations that

share a similar interest. To this end I am currently discussing the potential for creating a

joint chair for PES with the University of Dundee. This development has the potential to

significantly increase our understanding of PES and advance the future research agenda
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highlighted in section 8.6. My understanding of performance frameworks and

indicators, in the pursuit of economy, efficiency and effectiveness, has also grown

considerably and, linking back to my openingparagraph of this thesis, has equipped me

with a range of strategic tools that will help me better identify and tackle the future

waves of change that will face my organisation.

The opportunity of working with an international group of senior science centre

professionals in developing my thesis has given me an insight into best practiçe

elsewhere and opened my eyes to a broader horizon in terms of the types of issues

facing the science centre sector world-wide.

8.7.3 Future research interest

In addition to the practical benefits of undertaking this professional doctorate I have

also developed a personal interest in contributing to advancing both my and others'

future understanding of the science centre sector. This is not an interest I would have

likely developed had it not been for the last two and ahalf years of study.
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CHAPTER NII{E

DOCTORAL UPDATE

9.0 INTRODUCTION

In chapter eight I concluded my thesis with a review of progress against meeting my

investigation's research aim and objectives. While fulfilling all of my original

propositions my investigation fell short of implementation and evaluation as the

adoption of the resultant performance and accountability framework by the Scottish

Govemment sat outwith my control or influence. A delay in feedback on the new

framework, caused in no small part by a dispute over the Govemrnent's new mechanism

for distributing its funding, threatened to fracture the network and undermine the

adoption of the framework. I recognised the potential that my framework might not be

adopted and implemented and identified this as a limitation in my research. Since

concluding my main investigation the Scottish Government have made advances in both

developing and implementing a network wide framework and in chapter nine I discuss

these developments and draw comparisons with the outputs of my own investigation.

In providing a post-investigation update I will address chapter nine in four parts. In part

one I discuss the transition between submitting my investigations performance and

accountability framework and early re-engagement by the Scottish Government. In part

two I describe the new approach being driven by the Government towards evaluation of

SSCN performance outcomes. In part three I draw comparisons between the

Government's new approach and the framework which I submitted to them in March

2008. In concluding this brief update I consider some of the likely next steps of the
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Scottish Government in advancing the development of their own evaluation framework

for the SSCN.

9.1 ADVANCING A FRAMEWORK FOR SCOTLAND'S SCIENCE

CENTRES

Having submitted my investigation's performance and accountability framework in late

March 2008 neither I or other members of the SSCN have received any formal feedback

on its suitability and now over twelve months (April 2009) after its submission. Despite

the lack of direct feedback SSCN representatives, including myself, were invited to

meet with the Scottish Government in late June 2008 to discuss a Scottish Science

Centre Evaluation Framework Unlike previous meetings with the Scottish Government

the meeting was led by representatives of the Office of the Chief Researcher (OCR) and

not ocsA albeit ocsA representatives were in attendance.

The OCR,s analysts opened the meeting by describing their role in Government as

providing high quality analysis and evidence to advise ministers and policy colleagues

in policy development, implementation and evaluation - including policy and

programme evaluation. This qualification for the involvement of OCR demonstrated

further maturing in the Government's approach to working with the sscN and has

fuelled a continuing, intelligent, dialogue between the Govemment and the SSCN.

The remainder of this initial meeting with OCR was to discuss their developed thinking

around evaluation of the SSCN which they described as having been fuelled by the

responses of the SSCN (presumably the submitted performance framework albeit no

direct connection with this was made) and their internal discussions with OCSA. This

included the tabling of a new evaluation framework for the SSCN (see table 9.2) '
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9.2 MOVING FROM PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY TO

EVALUATION

While shifting the use of language from performance and accountability to evaluation

the new OCR framework continues to support performance management and

accountability in describing the role of evaluation as systematically assessing what is

being delivered and what difference Government is making by delivering policies and

programmes using public money; current Government focus on outcomes means an

important role in assessing effectiveness and contribution; and, evaluation should

provide learning for everyone. This description is congruous with the framework

developed through my own investigation as are the purpose and principles laid out by

OCR over its own evaluation framework:

l. The Evaluation Framework sets out an impact evaluation, with each of the

components working together to identify and measure science centre

contribution to developing a science culture in Scotland;

2. The science centres nè.d to work in collaboration with science community and

the wider public to successfully implement the Evaluation Framework;

3. The Evalùation Framework is a process of learning and developing with an

emphasis on development through sharing good practice and building an

evidence base over the next 3 Years;
4. The Evaluation Framework builds on existing information, contributing support

from the scottish Govemment, minimising the burden of reporting;

5. The Evaluation Framework is not prescriptive in the detail of what science

centres should do, rather sets out a common approach and key indicators across

all science centres, which the centres will then report on. This will enable

science centres to tel| their unique stories within a common narrative of public

engagement.

That OCR commit to building an evidence base over the remaining term of current

SSCN funding is encouraging as clearly the potential of such a body of evidence is that

it will support a case for continued Scottish Government support of the SSCN into a

third term of funding. The emphasis on learning and development of the new framework

over this period of time also gives an early indication of the Govemment's ambition for
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its new framework but also that considerable work is still to be undertaken if a balanced

framework for evaluating centre's performance is to be achieved'

In expressing their interest towards evaluation OCR developed an evaluation results

chain which is shown in table 9.1. This results based management approach towards

evaluation seeks to provide clarity over the cause-and-effect relationship between

Scottish Govemment funding of the SSCN and their impact in advancing PES and a

democratising science agenda. In doing so the Government demonstrates the continued

emphasis of its something-for-something agenda re-iterated periodically throughout its

funding term of the centres.

The Government's evaluation chain highlights the emergence of KPIs from the

Government itself. In furthering elaborating its focus toward evaluation OCR also

circulated a detailed evaluation framework. Shown in table 9.2 the framework

highlights strategic objectives, KPIs, measures, methods of measurement, frequency of

measurement and lead for each.

In support of its new framework OCR have provided further elaboration in highlighting

the importance of specific scientific themes (sustainable energy technologies, life

sciences, nanotechnology, opto-electronics and lasers and environmental sciences), peer

review and dialogue (including with the public) aI a local, national and intemational

level, partnership and an emphasis on leaming which reaches far beyond simple

knowledge acquisition. These broad themes provide a wider overall context for the

Government's new framework which clearly demonstrates the Government's ambition.
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Chapter Nine - Doctoral Update

That OCR have also questioned the appropriateness of existing learning-based

evaluation tools such as 'Pledge to Learners' in judging the quality of evidence it

gathers is equally significant in demonstraling an approach which seeks to be both

meaningful and useful.
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9.2.1 Implementation timetable

In recognising the diffrculty associated with measuring leaming impacts and outcomes in

science centres OCR created a timetable for implementation of their evaluation framework in

which the development and implementation of these measures takes place towards the end of

the current three year funding term (2008-20II). Shown in table 9.3 the early stages of the

Govemment's framework are still on target for delivery. The table demonstrates a continued

emphasis on SSCN reporting against output measures and an adoption of qualitative and

outcome measures to be administered by OCR.

Table 9.3 Implementation timetable

Action Lead Date
Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q1 + Q2)
First bi-annual SSCN visitor survey

SSCN
OCR

Oct 2008

Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q3)
Science careers omnibus survey

SSCN
OCR

Jan 2008

Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q4)
Annual narrative on policy and practice
Second bi-annual SSCN visitor survey
Annual Scottish Science omnibus survey

SSCN
SSCN
OCR
OCR

April2009

Baseline April2009
Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q1) SSCN July 2009

Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q2)
First bi-annual SSCN visitor survey

SSCN
OCR

Oct2009

Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q3) SSCN Jan2009
Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q4)
Annual narrative on policy and practice
Second bi-annual SSCN visitor survey
Annual Scottish Science Survey

SSCN
SSCN
OCR
OCR

April2010

L" year April2010
Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Ql) SSCN July 2010

Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q2)
First bi-annual SSCN visitor survey

SSCN
OCR

Oct 2010

SSCN Review OCR
Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q3)
Science careers omnibus survey

SSCN
OCR

Jan20Il

Quarterly reporting on visitor numbers (Q4)
Annual narrative on policy and practice
Second bi-annual SSCN visitor survey
Annual Scottish Science Survey

SSCN
SSCN
OCR
OCR

April 2011

2"o year March 201L
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Chapter Nine - Doctoral Update

9.3 A COMPARISON OF FRAME\ryORKS

The submission of my own investigation's performance and accountability framework (see

table 7.6,7-24) to the Scottish Government in late March 2008 and subsequent appearance of

a new evaluation framework from the Govemment in late June 2008 warrants comparison in

efforts to determine whether the Scottish Government's thinking was influenced by my

research and if so, to what extent and if not, why not, given OCSA's request in February

2008 that the SSCN develop a common performance management framework.

The comparison identifies striking similarities between the two frameworks and provides

almost irrefutable evidence that my investigation's output has heavily influenced the

framework now adopted and being implemented by the Scottish Govemment.

The Government's framework includes eleven KPIs. These map almost directly onto the first

fourteen KPIs of my investigation's framework with the exception that the OCR framework

includes a KPI based on the public's awareness and use of the SSCN centres. 'While usage

levels were factored as a KPI in my investigation, awareness was not. It's inclusion in the

Govemment's framework makes a great deal of sense given Scottish ministers' likely desire

to seetheprofile of SSCN centres raised as aresult of receiving Government funds. Raised

awareness of the SSCN also supports a corollary for raised awareness of science in society,

another priority of the Govemrnent. The only other variation in these first KPIs is that the

OCR framework specifically highlights the importance of sound science: ensuring quality of

science content. While not specifically mentioned in my framework the inclusion of KPIs

linked with HMIE rating,learning outcomes based KPI for education visitors, number of

knowledge transfer partnership with HEIs and number of knowledge-transfer based exhibits

hosted by SSCN centres provides strong inference to the importance of sound science

content. A comparison of these KPIs is shown intable 9.4.
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Table 9.4 A comparison of KPIs

Scottish Government KPIs SSCN KPI
Promote awareness and use of science
(centres)

0 - the OCR KPI is linked with awareness

of the science centres themselves
Up-take of science careers 12

Sound science: Ensuring quality of science
content

0 -'assumed' through delivery of KPIs 9,

10, 13 & 14

Contemporary science: Promotion of
cutting edge science and innovation

t3-14

Link to educational quality national
standards

9

Complement the formal science curriculum l1
Impact on learning outcomes 10

Science centre expenence 7-8
Tourist branding 8

Visitor attendance on-site 1-3

Visitor demographic 4-6

The last three KPIs in the framework I submitted to the Government in March 2008 were all

linked with demonstrating VFM in return receiving public funding. These KPIs were

included following repeated references by the Scottish Government for the need to recognise

its importance. In this regard it is perhaps surprising that the OCR makes no reference to

VFM or indeed any measure associated with fiscal economy, efficiency or effectiveness.

In addition to content the structure of frameworks also bare strong similarity with both having

column headings of strategic objectives, KPI's, measure/methodology and frequency. The

OCR evaluation framework contains an additional heading 'lead' in signalling organisational

responsibility for each KPI whether SSCN, OCR or NGO.

9.4 NEXT STEPS

While clearly showing the influence of my own investigation the OCR's evaluation

framework also importantly shows a development in the Government's thinking and an

advancement in the framework which brings it much nearer to completion. While outcome-

based evaluation measures have yet to be settled on or implernented the OCR framework
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demonstrates a commitment to doing so. Perhaps most importantly the Government have now

adopted a model and are in the process of implementing it. The framework developed

through my own investigation shares further similarity to that of the OCR model in that both

were always viewed as works in progress, the beginning of establishing something

meaningful rather than an end point. With baseline data, predominantly output and qualitative

(in terms of the visitor experience and awareness of centres) in nature, now being collected

the next steps for the OCR lie in how it establishes and implements a small number of

outcome or impact based indicators which in the fullness of time have the potential to

influence developments around the PES-based effectiveness of the SSCN centres.

Once fully implemented an independent review of the Govemment's evaluation framework

would be beneficial in determining its overall effectiveness in capturing the difference being

made by the SSCN in return for public funding while also highlighting opportunities for

further improvement.
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Questionnaire - covering letter

Dear Colleague,

I am currently undertaking doctoral research on science centre sustainability. In
particular, I am investigating how government frrnding and performance management

systems for science centres could be used to better faciliøte government policy on public

engagement with science?

In 2003 the Scottish Executive committed considerable financial resource to supporting

Scotland's four science centres (Glasgow Science Centre, Edinburgh's, Our Dynamic
Earth, Aberdeen's, Satrosphere Science Centre and Dundee's, Sensation), in what it
described as a'something-for-something' investment. As thE resulting Scottish Science

Centres Network (SSCN) matwes, this funding is likely to be increasingly linked to its

delivery against government policy towards public understanding and more commonly,
public engagement with science.

My research aims to develop a Çonsensus framework that would be useful to the SSCN in

its efforts to better fulfill this growing requirement. It is hoped that the findings of this

study have transferability beyond the Scottish context, and in this regard I would be

happy to share a swnmary of my fïndings with you in return for your participation'

Yow experience of working in ths science centre fteld, seniority of role within your

organisation and other factors such as peer election to science centre membership
organisations e.g. ECSITE, ASTC, etc all prompted me to write to you to ask if you

would be so kind as to assist me in my research.

I plan to use a combination of telephone interviews and electronic*based questionnaire as

collectively these methods best afford ease of response from a geographically dispersed

and sizeable sample, analysis of subsequent data set and maintaining the anonymity of
respondents. Three rounds of questioning are anticipated, with each data set informing
the next. Only the members of the SSCN will be questioned in the final round as

achieving consensus will be critical to the process. Confîclsntiality of all individuals will
be maintàined throughout the data collection exercise and individual responses will only
be viewed by me and my doctorate supervisors.

I do recogniso the many demands you will have on your time but also feel the outputs of
this study could be of some importance to your own organisation and our sector more

widely. I will endeavour to keep any commitment on youf time to a minimum.

If you have any questions I would be very happy to answer these and can be contacted on

+44I382868606orat.Ifwillingtoparticipatecouldyou
please send me a brief confirmation of this along with a contact telephone number. I will
contact you in advance of the interview to arrange a convenient day and time.

Thank you for taking the time to consider my requost, I do hope you will be able to
participate in this work.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Jerurings
Chief Ëxecutive
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4,

Outline interview (question schedule)

Existin g fundin g relationships with government

Does your science centre have an existing relationship with government? If so,

can you please describe this?

lVhat are the benefìts (or consequences) to government of working with your
science centre?

What is the benefit (or consequence) to your science centre of working with
government?

Is any reporting of performance required? If so who sets the criteria, what
performance indicators are repofted, who defines them and how robust / reliable
are they?

Funding mechanism

5 Are you awale of any other fl.rnding models and associated performance criteda
between other governments and their science centres? Are you able to describe
these or comment on their effectiveness?

6. What do you think governments should be seeking in return for funding?

7 Where more than one science centre exists in a country do you think it is possible

to be equitable in distributing funds? If so, how could this be best achieved?

9

B. Is equity of funding desirable in a1l instances? If not, how else is 'faimess'
achieved?

What place, if any, does 'value for money' have in a funding relationship between

governments and science centres? How, if of signíficance, is value best

demonstrated?

Performance Indlcators

10.

11.

What should a performance framework for science centres look like?

Is a common performance framework (when applied to more than one science

centre) feasible?

12. What role, if any, should govemment play in setting / agreeing performaflce
indicators?

13, What significance should govemment place against delivery or non-delivery of
performance indicators?

Are you aware of any 'proven' performance indicators for science centres? If so,

can you describe these or direct to others who use them?
14.



15,

l6

t7,

18.

How might a balance between indicators which are meaningful and consequential
be balanced against indicators which are easily measured?

fue there themes around which performance indioators should be agreed?

How ofren should performance be revicwed, recorded, reported?

How is'robustness' of performanse moasured best demonstrated?





Intcryiew structure

V/elcome

Ask interviewee if they are ok with being recordcd?

All recordings will remain confidential and only shared with others who are

involved in assessing work. Any transcript of the tapes (if made) will be shared
with interviewee to check for accuracy. These transcripts will not form part of the

final published document and so will remain confidential,

a Is interviewee ok being quoted in final thesis? Where interviewee is effectively
representing a country or devolved government e.g, Wales, Northem lreland, are

they happy with the wider context which they describe being included, potentially
in the form of a case study?

Set Scottish context.

Ask questions (from schedule).

Does the interviewee have any docurnentation they would wish to provide as

additional information?

a

a

o

a

o

a

a Thank interviewee for their time.

Based on the interview and line of questioning does the interviewee know of any

other senior science centre personnel who should be contacted (snowballing)?

Ask interviewee if willing to respond to any follow up questions that come out of
the wider interview process, take part in a second interview or possible
questionnaire once phase I of research is completed?

Inform that hope to complete data gathering exercise before the end of the year
and write this up for an April submission.

Would interviewee like to be sent a summary of report when study is concluded?





Doctorate Interview 2 - Question Schedule

Context

L Is it possible for science centres to influence government policy related to public
engagement with science (PES)? If so, what factors must be present? Are you
awffe of any evidence of this?

2. How might the work of science centres in PES support wider government policy
on science?

3. Who (other than govemment) are the major stakeholders / agencies that science
centres should be working with in delivering their science leaming / PES agenda?

4. Which are the main govemment departments that have an interest in PES?

Mechanism

5, What are the main variables between different science centres? Is there scope to
moderate for these in establishing comparable key performance indicators (KPIs)?

6, Can you identify any KPIs for which comparabillly across science centres should
be possible?

7. Can you identify any KPIs for which comparability is difflrcult but which should
be expressed in any performance framework anyway?

8. Should my performance frarnework for a network of science centres be
exclusively network, exclusively individual or a combination of both in focus?

Measurement

9. Th¡ee main areas, against which to considerperfonnance, emerged out of the
round one interviews, These were social or visitor related, intellectual or those
related to the science cenûe as a leaming environment and financial, Can you
identify a minimum of two possible keyperformance indicators for each? Do you
feel these strands are appropriate ones? Are there others?

10. Should there be one or more levels of indicators? Please explain.
I I . Can you describe your institutions dcfinition of a visitor - for reporting purposes?
12. Are there different categories of visitor that should be considered?
13. Is an emphasis on visitor numbers (by govornment) likely to have positive,

negative or neutral effects on science centre behaviour? Please describe.
74. Can engdgeÌnen4 ett¡tudinal change or learníng be demonstrated / measured

during (or after) a science centre visit? Is any assooiatcd methodology likely to be

reliable?
15, Should specific performance expectation be clearly defined at the outset of an

agreement with government or be set within a range of parameters?

Evaluation

16. Can you identify common areas of activity betrveen science centres where a

common evaluation might be possible?
17. Who is best placed to evaluate / interpret any shared key performance indicators

íntelligent ly for science centres?
18. What should happen with this interpretation?





SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE

Mr Paul Jennings
Chief Executive
Sensation
Dundee Science Centre
Greeumarket
Dundee
DDl 4 QB

Enterprise, Transport ô, Hfelong Leamlng Department
Hlgher Eclucation and Science Division

Europa Builcling
45O Argyle Street
Clasgow GZ BLC

Telephone: 01 4l -Z4Z 01 BB

Fax: 0141 -2420193
Ancly. bishop@scotland.gsl.gov, ul<

h ttp://www.scotland.gov, ult

27 May 2OO4

Dear Paul

You will have recently received lrom Jura Consultants the extracts from their report to us in
relation to your own centre, I liope that you will find these useful and will agree that they are

firm basis for establishing a public funding strategy for the centres.

I am writing to set out some positive developments on funding and to seelc confirmation that
you âre content with how we intend to develop these plans over Ihe next 6 months or so. We
also plan to outline this progress in an anrìouncenrent shortly.

You will be pleased to learn that the Scottish Executive inteuds to make f'ulrding available to
tlre 4 centres in 2004-05, which is based closely on the various support ûleasures
rccommended by .Iura. Plaus are also well developed for sirnilar lunding for 2005-06.
Beyond this, we are considering in the Executive's comprehensive spending review whether
to establish within the Executive a specific budget for the 4 centres. The outcome of the
spending review will not be known until September at the earliest, but in the meantime we
rvould like to announce the progress madc so l'ar.

You will appreciate that ail of this funding has had to be found fiom savings in the

Executive's other budgets, and against strongly competing bids. More negotiations are ahead

in the spending review. Ministers are therefore very concerned that this hard-won funding is

put to best effect, and that the recommendations of the Jura reporton business improvements
and strategic development of the centres are implernented with due speed.

Funding by the Executive is not intended to replace funding by other public and private

sponsors but to ensure continued viability of the centres in relation to the Executive's long
term strategic needs.

Some of the business improvements set out by .Tura cover all the centres, and some are

specific to particular centl'es, At an overall level, Ministers have accepted Jura's
recommendation that the centres should not be merged under a Natioual Science Centre, iu



view of the legal difficulties involved and lack of a clear business case for this. The centles

will therefore letain their individual autonomy. However, the centres will need to work

collaboratively on a number of issues, to share best practice and to work to common

standards. At a specific level, there are a number of improvements needed which are covered

in the Jura report, and we have retained the services of Jura for the ncxt 6 months at least to

enable us to work with you on pufting this plan into effect.

While it is appreciated that further negotiation wiil be needed over the coming months on the

detail of these improvements, we do need you to accept the main terms under which such

negotiations will proceed, and that payments of grant from the Executive are contingent on

adequate progress being made on negotiations and implementation.

Once you have accepted these overall terms we intend to announce this, and then proceed to

worlc up a firm offer of support. Jura Consultants will also be in contâct with you again

outlining plans for their discussions with you and monitoring requirements, and I attacli

some plans about how this will all proceed.

For the present therefore, I would be grateful if the Chairman of your Board, or legal

representative of the Board, could reply to me including the following text:

o'This reply is on behalf of the Board of [narne of centre]. The Board has reacl the Jura

Consultancy report in relation to the centre and is content that it contains reliable informatiorl
relating to the existing and expected business performance of the centre. The Board

understands that the Scottish Executive, in partnership with Scottish Enterprise, intends to

make available adequate grant aid to support the revenue and various urgent capital needs of
the centre during 2004-05, as set out in the Jura report, and that firm proposals are in hand to

provide similar support in future years. The Board understand the continued need for the

centle to work to att'act sponsorship f}oru other public and private sponsors' aud thaf ongoing

evidence of this effort will need to be provided.

""I'he Board accepts that all funding provision by the Executive will be depetident on

adequate progl'ess being made by the centre on the business improvements identified in the

.lura report, including greater collaborative working with the other 3 centres, and other

science education proviã"r., sharing of exhibition material and development of the centre's

involvement with school education, and other specific improvenrents mentioned in the Jura

report. The Board and Management of the centre will work in full co-operatiol with the Jura

Consultancy, the Scottish Exãcurive and other public funders with the aim of inrplementing

these transitional changes with due speed and within timescales to be agreed through further

negotiation. I agree that the Scottish Executive can announce the general terms of these

plans in the near future."

As we propose to mal<e an announcement shortly, I would be grateful if you. could reply as

soon ur-porsible and no later than Thursd ay 3'd of June. I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

ANDY BISHOP



ÄNNEX A

l. In advance of the Scottish Executive agreeing to provide a level of revenue grant
support to assist the Science Centres in Scotland Jura Consultants has been asked to set up a
suitable monitoring regime, This will rely on performance and financial information provided
by the Science Centres. It is proposed that Jura Consultants will liaise with the four science
centres to obtain and agree business plans including monthly cash fiows and monthly income
and expenditure statements for the next 6 months. Following the provision of this
information, the Executive wíll, if necessary, make an offer of revenue grant to cover this 6
month period.

2. Jura will provide quarterly monitoring repofts to the Executive and will arrange a

series of monitoring meetings with the Chief Executives at each Science Centre to outline
their monitoring role and the requirements. Jura will prepare a drawdown report for
submission to the Scottish Executive to accompany the drawdown request with a clear
recommendation on whether payment should be made and in what amount payment should
be, with a rcconciliation arrd explanation of any variation between the Science Centres'
requests and the recommendation.

3, Jura will also review and comment on requests for capital funding should such
funding be included in the interim support package, support to the Scottish Enterprise
Network iu its deliberations on potential capital and revenue support to individual science
centres. The ad-hoc support would also include monitoring progress on any capital works
iustructed by the Science Centres independent of how they wele funded.

4, It is proposed that the Chief Executives will meet in June/July with a view to
discussing longer term key performance indicators, management accounting systerns, sharing
of exhibitions, funding applications and any other areas where there is overlap between the

çentres.

il
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION

MEASURING THE SUCCESS OF THE NETWORK OF SCIENCE CENTRES

PRINCIPLE THßMtrS

l. Operating as successful and quality visitor centres
2. Communicating science to society
3. Conhibuting to the science education of pupils and teachers
4. Collaboration across Science Cenhes and Science and Society initiatives
5. Sustainable science developments in society
6. Ensuring appropriate accountability and govemance

Targets by Centre for 2004105

Glassow Our l)vnamic Earth S¡troshpere Sensatlon

Achievements by Centre for 2004/05

Glasgow Our Dyn¡mic Earth Satroshnerc Sensation





INFORMATION FOR NETWORK OF SCTENCE CENTRES

PRINCIPLE THEME

Operating as successful and quality vísitor centues

HIGH LEVEL OUTCOMES
. Develop visible icons of science as a priority in Scotland
o Provide cultural sites, explaining contribution ofscientists and innovators to our heritage

¡ Attract as numy visitors/users as possible to the science malls and supporting facilíties
o Ensure the provision of high quality of retail outlets relevant to markets
r Ensure the provision of high a quality of café
. Ensure the provision of high quality of meeting venues for high profile events

o Make the centres a recognised presence outside Scotland
r Ensuring that visitors have an enjoyable experience
o Enswe visitors gain value for money

OBJECTIVES
. Awards/official recognition achieved * eg STB and other accreditations
Ò Projects well m¿int¿ined (buildings) with good appearance of facilities
o Exhibitory renewal programme in place
. Accessible to all (DDA)
. Provide good operational information:

o visitor numbers to exhibits/malls
o transaction numbers at catennglretail facilities
ö mall retail/catering conversion levels
o footfall to sites
o corporate income
o visitor satisfaction levels
o visitor enjoyment
o rates of rcpeat visits
o other information by wrdertaking robust and consistent user/visitor surveys

. Provide good information to customersl
o Develop a gateway website
o Visible/qualitySignage

o Provide good customer service:
o Part of QA scheme/IlP
o H&Scommitted

o Reduce overall seasonality for Scotland

Targets by Cenfre

Glasgorv Our Dynamic Earth Satroshpere SencatÍon



INF'ORMATION ['OR NETWORI( OF SCIENCE CENTRES

PRINCIPLrc THEME

Communicating science to society

ITIGH LEVEL OUTCOMES
o Increase/Improve level of engagement in science with all citizens of Scotland
o Benefit the individual, economy and society via civic participation
¡ Ensuro the centres are seen to be plâces where public can be engaged in considering topical science

issues

OBJECTTVES
o Engaging wÍth socicfy

o Informed citizens * today's issues for adults
o Assess the wider impact of science centres (commission research?) focusing on learning,

education and impact on science
o Link to citizenship

. Tnrgct groups:
. All ages
o Rural areas
o Women
r Ethnic minority
. Youth

r Improving science content
r Develop breadth of soience provided
r Use modern technolo6ry
¡ All centres and other science organisations to communicate
n Wider collaboration
r Use travelling exhibits
o Network science advisory board

Targets by Centrc

Glassow Our Dvnamic E¡rth S¡trorhpere Sencation



INFORMATION F'OR NETWORI( OF SCIENCE CENTRES

PRINCIPLE THEME

Contributing to the science education of pupils and teachers

HIGII LEVEL OUTCOMES
Education

1. Pupils
a. Engage schools in education at science centres
b, Engage Social Inclusion Partnership A¡ea schools
c. Meet the Primary curriculum
d. Attracts prirnary sohool aged pupils to centres
e. Ensure that primary pupils have enjoyed their experience
f. Meet the Secondary curriculum
g, Atttact secondary school pupils to centres
h. Ënsure that secondary pupíls have erfoyed their experience
i. Ensure that all pupils have been involved in a leaming experience
j. Improve on previous HMI report results

2. Teachers
a.. Provide teachers with satisfaction, support and opportrurities at Science centres both as part

of school visits and CPD

OBJECTIVES

1. Pupils
o Monitor number of schools involved in visits/outreach
o Monitor number of schools in SIP/CPP area

" Monitor no of school pupils and agelclass group
o Assess relevance of products/services to school curriculum
o Monitor satisfaction levels
o Collect qualitative and quantitative feedback on education visits/assessing links with school

culriculum
o HMI Report
¡ AII ages to be reached
o Cooperation with other key players
r VirtuaVinternet access creation/content

2, Teachers

' Satisfaction levels
¡ Considerneedsofteachers
r No. of CPD placements
. Rationalise and improved quality of CPD

Glaspow OurDvnamic Eartb Satroshpere Sensation

Targets by Centre



INF'ORMATION FOR NET\ryORK OF SCIENCE CENTRES

PRINCIPLE THEME

Collaboration across Science Centes and Science & Society initiatives

HIGH LEVEL OUTCOMES
r Add value and reduce duplication
r Be part of partnership for better public engagement in Scienoo & Technology

OBJECTIVES

o l)evelop activities and events for delivery with other centres and other organisations
o Allow use of centres/facilities by partners
. Share expertise and paftnership working within centres and other organisations
o Develop touring exhibits
¡ Develop collective/collaborativeoutreach materials
r Sharing information and inform decision making
. Eliminateduplication
r Development/sharing of shows
o Developmenl of workshops

Targets by Centre

Gl¡sgow Our Dvnrmic Earth Satroshnere Sensation



INFORMATION FOR NETWORK OF SCIENCE CENTRES

PRINCIPLE THEME

Sustainable science developments in society

HIGH LEVEL OUTCOMES
o To play a role in the long-term aims of local economic regeneration
r To play a role as a Tourist destinations, helping to boost local economies
o To link science with local businesses, unive¡sities

OBJDCTIVES
r Professional development for science communicators/aotors
r Monitor and report on links to ATB's
, Monitor and report on links to business community
o Monitor and report on links to FE sites
r Develop funding partnerships
o Management best practice
o Knowledge sharing
r Keep local views in mind and ma¡ket individual centres
. Maximise earned income strea¡ns
r Network to exploit economies of scale

Targets by Centre

Glassow Our Dwnmic EaÉh Satroshnere Senration



INF'ORMATION FOR NETWORK OF'SCIENCE CENTRES

PRINCTPLE THEME

Ensuring appropriate accountability and governance

HIGH LEVEL OUTCOMES

o To en$ure clear, transparent and effective govemance
. To develop clear business cases for bids for funding for revenue and capital activity
c To develop the role of science centres and science understanding through collaboration with others

in Science and Society

OBJECTIVES
¡ Meeting Nolan principles
o Board understanding and engagement
o PerformanceMeasurement
o Benchmarking
r Use st¿ndardised templat€s for seeking funds
. Develop complementary targets
¡ fusk management

Targets by Centre

Gl¡ssow Our Dvnamic Earth Sntroshpere Sensation





Quarterly Pcdormance ReporlClaim for Pa¡rment (draft)

Paul Jennings

Page I

Fromr Michaol.Roy@scotland.gsi.gov,uk

Sent: 28 Juno 2005 14:46

To: PaulJennings

Subject: Quarterly Performance ReporUClaim for Payment (draft)

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom the

are addressed.
* ?t t*t*,l( t+ t+*+*:lc:lc**++tlt++rlc*,F{c* *ttl. *t*âF* ***** t**t t**¡* **,lc+**,F* tFf< ** +"(¡ktl' ¡l'+'f tf ** ì}** *'**t** * * **åt *( * ***

Paul * sanity check required. What thinkest thou, in terms of a draft monitoring proforma?

I don't have a copy of the Jura drawdown report, and thus have gone back to the drawing board,

Am I missing anything vital? Should anything be restated?

All the best,

Michael

Dear all,

<<Quarterly rePort.xls>>

paymcn_t

Please submit, by retum, your claim for payment on company headed paper, for the coming Quarter

This should be prepared in the context of the Department's offer letter, whose conditions determine how your g
will be paid. Your 

"laim 
should be in the u*ount sp"cified for the coming Quarter as outlined in your offer letter

amendment thereto).

In addition, please provide:

o the attached spreadsheet, completed. These should reflect your actual performance forlhe previous

euarter, and prepared Uy ttre Ðirector of Finance or key individual responsible for the finances of the Trust;

. areport on your Science Centre covering progress to date in meeting your commercial targets (such as

ticketed visitorì, and corporate income) and educational (pupil inreach and outreach) objectives, as defined withir
your Annual Operating Pl*, and, in a wider sense, within the Scottish Science Centres Network Stategy;

o This report should also;
a) detail any change in key Project/Trust personnel (such as Senior Managerial or Director positions);

bi provide an ur*"itment of any change in ttre prospects of meeting commercial targets. The- criteria by which

*y att*g"s are to be measured are against the key assumptions and measures as contained within your Annual

Operating Plan;

t3/05/2008



Quarterly Performance Report/Claim for Pa¡rment (draft) PageZ

c) inform us of any substantive issues or occurtences afflecting the Centre in the ptevious Quarter, such as

breaches of Health and Safety legislation, serious thefts, or occurreûces of a similar serious nature.

o an assessment of all your major oapital progfarnmes currently undenvay, including up to date project

costings, expenditure GANTT charts where appropriate, displaying progress toward key milestones, a synopsis <

progress made since the previous report, what problems have been encountered and how they have been overcot

management accounts covering at le¿st the last quafrer;

audited accounts for the Trust's latest financial year, if available, unless already supplied;

Michael Roy

Project [.inance Ëxecutive

Scictrcc anrl Society'llanr - I{ighcl I:ìducation and .9cielrce Dívision

Scotli.sh l.ixr¡cutivcl llntcrprise, 'l'ransport arrd l,ifelonl3 l.earnin¡¡ Dcpartnrcnt

2¡rd Fk>or liurop¿ lluilding,

450 Argylc Strect, (ìlasgow G2 81,(ì

Tel: 0141 2420291 (dilcct Jint)

¡./^¡L¡:0777 3420753

l:ax:0141 2420193

The original of this email was scânned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet (GSi) virus scanning servi<

supplied exclusively by Energis in partnership with Messagelabs.

On leaving the CSi this email was certified virus-free

o

o

1,3/05/2008
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Office of the Chief Scientific Adviser
Professor Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser for Scotland

T: O73t-244 2663
E: anne.elover@scotland.gs i.eov.uk

st Andrew's House, Regent Road, Edlnburgh ËH1 3DG
www.scotland.gov,uk

David Sigsworth
Chair
Dundee Science Centre (Sensation)
Greenmarket
DUNDEE DD1 4QB

21 December 2007

Dear David

FUTURE FUNDING OF SCOTTISH SCIENCE CENTRES NËTWORK

I am delighted to confirm that the Scottish Ministers have decided to continue to provide
discretionary financial support for science engagement in Scotland, including the four
Science Centres comprising the Scottish Science Centres Network.

ln the context of Scottish Minísters' desire to see public funding driven by value-for-money
and achievement of outcomes, key features of our support for the period 1 April 2008-31
March 2011 are as follows:

Funding will continue to be offered on a discretionary basis; Science Centres are
free to accept or decline the offer of funding and its associated conditíons;

Funding will be offered on a 36-month contract basis, to assist business planning
and remove the need for annual negotiations;

Funding will shift to an outcome-driven formula based on share of Network
visitors to reflect Scottish Ministers' aims, This shift will be phased over the next two
years in a stepped transition, such that by 2010^2011 funding will be offered 100% on
the basis of share of Network visitors;

Up to Ê2,43m will be offered across the Network for each of the next three
financial years, according to the following stepped transition towards fully outcome-
based funding:

20ofl-09
5Oo/o of available funding distributed according to share of Network revenue support
received over last two financial years; remaining 50% of available funding distributed
according to share of Network visitor totals on a quarter-by-quarter basis;

2009j1.9
25o/o of available funding distributed according to share of Network revenue suppott
received over last two years; remainingTS% of available funding distributed according
to share of Network visitor totals on a quarter-by-quarter basis;

a

a

a
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2Q10-11
100"/, of avaitable funding distributed according to share of Network visitor totals,

based on actual visitor figures for the preceding Quarter;

o Network targets for visitor numbers will be set, to help ensure that all the Science

Centres are working to a common goal in this area;

. Funding will shift to quarterly payments in arrears, according to actual performance

in the preceding quarter;

. Following a recommendation from HMIE, a further [126,000 will be available annually

across the Network as a transport subsidy to enable visits to the Science Centres by

particular school and community groups;

. Finally, I will expect the network to develop consistent qualitative and quantitative
performance measures, ín discussion ulith members of my team.

Further details on all the above points will be made avaílable to your Chief Executive in due

course.

I appreciate that until now your Science Centre wíll have been uncertain as to the availability

of Scottish Government funding, given that the current funding package is due to end in
March 2008. I am sure you will agree that the desire of Scottish Ministers to continue to
provide funding is very good newl. I believe that this new funding approach will provide both

ôtaOility (in terms of thelonger-term confirmation of levels of grants) and an incentive to the
Science Centres to focus oñ working as a Network to engage with an increasing share of the

Scottish population.

During the period 2008-11, Scottish Ministers also wish to see a good balance of commercial

and sóience engagement activity at each Centre. This is to help ensure a high quality

science engagement experiencé for visítors, while at the same time reducing the reliance of
the CentreJ oñ public funding; the Science Centres are now mature businesses and should

increasingty operate as independent commercial entities with diverse income streams.

I would be happy to discuss this funding offer in more detail with you, if you wish, and have

asked my PA to arrange a meeting with the Chairs of all the Science Centres in the New

Year.

I am writing to the Chairs of all the Science Centres in the sâme terms

Yours sincerely

Professor Anne Glover
Chief Scientific Adviser for Scotland

StAndrew's House, Regent Road, Edinburgh EH1 3DC

www,scotland.gov.uk
fl--)
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Office of the Chief ScÍentific AdvÍser
Science and Society Division

'l: oL31-244-2I1'3
E: Science Engagemnent@scotl änd.gsi.gov.uk The Scottish

Government

Mr PaulJennings
Chief Executive Officer
Sensation
Greenmarket
Dundee
DD1 4QB

1 February 2008

f)
Dear f¿ì^^JL )

Scottish Government Operational Fundin g 2008-2011: Gall for Proposals

I am pleased to enclose further details of the continuing funding package Scottish Ministers are

offering to the Scottish Science Centre Network (SSCN),

This develops the strategic principtes set out in the letter of 21 December 2OO7 from the Chief

Scientific Adviser, profeJsoi Anne Glover, to the Science Centre Chairs. These principles w-ere

further discussed at a meeting between Professor Glover and the Science Centre Chairs ín St

Andrew's House on 29 January 2008.

As you will see, a formal offer of funding is conditionaÌ upon a number of activities and proposals

from individual Centres and collectively from SSCN,

As advised in nry e-mail of 1O January 2008, I would be happy to meet with you if necessary to ctarify

any questions yóu may have. Otherwise, I look foruirard to receiving your proposals in due course.

Yours sincerely

.z

Dr lsabel Bruce
Director
Science and SocÌety Division, OCSA

StAndrew's House, Regent Road, Edínburch EHJ" 3ÐC

www.scotland.gov.uk
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Scottish Government - Office of the Chief Scientific Adviser - Science and Society Division

Science Engagement in Scotlandts Science Centres

Call to the Scottish Science Centres Network for proposals for 2008-2011

Sumqafv of N,er.v Fundjpg Packqqp

The Scottish Government (SG) hereby confirms that Scottish Ministers have approved a continuing
discretionary funding package for science engagement in Scotland which includes SG support for the
four Science Centres comprising the Scottish Science Centres Network (SSCN). Thi.s funding ís set
within the context of SG's 'smarter Scotland' strategic objective,

Key features of the new funding package are as follows.

A total of up to f7.68m will be available to the SSCN between 2008 and 2011. Up to f2,56m will
be available annually during each of the coming 3 financial years to the end ol'the 2007 Spending
Iìeview period (2008-09, 2009-t0 and20l0-¡ l).
Funding will be offered on a 36-month contractual basis. This will provide a level of financiaI
stability to the Centres and (sub.ject to satisfactory performance) avoid the need to renegotiate
funding each year.
Iìunding to individual Centres will be paid quarterly in-arrears and will reflect numbers of
Network paying visitors. Levels of funding in each quaner will therefore fluctuate seasonally and
with each Centre's share of Network paying visitors in each quarter.
Eaclt Centre operates as an independent commercial business. Centres should visw this funding
sfteam as one component of their income, and as an opportunity for continued business
improvement and growth in science engagement

In rcturn for this funding, SSCN is expected to oi'lîer science engagement experiences that:

attract the f'ollowing total Networl< paying visitors each year - the Notwork being defined for the
purposes ol'this document as 'l'he Science Mall at Glasgow Science Centre (and including the
Planetariunr), Our Dynamic Earth, Satrosphere and Sensation:

2008-09 2009-r0 2010-t I

Network paying visitors 600,000 625,000 650,000

provide an inspiring, accessible and high quality focus for informal science education and
engagement for Scots of all ages in our four largest cities;
complement the formal education science curriculum and promote science careers to young
people, helping to ensure a future supply of scientists;
provide opportunities for Scottish Higher Education Institutes, Research Institutes, industry and
businesses to showcase new scientific research, products and processes, highlighting the
excellence of Scottish science and innovation, and the relevance and importance of science to the
Scottish economy.

a
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Backerqllnd

Several complementary influences underpin the princìples behind the new funding package:

¡ the focus of Scottish Ministers on achievement of outputs, outcomes and value lor money for all

public investment;
. a desire by SG to see a more consistent quality of delivery across the Network;
r the SSCN Strategy 2005-09 states that by 2007-B, the "level of support,for Centres [should beJ

rnore slrongly linked to ouîpuls";
. fhe independent review of government funding of SSCN since 2004 commissioned from Halcrow

consultaits recommended an output and outcome-b¿sed approach to funding, linked to

performance objectives and each Centre's share of Network paying visitors;
. the 2007 HMIE review of the educational quality of the Centres' facilities and services

recommended that SG should:
o "provìde a commitmenl to.funding Cenlre.ç oyer a more exlended period so lhat they can

operate in a more financiàtly-secure environmenl, engage in lutger'lerm budget planning

and take account of the need io su"rru improved contínuity ctf srffing ìn educatìon teams";

o "provÌde .further iubsitlies to cover the cost of school visits and transport to the Science

Cenfres, including additional funding lo ldrget pupits from socially, economìcall.¡t ¡tv

ge o grap hi c a I ly d is adv anl age d are a s."

Measq rins pgfþJg¡ance

The ultimate strategic outcome driving SG funding of SSCN is achievement of a'smarter Scotlattd'.

The new funding pãckage is in acknowledgement óf tne important paft that SSCN plays in helping to

achieve this. In-returñ for this funding, SG is setting out the things it expects the Centres to

individually and/or collectively achieve aitheir contribution to achieving a'smarter Scotland'. These

are defined by way of a numbel of ic shoft-term outputs and long-term outcomes.

Progress in aðhieving these will be a SMARTI reporting framework incorporating

key-perfbrrnallce ind-icatol's (KPIs), sures and tilne-related lårgets. An outline of
each of these outputs and outcomes is set out below.

Shorl-term oul¡tul,s

(a) Netwo¡:k payi¡rfvisilors. To provide an inspiring and accessible focus for informal science

education unJ cngágement for Scots of all agei in ourfour largest cities, SG has set rising year'-

on-year Network paying visitor targets which the Centres must collaborate to meet in return for

funãing. This wiii ,ôquì.. the Centies to âttract more Network paying visitors year-on-year from

ac¡oss Scotland from all backgrounds and ages. Over the coming 3 yeats, an increasing

proportion of Network paying uñito.s shall originate from geographically remote and/or socially

andlor economically disadvantaged areas of Scotland.

The term 'paying visitor' requires a detailed definitíon to be agreed across SSCN in liaison with

OCSA, bui shall be tâken to ìnç-tfr.de paying visits to the Centre by (l) educational/school/college
groups, (2) the general puUti", tãi family and community groups, and g¿slgde website visits,

commercial and corporate visitors, staff and confiactors,

KPIs are to include:

. number of paying visitors to the Centre and the Network;
r number of-pãying visitors by socio-economic group, age, provenance and nature of groups

(e.g. friendi, 
-futiily, 

extended family), based on visitor profìle inform¿tion collected by

periodic surveys.

SMART performance measures are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-based'

-2-



(b) Visitor satisfep_tion, To ensure quality of experience, å common system is required to enable

recording and analysis of visitor satisfaction, under which each Centre should aim to achieve an

aveÍage rating of no less than B out of l0 for all visits.

KPIs are to include:

e satisfaction rating by paying visitors for the overall Centre visit experience;
I sâtisfaction rating by paying visitors for the individual components of the Centre visit,

including: visitor reception and ticketing; cale; rEtail; toilets; permanent exhibitions;
temporary exhibitions; parking and access,

A consistent methodology is to be developed and applied across SSCN to achieve meaningful
comparisons over firne and across Cenfrcs.

(c) YisitScolland ratins. To ensure overall quality of facilities and buildings, each Centre should
achieve and maintain at leasf a firur star rating from VisitScotland.

(d) Sou.nd scienoç. SG is awâre that each Centre's offering is unique, and seeks assurance that the
engagement experiences are scientifically sound. 1'his requires that consistent processes are in
place in each Centre to ensure the delivery of scientifìcally robust experiences. A quality standard
tool is required tc¡ be developed by 2009 and applied aÇross SSCN to drive yeâr-on-yeal'
enhancements in science engagement delivery processes.

KPIs are to include:

. quality standards to consìder processes, intermediate outputs and final outputs.2

(e) HMIE inspectio.l recommendations. To ensure educational quality, each Centre should ensure

that project proposals recently approved for funding by the Office of the Chief Scientifìc Adviser
(OCSA) in relation to recommendations arising from the 2007 HMIE inspection are implemented
by 2009.3

KPIs are to include:

o nreasure(s) ol'the extentto which implementatioll of ploposals and projects tracks fhrough to
achievement of other outputs and outcomes,

(f Links to Curyiçulu¡n "for Excellgnç.g. To ensure contribution to a Curriculum.þr Excellence, eacl't

Cenlre should consider the parr it will play in complementing the forrnal science curriculum and
promoting science careers to young people is required.

(g) S-trowcqs-ing contemporaqz scierrce, To ensure the accessibility to Network paying visilors of
contemporary science, and to promote cutting edge science as the'engine of the economy' and a

vital component of a vibrant culture, each Centre should provide a range of opportunities
augmenting the 'static nature' of its normal offering. Such opportunities should be made
available to Scoftish Higher Education Institutes, Research lnstitutes, industry and businesses to
showcase new scientific research, products and processes, highlighting the excellence of Scoftish

science and innovation.

Long-term outcomes

(h) Awarg"¡ess..çf...S,cience Centl:ç.g. To demonstrate increasing awareness among the rvider Scottish
public of the exisfence of,, and experiences offered by, the SSCN. Methods are required to
rneasure and record long-term: trends in family-group and public visits; trends in school and

2 Process measures are likely to be more reliable in the short term until intermediate and fÌnal measures

become observable and measurable.3 Other areas of activity (for example teacher CPD) are outwith OCSA's funding remit and are the

responsibÍlity of each Centre and/or the Network to develop as paÉ of normal business operation and
paflnership development,

3



college visits of 3-18 year olds; trends in visitors from geographically remote and/or socially
and/or economically disadvantaged areas of Scotland.

(i) Science culture. To demonstrate SSCN's contribution to achieving an improving science culture
at a societal level across the wider Scottish public. Methods are required to measure and record

long-terrn trencls in awareness, understanding and perception of relevance to everyday life of
Science, 'l'echnology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects and issues. Trends in
Network paying visitors do not on their own demonstrate an improving science culture - a deeper

analysis is required.

KPls rnay include;

. measures of changes in behaviour (e,g. omnibus surveys investigating 'Have you visited a
science cenue in the last 6 months?');

. measures of changes in attitude (e.g. omnibus surveys investigating 'Would you consider
vìsitìng a science cenne in the nexl 6 months?');

. number of repeat visits to the Centre;
ö meâsures of'changes in attitude (e.g. omnibus surveys investigating 'Would you consider a

career ìn science?');

(j) Uptqkg of science. eclucation and careers. To denlonstrate SSCN's contribution to helping to
ensule a 1-uture supply of scientists in Scotland, tnethods are required to mea.qure and record in the

long-term: trends ín the number of primary school pupils optíng to continue STËM subjects ínto

secondary school or further education; trends of number of secondary .school pupils opting t<r

continue STEM subjects into higlrel education; trends in number of STEM graduates continuing
with a career in STEM sub.jects.

New Fundinq ßackasc 2008 * 2011

To support SSCN in achieving the outputs and outcomes outlined above, SG is rnaking available
fr2.56nt annually across the Network during each of the corning 3 financial years (2008-09, 2009- I 0

and 2010-l l). This conrprises 2 elements.

î,2.43nt per year for continued discretional operational support across the Network, divided
according to each Centre's percentage share of total Network paying visitors in each Quarter.
Regaldless of the absotute number of Network paying visitors in any one year, the total funding
available annually is capped at this level, Should the Network exceed the paying visitor târgets,

no aclditional funding will be available. Instead, this wilt be seen as a positive result, enabled in
part by SG funding alongside the good efforts of the Centres, and each Centre will receive the

additional ticket income,
f.126,000 per yeâr for a transport subsidy to inmease Network paying visitors fi'om geographically
remote and/or sooially and/or economically disadvantaged areas, from where transport costs may

be a real disincentive to visiting a Science Centre. This element of the funding package builds on

the pilot of the last two years whereby a group books a visit to a Science Centre and transport is

subsidised by SG funding, This funding will run from I July 2008.

a

I

o

Related featurcs of the new funding package are as follows

SG is aware that the new package will involve some significant redistribution of funding across

the Network, The new funding arrângements will therefore be phased in over a two-year
transition period.
To provide financial stability and to avoid annual negotiations, funding will be offered on a 36-

month contractual basis.

a
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r A shift in payment mechanism, from the current in-advance arrângement to a new in-arrears basis
Iinked to actual Network paying visitors, wiil also be phased in over a shorler transition period -
commencing Quarter 3 2008. This is to ensure compliance with public funding requirements.

The tables below set out indicative funding to each Centre for the period 1 August 2008 to 3l March
201 I under the new package, reflecting the new basis for funding and transitional phases described
above. The figures are based on historic Network paying visitor returns and will clearly shift to actual
returns once the new arrangements are in place.

Ln,çI,ipative F.'pnding tp Çp4ffe.s
Year I * 2008-09

Year2 -2009-10

Year 3 -2t10-ll

' Up*to-date fÌgures would be used to determinc actual funding.
'Up-to-date figures would be used to determine actual funding.
" Up-to-date fïgures would be used to determine actual funding.

-5-

Ccntre

507o funding
allocated by 2006-07

& 2007-08 lin¡nçiel
share

50% allocated by
2006{7 viç.itp.n

share (indicative
onlya)

Total 'basict
fundirrg

Transport

Subsidy

Glasgow Scicncc Centrc f874,t100 (72.0o/o) f540,(¡75 (44.50/") fl-415m rba by SSCN

Our Dynarnic Ear(h Í l 88,325 (15.50/ù f45s,625 (37,5%) f.0.644n rba by SSCN

Sa(rosphcre, Aberdcen f78,975 (6.5o/") E9t.l25 (7.5o/o) f0, I 70m rba by sscN
Sensation, Dundce f72^900 (6.0%) 1,127,575 (10.5o/o) f,0.200m tba by SSCN

Totnl of f,2.56¡n f I,215,000 f 1,215,000 Ê2.43m f0.l26rn

Netwolk paying visitors 600,000

Ccntrc

257o funding
allocated by 2006-07
& 2007-08 financial

sharc

757o allocated Þy

2006.07 visi(qr.
slrare (indirafive

onlys¡

Total (basic'

funding

Transport

Subsidy

Clasgow Scicncc Ccnt¡'e r.437,400 (72.0%) f8¡ t,0t2 (44.s%) f.t.248m rba by SSCN

Our Dyrramic ll)artlr t94,t62 (ts.s%) L6113,437 (375%) f0.778m (ba by SSCN

Satrospherc, Abcrdccn f39,487 (6,5%) f.t36,687 (7.s%) f0. I 76nr rba by sscN

Scnsalion. Dundcc f3ó,450 (6.0%) r.tgt,362 ( r0.5%) f0,228m tba by SSCN

'I'otal of S2.5ón¡ ß607,499 ft,822A98 Ê2.43m 4.0.I26m

Network payíng visitors 625,000

Centre
100olo sllocetcd by 2006-07 yþlfeÈ

share (indlcatlve onlyú)
Transport Subsidy

Glasgow Sciencc Contre ft.08m (44.5%) rba by sscN

Qur Dynamic Earth, Edinburgh f,0.91 m (37 .5o/o) rba by SSCN

Satrosphcre, Aberdeen f0.t8m (7,s%) tba by SSCN

Sensation, Dundee r0.26m (10.5%) rba by SSCN

Tot¡l ofå2.56m t2.43m f0.I 26nr

Network paying visitors 650,000



Call for nron,qp4,lp.

Contracts will be awarded under the new funding package subject to the following conditions.

l. In close partnership with OCSA and any other SG-nominated parties, SSCN Ís invited to

commsnce detailed collective development of the common performance measurement framework

set out above, e agreeing ¿ Visitors' (required

by 3l March t of KPIs, p ets and associated

ntonitoring an SG expects gethor to provide a

unifiecl proposat to OCSA for implernentation by 30 September 2008 to underpin the introduction

of the in-arrears payment arrangements. OCSA recognises that these matters will involve

significant discussion and requests an interim progr€ss summary to be submitted by l6 June 2008.

2. Each Centre shall submit to OCSA by 3l March 2008 a one-year detailed science engagement

proposal f'or the 2008-9 financial year setting out its plans for short-terrn def ivery and contribution

to achieving the strategic outputs and outcomes, The proposal shall draw on the work underway

at (l) abovä as far as possible by incorporating any individual and collective actions the Centre

can commit to at this stage.

3. Each Centre shall submit to OCSA by 30 September 2008 a three-year strategic proposal which

absorbs the one-year proposal above and sets out its plans l'br long-term delivery and contribution

to achieving the strategic outputs and outcomes through to 201 l.

4, Each Centre shall submit to OCSA by 3l March 2009 and 3 I March 2010 a detailed annual

proposal for the 2009- l0 and 2010- I I financial years respectívely which reflects the above three-

year strâtogic proposal,

5. SSCNshall submittoOCSAby3l March2008anagreedproposalfordistributionoftheannual
f,126,000 transpotl subsidy, based on its experience from the previous pilot.

-6-



ConclusÍon

The new landscape for SG funding of informal science education and engagement across Scotland is

one whele the focus of increased in-reach to the Science Centres is cornplemented by an increase in
out-reach initiatives from a range of providers throughout Scotland.

SG believes that the new funding package for Science Centre in-reach described above:

o is transparent, easily understood, and delivers value for rnoney whilst also stimulating increased

Network paying visitors;
. will ensure that more of the population benefits from the Science Centre resource in Scotland;
o will widen access to the Centres by making available additional funds to help subsidise transport

costs of visiting a Science Centre for schools and community groups from geographically remote
and/or soc ial ly and I or economical ly d isad vantaged areas;

" will ensure that the Science Centres make a greater confribution to SG's'Slnalter Scotlalrd'
strategic objective by complementing the formal education curiculum, showcasing the best

Scottish science and innovation, promoting science careers, and helping to increase 'science
literacy' and a 'science culture' in the wider Scottish population; additional separate funding frorn
SG to ensure the continued involvernent and advice from HMIE will help the Centres ensure the
educational qual ity of their activity.

ftr addition to the new funding package for Science Centres in-reach described above, SG als<t

operates a Science lingagement Crants scheme for out-reach projects and activities to schools and

community groups acfoss Scotland (science festivals, mobile science laboratories, roadshows etc.).

The Science Centres are eligible to bid for this funding for out-reach an<I bids will be assessecl

according to the criteria applied to other bidders.

Science and Society Division, OCS,A-

I F'ebruary 2008
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PROFESSIONAL DOCTORATE RELATED MËETING OF THE
SSGN CEO's AND SCIENTIFIC ÞIRECTORS

TO BE HELD AT
OUR DYNAMIC EARTH, EDINtsURGH

TUESDAY 26Ih FEBRUARY 2OO8 AT I2:OO

AGENDA
1. Doctorate update

2. An emerging model

3, Scottish Executive, callfor proposals

4. Advancing a common methodology

5. Transport subsidy

6. AOB

Date and time of next meeting

P Jennings

P Jennings

All

Ail

Alt

Distribution:

Dr. Robin Hoyle, Scientific Director, Glasgow Science Centre
Dr. Stuart Monro, Scientific Director, Our Dynamic Earth
Kirk Ramsay, Chief Executive, Glasgow Science Centre
John Simpson, Chief Executive, Our Dynamic Earth

Also in attendance:

Paul Jennings, Chief Executive, Dundee Science Centre (also representing
Satrosphere Science Centre)

Catherine Merrick, PfuFinance Administrator, Our Dynamic Earth



ITEM

I

PROFESSIONAL ÐOCTORATE RELATED MEETING OF
THE SSCN CEO'S AND SCIENTIFIC DIRECTORS

MrNUrËso"ttuÏ==Ë'Jüff 
lFh3râlîii,riäf 

MTcEARTHoN

PRESËNT
r PaulJennings (PJ)

" Kirk Ramsay (KR)
r Robin Hoyfe (RH)
n John Simpson (JS)
¡ Stuart Monro (SM)

Paul Jennings (PJ) thanked all for attending. PJ roferred to the agenda but suggested that 4
main areas are considered in the meeting:

1) To agree feed back to the Scottish Government and by when
2) To identify KPls
3) ïo establish the definition of a 'paying visitor'.
4) ïo discuss the transport subsidy and favoured allocation amongst the Centres.

pEs-cRtPTtoN

DOCTORATE UPDATE
. PJ advised that he has conducted circa 50 interviews across an

international audience of mainly Science Centre CEOs. This consisted of 30
people in the first round and was reduced to 20 people in the second due to
breadth and quality of interviews.

. Results so far highlighted no new sophisticated models and the better and
larger frameworks all carried a large amount of papenruork which we would
want to avoíd, PJ also noted that it would be pointless to come up with a
model that is not suitable to the Government, Any proposed model should
agree wíth the Scottish Government but should not be set by them.

" PJ presented 2 papers to the meetÍng. The first ('Ëarly Observations &
KPI's that have emerged out of interviews') lists key opinions discussed in
the interviews. PJ suggested they go through thÍs list point by point to see
what elements were relevant to us as a network. These have been
numbered for ease of reference:

1) PJ clarified that a one size fits all approach may not be appropriate for
SSCN as each centre ditfers in various ways (e.9. síze). Discussion
followed and JS confirmed that there will be certain areas that will be
comparable across the Centres but there will be more differences than
commonalities. SM suggested that each Centre has developed its own
character and particular area of expertise and therefore cannot be
compared. KR advised that it is important to understand what the
comparators are and realise that they do not necessarily lie in Scotland

- we look internationally and that's how we develop world class
performance. He maintained that it is healthy to recognise that we are
four different Centres as this is a strength. RH agreed by advising that
we should be looking outward and not inward for comparators.

2) PJ expanded on thÍs point by saying the performance framework does
not have to be all about the Network or all about the individual Centres,
it can strike a þalance between the two. lt is up to us to define what a
network ls and what it needs to achieve - there may be times when it ís
appropriate to come together as a network. SM advised that there are a
numbor of different networks, local and international and it would be a
mistake just to focus on SSCN. KR commented that by definition

1
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networks are aggregates of individuals that come together because of a
shared vision/goals. KR feels we have failed in that so far we have not
got together to create this vision. lf we did, this could be promoted to the
Government. He feels strongly that if we do not address this, the rest of
what we are doing does not amount to much. JS highllghted that the
role of the Government should be monitored as they are leveraging
quite a degree of control over us which may be inappropriate to the level
of the funding they are providing. KR agreed, but suggested that the
Government do not want control, they want to leverage benefits or
results that show we are meeting theír policy aims.

A discussion followed and ît was highlighted that we only have a
relationship wíth one department within the Government whereas we
should aim to have a dialogue wlth a range of departments, PJ advised
that more involvement with other Government departments was viewed
as beneficial and how this could influence government policies. This
had come out strongly in the responses received as parl of his
research. RH voiced his concern that in the report from HMle, there
was a desire that each centre had 'everything for everybody'- he is in
favour of a network approach / KPI's, because as a Network, we have
'everything for everybody' and each Centre can look to deliver what it is
strong at.

3) PJ advised that there was a general notion of keeping the framework
simple with a range of between 5 to 10 KPI's. The general principles
were agreed by all, although it was highlighted that the problem is how
to evaluate impact,

lmpact can be generational, and is unlÍkely to be instantaneous. The
timescales to see change are long term - we are trying to create a more
scientific literate society which will take many years. lt was suggested
that we work as a network to deliver impact, not actually having to
measure it, lt was highlighted that Libraries and Museums will also
need to be impact orientated and they could have good indicators or
mêasures that we evaluate anecdotal indicators may also be
important,

4) A balanced-scorecard approach emerged as favourable when looking at
visitor numbers and quality. This was discussed and KR emphasised
that thís approach can be useful but requires a maturity of thinking
across an organísation and a genuine sharing of knowledge. lt was
suggested that relative weighting of indicators may þe an issue and PJ
advised that if this approach is used, it does not mean that all KPI's wÍll
be about economy.

A discussion followed regarding the option of basing funding on visitor
numbers. lt was suggested that basing funding on visitor numbers is bound to
create competition amongst the Centres, KR felt strongly that this will definitely
create wedges between us and that no business could operate effectively if
driven by this. SM suggested that a way of reducing this competltion would be if
each centre had somethÍng unique to offer * JS confirmed that by having
individuality and focusing on complementarity, we could reduce the impact of
competing for the sâme market.

2
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RH commented that íf you look at the demographics of our visitors, we have
mainly white middle class visitors and schools. We are cunently striving to get
the harder to reach audiences interested in Science but should funding be
based on visitor numbers alone, we will ignore these more dÍfficult audiences
(outreach and community work) and instead focus on the 'easy wins'* this will
be detrimental in the long term for the publíc engagement of science. KR
mentioned that he had spokon to lsabel Bruce regarding having an events
based model rather than a process based model and she confirmed that they
would be prepared to consider proposals that moved slightly from her proposal
of a funding model.
JS was not aware of any redesign of what had been tabled, however
highlighted the importance of knowing what the situation is going to be, so there
can be a degree of business certainty over the next 3 years. His view is that all
frameworks will have strengths and weaknosses. RH reiterated the importance
of 'selling' our vision/ideas to the politicians as they may be in office for only a
short period and will therefore want to see quick results and early success.

9) Looking ahead to point 9, PJ questioned the balance between our
aspirations and the needs of the Government. SM felt this goes back to
the point of the Government being a numþer of entities and we should
try and diversify our approach so that we are not reliant on one income
stream from one department. JS stated that he could identify with point
9, although it may not be OCSA that we are 'buying into' but different
departments.
PJ highlighted that a clear action point emerging from this is that we
should not be constrained by dealing with only one department * it is
important that we get their support but, as a Network we should
collectively approach different departments and look to promote what it
is we can offer them. RH noted that although our focus is on a

relationship with the Government, the Network should be working
together to tap into lndustry in general - with a clear and shared vision,
we could tap into a range of ditferent sectors and areas,

Points 5,6,7 and B were not discussed at length although partly covered in
discussions above. On point 7, KR noted that the number of levels of indicator
would depend on what group you are working with and the objective within that
group i.e. you could not have one indicator for'Education' as a whole.

10)This point came across strongly ín the research - better reports/
reviews were done by the experts (often peer groups) in those fields.
Agreed by all.

AN EMËRGING MODEL
. PJ talked aþout the model which emerged in the venn díagram. PJ looked

at the areas of imporlance that came out of the interviews and those that
came OUt of the Government report and one can see there is somê
comparability. Methods of measurement regarding customer satisfaction
was discussed - this is of common importance between us and the
Government. JS confirmed that ODE have different collectíon methods
which are collated monthly and circulated internally. KR confirmed that
Glasgow do quarterly reports. PJ advised that the Stratosphere do not do
anything and Dundee have a basic questionnaíre.

3
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SM advised that there are two aspects to this feedback (1) the leísure
market and (2) how stimulating they found the vísit in terms of the added
value of science awareness.
RH suggested that we need to establish a quality framework so we can
draw on each others experiences to benefit both individually and across the
network. The purpose of this should be to improve the business rather than
just tick boxes.

SGOTTISH GOVERNMËNT, CALL ËOR PROPOSALS
o KR is concerned with the definition and calculation of 'visitor numbers'. His

view was that the OCSA call for proposals meant that Glasgow and ODE's
overseas visitors/tourÍsts should not be counted - a Smarter Scotland
should be concerned with Scots visitors only. PJ commented that this was
not expressly stated, and was untíkely to be the Government's intention.

n PJ stated that the problem lies with distinguishing between someone who is
considered a 'tourist'and someone who is not i.e. an Englishman who lives
in Scotland, lt was suggested that if you have a postcode in Scotland, you
could then be counted as Scottish. There would be significant operational
difficulties in identifying only Scottish visitor attendance - Post code
analysis, ít is not always given and may not always be robust.

. Funding allocations as announced in recent Govt press releases would
result in a loss of 80-100,000 visitors at GSC. The network would not be
able to recover such a visitor loss and therefore the current proposal did not
make sense. Both the Tower and IMAX offered positive science
engagement experiences and should therefore have visitor numbers
included in funding allocation model,

¡ KR stated that GSC's outreach programme offered in some cases greater
value in terms of science engagement than some inreach visits.
Accordingly, it woufd be wrong to exclude these from the visitor defínition to
be used for apportioning fundÍng.

. JS viewed a visitor as someone who received a ticket for the purposes of
visiting the DE exhibition or attending the Education service, The case for
including outreach visitors was one for the Govt. to decide. lt would be
impractical to exclude visitors on the grounds of nationality and would not
be supported at either a public or political level.

. RH feels this highlights the flaw of putting such an influence on visitor
numbers and þelieves the Government should be more interested in the
quality of what we are providing rather than the numbers we are getting in'

o PJ confirmed that we are in agreement that visitor numbers should nol
include contractors or corporate customers attending meotings - although it
was suggested that these people could stiff experience, to a lesser degree,
some element of Science engagement.

r Agreed that, this definition needs further discussion when there is more
time. JS is unsure whether we will be able to come up with a definltion that
everyone can agree on as we all have a different view of who and what our
visitors are - Glasgow have a high outreach focus which they value and
ODE considers all guests despite their origins as their key market,

. KR feels this again illustrates the weakness of the model proposed by
Scottish Govt, as we would be basing a þusiness model on something we
have no control over, - visitor numbers. What would happen to us when the
summer weather was good and visitor numbers fell. The Government is
assuming that we are more interested in taking peoples money than in
developing our business.

a

a
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PJ then invited views and thoughts on the allocation / split of the Transpotl
subsidy.
JS supports the status quo whereby there is an equal split of the subsidy
given to oach of the 4 Centres. All Centres have a National reach and have
sufficient access to numbers of 'disadvantaged groups' to warrant an equal
4-way split.
PJ agreed with this position - much of the current award had already been
snapped up by groups and schools in the area highlighting the ongoing
need for support in Dundee.
KR was strongly againsl such an allocation on the grounds of
proportionality. Greatest need as evidenced by the free school meal index
and other indices should form the basis of the award and this would
highlight a greater need in the west of Scotland. An equal 4 way split was
not acceptable to GSC and would therefore not be accepted by him.

Ëollowing a discussion on where compromise should be forth coming, no

agreement could be reached on allocating grant amounts and therefore it
was agreed that this woufd need to be referred back to OCSA for resolution,

a

a

ADVANCING A COMMMON METHODOLOGY
. PJ suggested meeting again before the end of March and in the meantime,

each Centre develops a definition of who and what a visitor is. We can each
give some thought to the headline measures that have emerged, PJ
advised that he will work on the other KPI's in order that these KPI's can be

discussed at the next meeting. Agreement needs be reached over the
definition of a visitor by 31't March. This was agreed by all.

. The question arose about whether the Govt. approach could be considered
a bafanced-scorecard model. OCSA are wanting repods on a number of
KPI's and visitors do not äppear to be the sole basis for funding. KR did ask
the question of OCSA about what would happen if we met the visito¡
numþer targets but not the other KPI's - he was not given an answer-

. There is a real challenge in reaching a consensus because of the funding
which is at stake. RH suggested that this issue will be made easier if we
disregard the visitor number model. lnstead we should approach this
coflectively and decide what we are trying to do for Scottish Society and
start by developing quality based KPI's. JS noted this point but stated that
we will ultimately end up with disagreement as we are all endeavouring to
secure as big a part of the funding pot as possible. ll requires the Scottish
Government as 'the Customer' to decide how it wants to pay for public
engagement of science and who it wants to buy from. Wo should
individually contact OCSA to confirm that as we are unable to reach
consensus on key definitions, that OCSA should establish various
deflnitions for us to work with. Allagreed to this way forward.

Once the issue of funding allocation is resolved, all agreed that it should be
possible for a reporting framework and KPI's to be established which is

acceptable to all. Such a model could then be presented to OCSA.

t

DATE AND TIMË OF NËXT MEETING

Deadlines have to be met by 31 March 2008 so it was suggested that a
meeting be held the week commencing the 17th of March. Date of the 20rh of
March 2008 was agreed. Meeting to be held at the Glasgow ScÍence Centre
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and to commence at 11:00am.
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Early observations and Kcy Performance Indicators that have emcrged out of
intervÍews

Çgneral

My interviews highlighted a wide range of opinions over what a performance framework
f'or science centres should look like. The following list captures several of the main
themes:

r A common framework needn't mean comparing centres with each other;
o { performance framework whích strikes a balance between network and

individual KPls favoured;
n Any framework should be simple, visitor focussed, SMART, impact orientated,

value / quality driven, learning based, statistical based;
o Visitor numbers as an emphasis not a problem for most as long as things likc

quality, investment in needy communities, content, dwell-time not compromised.
In this regard it is maþe unsurprising that several favoured a balanced-scorecard
approach;

. Some recognised that a focus on numbers could introduce competition into the
network. Some saw this as a positive, most who highlighted it saw it as a
negative;

o Comparability typically refeired to in terms of education related activities;
o Some differences of opinion over whether or not there should be more than one

Ievel of indicator. It was usefully suggested that any more than one level should
only'drill-down' as low as is meaningful;

o General view that the total number of KPIs should be kept to rnanageable levels
(ranges between 5 and l0 most cited);

n AnY fi'arnework should be driven by the needs / wants of the customer (the
Scottish Government);

o Strong supporl for peer review.

A broad number ofpossible KPIs emerged and while several below might be better
cunently described as Key Performance Measurements they could serve as a useful
starting point. Each has been grouped by the broad areas of interest identified by
interviewees,

Social / Commu¡ritv

" Visitor numbers / attendance;
r Widening access (with segmentation);
c Customer satisfaction (t¡4pically includes things like VFM, dwell time, etc);
r Quality;
o Market share.



Intellectual / Fdpcation

o Deliveryagainstmission;
o Impact related;
. Audiencedevelopment;
. Careers promotion;
o Range of partnerships;
o Responsiveness to handling contemporary scientific issues;

Finfitce

o Effïciency measures (most interviewees cited a range of ratios e.g. cost / visitor,
earned income / visitor, attendance price / length of visit, etc);

o Success in generating 'other' (non SG) funding;
o Wider economic impact of scicncc centre on thoir local / regional community;
o Delivery of agreed budget;





Minutes of meeting on Thursday 20 March 2008
in Glasgow Science Centre Boardroom

Present: Paul Jennings (PJ)- Sensation and Satrosphere
John Simpson (JS)- Our Dynamic Earth
Stuart Monro (SM)- Our Dynamic Earth
Kirk Ramsay (KR)- Glasgow Science Centre
Robin Hoyle (RH) - Glasgow Science Centre
Margaretta Richards (Minutes)- Glasgow Science Centre

PJ opened the meeting þy circulating a paper, Transactional Performance
Framework þetween the Scottish Government (SG) and Scottish Science Centres
Network (SSCN). The purpose of this meeting was to move on from the last meeting
a few weeks ago and how to set kpi's against strategic objectives. PJ advised there
are 4 or 5 areas that the SG was pointing towards. Try to assign kpi's, some from
interviews, some from the SG letter and in addition look at the relationship of DCMS
which is used in museums,

PJ advised that the paper contains 19 indicators, more than suggested, but not un-
manageable. Mechanisms are already in place with regard to visitor numbers, lt
was hoped that following discussion today, agreement would be reached regarding
the 19 kpi's, although methodology, etc may take longer,

JS advised that this should not be over complicated and have too many and it may
be better to drop these back in number, Obtaining methodology may make the task
harder. Possibly we can move fon¡vard to take existing kpi's and drop some where
necessary. Some quantitative measures may be straightforward. No. 4 indicator
frorn DCMS but seems to have in terms of access and equality. Discussion how
figures are collected and presented. PJ suggested areas like No, 4 used against
financial year is a test year then after first year will either provide numbers for
benchmarking in subsequent years or indicate a review is required at this point,

Some other kpi's may have to be measured by others, eg a peer reviow panel from
organisations such as Ecsite or ASTC, to assess impact and anecdotal evidence to
establish benchmarking.

SM - a number that are closely related to try to trim down and import to discriminate
between aspects that are quantitave and whether these are best practice elsewhere.
Proxy in terms to quantify data which would give proxy indication of 'ãudience'.

DCMS approach - core kpi's (about 6), methodology applied elsewhere or may not
be applicable, SG interested in numbers but also interested in acknowledgement of
how we

JS - problem with process is that kpi's measure and targets 2 separate things, but on
looking in more detail there are problems. No. 4 is a measurement of different
classes of visitors according to location. lf this year is used as an initial test, then
should be used for increasing numbers.

RH asked how they would want to measure for 2 reasons: 1) do you chance the
business to achieve the targets and 2) reporting back if acceptable, Blending set of
strategic objectives and kpi's.



PJ - mission/vision statements - DCMS objectives not that much difforent to
sponsored museum objectives. PJ wants to try to keep focus on transactional
approach, DCMS is established relationship over many years, Starting point is that
SG offers funding,

JS - purpose is to keep SG happy, need to be careful SSCN does not re-work whole
business model against the funding provided by SG.

PJ - SG asking us to do this, PJ wants to widen audlence,

SM - this should not be at the expense of the existing audience who should not be
displaced, About making sure more accessible to a wider range of audience and
continue to cater for existing audience + more,

PJ - how do we become more relevant to more people,

RH - this is not reflected on funding otfer that has been made, More resource has to
be input to attract wider audience,

KR highlighted that no allowance in proposal has been made, we all operate in
different environs. Glasgow has 5 times more local population, impact on how much
income we can generate through atlracting social groups, outreach, compared to
inreach. Different structure requìred to deal with djfferent groups and we can only
create a Smarter Scotland by attracting those groups but this is a long term gain. ln
these areas, this can only be done by a combination of different activities. Not
acceptable to attract social groups, need to create more economical and social
activity, The model proposed does not recognise different markets in different
science centres, Significant issues relating to social groups and classes of the
marked, Model is contradictory and model/mechanism does not add up.

RH * SSCN strategy document - we should all be aspiring to make science
accessible to all and SG should make sure this happens.

PJ - transactional approach - SG have advised this is what SG want.

RH/KR - SG are wrong in this approach.

JS * GSC have to decide if they want to be part of it. SG do not want to fund CPD,
outreach but want to fund the business model. Should be delívering a balanced
science centre package.

JS - should there be more dialogue with more government departments to get
complete business model. OCSA want acknowledgement and prepared to put
current funding into SSCN.

SM - can do something about engagement with groups C2,D,E. Things can be done
within OÞE to better engage with these groups, Additionality required,

RH - SG's letter does clearly state what is required for funding with RH agrees with
but measurement methodology is flawed. RH worried in 3 years if asked how to
measure success will take them down another road and strategic objectives will not
be achieved.

?? this should be an opportunity to þack to SG with how this can þe achieved and
find out how SSCN as a network can achieve it.



JS * asked RH if he had any ideas on how this can be achieved, what measurement
techniques is RH suggesting?

RH - something along the lines of the transactional framework, RH worried re
ticketed visitors. Science centres are not about kpi's and they are there for a guide
for achieving objectives,

PJ - difference in the left hand column is what SG want us to do. Kpi's presented
are to deliver what SG have asked for. Have to decide if SG are right or wrong.

KR * this will be a challenge. Document does not inspire to share information
through SSCN. SSGN should not fight for funding. General agreement will not be
reached through this document. The whole basis for the funding is flawed.

JS - this model is not unique and is used by the Scottish Funding Council. KR
advised that this was not the case.

KR - model sta¡'ted with FË colleges, was not successful and was reviewed and
changed at a cost of Ê5m. Funding for university courses are finely tuned as to what
each college/university offers. Every college and unìversity is resourced according to
the package they offer, Definition from Funding Council points in different direction to
SG proposal, Edinburgh and Glasgow universities are comparaÞle in most things,
other universities have different locations, mixed economy, underlying principles
apply.

SM - setting aside funding issues, which of the strategic objectives would be to
increase visitor numbers to science centres. There are areas that would identify,
such as outreach, CPD, engagement with schools. Perhaps there are other SG
departments who should be approached, not just OCSA.

KR agreed that we should be approaching other departments of SG, Fundamental
that the methodology that is being applied is not going to help SSCN work together.
All science centres are providing a different experience but with the model proposed,
GSC would have to level down their experience,

JS * suggested rather than trying to get more of the funding from OCSA this should
not be the limit of what we are doing as organisations. ln terms of aspiration, aims
and objectives, getting to Ç2,D,E's. ODEiSensation will benefit from the funding
offer, SSCN should assist GSÇ in argument with another SG department.

RH - this is slightly against where the SG has þeen going in the last 5-7 years.
Before OCSA set up, no strategy existed re public engagement, no cohesion,
brought under one umbrella - SSCN. GSC sat in a number of different camps, ie
education, life-long learning, climate change (energy policies). For SSCN as a
network to demonstrate that we are a unique resource and asset to Scotland and
have a huge role to play. We will be too busy to sit down together to meet with other
SG departments if proposed model ís implemented.

KR - had conversations with other departments who are bemused with OÇSA's
limited approach, Understanding was for SSCN to go to other departments who are
happy to look at additionality. There are som6 issues that are affecting the kind of
reactions GSC get at the moment and in the future,



JS - things are not as grim as RH suggesting. Unless dramatic change in visitor
numbers, only a definitive pot of money. Just being divlded up in a different way,
Basis for the last 3 years was as a result of the Jura Report,

KR - GSC got Ê1,2m less than Jura said we would need to stay operational. GSC
has......,.. Ê1,2m and no capital support. KR annoyed that we get GSC back on
track and then to be based on less than Ê0.7m funding.

JS - Understand why KR feels frustrated but finite funding whether based on
business plan or visitor numbers. Answer is that we have to go elsewhere for
additionat funding. lf GSC get bigger funding from OCSA then this will affect the
other science centres within the network.

PJ * the disconnect is the funding mechanism. lf this had been based on the
Technopolis approach, then this discussion would not be taking place.

KR - funding mechanism fundamentally flawed which will always create problems
and aspirations will not be achieved. This will not produce outcomes.

PJ - in terms of timescales working towards, and in terms of GSC position, can we
have a discussíon where we are heading towards in terms of the 31 March response
deadline. Only GSC has challenges with the proposal, Sensation ok, ODË
comfortable and has spoken to the board at Satrosphere who are also ok.

KR - does not see any means of a common agreement amongst SSCN as not
providing the same for the same price, Nothing to do with outreach and +

competitive re fixed sum of money, lf any success with SSCN, fight re money has to
go away. Even if agreement reached for first year, only a matter of tíme before
someone stitches up someone, if opportunity presents itself,

PJ - challenge that needs to be addressed. To do this we need to reach some form
of agreement. PJ has written to minister to thank SG for the funding announcement.
KR - GSC has not wrítten to SG.

PJ - in terms of what has been discussed, carries a risk agonda but would like to
have a better understanding of the level of risk which will determine how we move
forward as a network.

KR - one reason - crossed KR's mind that there are various mechanisms that could
be employed to produce 1m visitors for GSC next yoar. Opportunity for gaming to
take place. This would create problems for SSCN as a network. Create gaming
mentality,

JS - numbers capped at 600k.

RH - numbers are not capped, everyone gets a %age. Whether or not capped at
600k, would have an impact from a network and politician point of view.

SM - now convinced significant risks in strategy, short term wins, no sustainability
Would be shocked if anyone went down the gaming route.

KR - this tactic has been used to prove the system wrong. Model has so much
evidence of how to go for it. Does not stand scrutiny.



JS - Understands KR's predicament and PJ asked where we should go from here.
All in a situation of trying to run science centres as best we can but not taking
anything any further forward. SG asking for a response by 31 March. JS thinks GSC
not in a posítion where GSC can work with JS/PJ. At last meeting talking about......
Looking at measurement criteria has produced issues that have not been resolved,
PJ/JS need to make a decision for them - do we have a year of trial for
benchmarking.

PJ - KR thinks funding model is flawed. Approach where PJ expects GSC to go
back to OCSA to say unhappy with funding model but that is not to say any
agreement will be reached on No. 1.

KR - would not expect transactional approach and nothing in document that GSC do
not measure already but wrong measures for strategic measures. KR does not have
issue with objectives but does in terms of general measures. KR - need to look at
measures that are the hard ones re attitude change and use glo's as the basis to do
measures,

PJ - kpi's are fairly simple and are no recorded by ODË or Sensation. This Ís an
outputs based model and these are kpi's that will not be relevant in 2 years' time.
Document is a starting point which reflects the government timeline.

RH * PJ talking about putting systems in place to measure kpi's. By the time we get
round to measuring, will be pointless, only about getting visitors through the door and
counting heads, not about a science experience. Only measuring attitudes and white
middleclass children.

PJ - volume measure, quality measure in terms of learning experience and value for
money elements. Funding mechanism will drive focus on numbers.

RH - why is PJ only starting to do this now? Should have been doing this in the past
but this is not what the funding is for. Should have aspiration for all science centres
to be ingrained in their city's culture. Present funding model does not allow for that to
happen, Still going to be governed by visitor numbers.

PJ - does not have to exploit one over the other and wants to develop a much
rounder, fuller science centre. Opportunity, because of the SG, to make a þetter
science centre.

KR - GSC has been doing this for years. GSC board driving this forward.

JS - no-one disagrees but ODE/Sensation getting opportunity they have never had,
the answer is to look at other funding sources, but KR sees the mechanism forces
them, lf all do the same as in 2006/07, numbers are the same this year, therefore
margins will stay the same. Based on what is being tabled, there should not be a
fight and wilt only be one if we allow it.

SM - this will provide leverage to go to other funding sources.

KR - Scottish money should be spent on $cottish population and nothing else. From
a strategy point of view, 429k Scottish visitors. Being dishonest for national interest,
Still an issue about that funding model supports tourism or science engagement.

JS - nothing to be benefited by going down that road.



RH - badly worded lottor. What is the network to JS?

JS - network is a collective of the 4 centres where we can work together in a way
that benefits us all, adds more value, unconfirmed partnership,

PJ sam6. Potential for competition with other centres because of
similarity/difference that we have, Goes back to business issue that has to be the
primary focus,

RH - at the end of the last meeting in ODE, got that impression but have to report to
individual boards. Network has to agree a common framework but might have to
review if SG advise this doesn't work for them. This goes back to the 3 centres
happy wlth the proposal but GSC not, but it is the mechanism that KR not happy with,

RH - SG have always looked at funding model for SSCN as a network, seeing it as 1

entity, So, if no agreement, , ¡. , . r ,..

JS - thinks emphasis on the network has decreased re SG, SG realísation that the
centres are different. Last meeting of the network was in W5 with lB 2 years ago.

RH - then why the HMle review in 2006 which looked at all 4 centres as one and
reported as one,

KR - try to do something productive, KR thinks the network has a strategic
advantage for Scotland but needs all network centres in tune with each other. Model
breaks down opportunity to have a genuine advantage for Scotland. Where separate
local entities or not is not an issue but is an issue if members of the network fighting
for survival. Need to get past this from a point of view of the national interest. Not
about 4 science centres but about asset þased and how it is employed. Never going
to agree and accept but what can we do to move this forward.

Break for lunch 1350
Reconvene 1415

PJ - part 2 of the meeting is about how we reach agreement or consensus of how we
move forward. Framework has to be acceptable. Agenda in the first half is that the
funding mechanism is applied. SG has set out initial kpi's that might be useful. PJ
thinks that there is not massive disagreement re kpi's but over funding mechanism.
Kpi's could become more sophisticated over time.

KR * No. 1 - dlfference will be made via outreach, aþout what
aro.

where people

SM - need to be aspirational about drlving visítors into the centre.

KR - visitors are not the driver,

SM - if he in KR's position, still want to see more visitors through the door

KR * about what trying to achieve and generate more profit by have less gross value.
ln the Glasgow market outreach has the most impact,

RH - headline kpi has to be made up of other measures to produce aggregate result,
Need to be careful and kpi needs to have other measures io allow clearer picture of
what is happening and what actions should be taken to address.



SM - are we under-valuing GSC as an asset?

KR * yes as GSC not allowed to count visitors, lf KR looks at mechanism available

to best achieve aspirations, not in-reach visitor led,

PJ - Agreed. Sensation does a lot of outreach, Accepts that that is not what the

government is interested in, SG interest ìn in-reach and science centres have natural
assets to carry this out.

PJ - challenge re agreement as the decision to be taken is a network decision.

KR - does not have a problem in looking at numbers of people through the door.

Response that GSC makes to SG wilf not rest on that alone, From that point of view

there is an issue.

SM - definition of what age a child is as ditferent definitions - SSGN have to have a
comrnon definition.

JS - does GSC atlow 17118 year olds in as children? ln ODE under 3's are free but

counted as a visitor,

KR - GSC does not count under 3's. GSC has c,20k under 3 visitors pa.

PJ confirmed that Satrosphere and Sensation count under 3's.

KR - have to be clear about child definition, National curriculum based on 3-18's,

PJ * how do you dísiinguish between 16117118's,

KR - all SSCN bookings based on 3-16.

JS - happy to call it 3-18.

KR - GSC also have a number of groups coming into the centre for debates,

RH - why count it?

JS - this information is for the funder and give an indication of how many children
going into science.

PJ - re intervíews, asked about definition of visitor, child was one of the key

categories. Define different agê groups.

RH - headline number of visitors then break down into visitor categories.

KR - can get indicators through evaluation programmes, such as social or
deprivation zones. lf all centres set up for 3-16

Agree visitor categories:

JS - OAP's count as concession.

KR - retired persons



PJ - in the second objective 'Scots of all ages'

PJ - C2,Þ,8

RH - queried pre'booked education visits

PJ - Sensation have schools button which takes into account organised groups

whether schools or groups

RH - are all the groups counted? Nursery, lrish schools, etc.

PJ * have to looK at lcd. Do not separate primary and high schools.

KR - suggested that this is a requirement. Perhaps the way to do it is to stick wìth

national definitions, eg early age, primary and secondary

PJ - will take a year to establish a base line

KR * trying to define what is believed to be the correct approach, lmplementation
issues.

RH - useful thing to know how to split primary numbers into pre-5, P1l2,P3l4 etc. as

are completely different audiences. ODE collate information to engagement with
Scottish schools, Groups should be Pre 5, P1-3, P4-7, 51-2, S3-4, S5-6and others.
Have to agree what is going to be recorded in the future and will help to decide what
areas to target resources in the future.

Group definition of a pre-booked education visit - the above groups are those
associated with formal learning,

KR - groups such as specíal needs,

RH - information extracted re breakdown of ASN, teachers, etc,

PJ - 'other groups' option should mop up.

RH - origin of school? Language schools?

KR - practical solution to stay with 'others'

PJ - category and possible need to identify change in the next few months.

RH - children as opposed to schools?

KR - No. 11 penetration into schools as well as schools population important.

PJ - No. 4 in part way addressed by talking in terms of postcode capture, Disabled,
black and ethnic groups, Lessons to be learned from others who are already
collection this information, eg DCMS organisations,

KR - why are they lumped together?

PJ - have to separate ethnic and disabled visÍtors



KR - talking about national policy interests in the C2,Þ,8 social groups which should
be reported-. These are the groups that are high value impact. CZ,D,E should be a
number not including disabled.

PJ - postcode capture

JS - ODE try to get as many postcodes and Catriona Cardie does analysis, Every

visitor asked for postcode.

KR - need to be clear that analysis is not precise but an indicator'

KR - visitors - want to be clear re corporate event visitors, ODE count as separate
group so do not affect reported numbers. KR interested in these visitors from point of
view of raising awareness, KR would not expect public funding to pay for CH visitors

but should be acknowledged from a public science aspect.

SM - 40% of events activity at ODE, Related to objectives for ODE as a focus for
science engagement. Useful parameter to be noted.

JS - can put together a set of kpi's appropriate to demonstrating science activity,

KR - undervaluing any asset is not showing how facility being deployed. ODE visitor
numbers substantial at 100k.

RH - CH events need to recognise contribution within the network of schools makes
all CH market as some events booked

JS - does not want to tie up staff to drill down into this, JS happy not to include CH

visitors but does not want to employ someone to do this.

PJ - all agree that this is useful information, Better for PJ as he does not have the

resources.

JS - have a core that we buy into

PJ - this would be useful,

SM - had discussion with HMle about use of corporate space. 4Q% o'f activity was

related to science. Measure for obtaining this information is not burdensome process

and better to get o/oãge figure which indicates type of activity.

PJ - Sensation does this through ticketing system, Satrosphere would not þe able to
produce this level of detail.

PJ - No. 5 * retired people - agreed,

No. 6 - o/oaÇe ticketed visitors satisfied with science centre service. How do we
measure? Currently recorded in different ways. Will need to have a common survoy,
Eg Lynn Jones.

KR - GSC carry out quarterly evaluation Survêy .. across nurnerous

categories, GSC typically score 8,5.

PJ * feasible for Sensation to carry out quarterly surveys.



RH - does this include only family visitors? How do we incorporate level of
satisfaction outside family visitors?

RH - this should þe done in a uniform process across the network with some
questionnaires, some comparators etc.

PJ - sample sizes.

KR - GSC has sample sizes,

PJ - has spoken to Lynn Jones,

GSC use Lynn Jones quarterly.

RH - need to have common principle to work together.

KR - GSC stilt has significant Ëuropean reporting which makes survey more
extensive but things that affect GSC commonly. LJ costs €14k pa and RH advise
because of funding GSC has to carry this out,

PJ - opportunity to speak to visitors to extract useful information.

RH - need to talk about methodology.

KR - LJ wor[< more extensive than what is required for network but areas that affect
SSCN commonly are in the survey that gets done in GSC. All agree customer
satisfaction to be survey-based model.

Item 7 - Learning outcomes based kpi for education visitors. . . . . .

RH - looking at QA framework to evaluate activities etc

KR - QA framework would not address HMle rating,

KR - thinks No. 7 is appropriate and where we need to be going.

PJ - will take time but doesn't affect SG.

KR - some measures already in place that would apply easily and well. Any
education visitors operated frameworks already in use that could be applied.

PJ-No.BHMle

SM - qualitative approach. SM would not want to move away from to something like
VisitScotland measure.

RH/KR HMle approach is an added value

RH - HMle beneficial as they identify strengths and weaknesses.

KR - would not have this in, described as hygiene factors, How manage and deal
with actions ditferent to each organisation, Minimum standard but HMle report is 'no
essential recommendations' following from the report.

RH - ímportant as HMle have an agenda.



KR - if HMle identify recommendatíons as essential then that is the case.

KR - in last report, HMle did not use 'essential'

PJ * had discussion re Satrosphere and asked re priority areas. Satrosphere had 3

issues.

PJ - HMle review due 2009.

KR - SG should be calling HMle survey a hygiene factor, lf you have understanding
recommendations that have not been addressed and will have to produce action plan
for continued funding, have to demonstrate working towards targets.

KR - SG makes this a condition of providing service.

PJ - agree with JS that SG communicate with HMle.

KR - HMle should be hygiene factor and before each year starts, should be a review
of what action planned on hygiene factors and clear statements,

It was agreed that No. I does not belong in the performance framework.

KFYPJ - same for no. 9 - Remove,

No. 10 - programme/activity links with Curriculum for Ëxcellence.

SM - operational encompassed within HMle.

RH * SG will expect us to produce new materíals ensuring these are included in the
CFEx.

RH - before we get to kpi's have to make sure that the strategy in place to ensure
that strategic objective is the right objective.

KR - if going to achieve ambition, can only do in conjunction with teachers if doing
this comectly. A lot of work to be done in getting a clear defined scheme of work and
not represented in the model as it stands. Areas only high costs and high resources
involved to do correctly,

KR - 2nd part different altogether, Wrong measure but an indicator at the moment if
what we are actually trying to achieve in due course. Useful proxy.

JR - asked RH - oppofiunity for feed back from teachers?

RH - where HMle coming, from we aro very good at the one-off hit. One of the
headline indicators is the time of visit and taking up of resources provided, As well
as questionnaire together indication of success in approach,

KR * proxy is identified curriculum elements that programme is intended to support.
Has to do with formal education system, Evaluation in use will identify in long term.

SM * not at the stage where this can be done for CFEx.

SM * real opportunity for science centres to produce exemplars.



KR - getting visiting schools at the moment, universal support for this approach.

KR - not peer reviewed materials whether demonstrated, whether curricuìum links
applied plus research-led public engagement. Proxy at the moment re number of
events or audience numbers leading to qualitative assessment.

No, 1 1 - KR - such as access to schools as well as schools population,

RH * look at setpoints. Full business plans have been submitted for contracts to
start in August 08.

KR - reasonable to have a o/o?eê share at this stage,

SM - important to take into account number of schools and the pupils.

KR - need to be proportionate.

RH - all information re regional outreach can be obtained from SG website,

No. 12 - Number of knowledge-transfer partnerships with HÊl's

PJ * output from partnership can be funding or technical advice for new exhibitions,

KR - could have 2 relationshìps for 2 entirely different purposes, Proxy * number of
achieved relationships in the first instance and in due course develop a qualitative
framework,

JS - is it worlhwhile defining 'active'?

KR - we need to have qualitative pefformance framework to work within,

No. 13 -
JS - 12113 need to be annual in terms of frequency of measurement which wilt
possibly lead to detailed annual report.

No. 14 Number of conference papers delivered

RH - aspiration ok but measure not right. Needs to be more encompassing, will be
different for all although some common ways, but unique,

Revisit and expand re how SSCN acknoeldge within tho sector,

KR - start with international associations and grow,

Nos,15-19

PJ - need to be carefulabout being drawn into ratios,

KR - less relevant for ministers than anyone else.

JS - closely linked to No. 1.

PJ - put this in as , ,.. . Historically.



No, 16 * Net income from trading. Part influenced by interviews and part by DCMS

targets.

KR - does not agree with way of achieving. This should þe about the health of
charity and financiâl profile, KR - should be presented 'what is financial profile of the
business, activities, grants, awards, public funding etc'. This would align with ASTC
data. Provides a figure for benchmarking. Should be %age deducted income,
commercial income, charitable grants and awards, public funding.

16 and 17 to þe put together.

JS - should expenditure be measured against different inçome categories,

KR - core operations and believe better than others at getting core grant to- support
activlty. Look at least 3 years accounts to see how business is doing. Profile is
comparable from year to year and across various boundaries.

PJ - cannot benchmark against each other.

KR - advised lB ¡f GSÇ cross benchmarked internationally, GSC in very good
position.

JS - kpi's 1-19 not comparable between SSCN.

KR - comparators within ASTC data. Development beginning to move towards
qualitative measures which will provide useful information. Drive should be towards
qualitative side of measures rather than quantitative.

RH - we should not be looking to compare against each other.

JS * suggested using ASTC profile as a benchmark for SSCN,

KR * GSC members of ASTC and in possession of data. Not good data, but
sufficient to identify where science centre is in position against other science centres.

JS - Ê7.5m between 4 centres is not enough. Value 4 centres, need f 10m. Politicans
need to appreciate centres as assets.

KR - referred to Halcrow report,

JS - requested KR share ASTC information,

KR - advised GSC members of ASTC, GSC unable to share data as information
licensed to KR.

PJ - advised JS to purchase ASTC Sourcebook,

PJ - requested KR make recommendations re ASTC.

KR - GSC doing peer review with ASTC to provide qualitative definition of how things
are interpreted. KR will look at comparators.



1B - cost per visitor

ls a factor associated with profile, this is appropriate but not as a standalone but in a
broader context.

19 - Efficiency savings

KR - public experience is about results achieved in public interest, Only relevant if
you have appropriate benchmarks. Need to agree beneficial outcomes,
Effectiveness before efficien cy,

Worthwhile revisiting but agenda items for each individual centre rather than a

network objective.

Do not include within kpi's,

PJ * what happens next in terms of 31 March? Part response agreed that document
is a ... But not agreed unanimously with funding mechanism,

KR - not a full agreement but a partial agreement on issues that are helpful.

PJ - will produce a slightly more refined version for submission to OCSA.

JS - important that each centre speaks for itseif rather than each other,

KR - submission to OCSA will incorporate this document as well as other issues.

PJ - need to look at repor"ting framework.

KR - will state clearly that the quarterly performance and claw back should not be

employed in any circumstances. Destroys philosophy of each centre managing its

own affairs and operational issues.
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twenty years the centre, based in Aberdeen, has established itself as a popular

community resource with locals but one which has struggled to establish a profile

beyond a very local audience.

Over the period of several years Satrosphere, like many science centres, has

encountered a number of trading difficulties. These finally came to a head in mid-

2007. This was alluded to in a frank and critical position statement prepared by

Satrosphere's Chief Executive at the time, Graham Shanks. This paper began to

signpost the seriousness of Satrosphere's position and contributed to Scottish

Government decisions to freeze its revenue-based funding of Satrosphere. This

decision looked to accelerate Satrosphere's declining financial health, if left

unchecked.

The approach by then Satroshphere Chairman, Dr Hugh Morel, came aI a time

(August 2007) when I was nearing the data collection phase of my doctoral thesis. Dr

Morel requested that I conduct a whole business review of Satrosphere, essentially an

organisational health check, in efforts to identify the means with which Satrosphere

could begin to affect a recovery and the re-release of Government funds. Confirmation

of my review and further details of the nature of my review are recorded in appendix

two. In addition to inviting me to carry out the organisational review, Dr Morel also

invited me to attend the Satrosphere Board meeting of 3l't August 2001. During the

course of this meeting it became apparent that Satrosphere was, technically, operating

insolvently. The nature of financial difficulty, which only surfaced in the meeting, was

such that Directors discussed whether they should cease trading immediately.

Following this discussion the Satrosphere Board agreed to continue trading until I had

carried out my review and reported my findings.
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In addition to conducting my health check of Satrosphere Dr. Morel also asked me to

identify and present recommendations to the Satrosphere Board over how Satrosphere

might move forward. I conducted my review the following week and presented my

findings back to Directors the week after that.

3.0 THE PERSONAL SKILLS I REQUIRED IN ORDER TO TACKLE THE
PROJECT

As the Chief Executive of a science centre in Dundee (Dundee Science Centre, DSC)

I had been in post for six years before getting the request for assistance from the

Satrosphere Chairman. During this time I have delivered a fulI financial tumaround in

a science centre of similar size, led the successful pursuit of over f,4m of funding,

typically on a competitive basis, and delivered consistent break-even positions. The

skills I have been able to develop while in Dundee, coupled with those developed

while rnanaging commercial visitor attractions for Merlin Entertainments Group, the

world's second largest visitor atlraction operator, have equipped me with the

leadership and management skills to provide the type of support critical to Satrosphere

during such a difficult period. A skill of particular benefit to Satrosphere is my proven

ability to identify the causal factors relating to key issues during periods of crisis,

identify the necessary resources and affect the required corrective action. The nature

of Satrosphere's financial position was such that immediate corrective was critical if

the centre was to stand any chance of recovery.

4.0 EARLY INTERVENTIONARY ACTION TAKEN

Handling such a sensitive situation required a structured approach to carrying out my

review of Satrosphere. I have previously mentioned that the major aim of my initial

investigation was to provide a detailed report to the Satrosphere Board which would
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allow them to make better informed decisions about the centres future and the nature

of corrective action required. Conducted during the course of a working week my

review included individual meetings with as many members of staff as possible,

meeting or speaking with as many Board members as possible and reviewing key

strategic documents including business plans, previous Board minutes, management

accounts and correspondence with major stakeholders.

Interviews were conducted in a spirit of openness and confidentiality in efforts to form

a clear and accurate picture over the actual situation at Satrosphere. Everyone

interviewed was candid and this was very useful in clarifying a wider context to the

one presented by Satrosphere's sketchy financial statements. This aspect of my review

was a key one in identifying the necessary course of corrective action.

Having collected a significant amount of data during the week I spent the following

weekend writing up my findings, including identifying and prioritising

recommendations and a full options appraisal. This report, titled "Wole Business

Review - Satrosphere Science Centre" (see appendix 3), was presented to Satrosphere

Directors on the 1011'september 2007, ten days after my initial meeting with the

Board. At this Board meeting I presented twenty nine major recommendations (see

appendix 3) around the key themes of finance, management and efficiency and

effectiveness. The early address of financial issues would be critical if

recolrmendations around management and efficiency and effectiveness were to be

progressed. Early recotnmendations in the report included that the Chair of the Board

should resign and that redundancy discussions should commence with the Chief

Executive and seven other members of the Satrosphere management team.
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The options for moving SaÍosphere forward were a) close Satrosphere and engage

liquidators, b) reduce staffing to operational staff only and operate a turn-key

operation for the foreseeable future, c) enter into discussions with a similarly focussed

organisation in an effort to secure early operational support and a shared leadership

and management structure. The Board opted for option c. and duly entered into a

dialogue with DSC. Following these discussions DSC engaged in a management

contract arrangement with Satrosphere for an initial six month period. This was

extended to a minimum two year contract in April 2008. At this time I was appointed

to the role of Chief Executive of Satrosphere.

5.0 ADVANCING CRITICAL

The critical nature of my initial involvement in Satrosphere meant that I had very few

resources at my disposal. The major support provided was in being able to have my

management team in DSC support me. This enabled me to be absent from Dundee for

my review week. It was also very important to have the support of my own Board in

effectively releasing me from duties for the week.

At the point where Satrosphere agreed to work with DSC, under contract, a new

approach to supporting Satrosphere was required. Beyond my initial review there was

gap in DSC's input of a month while the new Chair of Satrosphere (appointed

immediately following the resignation of the previous Chair) managed through the

redundancy process.

DSC's official involvement with Satrosphere started on the l't October 2007 and in

the intervening weeks several members of staff had handed in their notices because

they felt the financial health of the organisation was unrecoverable. The fragile nature

RESOURCES REQUIRED IN
ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE
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of Satrosphere's position was such that it could have very easily closed had any more

staff decided to leave. The absence of contracts of employnent was not helpful in this

regard with many of the staff leaving without serving any notice period.

In efforts to support the greatly slimmed down team at Satrosphere I made an interim

restructuring of my DSC team to provide essential operational, comÍr.ercial, human

resource and marketing support to Satrosphere.

During the first six months of involvement in Satropshere the Dundee team had

affected change which had reduced payroll costs in Satrosphere by over f250k,

released frozen Scottish Government funds amounting to f80k and secured additional

government funding amounting to a further f110k. All this achieved in an

organisation with an annual turnover of c.f600k. Much of the additional funding was

secured on the basis of DSC advancing areas of development identified by Her

Majesty's Inspectorate of Education (HMIE) following their inspection of Satrosphere

in late 2006.I was also able to secure DSC's management fee, frorn the government,

for supporting Satrosphere from l't October 2007 to 3l't March 2008.

6.0 THE DEVELOPMENT OF MY OWN SKILLS

The review of Satrosphere, and importantly what has followed, has enabled me to gain

considerable further experience in effectively managing major change at a senior level

in an organisation. The breadth and depth of issues facing Satrosphere and the

subsequent need to manage these through has tested me on many levels, personally

and professionally, and given me the opportunity to further develop my decision

making and leadership skills.
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Taking on a second Chief Executive role, in a second independent registered charity,

has been a further challenge in itself in terms of continually dividing my time and

focus between the very different needs of both science centres. Now (October 2008)

some twelve months on from taking on the senior executive role in Satrosphere, I feel

I have matured considerably in my approach to leadership and management.

The personal development/training undertaken in developing my skills
base

6.1

The nature of both initial and subsequent requests by the Satrosphere Board was such

that personal development has taken place as a result of being involved - I've learnt

and developed as a direct result of doing the job.

In addition to the considerable hands-on personal development I have experienced

during the last thirteen months, I was invited to join a US-based international

leadership programme for senior science centre executives in December 2007 (the

Noyce Leadership Programme). The programme, which started in June 2008, has

many elements which have, and will continue to, benefit my leadership of both

organisations. Features associated with participating in this nine month programme

include:

o A leadership development program dedicated and applied to the science centre

field;
o A framework and benchmarks for effective leadership and customised

feedback on leadership style;
o A framework and tools for continuous strategic thinking, positioning,

execution, and innovation;
. Guidance on the creation of participating science centre's strategy and plans;
o Guidance and support to complete a special project or initiative of benefit to

the participants institution;
o Tools to assess institutional capacity to sustain ongoing innovation;
o Tools for discovering data about community and publics;
o New frameworks, ideas, and tools for sustainability and economic viability;
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Leadership and organisational consulting tailored to individual and

institutional needs and context;
A trusted peer network and "community of practice," and connections to
valuable resources and counsel.

The development opportunity afforded by participating on this inaugural leadership

programme, with sixteen other science centre Chief Executives, is clearly a significant

one

In addition to the opportunity afforded by participating on the Noyce Leadership

Programme Satrosphere benefited from a significant deepening of the reflective

practice and critical thinking skills developed during the course of my doctoral thesis.

This is particularly noteworthy on grounds that the effective turnaround of

Satrosphere ran in parallel with the final stages of my research process.

6.2 Factors which hampered my progress

The absence of sufficient resources within Satrosphere, coupled with the advanced

state of decline in financial health of the organisation \Ã/ere major barriers to early

progress. Now (October 2008) over a year into my involvement with Satrosphere I arn

slowly building the resource base in the science centre having no\M overcome many of

the financial and operational difficulties that presented themselves on first arrival.

6.3 Skills required in order to improve my performance as a more effective
manager

A major challenge on my current effectiveness as a manager are the number of

extemal demands I have on my time. These include Chairing three external

organisations and sitting on the steering groups of at least another three groups. I am

currently in the process of stepping away from several of these commitments in efforts

to dedicate more tirne and focus to both science centres.

a
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In addition to scaling back my extemal commitments I need to further improve my

time management skills in maximising my effectiveness. Participation on the Noyce

leadership programme will help this as a result of specific time-management modules.

I am also currently in the process of hiring an administrative assistant who will

support a new executive Directorship I have created within DSC.

7.0 THE CONTRIBUTION OF \üORKING WITH SATROSPIIERE IN
ADVANCING MY ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

My involvement in Satrosphere has improved my analytical, observational and

decision making skills. The nature of organisation and future demands on how it

becomes more effective in engaging a visiting public with a science learning agenda

will help support a future research and evaluation base which I hope to drive. The

opportunity of combining this with similar aspirations in Dundee is that this agenda is

likely to move forward much more quickly. The next stages in advancing this

aspiration are:

. Completing my current professional doctorate studies;
o Producing several papers from my thesis in efforts to further develop my

writing skills;
o Securing a full financial turnaround of Satrosphere by 31't March 2009;
o Recruiting a full tirne research post in Dundee, potentially through a

knowledge-transfer partnership arrangement;
o Identify a clear research agenda around science centre effectiveness and

initiate pursuit of tackling this.

The majority of these early measures will be commissioned frorn Dundee but will see

Satrosphere become an early benefactor given its close links with Dundee.

My work with Satrosphere has also given important stability to an organisation that on

first engagement was in an accelerated state of decline. In safeguarding the short and
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medium term future of Satrosphere I was able to conclude my research aim and in

doing so complete my doctoral investigation.

7.1 The contribution of my research to this project

Satrosphere is one of the best examples of why science centres need clear and well-

defined performance indicators. The cyclical financial issues faced by Satrosphere has

put pressure on the Scottish Government to support them (financially) or allow them

to go out of business.

My involvement in Satrosphere started almost half way through my professional

doctorate programme and in addition to underpinning the importance of visible

performance indicators, also re-enforced the need for clear accountability guidelines in

the relationship between science centre and sponsor, whether government or other.

My doctorate research clearly identified that governments should not support failing

science centres and so the framework which emerged out of my thesis will demand a

more responsible approach to operating by Satrosphere moving forward. This is now

happening, under my leadership, but should also prevent any future lapse in

performance as the new framework provides early waming signals of this possibility.
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PART TWO _ SELF REFLECTION EXERCISE

8.0 AREAS OF STRONG DELIVERY

Satrosphere continues to trade and this is perhaps the best demonstration that positive

change has taken place in Aberdeen. The demands facing Satrosphere were numerous

and varied and progress has been made in moving the whole organisation forward

during the last year. The Satrosphere business plan (see appendix 4) for 2008-20II

sets out the recent context for change and signposts many of the early milestones in

moving Satrosphere forward. This three year plan sets out the strategy for the next

three years and by year.

The recent changes in Satrosphere's financial performaîce are a very clear signal of

the improvements IhaI arc taking place. In 2005 Satrosphere made a financial loss of

L230k for the year. This was a transition year during which Satrosphere changed its

year end date from 31't December to 31't March - effectively making 2005106 a

fifteen month year. In the year from l't April 2006 to 31't March 2007 Satrosphere

made an operating loss of f,2l8k. Following six months of input from my team and I

(1't October 2001 - 31't March 2003) Satrosphere almost halved its operating losses to

f I 18k. This achievement, after just six months, is all the more impressive for the fact

that this year aIl included a significant amount of redundancy payments. Now

(November 2008), half way through 2008109 Satrosphere has delivered a breakeven

performance for the half year and is budgeted to breakeven for the year to 3l't March

2009.

That my DSC team was both ready and capable of rnaking such a significant early

impact is testament to the skills which they have developed during their time in

Dundee. Over and above skills and experience the commitment, resilience and energy
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levels consistently demonstrated by members of the DSC team was a significant

determinant of these early successes.

9.0 EARLY OUTPUTS FROM AN INVOLVEMENT WITH
SATROSPHERE

9,1 Benefits to my professional development

Now Chief Executive of two science centres in Scotland the benefit of my initial

involvement is that I am now moving forward two organisations that have a growing

number of structured synergies. This is perhaps best demonstrated in the recent

(September 2008) securing of f75k funding for advancing joint teacher continuing

professional development (CPD) activities between DSC and Satrosphere. The

involvement has provided a significant test to my management and leadership skills

and strengthened them as a direct result of the experience.

9,2 Benefïts to my employer

Satrosphere continues to operate and the link between the two organisations will, over

time, strengthen the performance of both. Satrosphere has benefited significantly frorn

the input of DSC over the last year and will move from a position of making arurual

trading losses of over f200k a year (2005 and 2006) to a breakeven position by the

end of 2008/09. In addition to this major benefit to the wider Scottish Science Centres

Network, of securing the future of one of the network partners, there are number of

further benefits from securing an involvement in advancing this project:

The securing of a lnanagement fee for DSC for it's support of Satrosphere,
now directly financed by Satrosphere itself, has provided further financial
stability to DSC. This has given Directors the confidence to commit the
executive team to the pursuit of new projects. These commitments extend to
further advancing the Science Learning Centre project, which will feature
under project two of this annex to my thesis;

o
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a

o

The location of both centres in the East of Scotland has seen the early
appearance of wider collaborative opportunities. An early example of this is
DSC's work with Aberdeen University in advancing a successful funding
application that will see DSC and Satrosphere working with the University to
develop the CPD initiative highlighted in section 8.1;

The commitment made by DSC to Satrosphere, in-spite of the many risks to
DSC in doing so, has demonstrated DSC's commitment to the Scottish
Government to delivering sound management and good value in return for
continued public funding.

Collectively these benefits to both DSC and Satrosphere are considerable and

importantly highlight very early markers of what might be possible during the course

of a longer relationship.

9,3 The main learning outcomes I have met

The main learning outcomes that have arisen as a result of my involvement in this

project have been varied and fluid. Principal learning outcomes have been around

managing major organisational change and crisis management. The corollary lessons

associated with these areas are numerous and placed a vanety of demands on me and

those working with me in efforts to affect positive change.

The major challenge to my personal skills has been the further development of my

leadership capability. Specific tests to my leadership and management skills during

my period of involvement with Satrosphere have included changing organisational

behaviour, wider change management, strategic planning, human resource

management, financial management, implementing new systems and procedures and

reflective practice.

The structure of the new business plan I produced for Satrosphere in late 2007 (see

appendix 4) demonstrates an anticipated development path for Satrosphere from

fuither organisational change (year one focus), to consolidation of these changes (year
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two focus) to organisational growth (year three focus). The period of change while I

have been Chief Executive of Satrosphere has been so rapid that the early shoots of

organisational growth are already appearing in year one of the strategy. While very

positive this growth will be carefully managed so as not to undermine the further

change and consolidation that will remain the priority for Satrosphere for the

foreseeable future.

The emphasis on change management in working with Satrosphere is a fuither link to

the work contained in my doctoral thesis with its own emphasis on affecting major

organisational change. That both change projects had performance management and

accountability at their core provided a deeper and richer learning experience.

1O.O RE-IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEMS THAT HAVE BEEN
ADDRESSED

The salient problems encountered in advancing Satrosphere's position have included:

o Jdentitnng the basis and extent of financial difficulty at Satrosphere Science
Centre;

o Prioritising issues for address and mobilising finite resources;
o Identifying and resolving operational and human resource related issues;
o Identify new resource from DSC and others, notably the Scottish Govemment,

in tackling resource dependent issues;
o Stakeholder engagement and relationship building;
o Making improvements in, and having suffrcient management of, information

systems to be able to regularly monitor performance;
o Implementing a restructuring within both organisations in efforts to move both

organisations to a stronger trading position.

All have been advanced to a point of safeguarding the short to medium tenn future of

this important resource.

11.0 THE RISK PROFILE ASSOCIATED \ryITH THIS PROJECT

The nature of this project has been such that during my early phases of involvement

with Satrosphere the associated risk profile was a significant one. In addition to the
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many benefits delivered to Satrosphere, through both my own and the wider DSC

teams involvement, a great many risks have also been taken on, some of which were

unchartered before assuming an organisational responsibility for the centre. The major

risk to my own involvement have been:

Implementing a correction strategy that could have failed due to the fragility of
the centre on arrival;
Not fully auditing the potential for reputational damage both to me personally

and DSC;
The potential for seriously disrupting my professional doctorale aI a critical
stage in its development;
Agreeing to get involved very quickly beyond my initial review having very
possibly not identified all of the risks/issues facing Satrosphere during my
short business review;
Introducing significant distraction to a small team in Dundee that could have

had a detrimental effect on the performance of DSC;
The wider impact of asking an akeady stretched management team in Dundee

to assume additional responsibilities and workload for an extended period of
tirne.

These shortfalls in my own evaluation of the situation could have carried very

significant consequences and were overlooked because of the urgency of the situation

and my inexperience of handling this type of unusual situation. If faced with similar

circumstances again I would endeavour to build sufficient time into the early

assessment phase during which to develop a risk strategy.

I2.O PLANS FOR PROGRESSING SHORT/MEDIUM TERM CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

My career will go through a number of milestones during the course of the next year,

these include:

o Successfully completing the professional doctorate progtamme (March 2009);

o Producing a minimum of two academic papers from my doctoral thesis

(September 2009);
. Completing my participation in the Noyce leadership programme (February

2009);

a

a

o

a
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Completing the consolidation of my external organisational commitments
(November 2008).

Additionally, having no\ry secured a minimum two year extension to my involvement

in Satrosphere there are many changes which still require to be made in completing

the organisational turnaround.

Having been Chief Executive of DSC for seven years my emphasis beyond fulfilling

existing commitments will be to consider new employment opportunities, potentially

overseas. The nature of the international science centre sector is such that my recent

experiences, plus completing my professional doctorate, will give me a cuffency

shared by relatively few other science centre Chief Executives

a
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PROJECT T\ryO

SCIENCE LEARI\ING CENTRE

PART ONE DEFINING THE PROJECT, ITS
ACADEMIC WORK, EARLY INTERVENTION
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

LINKS WITH MY
AND SKILL AND

1.0 LINKING PROJECT T\ilO WITH MY ACADEMIC RESEARCH

My second project \Ã/as initiated around the time of starting my professional doctorate

programme. Unlike the performance management parallels of my first project,

Satrosphero, ñy second example has always been focussed on public engagement

with science (PES) and advancing the CPD of Scotland's teaching professionals. In

this regard both projects cover the two major areas of focus of my thesis.

With initial interest having been established by an independent review of Science

Leaming Centres (SLCs), commissioned by the Scottish Government, much of this

projects early focus was on crealing a new facility rather than the nature, content,

range and effectiveness of programmes and activities that would ultimately determine

its success. The development of my understanding around PES gained through

advancing my thesis allowed me to bring this critical part of the project back into

sharp focus and specifically led to the development of an internationally emphasis

around advancing PES research. This aspect of my SLC project has the potential to

help answer several of the questions around science centre impacts left by my main

investigation.

2.0 DEFINING THE NATURE OF THE PROJECT BEING UNDERTAKEN

In 2005 the Scottish Executive commissioned a study to determine the scope for co-

locating Science Learning Centres (SLCs) within each of the four Scottish science
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centres (see appendix 5). Prior to this investigation eleven regional SLCs had been

created in England and established with funds from the 'Wellcome Trust and

Department for Education and Skills (DÍES). The network has a national centre

based in York. These centres deliver a range of science, technician and leadership

and management-based CPD programmes and as such provide an important

professional development resource for teaching professionals and technicians.

To date only a handful of Scottish teachers have attended CPD at the National SLC

due to the difficulty in getting to York and the differences in curriculum between

Scotland and England. The absence of such centres in Scotland, coupled with the

Scottish Executives existing commitment to provide public funding to the four

Scottish science centres led to the commissioning of this study by the government.

A copy of the DSC section of the Govemment's report (see appendix 6) highlighted

both the scope and importantly appetite within DSC to advance the development of an

SLC. The availability of a footprint of land adjacent to the science centre also

provided the scope with which to develop a new-build resource of potentially national

significance.

Following the publishing of the SLC investigation the DSC team bid for Scottish

Executive funds in efforts to further establish the feasibility of developing an SLC in

Dundee. A copy of the original funding proposal is attached under appendix seven and

highlights the early ambition of the Dundee team. On successfully securing funding

the Dundee team delivered a feasibility study which supported its ambitions for

developing a new resource of at least regional, if not national impofiance. The

completion of this investigation took eighteen rnonths and determined the scope of the
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facility, a detailed costing of the capital project and concept irnages of how the new

facility might look.

While this investigation took place a small team within the centre, led by me,

undertook extensive stakeholder meetings in efforts to secure early advocacy for the

project. These meetings highlighted a need to move beyond a single focus on teacher

CPD to one which also encompassed a public engagement with science (PES), science

learning and research agenda. At this stage of development the project eclipsed the

scope of the English SLCs and was subsequently termed the Scottísh STEM Centre in

accounting for what has become a broader science, technology, engineering and maths

(STEM) focus. A progress report that highlights the development in the project is

recorded under appendix eight.

3.0 THE PERSONAL SKILLS I REQUIRED IN ORDER TO ADVANCE
THE PROJECT

With a background in running commercial visitor attractions my first few years in

Dundee were almost entirely focussed on stabilising a business that had experienced

very early decline. DSC is one of the UK's millennium projects and along with a

number of other millennium projects failed to achieve early visitor and financial

targets. Since my arrival in late 2001 the centre has steadily grown and secured over

f.4min capital funding, almost all of this secured on a competitive basis. This funding

has fuelled the renewal of over eighty percent of the centres exhibitions and a

reconfiguring of the exhibition space which has maximised the space available for

public exhibitions.

The consecutive business plans I have written for DSC express growing ambitions for

the centre around widening audience, the effectiveness with which the science centre
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engages its visiting public and the importance of the role of the science centre in the

regional community. The work undertaken in delivering these plans has advanced

DSC to a stage where a new, broader, focus on STEM and the engagement of a wider

stakeholder group is a natural and timely development.

4.0 AN EARLY CHALLENGE

The early feasibility work sought to establish the scope for creating a new resource, of

potentially national significance. The early emphasis on creating a ne\ry facility

threatened to overshadow the initial reason for seeking to advance this project i.e. to

help overcome the fear of teaching science that many primary teachers have and to

equip them with the skills needed in order to better engage children with science-

based learning in the classroom.

The early work associated with this project delivered a conceptual, building but one

seemingly more interested in delivering an iconic structure with an underlying

sustainable business model, than a vessel for delivering a significant impact on teacher

CPD.

The early emphasis on any new resource being financially sustainable was influenced

by the experience of the English SLC model in which all of the centres remain fully

dependent on the grant support of the Wellcome Trust and central government. The

consideration of how to overcome these sustainability issues identified a need, in

Dundee, for new commercial conferencing facilities for the City. An independently

commissioned study of conferencing business in Dundee identified that the City is

currently missing out on annual bookings of academic conferencing alone of up to

f,1.5m ayear. While Dundee has a number of conferencing venues there is a current
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shortfall in facilities that will accommodate up to 400 delegates and the early STEM

Centre model has been based on developing a facility of this capacity. This

comrnercial opportunity has driven much of the nature and scale of facility that is

being considered and has the potential to underpin much of the cost of delivering high

quality teacher CPD.

As both the scale and ambition for the new centre has grown it has become

significantly more complex and in all likelihood more difficult to secure funding for.

In this regard much of the reflective practice which has gone on in recent months has

been based on regaining a focus on advancing DSC's CPD credentials - in the

existing science centre building, and securing a small amount of working capital in

order to pull together a project team who will advance the wider project over the

course of the next twelve months.

4.1 Organisationalresourcingrequirements

A major challenge for the development of my project has been the scarcity of

resources within DSC. This has effectively led to the two senior, executive, members

of the managelnent team trying to advance the development of this major project by

themselves. As one of the members of this small team I have been frustrated by the

lack of progress and to this end recently identified the need for a restructuring of the

executive team and non-executive Board of Directors that would assist in bringing a

necessary focus to the project.

I shared my views with non-Executive Directors at their August 2008 meeting and

they subsequently agreed to the establishment of a new tier of executive Directorship,

accompanied by the creation of two new committees within the Board. These
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committees will focus on the development of the capital project and the development

of public engagement and science leaming based activities that will eventually move

across to the new facility.

These structural changes are currently being implemented and irnportantly

demonstrate full organisational commitment to advancing this important project.

5.0 SKILLS ENHANCEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Having taken the lead in this project for over two years my skills have already been

enhanced. In addition to personal skills development my direct involvement in the

project has also significantly widened my business network. Major stakeholders I have

presented the project to include:

o Scotland's former First Minister, Jack McConnell;
o Chief Scientific Advisor for Scotland, Professor Ann Glover;
o Professor Sir Philip Cohen, University of Dundee;
o Professor Sir Alan Langlands, Principal, University of Dundee;
o Local Members of the Scottish Parliament (MSPs).

To date I have met with over fifty other organisations locally, regionally and

nationally in efforts to win a wide base of support for the project. Further meetings are

currently being held with those organisations that will likely make a direct

contribution to the further advancement of the STEM project.

5.1 The Noyce Leadership Institute

In addition to skills developed while managing the project perhaps the rnajor boost to

my personal development has been my participation in the inaugural fellowship of the

Noyce Leadership Institute. This leadership programme, for science centre Chief

Executives created by the US-based Noyce Foundation, is importantly tailored to
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supporting those attending in advancing a strategic initiative of important to their own

institution.

Now (October 2008) over half way through the nine month programme I have chosen

to focus my development around advancing my STEM Centre project. The support

offered by the programme comes in many forms and includes regular fellowship

meetings supported by a faculty of senior science centre professionals and others from

the not-for-profit and academic world, monthly participation in peer learning groups

and the use of individually focussed management coaches. The opportunity for

personal development through participating in the Noyce Fellowship has been a very

significant one and I hope to have secured the necessary working capital for my

project by the conclusion of the programme in February 2009.

In addition to participating in the Noyce Fellowship I have also recently been reducing

the number of external commitments on my time. While having not directly impacted

on my personal development the decision to work towards a more focussed approach

has been an important one for me as I have a tendency to over-commit myself. Having

stepped away from three external Board appointments in November 2008 I recognise

this as part of my preparation for a more focussed approach to advancing rny project

from the very beginning of 2009.

5.2 Future development needs

As rny leadership skills have developed I have come to terms with the fact that where

I have development needs I do need to address them but also that others in my team

typically have complimentary skills that do make a significant difference when

utilised.
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As a function of my participation on the Noyce Leadership Institute progralrme I have

undergone personality profiling and employed a 360 degree review, a process

whereby bosses, colleagues, direct reports, peers and customers provided feedback on

my leadership and management capability. The key issues that emerged from this

review were around life/work balance, time management and a need to be more

'present' for members of my management team. The similarity of these issues is

telling in re-enforcing the need for me to rationalise my work-based commitments and

invest more time in supporting the development of the senior members of my

management team. I am currently working to address this issue as evidenced by my

earlier reporting of stepping down from a number of external commitments and the

restructuring of my team. Changes to the executive structure include the appointment

of an Executive Assistant, a function that will significantly reduce the administrative

burden on my time.

6.0 THE CONTRIBUTION OF \ryORKING ON THE SCIENCE
LEARNING CENTRE PROJECT IN ADVANCING MY ACADEMIC
DEVELOPMENT

The SLC project appeared around the time I started my professional doctorate

programme. The opportunity afforded by having both pieces of work develop

concurrently is that my interest in how to better engage a visiting public with a science

agenda has grown as a direct result. The major benefit to rry academic development of

being involved in the STEM project is in how the new centre begins tackling a

research agenda around PES. While this agenda has yet to be pursued my direct

involvement in driving this forward will greatly influence my future academic

development.
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6.1 The contribution of my doctoral research in advancing the Science
Learning Centre proj ect

While the likely benefits of my involvement in the STEM Centre project are ahead of

me my period of study has already informed my approach to developing the SLC and

directly contributed to the emphasis on developing the new research agenda alluded to

above. The scale of research opportunity identified by my period of study is such that

I have akeady engaged the University of Dundee in discussions over how both

organisations might secure funding to create a new Chair for PES and Science

Leaming. The intention is that this post holder, supported by a small group of

researchers, will begin tackling the many questions around how to more effectively

engage the public with a PES agenda. For my own part I have already been given

approval by my Board to recruit a new research post for DSC, the first for the centre

and one of the first posts of its kind in the UK.
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PART TWO _ SELF REFLECTION EXERCISE

7,0 AREAS OF STRONG PERFORMANCE

The idea of developing a new teacher training facility in Dundee, of at least regional

importance, developed out of a small independent study commissioned by the Scottish

Executive in2005. The output from this initial investigation could have easily been

lost had it not been for my early discussions with the Scottish Executive which led to

DSC securing f65k with which to advance a feasibility study.

The outputs of the feasibility study have led to further development and the recent

agreement of the DSC Board to undergo a major restructuring within both non-

executive and executive structures of the organisation. I have led the instigation of

these changes, which will support the continuing pursuit of this project into the project

initiation phase of development.

7.1 BenefTts to my professional and academic development

Having been employed by a small science centre for seven years, the opportunity

afforded by pursuing a project of potentially national importance is a highly

significant one. The recent need to make structural changes within the organisation

has provided a further leaming curve that has equipped me with a fuither skill set that

will likely aid me further in both current and future emplo¡rment but also in any future

non-executive roles I may be appointed to.

My academic development has been significantly advanced by me undertaking a

professional doctorate. This has been of influence in the early development of the SLC

project and expansion into a wider STEM orientated project.
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7.2 BenefTts to my employer

The recent structural changes approved by the DSC Board will, critically, strengthen

the organisation and give realistic hope to further advancing the STEM Centre project.

If able to advance this project through to realisation it will significantly diversify the

work of the science centre, strengthen its position as a key local resource and lift its

ouþuts to a level where it is consistently demonstrating good and best practice.

Having only briefly touched on the potential for advancing an important research

agenda, this work alone could raise the profile of DSC to an international one.

The benefit to my employer of the work carried out to date is that it has explored a

further avenue of development, of strategic importance, and which could provide a

basis for long-term intellectual and financial sustainability. This work has also asked

critical questions around the historic effectiveness of non-executive and executive

Board functions and has led to changes here which, in themselves, will benefit the

organisation long-term.

7.3 The main learning outcomes I have met

The pursuit of this major project has contributed to my learning on a number of levels.

Having initially identified a potentially significant opportunity and secured the

funding necessary in order to advance a feasibility study, the project did lose its way

for a period time. This was due to the feasibility study focussing predominantly on the

structural aspects of the project. This threatened to see the development of a 'white

elephant', a beautiful building but will little content or academic output. Fortunately

this distraction was identified at sufficiently early a stage as to bring much greater

emphasis to the educational potential of the proposed new resource. This emphasis,

timely in its appearance at a maturing science centre, will lead to future enhancements
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of DSC's core ouE)uts even if the wider, new-build, project does not materialise. The

downturn in both the UK and international economy does not bode well for advancing

major capital projects and so the recent emphasis on PES and education ouþuts has

proven to be a sound decision.

Currently on the verge of entering into a new phase of the projects development, the

fundraising drive, it is important that an emphasis on educational developments is

maintained. This next phase of the projects advancement promises further learning

opportunities.
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SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE

Officæ of the Chlef Sclentiflc Adviser

MrHughMorel
Chair
Satrosphere Science Centre
The Tramsheds
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Dear Hugh

SATROSPITERE SCIENCE CPNTRN
OFADN OF OPERATIONAIJ GRANT INSTALMENT

Following our meeting with you, Crrehsm Shanks, Ros Biroh and Miohael Reid at Satorphere on 20

advise you that the Scottlsh Exe aks
This is in recognition ofyour but

y complied with the condìtíon¡ you

and my e-mail to you of 10 August 2007.

Our offer is subject to tho followíng understsnding and conditÍons,

t, This represents a furtller payrnent from Quarter 2 (July * Sepüember 2007) of your operstionsl
grant, and reflects the figrtes quoted in John Simpson's reoent teview of the Selrospharo

Financial Pla¡t 2007.

2. This is wage bill and remain

trading otablY Aberdeen CitY

Counoi will be known and a

review of çmergent optÍons can thsn be undertaken,

3. You eng¿gç Paul Jennings (Ctrlef Þxecutivc of Sensation Science Centre, Dundee) with
ímmedi
Iooking
inyow
address
people/management (inoluding oomposition of the Bonrd and Exeoufive).

4, You invlte HMIe to work alongside Faul Jennings in progtessing the business and fin¡ncial plut
at paragraph 3, ns offered in my lotter to you of 24 July 2007'

Telephoner ç 7 9 1 -74þ7/al
SclenceEngegement@scotland,gsl'gov.uk
http r//www.$cotland, gov.uk/sclenc€

I
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5, The Scottish Bxeouüive will considcr no

reelistíc and necessary proposition,

6. All remainirrg outst¡nding conditíons set out in my letter to you of 20 June 2007 remain in force'

Íncludirrg ,.pãym.ot oi niis-directed programme gant in relation to the Energy Futu¡es Zoue'

While tbis offer rcmains open for Bcccplånce until one month from the date of this letter' we

recognise fhe rugency
as soon as this offer is
sígning and dating the
at the above addrçss.
lctter ail the Grûnt Offer letter of 29 March 2007 and its atlached sohedule.

To enable us to process payment we would need to receíve a signed copy by return e'maíl by 3pm'

today ['riday 24 Augurt 200?,

I look forward to hearing from you in lhe very near future'

Yours sincerely

'ßp,^'þ,

an DRISABELBRUCE
ff on behalf of the sconish Minister¡

By e-mail

Chief Executíve of Sahosphere Sciencs Centre

Chief Scientific Advisø for Scotlgnd
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Cc: Oraham Shanks

Professor Anne Glovcr
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ACCEPTAT{CE OT'OFtrER

Sabosphere Ltd, aocepts the terms and conditlons set out in the Scottish Ministers' offer lotter dated

24 August 2007

Direcúor snd ¡uthorlsed signatory for snd on bohalfof$atrorphero Ltd.
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Satrosphere

Paul Jennings

From: Hugh Morel (edward.morel@freeuk,contJ

Senh 23 August 2A07 22:3'l

To: ; Michael Reid; Peter Robertson; lesleyglasser@btintÔrnet'com;

t?ii8 s ilåiff il,:' 5 #*,1;.' "' 

uun * a b e rde e n s h i re' s o v' u k;

Cc: MorelHugh(Hotmail); RosBlrch; lsabel,bruce@scotland,gs¡.gov,uk

SubJoot: 070823 Satrosphere's Future; Review by Paul Jennings of Sensät¡on and Jack Jackson of HMle
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this e-mailto him),
e Scottish Science

23 August 2007

For the attention of PaulJennings, CEO, Sensalion
Copy Satrosphere Board, Ros Blrch
Copy Dr lsabel Bruce, Scottish Executive

Paul,

I am very grateful to you and your Chairman, David Sigsmith, for you making tlme to assist Satrosphere at this time,

you
iO. I ral

dtffe to
you review

I they are needed,

We have already accepted Dr lsabel Bruce's offor of sorne consultancy time from.Jqck Jackson, recently rotired from HMle

and one of the authors oithe recènt Hfvlle report on the Scottish Scíence Centres' Netvvork, I wìll contact him tomorrow. I am

suro that you and him combined will be most holpful.

As I menlon in my e-malf to the Board, we do need to move swiftly, and I would be most grateful if you could liase with

Graham as to staiting, tf you can both start on Monday that would be excellent.

This will be a hârd time for Ros and Grahâm, but they are both acutely aware of the importance of this reviow which I hope wilf

nòt ne too intrusive of them. However, I'm sure they will proviOe all asbistance you require in providing information and access

to Satrosphere people,

Clearly not atl of the topics listed in the scopo can
financial and people sldes of the organísation in g
with a written interlm report) to Satrosphere's Boa
time for her to be able to act before tho end of September' I a
of different modes of runnlng Satrosphere, including with curre
different mânâgemênt and fundraising arrangements, Later on
interaction with schoofs e(o, câr't be addressed.

As we disoussed I think it would be an excellent idea for you to speak to everyone involved in Satrosphere, staff and Board.

Unless I hear to the oontrary I would think the best way tó contait non-exeoutjve Board members would be by e-mail, as they

are copled on this e-mail.

I know of your Chairman, David Sigsmith's support for you helping us (an.d. l'd appreciate you forwarding

and I hopé that we wlf I cóntinue toÏrave closer and cloðer oo-dpeiatioñ with Sensatíon (and the rest of th

Centres Network),

It is clear we need significant change at Satrosphere, and I hope your asslstancs will help us effect that change

Slncerely

Hugh Motel
Chairnan Satrosphere

t6/09/2008
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1.0 Executive Summary

This report pulls together the major findings and associated recommendations of an

intensive business review on Satrosphere Science Centre in Aberdeen, conducted

during week commencing the 3'd September. The focussed nature of this review has

been dictated by the current poor frnancial health of the organisation, which threatens

the continued operation of the centre.

The review has identified a number (29) of recommendations for consideration by the

Satrosphere Board and in turn its major firnding partners. These tecommendations

follow the body of this report (Appendix 1,) and efforts having been taken to weigh

them in order of importance to the organisation, While the reach of individual
recommendations is finite their collective implementation would aid redress of the

key issuos currently facing Satrosphere and allow for some optimism about a positive

and sustainable future.

The major issues facing Satrosphere are governance related and fall into three

categories: Fínønce, Management ønd Efficíency & Effictiveness. The early address

of the first of these is critical if recommendations around rnanagement and efficiency
and effectiveness are to be progressed. Equally, changes to the management of
Satrosphere are also required if the centre is to become more efficient and effective,

both in terms of its commercial operation and education based aspirations.

The urgenoy of Satrosphere's situation is such that much of the focus of this review

has been on maintaining solvency, strengthening the centre's financial management

and reporting and developing suitable governance structures which allow the centre to

move forward on a more professional footing. For these reasons further scope exists

for more fully considering efficiency measures and effectiveness, This and other areas

for future focus are identified at the end of the report.

In financial terms, Satrosphere is on the verge of overextending itself and Directors
should give serious consideration to closing the centre if additional funding cannot be

secured in the immediate future.

Even if early financial support is secured, there still remains a need to considerably

reduce Satrosphere's cost base, if the organisation is to remain within its overdraft
limit by the financial year-end. Based on its size and the scale of savings required the

only area where Satrosphere will realise major cost savings is in its payroll. A much

slimmer structure with reduced (executive) management capacity and almost no

administrative staff would initially see a much weaker but solvent Satrosphere. The

major reduction in overheads proposed in this review would also allow the centrç to

begin thinking about how it repays a f,72kloan from the Scottish Government but
subject to a successful re-negotiation of repayment timescales,

Satrosphere's non-executive Directors must get more involved in setting strategy,

agreeing plans, and seeing operations remain on track. An additional option of
involving a similar organisation, Sensation in Dundee, also exists. This could be on a

management contract basis and has the potontial to bring many benefits (including
efficiency and effectiveness) but importantly requires further consideration and

approval by others, notably the Satrosphere Board, Sensation Board and those
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organisations who provide major funding. Beyond a period of stabilisation, significant
potential and benefit could lie in a closer organisational alignment between
organisations and should be considered at an appropriate point,

Lastly, if both f,rnancial and management struçtures can be successfully changed to
support a necessary different model for Satrosphere there will (in the medium-term)
be scope for considering a growth model for Satrosphere that has both efficiency and
effectiveness at its core.

The review of Satrosphere has identified a latent potential within the organisation that
could see it become a major vehicle for science eduçation and public engagement
with science in the East of Scotland. The full commitment of Directors and the
organisations major funders will be key to both tapping and fulfilling this potential.
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2,4 Background / Context

As a condition of grant offer, the Scottish Government has requested this 'whole-
business review of Satrosphere' . In return Satrosphere received a grant of f,l 0,000 in
order to allow it to continue to operate while the review took place. The Scottish
Government has stated that it will consider providing further release of its operational
grant to Satrosphere once it has had an opportunity to consider the enclosed review
and it has been fully approved and accepted by Satrosphere's Board, The approval
and release of longer-term funding by the Scottish Government will be dependent on
any outstanding conditions set out in previous correspondence being met. These
include the repayment of f72k of programme grant, intended for an Energy Future's
Zone. A timescale for repayment of this sum by 3l't March 2008 has been indicated.

The Scottish Government has additionally requested that the business review consider
a forward-looking sustainable business and financial plan, one that addresses the
scope provided by Satrosphere Chairman, Hugh Morel, Dr. Morel asked that
consideration be given to:

"thefinancial implications of dffirent modes of running Satrosphere, íncluding witlt
current opening lzours, managed shutdown or restricted openíng, and dffirent
manqgement andfundraísing arrongenxents, Later on equally important malters, such
as science content, interaction with schools etc, can be addressed,"

Specific areas identified by Dr Morel included:

o Finance - current and future frnancial situation under different funding
scenarios, financial controls including better accounting software, cost
control s, reverlue maximisation;

. Operations * Exhibition presentation, educational and scientif,ic content,
interaction with schools, retail and cafe, outreach;

¡ Staffïng (to include composition of the Board) - staffing requirements for
different future modes of operation, including managed closufe, reduced
delivery, cunent opening and deiivery;

o Marketing - areas for marketing, budget for marketing;
o Stakeholder engagement - interaction with local organisations (public and

private sector)

The Scottish Government's grant offer letter also requested that HMIe be invited to
attend and contribute towards the review, Dr, Morel contacted Professor Jack Jackson
of HMIe who declined to participate on grounds that he felt this would be a conflict of
interest. Professor Jackson suggested an altemative, Iocal, contact (Jackie Heaton) and
this has been followed up.

The timescales for producing this report have been such that any substantial emphasis
on education activities and outputs will have to take place af a later date and initially
subject to this business review being acceptable to the Board, Scottish Govemment
and potentially other funding partners,
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2.1 Approach

The review was carried out during week cornmencing the 3'd September, During this
time key strategic documents, information related to the finances of the operation and
various corespondence related to the cunent situation were provided, This is a fitting
early point in the report to thank Dr. Hugh Morel (Chairman), Graham Shanks (CEO)
and Dr. Ros Birch (Operations and Education Manager) for their full co-operation in
providing all information requested and in a timely fashion.

In addition to desk based research there was also an opportunity to conduct interviews
with many of the salaried members of staft including the management team, which
comprises Graham Shanks and Dr Ros Birch. I also met with several members of the
non-executive Board and found this combination of approaches most useful in efforts
to identify clear options and where appropriate recornmendations for the Board to
consider,

2,2 LimÍtations of review

The review was conducted in a limited timeframe in order to meet the critical
operational / financial needs of the centre. In its cument financial position Satrosphere
would be unable to pay staff salaries at the end of September. Despite this impending
issue I have had the sense, throughout my review that both the executive Director and
members of the non-executive board are committed to the process and keen to
consider all options in their efforts to secure a fi¡ture for Satrosphere science centre,

The limited time available will not allow all options identified e.g. managed closure,
to be fully investigated in terms of process, consequence, resource implications, etc.
For this reason only two identified (operational) approaches will be explored more
fully. If the Scottish Government finds it is unable to support either approach then
Directors should initiate rnanaged closure at the earliest opportunity,

While I have endeavoured to speak to as many of the major stakeholders as possible it
has not been possible to speak to all and early discussions with these paities,
including both Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire Council are encouraged in the early days
after the reviews findings are presented to Directors.

A longer period of review would be desirable in efforts to realise the sustainable
operational and financial plan, which the Scottish Government have requested. In this
regard this review has emphasised areas of priority and the actions that will be
required in order to continue to operate in the immediate (end of September 2007),
and short (March 2008) term,
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3.0 Finance

The critical state of Satrosphere's finances has directly brought about the need for this
business review. Having attended Satrosphere's last Board meeting (31't August) it
quickly became apparent that the organisation is very close to overextending itself
with discussions about whether in fact the organisation was currently still trading
solvently. The qualifred opinion of Director and chartered accountant, Michael Reid,
was that the centre was solvent at that time but that immediate conective action was
necessary in order to avoid insolvent trading, a position which all Directors were

.united in wanting to avoid.

Satrosphere has an overdraft facility of fl147k, gparanteed by Aberdeen City Council,
and had a balance of -f 132k as of 31st August. Draft accounts for 2006/07 suggest
this agreement expired in May 2007. Satrosphere's CEO has verbaliy confirmed that
this agreement has been renewed,

While outwith the scope of this study it was also mentioned (at the Board meeting)
that Satrosphere's Auditors had been asked to step down until such time as it was
clear that the organisation was in a position to continue trading, Pending a funding
decision auditors will need re-appointing in efforts to ensure 2006/07 accounts are
signed off and lodged with Companies House in advance of the necessary deadline.

Satrosphere's current financial position is made quite considerably worse by the
presence of aged creditors, rnany now over 90 days old, with a total value of
approximately f,30k. In this situation the majority of creditors are only being paid at
tlie point of threatening to halt their supply of the centre. This situation poses some
considerable reputational threat to the future commercial trade of the centre and
should be addressed at the earliest opportunity.

This will essentially wipe out all bençfrt of the €20k now offered by Aberdeen City
Council in lieu of school visits that took place earlier this year. The release of this
f20k is subject to a satisfactory report on these visits being received and I believe that
the CEO has this in hand. Acceptance of a further f 10k offer by Aberdeen City
Council will be subject to current discussions and the ability of Satrosphere to
continue to offer school visits.

Maintaining short-term liquidity of the centre is a major priority identified in this
review and heavily influences the available options, which Directors asked to be
presented with. The first option for Directors to consider, and in all likelihood
triggered by a Scottish Executive decision to discontinue its funding of Satrosphere,
would be for Directors to take an early decision to cease its trading activities. The
critical nature of Satrosphere's finances is such that there would be little time for
alternative, major, funders to be identified and secured, While this option (Option 1)
will not be explored further in this review it may need to be discussed by Directors as

a matter of urgency following Scottish Executive and other funder decisions about
funding in the short-term.

The relative absence of historic financial reporting to the Board, notably in the form
of monthly management accounts, has not helped matters and should be implemented
in time for the next Board meeting.
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This process has not been made any easier by the relatively unsophisticated
accounting software (QuickBooks) employed by Satrosphere. The key issues
associated with current software are around both the quality and quantity of financial
information generated and perhaps more importantly the timeliness in which the
system allows this to be produced, Cunently, accurate financial performance is not
known for several weeks after each month end. This is of major importance in making
effective management decisions.

This review has not been afforded the time to consider individual accounting
packages that might be suitable for an organisation of Satrosphere's sìze albeit two
Directors have suggested a move to Sage.

Satrosphere's financial health is cunently such that even if Scottish Govemment
funding were to continue, major cuts, additional fl.rnding, or a combination of both
would still be required, In the absence of any cun"ent commitment from non-Scottish
Government funders a major rethink of Satropshere's operating base has had to be
considered. In essence the current financial model is wholly unsustainable and so no

lon ger fi t-for-purpose,

A review of Satrosphere's profit and loss account illustrates that the majority of
overheads are relativeiy lean, with little room for furtlier'substantial' saving. As with
all other science centres, Satrosphere's rnajor cost is its payroll. For this reason
signifrcant staff cuts will have to be considered if a more financially sustainable
model is to be realised.

Appendix 2. shows a revised profit and loss account for Satrosphere. This reflects
actual performance for the first four months of the year and a forecast for the
remaining eight. A forecast of visitor numbers has been made based on historic
performance and trends in spend have been taken into account in efforts to reflect
realistic levels of commercially generated, income over the next eight months.

Catering and retail gross profit margin has been fixed to reflect what performance
should be achievable and care will need to be taken to monitor factors such as high
wastage. One means of achieving this would be an early review of the catering offer
in efforts to ensure staff prepping time, wastage, etc are kept to a minimum. In effor-ts

to better monitor commercial performance rnonthly stock takes are also
recommended,

While several scenarios have been considered in terms of winter closure, reduced
opening hours, days, etc the most likely reality is that any savings in wages would
likely be balanced against losses in commercial activity. For this reason restricted
opening has not been considered further at this stage.
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4.0 Staffing and Board of Directors

4,I Non-Executive Board of Directors

During my review of Satrosphere I interviewed ten members of staft a group selected

from all departments. Employees consistently came across as both passionate about
what they were doing and committed to the organisation. I also interviewed seven

members of the Satrosphere Board and most of these on rnore than one occasíon.

In firstly addressing the Board it is quite clear that further effort is required in order to

strengthen govemance structures and communication both within the Boards ranks
and with the executive team who operate Satrosphere on a day-to-day basis.

Communication must become more open and involving and based on my
investigation I flumly believe that the Satrosphere Board must share responsibility for
Satrosphere's cuffent precarious financial position. The Board should have probed

ftrther and deeper and insisted on additional information from its çxecutive, While it
would be unfair to suggest the current situation could have been avoided had this
happened, the issues would have likely presented themselvos sooner and given scope

for additional options to be explored. Sound governance and effective risk
management appear to have been largely absent and further training for all Directors
is suggested,

The current organisations represented at Board level are:

. Aberdeen City Council
r AberdeenshireCouncil
r Aberdeen University
¡ Ithaca Energy
o Meston Reid & Co (Chartered Accouutants)
o Robert Gordon University

Additionally, Dr Lesley Glasser (co-founder of Satrosphele) sits on the Board as an

independent Director.

The Satrosphere Board is currently well served by iocal Councillors but would benefit
considerably by securing'officer' input and notably from both Counoil's education
departments,

The University based Directors have potential to make significant contribution but
this has not been historically utilised. If Satrosphere has ambitions to become a

dynamic, engaging (public engagement) and contemporary showcase (knowledge
transfer) for science then the input of the University representatives is critical. The
presence of both Universities at the Satrosphere Board also has latent potential for
developing the credibility of the centre, sornething that could quickly begin to change
public perceptions of Satrosphere, Every effort should be made to tap this, The two
University based Directors additionally bring a science skill base and are joined in
this by Dr Lesley Glasser (Chemist) and Dr Hugh Morel (Engineering). These

Director's do not appear to have been fuily engaged in recent exhibition development
and further input is to be encouraged but only as long as it does not inhibit the
advancement of such developments.
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Dr Morel is the current Chairman of Satrosphere and commissioned this review.
Given the current position of the centre and the work that must now follow in
safeguarding Satrosphere's future it is recommended that the Board consider whether
Dr Morel is best suited to this task or whether a new Chair, potentially in an interim
capacity, is now required. This statement is not intended to be critical of Dr Morel but
reflects the need for a new style of leadership, Timing might actually suit an interim
Chair for review at the year-end,

During my interviews with Directors there was some discussion about the timing of
Board meetings, While at face value this may appear trivial, the current policy of
holding meetings on a Friday evening is almost certainly contributing to low
attendance levels. If Directors are jointly agreed that out-of-hours meetings are more
suitable in not clashing with individual work commitments, then days other than
Fridays and potentially early morning meetings (8am) should be considered,

The Satrosphere Board currently meets quarterly and this seems insufficient given the
work that must take place between now and the end of the cunent finanoial year. A
sub-committee, one with a governance, risk management and fiscal responsibility,
which meets monthly and reports to the main Board at quarterly intervals, would
bring a necessary commercial and operating focus that has, at least recently, been
lacking. This committee would be well served by the skills of current Director and
chartered accountant Michael Reid. This committee would be well served in securing
the input of other business orientated non-executives who bring with them human
resource, marketing and commercial experience, skills that are largely absent fiom the
current Board composition.

4,2 Employees

When interviewing Satrosphere employees (other than management team) several
consistent themes presented themselves:

r Communication fronr senior management (Graham and Ros) is typically poor;
r Satrosphere has distinctly different modes of operation between weekdays and

weekends;
o Satrosphere has several departments (management, education, office, retail,

catering) and several teams (as opposed to a one team approach);
o Some staff expressed concerns over recent funding decisions e,g, lighting rig

that remains switched off because it is too expensive to have on, preparation
work for alcohol license, etc;

o Several staff I spoke to were unclear of chains of command in the organisation
and the roles and responsibilities of others.

These combine to provide quite significant confusiorr and directly influence a visitor
experience that is at best inconsistent.

Historic mechanisms for communication, such as daily team briefing no longer exist
and the a\ryareness of financial problems in the organisation, coupled with not
knowing what is being done to address these is having a serious effect on staff morale
and motivation. This has been further exacerbated by the absence of stafiappraisals
this year.
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Staffnoted several other concerns but ofthese the fact that not all staffhad current
contracts of employment was a notable one.

The nature of review is such that in efforts to identify a sustainable way forward staff
feature highly, In order to survive to the year end and be in a position to look toward
2008109 with some confidence there is currently no other option than to make several
members of the salaried team redundant. Failure to act quickly could see
Satrosphere's position become unrecoverable if left for more than a short period of
time, potentially the space of a week or so. As stated earlier the release of the Scottish
Government's revenue grant, previously agreed, is only part of the solution.

Based on cash flow projections, a further c.f 100k in savings requires to be made in
the current financial year in order for Satrosphere to stay within its overdraft limits.
Carrying these savings forward to 2008/09 should allow repayment of the Scottish
Executive's f7?k and a start to be made in reducing the centre's overdraft facility.
Paying off the overdraft should be a longer-term goal, which Directors work towards
Directors should also familiarise themselves with new charity regulations and

specifically recent changes to 'reserves' policies.

In considering staffredundancies care has been taken to ensure both education and
commercial aspects of the centre remain largely in tact in order that they might
continue to scrve visitors with an education / public engagement based service but one
which also retains much of its income generating capacity. In order to retain these
elements there is a requirement to consider the continuation of all other roles and
notably those associated with senior mânagement and support functions e.g.

technicians, IT support, admin and business development. The level of redundancies
must be driven by the critical nature of finances and in this regard it is proposed that
the following positions be considered for redundancy with effect fiom 1't October
2007:

o Chief Executive Officer
r Operations & Education Manager
¡ IT Officer
r Technical Manager
o Technical technician
¡ Development Director
o Admin Officer

Thç cost of making these redundancies has been calculated and entered into the
revised profit and loss account fol the year (appendix 2.). Directors should seek
professional advice in confirming these costs. It is also advisod that Directors seek
professional support in conducting the necessary redundancy process, including the
earliest discussions with those members of staff who will be affected.

In addition to salaried positions Satrosphere also currently contracts an extemal
consultant for its marketing activity. This has historically emphasised a mix of print,
event and PR based marketing. In the short-term any marketing activity should be
brought in house and this contract termirrated with effect from the 1'( October,
Provision for some marketing has been retained in the revised profit and loss account.
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The remaining structure is very delivery focussed and requires minimum changes, It
is proposed that the current Commercial Manager assumes day-to-day responsibility
for the centre and receives a small salary enhancement in return.

It is at this stage of the review that options 2 and 3 begin to present themselves for
consideration by the Board.

Option 2 - Satrosphere continues to operate entirely independently but with reduced
capacity. Support services could potentially be offered by some of the organisatiorrs
present at the Board table, maybe others e.g. TechFest SetPoint (public engagement -
delivery vehicle) or where necessary bought in on an ad-hoc basis e.g. IT repairs,
cârpentry skills for exhibit repair;
Option 3 - Satrosphere receives support from Sensation (Dundee) initially under a

fotm of management contract arrangement (to be costed), for review at the year-end.
Both organisations are sufficiently similar (facilities and ouþuts) to benefrt from
shared resources and specialisms. Greater financial stability could lead to both
organisations becoming more closely aligned but would be subject to the approval of
funders, both Boards and other major stakeholders. Early benefits would include the
sharing of best practice between organisations,

The detail of option 3 requires fuither discussion between key partners, notably the
Boards of both Satrosphere and Sensation and the Scottish Government.

The slimmer Satrosphere will require careful consideration over which activities it
engages in, in order to maximise education and commercial opportunit¡ while not
over extending itself, In this regard consideration has been given to whether the
organisation should reduce its operating hours. An initial review would suggest that
savings in hourly paid staff for, perhaps, a 5 day a week operatíon would be offset
against losing commercial income. In this sense it is recommended that Satrosphere
continues as a 7-day operation for the foreseeable future.

5.0 Operations

The review has benefited considerably from being able to talk to staff. While key
issues associated with staff have previously been identified others exist which
Directors need to consider, In the proposed new structure a sound, focussed and
professional duty management (DM) structure will be critical to effective delivery.
Rather than the latgely separate weekday and weekend operations, Satrosphere needs
to adopt a very consistent approach and one likely to require some training. In
addition to consistency across the 7-day operation, there is also a need to build one
team. V/hile typically helpful when necessary there remains a need to get all
departments communicating with each other and ideally on a daily basis. A training
needs analysis would identifo suitable opportunities for building a stronger team unit.
Current staff with DM responsibility openly admitted to not having had fire training.
When probed further it also became apparent that staff did not know where important
documents like the crisis management files were kept, Additionally, given the
significance ofhealth and safety to any organisation it was su¡prising to find that no
monthly health and safety audit is currently carried out. Something of a siege type
mentality was in evidence in the management team as they work to find solutions to
the current situation. This has led to a 'frre-fighting' or reactive approach to tackling
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oporational issues and in this regard a full review of health and safety would be

sensible at a very early opportunity. Health and safety is a significant commitment for
both executive and non-exçcutive members and a named Director should be identified
to take on responsibility for this.

As a consequence of the recommended redundancies the technical workshop should
also be closed.

In the short term (end of cunent financial year) any'faulty' exhibits should be
removed from the floor and replaced with others from Satropshere's store. Every
effort should be made to ensure that the visitor exporience is not substantially
downgraded as a result of the changes that must now come into effect.

6.0 Education

The HMIe review of Satrosphere, conducted in 2006, identificd a number of areas for
improvement which, substantially, remain in need of address. One early concem is
that the HMIo report has not been openly shared with staff and in light of this it is not
surprising why things have not advanced.

Professor Jack Jackson declined to lend support to this review on grounds that it
presented a possible conflict of interest with his continuing contribution to HMIe.
Professor Jackson did, however, suggest Jackie Heaton (School of Education,
Aberdeen University) be approached. During the course of the week I did meet with
Jackie and had a positive conversation around how she might lend support to the
organisation.

At face value there does appear to be a need to raise quality standards across the
organisation generally and if regular training associated with education and delivery
could be achieved (through Sensation and potentially others input) this would be no

bad starting point.

Once early operational issues are taken care of there is great potential for Satrosphere
to significantly improve perfomrance in all areas and perhaps most importantly its
science and education rclated outputs. There is no reason why Satrosphere could not
achieve the equivalent of a 4 star HMIe rating by the time of the next HMIe
inspections with the right approach and this should be a key objective for the
organisation.

Irr addition to odelivery' based improvements to Satrosphere's education base there is
also a need to develop the main exhibition, which is currently incoherent and almost
certainly not effective in securing audience engagement and improvements in
scientific literacy. Significant address of this objective will be dependent upon the
availability of future capital funds.

Satrosphere appears to have had mixed success in its use of travelling exhibitions,
Satrosphere has recently installed a temporary exhibition (Jet, Set, Go) from science
centre, @tBristol, but has no marketing strategy in place in order to maximise this
opportunity. This is something that Sensation could quickly implement in efforts to
maximise benefit during the October holidays, the last key trading month of the year.
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In bríefly considering a longer-term strategic focus for Satrosphere there would be
gteat merit in focussing the science being promoted at Satrosphere. This would
effectively allow the exhibition to tell the visitor a story, one which is both coherent
and connected. There would also be sense in addressing the open-plan style of the
centre at an appropriate stage,

Early themes for a future Satrosphere such as weather, climate change, the
envíronment and renewable energy have an Aberdeen focus and are areas of sciencc
that younger visitors often appear to have an inherent engagement with.

7,0 StakeholderEngagement

There was little time available to explore this aspect of the review, Much of the recent
stakeholder engagement has been towards current and potential fi.lnders. This work
will need to continue beyond this review and will likely see a flourish of activity in
the days following its presentation to the Satrosphere Board. The best output for
Satrosphere would be a combination of fi¡nder inputs that actually allow the team to
get on with the business of addressing the issues and recommendations outlined irt
this review - this will not happen ovemight.

In the period immediately following the implementation / address of these
recommendations there would be merit in conducting further research into key user
groups or audiences, their perceptions, needs and wants from Satrosphere. This type
of research could lead to further meaningful development and at various points of
delivery.

8.0 Next Steps

The earliest actions to be taken by Satrosphçre are associated with the adoption of
recommendations identified during this review. Since beginning this report the
Satrosphere Board have unanimously adopted all recommendations and have already
set about implementing them. This is a very positive start to the work of delivering
major organisational change at Satrosphere. This early action by Directors also shows
a clear dcmonstration of the Boards desire and commitment to making lasting change.
The Board have also agreed to undertake discussions with the Sensation Board and
Scottish Executive in efforts to identify au early contribution from Sensatiou.

This input could have many forms (in addition to assisting with implernentation of
recommendations) and early examples of possible next steps include:

o Use of tactical marketing ând commercial activity in efforts to maximise
visitor numbers and commercial opportunities during October 2007, the last
holiday month of the year;

o Development of a business plan for 2008/09 (including a forward looking
marketing strategy);

r Development of a detailed budget for 2008/09;
o Work with the Satrosphere team to address HMIe feedback;
o Develop staffing policies and procedures in preparation for a future pursuit of

Investors in People;
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Work towards a new and dynamic organisational culture, one that emphasises
quality, engagement, credibility and openîess.

a
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Appendix 1. Recommendations

â. Flnance

Recommendation I.

Directors should conf,rrm that Aberdeen City Council is happy to continue to act as

guarantor for the Satrosphere ovordraft facility as a matter of urgency,

Recommendation 2.

The Board consider and approve the suggested downsizing of staff. Discussions with
those in affected positions should commence at the earliest opportunity. The
redundancy process should be concluded by the I't November, if at all possible,

Recommendation 3.

The Board should seek external professional support in ensuring the centre follows
the correct procedures for conducting redundancies.

Recommendation 4.

Aged creditors (over 90 days) totalling over Êi 7k at September 3'd should be paid at

the earliest opportunity in order to avoid recovery action being taken.

Recommendation 5.

Satrosphere's cash position should be checked daíly by a named employee until
further notice. Additionally a nominated Director should review cash balances a
minimum of weekly until further notice. This would be best achieved by a nominated
Director being given internet clearanse for checking Satrosphere bank balances.

Recommendation 6.

Directors should attempt to negotiate an extension on the date for repayment of the
Scottish Executive's Ê72k capital funding.

Recommendation 7.

Directors should adopt the revised obudget' and monitor performance against this on a
legular basis. Directors are urged to review and confirm the accuracy of figures
provided before adoption.

Recommendation 8.

Brief staff on the current financial situation and what is being done to address this.

Recommendatlon 9.

Terminate marketing contract with effect frorn l't October 2007.
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Recommendation 10.

Implernent a system for reporting monthly (consolidated) management accounts to
Directors at future Board meetings.

Recommendation 11.

Consider the suitability of different accounting software packages to include factors
such as appropriateness for size of organisation, resource implications, ease of use,
tirning of changeover, etc.
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b. Management

Recommendation 12.

Directors should make an early decision over whether the current Chair remains in
post or an altemative interim (initially) appointment is made,

Recommendation 13.

Current Commercial Manager assumes day-to-day responsibility for the centre in new

structure.

Recommendation 14.

Form a sub-cornmittee of the Board which, at least initially, meets monthly and which
focuses on the commercial viability / performance of the centre. This group should
also be tasked with identifying a suitable management information system which
delivers timely and effective infonnation.

Recommendation 15.

Early dialogue with University Directors should be advanced in efforts to establish
how the three (Satrosphere being the third) might better work together in servicing a

shared interest in knowledge transfer and publíc engagement with science.

Recommendation 16.

Council based Directors should seek to identify suitably senior and quaiified
representatives within their ow¡r education departments for possible involvement at

Board level.

Recommendation 17.

Conduct a search for new Directors with marketing, human resource and commercial
experience and potentially (but not exclusively) based in relevant organisations e.g.

energy.

Recommendation 1.8.

Directors nominate a member of the Board to have responsibility for Health and

Safety, The Board may also wish to consider establishing a small audit committee, to
also comprise rlembers of Satrosphere staff with day to day responsibility for health
and safety,

Recommendation 19.

All Directors should undertake some form of Director related continuous professional
developrnent during the next twelve month.
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Recommendation 20.

Change Board days and times to ensure the majority of Directors are able to attend
future meetings.

Recommendation 21.

Directors ensure that all staff are trained in both fire safety and evacuation procedures
as a matter of urgency, Health and safety reporting (documented) should additionally
be reported at future Board meetings,

Recommendatlon22.

Directors implement a health and safety audit of the centre at an early opportunity and
review this monthly.

Recommendation 23.

Directors should have all staff paperwork reviewed to ensure it meets with good
practice. Directors may also wish to consider a future pursuit of Investors in People.

Recommendatlon 24.

Organisational culturç needs further evaluation and development in efforts to create a
one*team approach.

Recommendation 25.

Schedule staff appraisals and ensure these happen before the end of December

Recommendation 26.

Re-instate daily team briefs with immediate effect. Implement a new system of
weekly briefings / meetings for staff in more senior positions.
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c. Efficiency and Effectiveness

Recommendation 27,

Satrosphere continues to open as a 7-day operation until further notice.

Recommendation 28.

Continue dialogue with Jackie Heaton (Aberdeen University) and work towards her
having regular contact (weekly) with the education team.

Recommendation 29.

Undertake monthly stock takes in commercial departments.
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Paul Jennfngs

From: Steuart Cuthbert [steuart@members'v21.co,ukJ

Sentt 12 January 2006 14:01

To; Paul Jonnings

SubJeotr Facifity review meetlng

Good afternoon Paul,

This is just a noto to confirm our meetíng at Sensation on Wodnesd ay 1810112006 et 1100' The folfowíng is a copy of my

olginaibrieflng notê from Michael, which will form the basis of our discussion.

Steuart.

I u,ork in tire Scieucc arrd Socict¡, 'l'eatn, palt of ETLLÞ u,ithilt ttre Scottish Executive. We ltavc

lcspQnsr
r¡,ith thc
sooiety,

bility I'br thc fundirrg of thc lbul Scottislt scielrce contles ancl stlallc[ scicnce ancl societ¡' i¡titialiVes

overall airm to engen clel a 'oultut'e of scicncc ' arrct irttprnve the scientifio literacy of cii'ic Scottislt

qi

Frarrk (l.eapler arrd I have rece¡tly been cliscussing the lequilenrerrt f'or an irtdepeltclent evaluatí<¡n of fhe

cciucatioltal fàcilitics u,ithirl eacl: o1'lìle foul scicncc ceut¡'es itl Sco(larld, natttely:

r Scusatiorr, Durrclee;

¡ Satr'ospltele, Altcr'cleert;
r Oul Dynauric Ðarth, Edinbulglt;and,
e Clasgow Sciertce Cenh'e

t6 cxanrillc t¡cir suitatrilit¡, lbr colrtirruing ¡l:ofessiorral clet,olopn'tcnt in s<;icllcc eclucatiort to tle delivclctl in

each lor:atíon. This u,oulrl-be airttecl at eveiyolrc irrvoh,ed in soience eduoatíolr in Scotlancl, n<lt dissirllilal fo

tltc Scicncc Leartring Ccrrt¡'c a¡:¡:r'oaoh in Errglattcl.

We rvcl'e rl,onclcr.inl¡ if ¡,orr rvoulcl consider unclarfal<itrg suclt a ¡lÍecc of rt'ôrk, nnct, itt thc cvcnf yott

ryould 5e happ¡,to äo io, plcasc coukl ),ou l¡rovidc an irtclicatio¡l <¡f lto$'tlluch you tl'ould chargc to

undcrtnke this?

Tlre ail¡ of thc ¡lr<rjcct woufci bc to establish the extetlt to wtrioh tlrc existing facilities at cach of tlte celttres

rrray be cnhancócl t<, suppo''t tcacher CPD courses u,hioh ntight be deliveled ill as.sociatiolr

higirer e<Juoatiou iustitúii<xs. These ceu¡'ses often requit'e laboratoly equi¡:ment anci otlier

arrcl it is inr¡rorta¡t that we establish just hor¡, fÌ:asiblr¡ it u,oulcl tte irr thcshort-tel'tlt; say 0v

rnclpt¡s, fc¡ e¡hancc t¡ese fàoÍiities tó lllake thcnr suitaille, as u,e recogltize thal it nligbl not be possible to

suppol't such courses in all (<lr ¡lerliaps any) of thc ceptt'es ¿ìt l)l'esellt,

As a sra¡tì¡rg ¡roi¡t, it woulcì be nccessaly frrr you to nroct wíth of'ficials flo¡lr the Scottish Sohools Equipnte:

Resear.clr Cõritrc and atso r.r,ith D¡'Stuar,t Moru'o, Scientific Dil'ector ot'Oul Dyrtarttic Ëal'flt, who is also

Chair of rhc Eclucatiolr sulr-grou¡r fol'the Scottish Science Cerrtre Nctwol'k fo discuss this lrratter, and thelt

p,ogrcss to:

o Exalrrine tlre existirrg educatiorral ptovisiolr vi,íthirr ench of the f'oul cc¡lttes, We would like you t<

colh,^iclc¡.the existirrg eclucatiur facilities i¡l telnrs e cludirrg capacity issues),

ourt'o¡lt ICT aud Tt¿TVicleo procluction pxrvisiort, ll io arttplil'rcation.

amangon)ent,s, ca¡lacity to cirange existilrg seatirtg lì Caterìttg ancl tea/coffee
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faci Ii t i c.s arrcÌ facili ties foL reprogra¡rhics;

r Discuss thc rauge of existing eclucatiolr ptovision to scho<tls, inclucling tlte 'catohtlto¡tt' atcas

nhic.:h es, the ofyoung , the nuttlber of sch arld

the rru reople the existir crials tltat are avail rool
visits, celltle ort sohool isits aud the tlature attd

¡:ost- school i,isit sup¡tort;

r Çolrsider tho a¡rpro¡u'iatencss of exisfing educatiorr lllovision for schools to be extertded to CPD

provisiorr fol'tcachers outwith sohool visifs. In Irâr'ticular cclnrttrenl upottl

(a) the quality of existirrg labolatoly fäoilities;

(b) the ca¡lacity of the Ccntrc to upgracle ol: cl'eato labolatory facilities that would
adequately sul)port teacher CPD visitsl

(c) tlre ca¡racity ol'each of the celltl'es to suppot't tcacher visits in ter¡lls <¡f the nulnbcr of
tcâcl'rers thât rïighl l¡e acconlrlodated ;

(d) su¡rport f¡rcilities tììat ¿¡t'e, ol' cculcl be lrracle available, fbt those who will dcliver" teaclt

CPD;

(e) arry 'cquí1ltnc¡lt' issues fhat rteetl to bc acldlessed;

(f) the capacit¡, of educatioll staff'to ofl'er lhose urtdertaking CPD traitiing,
all oppol'turìity to touI tlìe cet)tl'e; and,

(g) thc pr,oxinrity of'l'easonably goocl acconurrodation f'or visititrg tcachcrs

tu4t<: rttay i:e u¡lclettaking an ovct-trigltt tlairling coul'sc,

Wc iruugirrc that thc ¡rr<r.jcot u,ill tal<c r'ro lolrgcr (h¿ìn tu,rl (o thrce rveoks. This wíll inclu<le tilltc fb¡'
prc¡)arafiotr, tr'¿ì\r01. repofi u,r'jtilrganci tolnal<can all<lrlance fbla¡r¡>oirrtrltcJlts \\,ith tlte scjelroc celtt¡'cstafii
b¡r-thc u4rcllc, ít slrouid be.sullìoic¡lt to ntcci u,itl: scur<lorrc fì'onr the eclur:atit)t: fcâ1l1 ill cach of tlre ccllt¡'es.

I-lorveve¡', il,o will ctl.qute that thc Cjhicl'Executír,c oJ'caclr centra u¡<lt"tlcl be itrl"ol'nlectol'your'Íltrrolveureltt it

this pieceol'u,t¡r'l<, a¡lcl asl< thenr to c¡lsulethatyou rcccive all availablc a.ssistalloc in tltc¡lu|suìt of y<lur'

enquiries,

Irilrally, it'¡,oulcl tre hclpful il'you could ¡rrovitle an inclioatiorr of your estirttation of the cost required to
bring cach of the cerrt¡'es" facilitie.s u¡l to rhe lequirecl stalldat'cì,

I alrtici¡rafe thal it nray bc a¡>pro¡rliate fbr you, Fralrk and I to rlrcel u¡r fo discuss this, scl l'd be gratel'ul if'y<
could gírre luo â!r incìicatiorr of youl availatrility o1/er the rlext fb\¡, r¡,ceks so tlut you coulcl meet rtitlt us

cilhel hclc at Euxr¡ra Building in Olasgou,, or at Victoria Quay irt Hclittbut'gl:.

All the best.

Michacl Ro.'¡,

The other matter that I should líke to discuss is the possibility of the Tayside and Fife Section of ASE and

Satrosphere running a joint event for teaohers in March 2006.
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With regards,

Steuart

Sfeuart Cuthbort
FÍeld Officcr
ASE Scotland
K¡owehend
Comrie
Perthshiro
PH6 2LS
017.c/ 6'.t0 751
steuarlcuthbofl @ase, org,uk
www,ase.org.uk
wwlf/.s$escotland. org,uk
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From: Paul Jennings
Sent¡ 20 November 2008 12:09
To¡ Louise Stnith
Subject: FV/: Science Centre Review

Attach¡nenús: Propo sals for Sensation,doc

From: Steuad Cuthbert Imailto:steuart@members.v21,co,uk]
Sentr 19 Ëebruary 200622:46
To: PaulJennlngs
Subject; Scíence Cenhe Review

HiPauf,

You asked me to give you some Ídea of the requirements to provide a facility to aocommodâte 200 delegates. I have had a
long discussfon with Michael about your proposal. I am afrald that Michael is not in favour of the larger facility.Ïo has
acknowlodged that it will be necessäry to provide a new build at Sensation lf they are to go ahead with the SLC upgrade, He
díd suggest lo me that we should work wlth a nominal figure of 50 defegates for the Sensation provisíon,
I have considered the basic needs ín a cenlre to provlde the standard type of CPD programme, whlch is:

Re gistration/Refres hm en ls
Welcome address - whole group
Keynote address - whole group
Workshops * small group activ¡ties
Lunch/Refreshments
Workshops - small group activities
Keynote address - whole group
Plenary sesslon - whole group.

Thus the requirement is for accommodation to cope with the total number of dolegates and a nurnber of srnall groups of 20 -
40 depending on the nature of the activity. The nature of the actlv¡ties means that lt ls unlikely thal there would be
opportunlties to effect major changes to the accommodation layouts durlng lhe CPD activity,

On the basis of this structurs, I have suggested the minimum accommodation structure required

I have given suggestlon for two models:
a. 50 delegates as requested by Mlchael
b. 200 delegates.

During our discussion, you suggêsted lhat you would wish to attract conferences like the ASE Scotland Annual Conference,
There is indeed, a number of s¡milar events throughout the year, These meetings, however, usually attract a signlficant
number of exhibilors,
The proposed structure would accomnrodate meetings similar to that of the lnstitute of Physics in June, but for the ASË, we
should require a large space for an exhibition ln addítlon to the accommodation shown. For exampfe, for our conference ín

Maroh we are using:
1 x 400sqm - Lecture Theatre
2 x B0 sqm - Workshop rooms
5 x 50 sqm - Workshop rooms
Dining Room
400 sqm (Total) * exhlbltion space * Refreshment area within this space
24 sqm - Reception area

Our delegate numbers are currenlly 170.

I have attåched a suggested accommodâtion "List" to this e-mail.

Please call me lf you wish to discuss this mafter further, I shall be at home late afternoon Monday, away Tuesday &
Wednesday, al home am Thursday(up to 1330) and alt day Friday - I work from home - the contact information shown below

With regards,

fìle://C:U)ocuments and Settings\enningsp\Local Settíngs\Temporary Internct Filcs\OLK3O\FW Scie.,, 24/11/2008
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Steuañ

Steuart Cuthbert
Field Officer
ASE Scotland
K¡rowehead
Co¡nrie
Perthshire
PH6 2LS
01764 674 ?51
stcuartsuthbert@ase,org,uk
www.ase,org.uk
www. asescof Iand,org,uk

filc;//C:\Documents and Settings\jenningsp\Local Settings\Temporary [nternet Files\OLK3O\FW Scie.,, 24/1112008





Þevelopment of a SCIENCE LEARNING
CENTRE
PROPOSAL for a FEASIBILITY STUDY

to: the Director; Scottish Science Centres Program, Scottish
Executlve
by: SËNSATION, Dundee's Science Centre

background

Cunently based sofely in England, Science Learning Centres are a natlonal network
providing a focal point for professional development in sclence teaching, The Centres aim
to support teachers to learn more about oontemporary scientlflc ldeas while experimenting
wíth effective teaching approaches and gaining experience of advanced scientific
techniques,

There are nine regional Centres ín England and one National Centre (York) to serve the
UK, Each of the Centres has a maln base with online resources which can be accessed by
teachers, They offor courses in the latest scientific research and industriaf applications to
sclence teachers, technicians, Fuñher Ëducation lecturers and teachers tackling the ethics
of science in society.

At this time Scotland does not have an equivalent resource.

We at Sensation, Dundee's Science Centre, wish to explore the possibility of providing a
Science Learning Centre for Scotland located adJacent to, but integrated with, our current
building,

the case for a Science Learning Centre at Sensation

Sensation aspires to operate the best small science and discovery centre in the world. We
are highly ambitlous for our future and that of the newly formed Scottish Science Centres
Network. Over the coming months and years we lntend to position ourselves as a key
scientific resource and centre of educational excellence.

We focus on running an efficient and well-governed business and are now advancing this,
in key areas, to a status of best practice. This strategy will support the sustainability of our
business and put the centre in a stronger position to pursue major oppoñunities as they
arise.

The potential for locating a Science Learning Centre (SLC) at Sensatlon represents one
such major oppoftunity,

We intend to increasingly focus on developing the scientific and educational potential of
the Centre. This wlll be supported by a subgroup of the Board who will utilise theír own
exceptional scientific knowledge to develop lnspirational ideas.
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Hlstorically we have been consistent in our ability to "punch above our weight". Sensation
was awarded one of the highest grant(s) from ReDiscover funds and, as a result, we have
been able to comprehensively redevelop our Centre during the last 12 months.

For us it makes sense to locate a Scottish SLC within Dundee $cience Centre. lt wlll
significantly advance our effofts to position ourselves as a key educational resource within
the region and, indeed, Scotland,

Sensation's proxímity to, and strong links with, Dundee's Universities; Ninewells Teachlng
Hospltal plus Biomedical Parl<; and, Greenmarket Digital Media Park, combined with an

already strong reputation amongst visiting teachers, makes Þundee the perfect location,

our Proposal

The 'ScoÍflsh Science Cenfres Network Four Year Strategy' gives the clearest
demonslration of confidence in its abllity to deliver a frarnework that will make an lmportant
contribution to Scotland's future knowledge economy,

It recognises that more than other visitor attractions Scotland's sclence centres need to
inspire, ínnovate and aspire to world-class status.

lf the Science Centres are to be posítioned at the heart of sclence education in Scotland
they must compllment the educatfonal currlculum while still encouraging and informing

debate, (both forrnal and lnformal), amongst their rnany visítors.

Science Learning Centre

ln January 2006, the Scottish Ëxecutive commissioned an initial study to look at how the
four Scottish Science Centres mlght incorporate a Scionce Learning Centre ínto their
operating structure.

The modelwe would like to explore comprises of:-

a. Reception area:
to accornmodate receptlon and lnformatlon, Also refreshmenVbreak-out area able
to accommodate greeting and hospitafity

b. "drop-in" Resource Centre

c. Workshop areas (3)
areas to be flexibly deslgned incorporating moveable walling, but with each able to
accommodate between 20 to 50 delegates depending on seatíng otyle and
arrangement

d. Lecture Theatre
a slngle area permittlng a theatre arrangement to accommodate around 100
delegates,

e. fully equipped Laboratory (to accommodate 20 delegates)

f. Technician/Preparation area g. Chemical storage
store

h. ICT control room and
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Knowledge Transfer Gallery

We would propose a Knowledge Transfer Gallery (KTG) be located wlthln the Science
Learning Centre, Thls wouÌd create a space where local universlties and industry/business
can communicate to the general public, teachers and older school children the ploneering
work and research belng carrled out both in Tayside and Scotland.

The space would be flexible, houslng exhibitions and graphics displaying thís research.
Content would constantly be varled to reflect the changing face of scientific research,

Currently no mechanism on this scale exists for prornoting publlc engägement wlth "real"
scientific research in Scotland.

Blowoman

The arts and sciences have often throughout time been a source of mutual inspiration,
Although the historical tensions between these'two cultures'are well documented, an ever
growing body of afis and scienco research and production lends weight to the view that
these interdisciplinary collaborations are increasingly compelling.

Since the 1980's Dundee has bçen in the forefront of Public Art in Scotland, That
SensatÍon stands at the nexus of Dundee's Cultural Quarter and Digital Media Park gives
impetus to the concept to create a landmark sculpture at this point, emphasizing the sci-art
inter-relationship.

Biowoman stârted life as a piece of creative sculpture intended to draw clear links between
the world of science and aft. A nine foot model has been created and, if reâlised to full
scale (25 metres), it would become â confident iconic "bioColossue" nonchalantly
straddling the area between the arts and sciences, emphasizing the irnpoftance of Dundee
as a leading centre for research into the life sciences.

We would like to investigate the feasibility of constructing Biowoman on the Sensation/SLC
slte as a link between the two buildings and dernonstrating the inter-connectivity between
art and the applicatlon of science,

cost of feasibility study

After in-depth discussions wfth our professional advlsors, we have put together a cost
proposaf for the total feasibifity study. This is based on the Knowledge Transfer Gallery
being located within the Science Learning Centre and, therefore, integral to it, ln
submitting a total cost for the study which incfudes Bíowoman, it is acknowledged the
sculpture might be considered as a separate entity. We have, therefore, detailed its cost
breakdown figures included ln the main bid.

Arch itectu ral Services

Quantity Surveying Servíces

Structural Engineering ServÍces

Building Services

38,200,00

7,000.00

11,000.00

4,000,00
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G roundwork lntef ligence

Project Management (lncluding
travel)
** Þetails of costs itemised in Appendlx

Cost incf uded in above for Biowoman

Architectural Services

Quant¡ty Surueying Servlces

Structural Engineering Services

Bullding Services
** Details of costs itemised in Appendlx

å. Site Ownership
b, Building Design Functíon & Location
c, Topographic Surueys
d. Geotechnical lnvestigatlons
e, Foundation & Structural Design
f, Public Utility investigation
g. BuÍlding Services strategy
h. [iaison wlth LocalAuthority on their

Statutory Function(s)

i. A Strategic Brief
j. Criteria for management of the project

k, Risk Analysis
l. A Procurement StrategY
m. A master Programme
n. A master Cost Plan,

900,00

5,400,00

Ê 66,500,00

14,400,00

2,500.00

ô,000.00

500 .001

L24 00

expected outcomes from study

The prime objective of this feasibility study witl be to convince potential. funders that the

proje'ot is not merely viable but that we cán demonstrate sufficient detailed analysis has

been undertaken to guarantee the facility can be buil{ within the parameters of cost, time

and quality that we both promise and asplre to.

The product of the study wflt be a "funder-friendly" presentatlon package. lt will be ICT

based with CAD plans and elevations plus a "walk'through" 3D model.

Behind this, however, we will hold our technical, financial and busfness plans.

We will be able to clearty prove we have considered and investlgated various essential

elements such as:-

funding strategy

Contermínous with this study on the capital works for the facility we wlll commence work

on the identification of potential funders. This will undoubtedly entail formulatlng a

Business Case together with a Business Model and Management Plan,

We note, in England, the Science Learnlng Centre network was a joint inltiative between

the Depârtmenifor Èducation and Skills ãnd the biomedical research charity Wellco-me

Trust, We further note all Ënglish SLCs have very strong links with thelr local Universíties.

Finally we note SLC South West is a partnership between @Bristol and the local

universities.
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As a starting point we would initiate a dialogue with both the National Science Learning
Centre and StC South West to attempt to identify common ground and, by benefiting from
their experience, reduçe our own time and etfort input requirement.

We will also commence discusslons with all local Unlversities, They have already
indicated their interest in the project and, ln the past, have glven enormous support to our
projects.

We recognise capítal costs are only the beginning of our efforts and we will require to
produce ã business model which demonstrates the revenue implications of the project and

how we shall continus to fund the facility on a year by year basis,

With these Ín place along with the Feasibility Study we consider we can present a strong

and sound case for a Sclence Learning Centre based in Dundee to potential funders,

Dundee Science Centre
04 August 2006
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Proposals for Sensation * Upgrade to Science Learning Centre,

Modei l. * To accommodate 50 delegates

a, Reception area - minimum of 30m2 to accommodate reception desk and

information boards. This assumes that the delegates can access the curent
restaurant area for welcome refreshments. If the Science Learning Facility is
to be complctely selÊcontained a refreshment area to accommodâte a buffet
style meal would be required - I suggest a minimum of 40 sq m in addition to
the reception area

b. Workshop areas x 3 x'70 rnz - This would allow each area to accommodato up

to 50 delegates in theatre style or'20 dologates in "cabaret" (workshop) style.

The areas should be separated by rnoveable partitions. This would allow a

vâriety of anangernents but would also allow the provision of a single aroa of
250 m2, This would permit a theatre arangement to accommodate over 100

delegates, and an area that could be used for cotporate functions
The partitions ¡nust be sound insulated to the highest possible standard,

The preserrtation areas should be at opposite ends of the areâs to minimise
disturbance,

c, Fully equipped laboratory x I x 80rn2 to accommodate 20 delegates

d. Technician/preparation aroa x I x 40m2 - this could âct as a second lab for up

to I0 delegates as required, but should be equipped for full technical suppott
e, Chemical stomge * 20rn2 - with the appropriate shelving, metal cupboards,

ventilatioli and security, Positioned adjacent to the technician room

Model 2 * to accommodatc 200 deiegates

â. Reception area - minimum of 30m2 tô accommodate receptiorr desk and

information boalds. TIiis assumes lhat the delegates can access the cutrent
restaurant area for welcome refreshments. if the Science Learnittg Facility is
to be completely self-contailted a refreshment area to accommodate a buffet
style meal would be required - I suggest a minimurn of 80sq m in addition to

the reception area
b, Conference Room/Lesture Theatle * 400 m2'

c, Workshop areas - a minimum of 7 x 70 rn2 This would allow each area to

accommodate up to 50 delegates in theatre style or 20 delegates in "cabaret"
(workshop) style,
The areas should be sepalated by rnoveable partitions, This would allow a

variety of arrangements but would also allow the prnvision of a single area of
500m2. The partitiorrs must be sount insulated to the highest possible
standard,

d, Fully equipped laboratories x 2 x 80m2 to accommodate20 delegates eaoh

e, Teohnician/preparation areâ x 1 x 40m2 - this could act as an addítional ìab for
up to l0 delegates as required, but should be equipped for full technical
support

f, Chemical storage - 20m2 - with the appropriate shelving metai cupboards,

ventilation and security, Positioned adjacent to the technician room
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INTRODUCTTON

Scotland has a distinctíve science and engineering tradition within a culture where educatlon fs
valued, Provision of a modern and appropriate sclence educatlon facllity will be a keystone ln the
development of Scotland's knowledge economy, lts educatÍon systems and lts society.

"Sætland must invest ln sclencs ducation to producc a new generation of
pionæt*"

Slr David Lane, May 2008

EXECUTIVE SUMI{ARY

Our mission is to connect with the ScotLish public, encouraging the perception in the younger
generation, thât science represents a national advantage worth pafticípating in.

Our aim will be to prornote science, science learning, research & development by communicating
wlth our natlonal audlence in an innovative, inspiring and engagfng way. In doing so we can
encourage our comrnunity to engage with scientific issues, inspire a greater uptake of the sclences
at fufther education level by promotlng science careers, wlden access and develop our audience,
and additlonally attract lnternatlonal excellence in the area of sclence learning.

Dundee Science Centre aspires to be the best small science centre in the world, and through
existlng government funding is working towards thls goal. This new Science Learning Centre, with
a strong Ínternational research agenda, will advance our understanding of pubfic engagement and
sclence learnlng. Thls agenda will complement the exlsting mission of the sclence centre.

We will promote greater connectlvlty throughout the whole area of non-school science learning
engendering a more robust confidence and competence ín scientific issues.

Our vislon for Scotland's StC ls underpinned by a sustainable busÌness, The lmpact of the SLÇ
with íts many facets, will be to underscore Dundee Science Centre's ämbltions while providing a

key towards our future sustalnabllfty.

The SLC wfll be home to seven major functions:
I A Knowledge Transfer Gallery showcasing the best in Dundee, St. Andrews and the wider

Scotllsh scientific comrnunÌty research and pioneering developments.
ll A Chafr for Public Engagement wlth Sclence and Sclence Learning fncorporatlng a strong

research agenda.
iii Create Scotland's key resource for the Continuing Professlonal Development of our sclence

teaching professlonals. The quafíty of this facility wîll convey to teachíng professionals a
sense that they are valued and supported ln their learning and development. This resource
wilt include the most up to date laboratory equipment.

lv Create a state-of-the-art conference facllíty majoring on the academic community
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v Create a llbrary resource for teaching professionals
vt Develop a co-ordlnated base for other science institutions and organisations'
vii Creation of Colossus

A major, detalled feaslbility study relating both to all aspects of the slte and the proposed building

on lt has been undertaken together wlth a thorough market assessment,

Our record to date, both as a busíness and project management team, proves we have the

capabilitÍes to achieve this project

We have developed many working partnershlps and vlew them as core to our organisations

development and success. A stakeholder analysis ís being compiled.

THE VISION

Scotland's Science Learning Centre will be an inventive, natìon wide project drawing on the

strengths ofthe key paftners :-

Dundee Science Centre :

University of Abeftay i

Scotland's scientific com m u nities

University of Dundee
Unlversi$ of St Andrews

Our vision ls for greater connectivity throughout the whole area of non-school science learning. By

taking a strategl{ holistic view of sclence learnîng we can work towards growlng the in-reach and

out-rãach aspicti of our work. We intend to draw on relevant expeftlse, and worklng with the

Universities, we cân identify the most appropriate and innovative approaches to teaching and

learrring, and adapt these to a science context.

The Science Learnlng Centre, accessibly located in Scotland, and adjacent to Dundee Sclence

Centre will be conõtructed, integrating Knowledge Transfer; Science Learnlng, Continuing

Professional Ðevelopment, Laboratory faclf ltles, learning $paces¿ library resources

The SLC wlll co-ordinate expeftise in sclence learning and development for teachers, technÎcians,

learnlng support assistants, scientists, sclence communlcators and educationalists. We will engage

teacheis witn tne wider science communÍcation community and create a central resource where

teachlng professlonals can develop, improve and inspire.

We wilf ensure a sustainable programrne of CPD in support of the introduction of the Curriculum

for Excellence, The SLC will promote lmproved connectlons and synergies between schools and

Higher Ëducatîon Institutions. This shoutd help teachers to stay up'to'date în the science they are

teachlng so that they feel confident in using current ídeas,

To date, Scotland has not had a strategîc, long-term äpproach to sclence learning and professional

development, Our collaborative approãch mãans we can bring the best expertlse ln both formal

and informal learning to introduce an imaginative and relevant programme of CPD' This is
required to support tãaching professionals as they rÍse to the new challenges faced in the sclence

teaching field.

By drawlng on speclalist skills for formal and lnformal learning, and creating a unique environment

where teaihing professlonals suppoft each other, we can make the changes to the teaching

culture required to create Scotland's knowledge econorny'
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OBJECTIVES

Science Learning Centres, (SLC), exist in England as a natlonal
development în sclence teaching. Centres suppoft teaching professiona

by learning more about contemporary scientific ideas and in experimenti
approaches and gainlng experience of modern scientific technlques.

The main aim, in England is to lmprove sclence teaching, raise morale ln teachlng and insplre
pupils by providing exciting, intellectually stlmulating and relevant science education'

There are currently no SLCs in Scotland. We will create Scotland's Science Learning Centre,

connected and adjacènt to Dundee Science Centre.

Our vision for Scotland's SIC draws on b¡oader themes, and is underpinned by a
sustainable buslness.

Dundee Science Centre aspires to operate the best small sclence and discovery centre ln the

world, We are highly arnbit¡ous for our future and inlend to posltion ourselves as a key scientific

resource and centie of educational exceflence, The impact of the SLC with its many facets will be

to underscore our ambitÍons whlle provlding a key towards our future sustainability.

A multl-faceted project will rnean a facîlity unique ln the United Kingdom. An iconic building, the

SLC wlll be home to seven major componentsr

I. Create a Knowledge Transfer Gallery showcasing the best in Dundee and
St, Andrcws science. ThÍs will offer a qrnt€mporary and engaging experlence of life
sciences; biomedical developnenbi and, the wider*ienæ agenda,

Prornoting public engagêment wlth sclence and encouragíng excitement about new

developmlnts, discoveiieã and research, wilf be paramount to the success of this gallery. It
will be an experience created for the public like no other in Scotland.

Aimed at the general public, teachers and older school children, a space will be created where

the local universlties and industry/buslnesses can communícate the pioneering new work and

research they are undertaking ín the local surrounding area and wlder Scotland.

The space will be flexible and could house exhibftlons and graphics displaying thls research,

This eiement would constantly be renewed to reflect the changing face of sclentifìc research.

Currently no mechanlsm exists on this scale in Scotland to promote public en$ågement with

"reä|" scientifìc research.

2, Çreate a Clrair for Public Engagement w¡th Science and Science Learning with a
strong research agenda.

In association with the University of Dundee, wê will attract a pioneer in this fÌeld' The Chair

will advance our understanding of public engagement with science, This wlll further advance

Dundee's international reputation for excellence in the Llfe Sciences arena as well as inform
our developrnents in the iontlnuous Professional Devefopment for science educationalists.

3. Create $cotland's key resource for the Continuing Professional Þevelopment of our
science teachirt g profeselonals.

The rapid pace of scientific research places our science teaching professlonals in a unique
posltlon ln comparison to other teaching dlsclplines,
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A bespoke resource for Scotland will offer the most up to date, innovative and engaging

teachlng technfques and courses,

The Scottish Science centres networt< are already engaging with a quallty assurance and

accreditation system for îts educational programmes and this will underpin and be embedded

in CPD offered to Scolland's teaching professionals,

The facility that would þe realised will give teachlng professlonals a sense that they are valued

and suppofted in their learning and development'

4. Create a state-of-the*art conference facili$

Our market assessrnent research indicated Dundee loses out to other cities for academic

conferences as current Venqes do not offer the required facilities.

This facilfty will offer a seruice not only to the academlc communlty and but will also fill an

identified dap in the wider local marketr thus suppoftlng the proJect's wlder sustalnabillty.

A multi-functional bullding with fìve star conference facilities, break out spaces, meeting

rooms, lab facilíties and leiture theatres wlll offer academics and professíonals in the Tayside

and wider area a unlque conference and meetlng venue,

Key stakeholders have indicated a wíde use of thls facillty if realised, such as a teachlng venue

foi surgeons at Njnewells Teaching l'lospital using live data feed from ínternatlonal surgeons

carrying out pioneering techniques,

5. Create a llbrary resource for teaching professionals

By introducing innovative learning toofs, this facility will be available for all teaching

piofessionafs õn a loan basls. We know that teachers fack the budget and time to research

innovatÍve ways of engaglng puplls fn science activittes.

Thls resource will specialise in fllling this market niche'

6, Develop a co-ordinated base for other science instltutions and organisations.

Organisations such as the BA, STEM (Sclence Technology Engtneering and Maths) Partnership

anã other key organisations working with the public engagement of science,. CPD and science

learning ageñAas require closer w-orking environments to create a joined'up approach to

science-enþagement ånd CPD. By offerlng a home to lndivlduals withln these organisations,

we can create a trufy innovatlve approach to Scotland's sclence communíty - a one'stop shop

where sharing of b'est practice, 
'd'evelopments 

and knowledge ímprove Scotland's science

learning agenda

7. Creät¡on of Colossus

Forrnerly known as Biowoman, this ninety foot sculpture conceptualised by international aftist
and scuipture Þavld Mach is lniended to draw ctear links between the world of science and art'

A nine foot model has been created and îf reallsed to full scale would be a confident iconic

statement about Dundee as a leadíng centre for research into the life sclences. Colossus could

be built on the Dundee Science centre/SlC site as a llnk between the two butldfngs'
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FËASIBITITY

background:
In 200S the Scottish Government commissioned a study to consider creating a SLC for Scotland.

This study identifÌed that DSC had the appetite and ability to construct a SLC of at least regional, if
not national, importance.

This study was followed-up by commissloning DSC to co-ordinate a detailed feasibillty study which

had three major elernents:
1. Could a new facility be built on land owned by DSC?

2, What might a new facillty look flke?

3, What would be the assoclated costs of creatlng this new facility?

our feasibil ity investigationsr
r Analysls of potential building location
. Analysls of incorporating Colossus into the slte
. Ground conditlon analysls
r Site ownership lnvestigation
. Development of size and number of unlts
r Deslgn development
. Pre-planning meeting with local planning authority
r Service information (electriclty, gas, telecom, wäter, drainage etc,,.)
¡ Preparation of promotional aftwork to include visuals, graphics/ sketches, text

explanation, and animated 3D walkthrough
. Rlsk analysis and compliance with buildlng regulations
o Stage 1 provisional devefoprnent budget cost appraisal.
. Indication of timescales

This in-depth design sludy was developed and completed in 2A07 bY a professional construction

team headed by aiM Desión Archltects plus assoclated structural, mechanlcal and building seruices

englneers. It has been costed in depth by a Ralph Ogg & Paftners, chaÈered QuantiÇ Surveyors

The study determtned the project was lndeed perfectly feasible and did not uncover any significant
problems that might lead to major on-costs,

A further commission was an in-depth Market Assessment by an independent consultant suppoiled
by Scottish Enterprise. This has allbwed us to better understand and quantifo the level of demand

for such a new faciliÇ,

the ProJect Team and Project Approachl
Our recõrd to date, both as a buiiness and a project management team, proves we have the

capabllitîes to achieve this proJect

I time, mlght in ítself be
s wllf be the activltles
, sustainable enterprise
, and potentially wider,

We have researched our markets and produced business plans with financial models' We are

confident successful completion of this proJect is achlevable.

An underlying objective in our audience development will be to democratise science; promoting

science to anã connecting within the whole field of non-school science learning, offering access on

an inclusive basis, To maximise our resource and be financîalfy effectÎve, we will have produced

an adaptable facilîty capåble of targeting and servicing a variety of potentlal audiences.
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These includel
r Teachingprofessionals
r Local audience i teenage and young adults wlll feature heavily in our audience targeting

and development
o Organisatlons involved in Public Understanding of Science
o CPD providers
. Dundee's ambassador programme consisting of 140 academic personnel that regulady

brlng conferences to the Tayside area
o Other conference markets via the Convention Bureau

To underpin the operatlon of the organlsatlon with sound financlal management and governance -
a financiäl[ sustainable buslness fhe project will be under the direct superufsion of our Chief

Executive ánd Board through our very eiperienced in-house team, The ProJect Executive, (fáe
petson responsible for the proJ*t), strátt Ue Louise Smith. Louise ran our ReDiscover projects and

also has extensive business éxperlence. Louíse shall agaín be assisted by Ðavid Robertson as

Project Advisor. David, a Chartered Civil Engineer, was formerly Head of Projects at Scottlsh

Enterprlse, Taysíde.

Given our in-depth feasibllity study, the procurement route will most likely be'design and build'

with a guaranteàd maximum price.'We strall, however, retain an independent team of professional

advisers to review the works as design and construction proceeds'

We have already developed the design of the buílding to a consíderable extent, plus, investigated

site conditions; âvailabitty of utillty sãrvices; and, access. We are confident the building will have

an effective layout and flow; will be energy efficient; have low maintenance costs; and, with the
flexibilityto accommodate changing markeú, We will produce a sustalnable bullding and will_seek

a BREEAM assessment based ãn* renewable technologies, We shall also take account of the

DisablliÇ Discrimination Act and other relevant legislation.

PARTNËRSHTPS

Dundee Sclence Centre has developed many working partnerships over the last elght years, and

views them as core to our organlsations development and success,

Our stakeholder analysis and development work to date has involved meetíng with key

organisations that could form the partners for the project, Below are llsled some of these:

. UnÍverclUof Dundeet
Principle Sir Alan Langlands with Vice'Principle(s)

. Univeæityof Abeftayt
Principle Bernard King with Professor Mike Swanston, Vice-Principle

o UnìvenslU of$t And¡ews
t Her Majesty's Incpe¿torate for EduatÍon (Hl,lIø) * Professor Jack Jackson
¡ Ecottish Science Cenþe's Network

Our Dynamic Earth; Gtasgow $cience Centre; Satrosphere Science Centre
o Scottiçlt Ctop Researcfi Institute
. plus

Tayside STf;M Partnership; SSÊRC; InstÎtute of Physfcs; The BA ;

Association of Science Educators

The outllne proJect has had a very positive response with stakeholders offering backing and

agreement to continue support¡ng to the next phase,
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The next stage of development wlll be to formalise these partnerships and discuss involvement in

the project,

PROJECT COST & FUNDRAISTNG

The first phase of the feaslbiliÇ has been completed and a detailed costlng exercise undertaken

demonstrating a capltal cost of hZOm¡ll¡on (including f3 million for the construcLion of Colossus)'

We aim to secure 25o/o of the initial project costs through local, regîonal and national fundraising

activitles.
Early indication from our local trust organisations is that positive support and a commitment to
providing cash is genuinely present. Dundee Science Centre Endowment fund has also commltled

to providing finances.

next steps
The next steps for the proJect will be critical to the success of the project, Progress has been

relatívely slow due to the project team working on a paft'tlme basis,

With this fn mind Louise Smith must be seconded full-time to drive the project for a full lZ-month
period, Miss Smith would be suppofted by David RobeÉsorr on a part-time basls'

listed below are the key activÍties that the project team will engage with over the next period, and

will require funding to progress,

. Þevelop and fund the project team

. Second where necessary and at the appropriate stage of the development other
professionals to lend support to the business plan and budget development, fundraising

strategy
. Second when necessary senior science learning specialist
. Develop an MSc in Science Communication along with Þundee's Universities
o Develop our funding bid documents for the Wellcome Trust and other key organisalions
. Engage and secure commitment to all local partners and stakeholders for proJect

o Contlnue to build relatlonshlps and commitment from Universities
r In-depth risk study of the project, allowing for consultation wlth the National Science

Learning Centre in York, At-Bristol Science LearnÌng Centre, and others where appropriate

to learn from best practice as well as mistakes to avoid
r In-depth study to determine conference and other corporate potent¡al - both academlc

users and wlder audience - Convention bureau
r Investigation, afong with University of Dundee, to identify suitable pioneers in the fields of

sciencd fearning and public engagement who may champlon the project and allow for
recruitment of Sclence Learning Chair

. Developing Business Model añd Financial Plan includíng Rlsk Assessment and Stakeholder

Analysis
r Create organlsational Structure with detailed costs
. Understand tne road map to excellent BREEAM rating for the new facllity (without whlch

we could not apply for European funding)
e Develop closer links with Scotland's best CPD delivery organisations
. Create a bespoke programme of CPD delivery concentrating initially on Pedagogy,

Management ând teädeiship delivery for new Principle Teachers of Science and CPD for

newly guaf Ífied teaching professionals
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It is estimated that the next lZ-month phase of the project wlll cost Ê300,000,

With financial assistance from the Scottish Government we have already investigated ln some
detall the feasibilîty of our proposals. We have had in-depth dlscussíons wlth, and received
enthusiastlc support from, potentlal stakeholders at both national and local level, We have
developed the deslgn of the buildtng to a consideraþle extent. We have also funded a
comprehensive market assessment.

Based on these investigations we are confident that the project ls viable representing sound value
for money, We will produce an efficîent, sustainable bullding based on renewable technologles,
We wlll buíld an effective, sustainable business based on sound commerclal practlces.
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